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ABSTRACT
Assurbanipal, the last great king of the Assyrian Empire (934-609 BC), ruled from 668 BC until at
least 630 BC. He had to spend four years suppressing a revolt by Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, his older
brother and the king of Babylon (667-648 BC), but his reign was much longer than his predecessors
and he controlled almost all the area of the Ancient Near East. One of the essential bodies of
research material on his reign is his correspondence, which has never before been studied in detail
because much of it has been published in cuneiform copies only. His extant correspondence consists
of 359 letters: 72 letters from him (the so-called royal letters) and 287 letters to him. Royal letters
are particularly rare in the Assyrian correspondence and Assurbanipal’s royal letters outnumber
those of his predecessors, hence this dissertation focuses on them. The letters deal with political,
military, and diplomatic matters through the king’s point of view and in his words. The aim of this
research has been to find out what image Assurbanipal tried to convey in his letters and how he
utilized the image in order to further Assyrian policies. The dissertation uses philological method in
a large sense and also takes advantage of the electronic database of the Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus
Project (Helsinki), which contains all Assyrian and a large number of Babylonian texts of the NeoAssyrian period in transliteration.

Most of Assurbanipal’s royal letters were written during the revolt and its aftermath, and sent to
Babylonia, Elam, and the Sealand, which were deeply involved in the revolt. Since the most
common recipients of the missives were citizens, Assurbanipal clearly considered it particularly
important to address the population at large when the revolt shook the foundation of the empire. As
the royal letters originate in the state archives in the capital of Assyria, Nineveh, most of them are
archival copies or drafts. Two languages and two scripts (Neo-Assyrian, Neo-Babylonian) were
used in them, but the drafts would have first been drawn up in Neo-Assyrian, and later translated
into Neo-Babylonian, perhaps first in Assyrian script and only later in Babylonian script.

Assurbanipal had dialogue with both adversaries and adherents, emphasized the favours he had
done, and described himself as a benevolent and merciful king who was capable of establishing
justice, peace, and equality in the realm. He involved Nippur and Uruk in Assyrian military
activities against rebels and settled a sibling rivalry between the governor of Ur and his predecessor.
He continued a conciliatory policy towards Babylon even during the revolt in order to resolve the
conflict peacefully. He tried to incorporate foreign countries into Assyrian control by treaties and
sometimes exerted direct pressure on them with thinly veiled threats. Some countries came under
Assyrian rule at their own initiative in order to acquire military and political gains from Assyria.
iv

Throughout the royal letters, he stressed his devotion to the gods and their support for his rule.
Especially Aššur, supreme god of Assyria, was an important figure in the letters.

v
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INTRODUCTION
0.1. Groundwork
Assurbanipal was the last great king of the Assyrian Empire (934-609 BC). He ruled from 668 BC
until at least 630 BC, much longer than his predecessors, and gained splendid military and
intellectual achievements. During his reign, the empire reached its imperial peak; he undertook
military expeditions to Egypt, the Levant, Anatolia, Babylonia, and Elam and controlled almost all
the area of the Ancient Near East. Taking advantage of his victories in Egypt and Babylonia, he
collected a vast number of texts as booty, brought it to Nineveh, and built up a palace library, the socalled Assurbanipal library, to house his collection. Despite his remarkable success, the latter half of
his reign is not well known due to a lack of sources. This may indicate that the empire began to
decline. Twenty years after his reign, the empire rapidly collapsed. Hence his reign was one of the
key periods of the Assyrian Empire.

Since the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal contain much valuable historical information, they were
already made available in an excellent critical text edition by Maximilian Streck at the beginning of
the 20th century,1 and at present there is a new edition by Rykle Borger. 2 In addition, for the last
three decades, the Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus (NATC) Project in Helsinki has been publishing
editions of Akkadian (Assyrian and Babylonian) texts mainly found at Nineveh, including ones
deriving from the reign of Assurbanipal. 3 Various dissertations on Assurbanipal’s reign have also
been produced in the past.4

Though Assurbanipal’s correspondence is one of the essential bodies of research material on his
reign, it has never before been subjected to a detailed analysis and study because much of it has
been published in cuneiform copies only, and what has been published has been only partially or
inadequately translated.5 Even under such circumstances, several researchers have utilized the
correspondence of Assurbanipal in their monographs. John. A. Brinkman examined Babylonian
society and politics between 747 and 626 BC.6 Bill T. Arnold investigated the relationships between

1

Streck 1916.
BIWA.
3
SAA 2, SAA 4, SAA 7, SAA 9, SAA 10, SAA 12, SAA 13, SAA 14, SAA 16, SAA 18.
4
E.g., Gerardi 1987 and Novotny 2003a, but neither is published.
5
Harper published cuneiform copies of 1471 letters found at Nineveh, including Assurbanipal’s correspondence
(Harper 1892-1914). After Harper’s work, L. Waterman (Waterman 1930-1936) and R. H. Pfeiffer (Pfeiffer 1935)
provided translation, transliteration, and commentary of the letters published by Harper, although both are now out of
date. Later, Dietrich published selected letters from Nineveh meeting modern scholarly standards. Parpola (Parpola
1979) and Dietrich (Dietrich 1979) published 593 cuneiform copies for most of the remaining letters.
6
Brinkman 1984.
2

1

Assyria and Uruk as well as the introductory formulae used by Urukean governors in the 7th
century BC. 7 Grant Frame reconstructed Babylonian political history from 689 to 627 BC and
examined detailed historical issues in Babylonia under the reign of Assurbanipal. 8 Matthew W.
Waters also used the correspondence of Assurbanipal in his study on Neo-Elamite history (1000550 BC).9 Nonetheless, none have dealt with the letters sent by Assurbanipal.

0.2. The Corpus
The extant correspondence of Assurbanipal consists of 359 letters or letter fragments, which fall
into two main categories: 72 letters from Assurbanipal and 287 letters addressed to him. In this
dissertation, I will focus on the 72 letters from Assurbanipal (the so-called royal letters). In addition,
I shall analyse 7 letters addressed to him that are closely connected with the letters from
Assurbanipal. In order to distinguish these 72 royal letters from other correspondence of
Assurbanipal, I have put an asterisk (*) beside them. Hence the total number of letters analysed in
this study is 79, that is, almost 22% of the entire correspondence of Assurbanipal. I have, however,
made full use of the remaining correspondence as well, which I have been able to utilize thanks to
the resources of the NATC Project even before its publication. A critical edition of the entire
correspondence of Assurbanipal in two volumes is in preparation by Frame and Parpola, and is
scheduled to appear in 2015.

0.3. The Methodology
My methodology is philological in a large sense. Most of the correspondence of Assurbanipal was
published in cuneiform copy only from the end of the 19th century or the opening decades of the
20th century onwards, but I take advantage of the electronic database of the NATC Project, the
Corpus of Neo-Assyrian (CNA) Texts, created under Parpola’s directorship. The CNA contains all
Neo-Assyrian and a large number of Babylonian texts in transliteration, and all the transliterations
of my research corpus are extracted from it. I have been allowed by Parpola to use the letter corpus
and his preliminary translations of the letters prepared by him for the forthcoming text edition.
Likewise, Frame kindly provided me with his transliterations, translations, and critical comments on
the Neo-Babylonian letters of Assurbanipal. I also had an opportunity to study the cuneiform tablets
of some letters in the British Museum in 2009. I analyse these letters from the point of view of the
royal image and the politics of the Assyrian Empire
7

Arnold 1985. See also Arnold 1992.
Frame 1992.
9
Waters 2000.
8

2

0.4. The Aims and Scope of the Dissertation
The primary purpose of this dissertation is to find out what kind of royal image Assurbanipal
presented in his correspondence and how he utilized it in order to further Assyrian policies in
practice towards the areas within and outside the territory of Assyria, especially during the time of
the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn (652-648 BC) and its aftermath (648-646 BC), which shook the
empire to its foundation.

The Assyrian Empire established its hegemony over the Ancient Near East. Since vast areas in this
region were brought under the control of Assyria, the empire became heterogeneous. In order to
maintain and run the empire, embracing its multi-ethnic population, the Assyrian king had to
integrate inhabitants from different backgrounds into the empire as a single unified nation. For this
purpose, he subjected the population to the strong influence of Assyrian culture and propagated
Assyrian royal ideology and religion. Once this population assimilated into the empire and
recognized the Assyrian king as legitimate, the king exercised his power and implemented Assyrian
policies with the help of the administrative infrastructure and court scholars. In the empire as a
coherent entity, he subjected the inhabitants, for instance, to tax and military service and at the same
time gave them peace and security from external threats. The figurative aspects and the royal image
of the Assyrian king were shared between the rulers and the ruled. These perceptions of the
Assyrian king were also transmitted to independent states in the Ancient Near East under the
influence of Assyria.10 Hence it seems that the people in the Ancient Near East shared many
elements of their view of the world.

The image of the king was embodied in the iconography and concretized in Assyrian royal
inscriptions, hymns, praises of the king, myths, epics, and prophecies, whereas in his own letters
Assurbanipal described the image of the king himself. He conveyed it in his letters, making it
appealing to the common people as well as the ruling classes, and made use of it for national
interests under the complicated political conditions. So far, however, there has been little discussion
about the royal image represented by the Assyrian king. I shall try to examine it and clarify the
political thinking behind it.

10

Parker 2011, Parpola 2010, Parpola 2004b, Annus 2002, Parpola 1997a, Porter 1993a, Parpola 1993a.

3

0.5. The Manner of Presentation
When a text of the Neo-Assyrian period is dated, it contains a name of the eponymous official.
Thanks to the study on Assyrian eponym lists and chronicles by Millard, the order of eponyms
between 910 and 649 BC has been established. 11 Such lists beyond 649 BC have not been
preserved, although the eponym dating system continued until the collapse of the empire. A
provisional order of eponyms between 649 and 609 BC was proposed in The Prosopography of the
Neo-Assyrian Empire (PNA) by Parpola.12 In accord with the accepted convention by
Assyriologists, an asterisk (*) is added to a year number during this period (e.g., 648* BC). The
chronology used in this dissertation follows the order established by Millard and Parpola. The
present study also follows the dates of the reigns of Assyrian kings as indicated in PNA. 13

Dates are presented by year-month (in capital Roman numerals)-day. Each year has been equated
with a single Julian year, but it should be remembered that the Assyrian calendar began around the
time of the vernal equinox so that an event occurring late in the Assyrian calendar actually took
place early in the next Julian year. The names of Assyrian months are occasionally given in this
study.

As for the notation of personal names, except for Sargon II (Šarru-ukīn), Sennacherib (Sīn-aḫḫēerība), Esarhaddon (Aššūr-aḫu-iddina), Assurbanipal (Aššūr-bāni-apli), Merodach-Baladan
(Marduk-apla-iddina) II, and the Urarṭian king Sārdūrī (Issār-dūrī) III, all the other personal names
are presented in accordance with PNA, which gives the presumed Neo-Assyrian realization. 14

If an Akkadian text is given in an acceptable transliteration and English translation in a modern
critical text edition, article, or book, I use them as they are. If the transliteration and/or translation is
in need of major corrections, these are indicated in footnotes.

0.6. The Structure
Part One of this dissertation presents the basic information of the letters from Assurbanipal
including their destinations in geographical order, geographical coverage, chronology, and their
recipients. Individual recipients are presented in alphabetical order, whereas collective recipients are
given in a rough geographical order. It also discusses the process of composing letters, which is
11

Millard 1994.
PNA 1/I, XVIII-XX. Cf. Novotny 2003b, 215; Reade 1998, 255-257.
13
PNA 1/I, XXI.
14
Parpola 1998b.
12
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made possible by the fact that the research corpus contains drafts, archival copies, and finished
letters brought back to Nineveh for some reason. In addition, this part presents linguistic features of
Neo-Assyrian (NA) and Neo-Babylonian (NB) found in the letters from Assurbanipal and examines
the scribes who wrote these texts.

Part Two discusses and analyses the royal image of the Assyrian king and the empire’s policies
towards Babylonia and foreign countries. Besides overviewing the Babylonian political history in
the reign of Assurbanipal and the role of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, this part studies policies towards
Babylonia on the basis of the letters addressed to that region. It also investigates the foreign policies
manifest in the research corpus. The final part deals with the conclusions of the study.

PART I. PROLEGOMENA TO THE LETTERS OF ASSURBANIPAL
1.1. The Destinations of the Letters
A brief summary of the main topics of the letters is given below according to geographical
coverage. In some letters, addressees are not preserved. The identification of recipients is discussed
in the section on the recipients (see below pp. 34ff). The detailed contents that are related to the
Assyrian royal ideology and Assyrian policies are argued in Part Two.

1.1.1. Babylon
The city of Babylon (the origin of the word in Greek: Βαβυλών, Babylṓn, see also Neo-Assyrian:
Bābili), situated along the Euphrates about 90 km south of Baghdad, 15 was the most important
metropolis in Babylonia because it had for centuries been the capital of lower Mesopotamia and an
extensive territorial state. It had a long cultural tradition including scribal art, scholarship, and
religion, and was respected and admired not only in the region but all over the Ancient Near East.
Hence whoever controlled it had to respect its traditions and try to win over the support of its elites
and inhabitants. After Babylonia became a part of the Assyrian Empire, controlling and maintaining
its capital effectively became one of the priorities for the Assyrian kings. Despite their efforts,
Babylonia sometimes brought upheaval to Assyria. Before examining the contents of the letters sent
to the city, it is necessary to briefly review the political situation in Babylonia during the reign of
Assurbanipal.
15

Parpola and Porter 2001, Map 10 and p. 7.
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At the beginning of the reign of Assurbanipal, Babylonia was under the control of Assyria. His
father Esarhaddon had been concurrently the king of Assyria and the king of Babylonia. However,
he decided to divide the realm of the Assyrian Empire. 16 In the middle of Ayyāru (II) in 672 BC,17
Esarhaddon appointed his sons Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn to the thrones of Assyria and
Babylonia respectively. He concluded a treaty concerning this royal succession with the Assyrian
citizenry and vassal nations. 18

In 669 BC, Esarhaddon died due to illness on the way to a campaign against Egypt on the 10th day
of Araḫsamna (VIII).19 In accordance with the succession treaty, Assurbanipal ascended the throne
of Assyria in Kislīmu (IX) in 669 BC. 20 The year 669 BC was his accession year and his regnal year
started in 668 BC. In 668 BC, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn entered the city of Babylon with the statue of
Marduk and ascended the throne of Babylon. 21

Even after Šamaš-šumu-ukīn took up residence in Babylon as the king, from the viewpoint of
Assyria its city assembly continued to function as the administrative body. This is evident from the
fact that no letter sent by Assurbanipal to Šamaš-šumu-ukīn has been found, while all the preserved
letters to Babylon were addressed to the citizens of Babylon (see below pp. 50-55). The
correspondence in this category numbers eight: *ABL 926, *K 2931, *ABL 301, *CT 53 142,
*ABL 571, *ABL 1146, *CT 54 230, and *83-1-18,511. The topics of these letters vary widely.

In *ABL 926, Assurbanipal shows his full respect for Babylon using literary expressions and
ideological phrases. The letter has a long introductory part with an extended introductory formula, 22
but the body of the letter is not preserved. In the introductory part, Assurbanipal immediately
affirms that he will maintain Babylon’s privileged status (kidinnūtu). Secondly, he stresses his
devotion to Marduk, his trust in Zarpanītu from his childhood, and his royal qualities such as
16

On the rationale and motivations of this controversial and bold political decision, see Nissinen and Parpola 2004,
214-218; Parpola 2004b, 8; Porter 1993a, 119-153; Frame 1992, 93-114; Tadmor, Landsberger and Parpola 1989. The
“division” was of course only meant to be cosmetic and by no means politically “final.”
17
SAA 2 6:664-665, 664ITI.GUD.SI.SÁ UD-18-KÁM (var. Q: UD-16-KÁM) 665lim-mu mdPA–EN–PAB LÚ.GAR. KUR URU.BÀD–
LUGAL-ur-ku, “18th (Q: 16th) day of Ayyāru, eponym of Nabû-bēlu-uṣur (672), governor of Dur-Šarruku”; BIWA, 1516 and 208, A I 12 // F II 11 ina ITI.GU4 dé-a EN te-ni-se-e-ti UD-12-KAM (F: UD-18-KÁM) “In the month Ayyāru, the
month of Ea, the lord of mankind, on 12th (F: 18th).”
18
SAA 2 6; BIWA, 15-16 and 208, A I 8-22 // F I 7-17.
19
Grayson 1975, 86, no. 1, iv, 30-32 and 127, no. 14, 28-30.
20
Grayson 1975, 27, no. 14, 34.
21
Grayson 1975, 86, no. 1, iv, 34-36 and 127, no. 14, 35-36.
22
In letters from Assurbanipal, the most common greeting is “I am well; you can be glad.” However, this letter has “I,
my palace [and country] are well; may you, [great and] small, be well.” See also Radner 2014, 79.
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truthfulness and righteousness, and the good fate destined to him by the gods. Finally, he elaborates
on the prosperity of his reign.

In the middle of his reign, Assurbanipal sent altogether three messages to the citizens of Babylon in
an effort to settle the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn (652-648 BC) peacefully. The first message was
written on a writing-board but the message is only known from a reference in *K 2931. 23 The
second was *K 2931 edited in Parpola 2004a, and the third was *ABL 301 dated 652-II-23 (see the
next paragraph).24 In *K 2931, Assurbanipal refers to Šamaš-šumu-ukīn as “no-brother” (lā aḫu)
and denies Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s allegations of his evil intentions by swearing by Aššur, Marduk, and
his gods. He then refers to a number of Babylonian captives who were captured in the “first
fighting” (or “massacre,” dīktu maḫrītu). Taking into account the date of *ABL 301 (652-II-23), this
otherwise unknown incident preceded the beginning of the hostilities between Assyria and
Babylonia recorded in the Babylonian Chronicle (652-X-19). 25 The king further states that he had
robed the captives (in purple), 26 given them a large amount of money (one mina of silver each), and
sent them back to Babylon with a message. He starts quoting the message, but the letter breaks off.
To recap, the missive proves that Assurbanipal tried to dissuade the citizens of Babylon from
defecting by emphasizing beneficial treatment of the captives and by sending his message with
them.

In *ABL 301, Assurbanipal repeatedly warns the citizens of Babylon not to join the revolt of
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. As already stated above, *ABL 301 is the earliest dated text (652-II-23) that
indicates the outbreak of the revolt and has already been translated and discussed several times. 27 In
the letter, Assurbanipal again calls Šamaš-šumu-ukīn a “no-brother,” “my opponent” (bēl-dabābīa),
and “the one rejected (sikipti) by Marduk.” As in *K 2931, he also denies the words that Šamaššumu-ukīn spoke to the citizens of Babylon by swearing by Aššur, Marduk, and his gods, and
emphasizes his continued goodwill towards them and the city of Babylon. Lastly, Assurbanipal
urges the citizens of Babylon to quickly reply to his message. At the end of the letter, the date and
the name of the deliverer of the letter, Šamaš-balāssu-iqbi, 28 are written down.29

23

*K 2931:11′-22′, see Parpola 2004a, 229 and 231-232.
Parpola 2004a, 229, n. 8.
25
Grayson 1975, 131, no. 16, 11.
26
Postgate 1994, 235-237.
27
Parpola 2004a, 227-228 and 234; Frame 1992, 138-139; Moran 1991; Oppenheim 1967, 169-170.
28
PNA 3/II, 1192b.
29
It is very rare to record the date and the deliverer’s name. It seems that those of *ABL 301 were added when this
archival copy was made. See also the comment on SAA 19 1 r. 14 in Luukko 2012, 4.
24
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*CT 53 142 is too fragmentary to allow translation. However, it seems that Assurbanipal writes on
issues related to a battle during the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn because he states that he dressed an
unnamed man in purple, appointing him as a commander. This statement recalls the account of *K
2931 where Assurbanipal says that he robed the Babylonian captives and sent them back to
Babylon. In the letter, he also mentions horses. It should be noted that Assurbanipal refers to his
father, i.e., Esarhaddon, but the context and implications of the reference are unclear.

In *ABL 571, Assurbanipal made a final attempt to resolve the conflict between Assyria and
Babylonia in order to avoid further violence during the time when Babylon was already under siege
(started 650-IV-11 and ended around 648-V).30 The letter is presumably addressed to the part of the
citizens of Babylon who were pro-Assyrian and had exchanged letters with Assurbanipal to save
Babylon from massacre. Assurbanipal tells them that Milki-rāmu, the chief tailor (rab kāṣiri) and
Aššur-da[ʼʼinanni], the commander-in-chief (turtānu) are about to throw (their forces) against
Babylon. In this situation, Assurbanipal asks the recipients to persuade the rest of the citizens of
Babylon by using negotiation tactics, to open the city gate. At the end, he makes it clear that he will
take the city by force if his request is rejected. 31

*ABL 1146 describes the king’s political and religious attitude. When a person or group of people
benefit Assyria, Assurbanipal rewards their behaviour. He tells the citizens of Babylon, “My eyes
are upon you. You returned (favour) to me, so that I will do justice (dīnu) to you. And [I am
thin]king about you and your (expiatory?) offerings for Babylon.” Following this statement,
Assurbanipal informs them that he is sending “the chieftains of the land of Akkad” 32 to the citizens
of Babylon to perform the offerings with them as soon as possible.

*CT 54 230 is a long but poorly preserved letter. Eight recipients of the letter are referred to by their
names and filiations, though half of the names are lost. The theophoric elements (Bēl and Marduk)
of these names and mentioning of the gods Bēl and Nabû indicate that the recipients are the citizens
of Babylon. In the letter, Assurbanipal criticizes the recipients for not coming to the military service
of Assurbanipal and for abandoning gardens. He also refers to the chief eunuch, the chief cupbearer,
the general, 1000 or 2000 archers, and a military unit (kiṣru) of Assyria. These words indicate that

30

Fales 2009, 36-37; Parpola 2004a, 229. Concerning the period of the siege, see Frame 1992, 189-190.
The end of the letter is destroyed, but comparison with the obverse indicates that the break comprised only 2 lines
maximum and probably only contained a date.
32
*ABL 1146 r. 1-2, LÚ.r[a]!-šá-ni šá KUR–URI. KI.
31
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this letter was related to military activities which were possibly carried out during the revolt of
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.
*83-1-18,511 is too fragmentary to understand in its entirety. 33 However, in this letter, Assurbanipal
again refers to Šamaš-šumu-ukīn as his “no-brother” and swears by Aššur, Marduk, and his gods to
capture him and crush his revolt.

1.1.2. Nippur
The city of Nippur was located 85 km south east of Babylon and is identified with modern Nuffar. 34
As an age-old centre of the cult of Enlil, the supreme deity of the Sumerian gods, equated with
Aššur and Marduk, Nippur was a city of extraordinary religious and ideological importance to
Assyria and Babylonia alike; it also had great strategic importance because it lay on the frontier
“between non-tribal and tribal peoples, and between Assyrian and non-Assyrian territories.” 35
Therefore, Nippur necessarily became a focal point in the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. In the early
part of the reign of Assurbanipal, the city was firmly under Assyrian control and at least one
Assyrian official, Aššūr-bēlu-taqqin, was stationed there as a prefect (šaknu).36 He forwarded orders
and messengers of the king, and kept an eye on both the city and its governor on behalf of
Assurbanipal. Nippur and its local governor were loyal to Assyria during the civil war. However,
the city fell to the rebels for a short period between Kislīmu (IX) and Šabāṭu (XI) in 651 BC.37 After
these three months, it returned to the Assyrian side.
Among the letters from Assurbanipal, five letters were sent to the city of Nippur: *ABL 292, *CT
54 464, *ABL 561, *ABL 1186, and *ABL 287. These letters are respectively addressed to the
local governor Illil-bāni38 and the citizens of Nippur collectively (*ABL 292), to Illil-bāni (*CT
54 464), and to the citizens of Nippur (*ABL 561, *ABL 1186, *ABL 287).

33

For a translation of the letter, see Parpola 2004a, 232, n. 11.
Parpola and Porter 2001, Map 10 and p. 14; Klein 1998-2001, 532.
35
Cole 1996, 1.
36
PNA 1/I, 173b; Cole 1996, 76f., n. 51.
37
An economic text IM 57923 (= K.116) from Nippur was dated on the third (?) day of Kislīmu (IX) in 651 BC by the
regnal year of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. Thus this text indicates that Nippur fell into the rebels’ hands. Shortly after that,
Nippur appears to have come under the control of Assyria because IM 57901 (= J.8, duplicate IM 57902) and IM 57902
(= J.9) were dated on the 18th day of Šabāṭu (XI) in 651 BC by the regnal year of Assurbanipal. See Brinkman and
Kennedy 1983, 21 and 34.
38
PNA 2/I, 519a-b, no. 2.
34
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Most of these letters urge the recipients to watch the roads in order to capture an unnamed man
trying to flee from a besieged city. Only one letter deals with other matters. In the following
paragraphs, the contents are presented in more detail.

In *ABL 292, Assurbanipal urges Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur to watch all the roads in order
to capture an unnamed person.39 After an opening formula, the following phrases occur: “You know
that through the iron sword of Aššur and my gods you had that entire land consumed by fire, so that
the land has retreated, been subjugated, and turned its face once again towards me.” As Frame has
pointed out, these phrases have parallels in *ABL 297:5-9 from Assurbanipal to Nabû-[ušabši] and
the citizens of Uruk.40 *ABL 297 breaks off after these phrases while *ABL 292 continues. And
then in *ABL 292 Assurbanipal starts to talk about the man trying to escape. He promises that he
will reward the person who seizes the man with his weight’s worth of gold. 41 He quotes the episode
in which his grandfather, i.e., Sennacherib, gave silver to Adda-barakka 42 who seized the
Babylonian king Šūzubu. 43 Taking into account the motif that the Assyrian king gives precious
metal to the one who seizes the rebellious Babylonian king, this episode suggests that the unnamed
man was a very important person, probably Šamaš-šumu-ukīn himself. 44

In *CT 54 464, Assurbanipal orders Illil-bāni to keep watch and seize an unnamed person who is
called “the defunct one” (ḫummur). There is no convincing evidence but this person could be the
same man in *ABL 292 because Assurbanipal’s order is similar to that of *ABL 292. Assurbanipal
also instructs Illil-bāni to cooperate with the sheikhs and the Urukeans. At the end of the letter, the
Babylonians, Babylon, and Marduk are referred to in a broken context (r. 17, 19, and 20). These
words could support the theory that the unnamed man in this letter and *ABL 292 was Šamaššumu-ukīn himself.

39

A study of the letter is in Ito 2013.
Frame 1986, 269-270. According to Frame, Walker informs him that *ABL 292 and *ABL 297 “look very much as if
they were written by the same scribe.” Thus Frame assumes that “the two letters (or at least the archival copies) were
written at around the same time” (Frame 1986, 270, n. 61).
41
Note that this promise is very likely to be the origin of the idiom “be worth your (or its) weight in gold” meaning “be
extremely useful or helpful”; see Ayto 2009, 305, s.v. weight.
42
PNA 1/I, 44b, no. 1.
43
This Šūzubu was probably Mušēzib-Marduk from the Bīt-Dakkūri (PNA 3/II, 1297b-1298, no. 3). See Ito 2013, 27.
44
Also personal communication from Parpola.
40
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In *ABL 561, Assurbanipal request the citizens of Nippur to strengthen the level of watch on an
unnamed besieged city. 45 He reminds them of having been unaware that a certain Issarān-mušallim
was going in and out of the besieged city, 46 and points out that while the recipients may be thinking
that their duty is finished, the guard is doubly essential because the people in the besieged city are
in dire straits. Considering the contents of *ABL 292 and CT 54 464, the besieged city was possibly
Babylon. 47

*ABL 1186 also deals with an unnamed besieged city. Since this letter was probably addressed to
the citizens of Nippur, the city in this letter and that in *ABL 561 are the same, in other words,
Babylon. The letter gives additional information on the siege. Assurbanipal orders the citizens of
Nippur to guard his temples, while he states that his army is surrounding an unnamed man who is
shut up in the city with all his forces.48 Moreover, he instructs them that wherever the citizens of
Nippur see a messenger of the unnamed man, they should kill those who are to be killed and take
prisoner those who are to be taken prisoner. Assuming that the besieged city was Babylon, the
besieged man could be Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.

In *ABL 287, Assurbanipal praises the citizens of Nippur for having captured three members of the
Ru’uea tribe, 49 one of the Aramean tribes who dwelled near Nippur on the banks of the Tigris, 50 and
orders them to keep the captives under guard. He then changes the subject and explains why half of
the 15 elders of Nippur were prevented from seeing him when they came for the royal audience. He
attributes the blunder to the governor and the prefect of Nippur, and secondly to the palace
supervisor,51 who failed to bring the elders into his presence, and swears by Aššur and his gods that
he did not know that half of the elders had entered into his presence and other half of them had not.
At the end of the letter, interestingly, Assurbanipal states, “(How) would I know who is this and
who is that? I am equally favourably disposed towards all of you.”

45

During the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal record that Babylon, Borsippa, Cutha,
and Sippar were besieged by Assyrian forces (BIWA, 41 and 233, A III 128-135). Except Babylon, it is not known
when each city was besieged and how long the siege lasted.
46
PNA 2/I, 567a, no. 2.
47
Personal communication from Parpola.
48
Since the location of these temples is not mentioned, it is unclear whether the temples were inside the besieged city or
not. Perhaps the temples were located near the city wall.
49
Ḫannān (PNA 2/I, 453b, no. 3), Rēmūtu (PNA 3/I, 1048b, no. 23), and Aia-ilā’ī (PNA 1/I, 91a).
50
Streck 2006-2008, 471; Brinkman 1984, 12-13.
51
The palace supervisor’s involvement in audiences with the king is also known from SAA 13 80 during the reign of
Esarhaddon. See Mattila 2009, 163.
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1.1.3. Uruk
The city of Uruk was located in southern Babylonia about 35 km east of the modern course of the
Euphrates and is identified with modern Warka. 52 Uruk functioned as an important stronghold for
Assyria during the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. It did face crises during this period; for example, its
governor Nabû-ušabši53 was abducted from Uruk to Babylon. 54 However, it is unlikely that Uruk
was ever taken by rebels during the civil war because all documents from the city are dated by the
regnal years of Assurbanipal. 55 From the time of Assurbanipal, two governors of Uruk, Nabû-ušabši
(c. 661-c. 648 BC) and Kudurru (c. 647-c. 643 BC),56 are known. The numerous letters to
Assurbanipal from these two governors provide an abundance of information on southern Babylonia
and a lesser degree on northern and central Babylonia. 57 Of the 12 letters sent to the governors and
the citizens of Uruk, *ABL 273,*ABL 543, *ABL 1108, *ABL 1244, *ABL 945, *ABL 517, *ABL
294, *ABL 1100, and *ABL 539 are addressed to Nabû-ušabši, *ABL 297 to Nabû-ušabši and the
citizens of Uruk, *ABL 518 and *ABL 296 are to Kudurru and the citizens of Uruk.

*ABL 273,*ABL 543, *ABL 1108, and *ABL 1244 are near duplicates or drafts of the same
message with some interesting variants discussed below (pp. 62-66; see also Appendix). In these
letters, Assurbanipal, responding to pleas for aid by the Urukeans, refers to the reinforcements
dispatched from Assyria to Uruk on four different occasions. He states that he has first sent the
governor of Mazamua58 and the prefects, secondly the governors of Laḫīru and Arrapḫa, 59 thirdly
Aššūr-gimillu-tēre with an army, 60 and fourthly Bēl-ēṭir 61 and Arbāiu,62 the cohort commander, with
200 horses.

*ABL 945 shows that Nabû-ušabši had intervened on behalf of the Assyrians with the Chaldean
tribe Bīt-Amukāni that resided just north of Uruk (see also next paragraph). In the letter,
Assurbanipal shows his approval of what Nabû-ušabši had done though his deed is not mentioned.
52

Parpola and Porter 2001, Map 16 and p. 18; Boehmer 1997, 294.
PNA 2/II, 901b-902b, no. 9, see also nos. 10-11.
54
ABL 1186 and ABL 859. See Frame 1992, 159; Frame 1986, 263; Brinkman 1977, 312.
55
Frame 1992, 157.
56
PNA 2/I, 633b-634a, no. 20.
57
Altogether 39 letters from these two governors to Assurbanipal are extant, of which 29 originate with Nabû-ušabši
and 10 with Kudurru.
58
The name of the governor is not mentioned in these letters, but we know from ABL 754 addressed from Kudurru to
Assurbanipal that the governor of Mazamua was Nūrāia. See Baker in PNA 2/II, 968b, no. 8.
59
The names of governors are not referred to. It is unclear who the governor of Laḫīru was, but it is known from other
letters that the governor of Arrapḫa was Aplāia. See PNA 1/I, 117b-118a, no. 28.
60
The title of Aššūr-gimillu-tēre is not given in these letters. However, he is known as chief treasurer, chief fuller, and
eponym of the year 638* BC. PNA 1/I, 186, no. 1.
61
PNA 1/II, 299b-300a, no. 18.
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PNA 1/I, 127b-128a, no. 7.
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After several poorly preserved lines and a broken part, Assurbanipal instructs the Urukeans to call
the name of Bēl and to present (an offering) in front of the gods. However, it is not clear on account
of which occasion these offerings were actually to be presented.
*ABL 517, dated 650-II-19, again shows Nabû-ušabši acting for Assyria with Bīt-Amukāni. 63
Responding to a report of Nabû-ušabši on the actions of Bēl-ušallim from the city Ša-amēlē in BītAmukāni, 64 Assurbanipal orders Nabû-ušabši to write a letter to Bēl-ušallim about Aia-zēra-qīša, the
leader of Bīt-Amukāni held in custody in Nineveh, 65 the elders of Bīt-Amukāni, and Ḫumbuštu, the
mother of Aia-zēra-qīša,66 commending Bēl-ušallim for what he has done about Aia-zēra-qīša and
the elders. Although it is not mentioned what he had accomplished, it is evident that he had
arranged the apprehension of Aia-zēra-qīša and the elders and their transfer to Nineveh. In addition,
Assurbanipal orders Nabû-ušabši to encourage Bēl-ušallim to come to Nineveh to see the king and
give him advice on what to do with the people who “came in front of the king” (i.e., Aia-zēra-qīša
and the elders); the king would not render the verdict against these people before Bēl-ušallim
arrives.

*ABL 294 is a very short letter concerning the wine about which Nabû-ušabši had written to
Assurbanipal. Now, Assurbanipal has issued orders to bring it. He does not make it clear for what
purpose the wine was brought, but perhaps it was to be distributed to the military personnel who
were sent to Uruk as reinforcements.67

*ABL 1100 is too fragmentary to be properly understood. Following the address formula, an
“official” (bēl-piqitti) and a “house” (É) are mentioned in a broken context.

*ABL 297, addressed to Nabû-[ušabši] and the citizens of Uruk, is a virtual duplicate of *ABL 292
addressed to Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur, and begins with the same phrase: “You know that
through [the iron sword of] Aššur and my gods you made fire consume that land [in its entirety], so
that the land (= Akkad) [having defected, was subdued, and turned] its face [once again towards

63

Frame 1992, 162, n. 137.
PNA 1/II, 337b-338a, no. 5.
65
PNA 1/I, 94a; Frame 1992, 172, n. 201.
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PNA 2/I, 478b. In fact, Aia-zēra-qīša wrote ABL 890 to his mother Ḫumbuštu saying that he is detained as a hostage
in Assyria to prove the loyalty of Bīt-Amukāni. He was faced with a charge of an alleged link to the Puqudian rebel
leader Nabû-ušēšib and to Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and of conspiring with them (Frame 1992, 172-173).
67
Fales and Rigo 2013, 23-24.
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me].” After this the text breaks off but is very likely to have continued in the same way as *ABL
292.

*ABL 539 refers to four different treaties. According to the letter, the first treaty was concluded
between Assurbanipal and Nabû-ušabši, though, in fact, the term adê is not used about this treaty.
Assurbanipal just says, “You (sg.) did not sin against my favour (ṭābtu) and oath (māmītu).” As
repeatedly pointed out by Parpola in his articles, when ṭābtu occurs beside adê or a related word in
similar contexts, ṭābtu was used as a synonym of adê.68 Since in this letter ṭābtu is attested with
māmītu, this ṭābtu would denote a treaty. Following the first treaty, Assurbanipal talks about the
second treaty concluded between Assurbanipal and Nabû-ušabši at the initiative of Nabû-ušabši
probably immediately after the outbreak of the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. Nabû-ušabši
presumably wanted to show his loyalty to Assurbanipal. Assurbanipal also quotes four provisions of
this second treaty. And then he mentions a third treaty concluded between Assurbanipal and the
unspecified disloyal people. It is said in this letter that these people sinned against the treaty of
Assurbanipal. Finally, Assurbanipal moves on to the fourth treaty which is being prepared. The king
says that he is now sending his eunuch Nabû-erība, 69 his “third man” Nergal-šarru-uṣur,70 and
Akkullānu of the clergy of Aššur 71 to Nabû-ušabši with his treaty tablet. At the end of the letter, the
king urges Nabû-ušabši to join the treaty.

*ABL 518, dated 646-II-24, concerns the weeping (bikītu) ceremony of the month of Simānu (III).
Assurbanipal now tells Kudurru and the citizens of Uruk that as a result of the weeping the gods
worshipped in Uruk such as Šamaš, Nanāia, Uṣur-amassa, and Arkaītu have become reconciled.
After several damaged lines and an uninscribed line, there is an interesting sentence: “Copy of the
letters that were brought to the chieftains and to the land of Akkad” (r. 6-9). 72 This phrase provides
unequivocal evidence that at least some letters from Assurbanipal uncovered in Nineveh are copies
of originals (see below pp. 68-71).

*ABL 296 is badly damaged. Following the opening formula to Kudurru and the citizens of Uruk,
Assurbanipal says, “when I w[rote] to your brothers.” The term “brothers” (ŠEŠ/aḫu) could denote
the citizens of Uruk in this letter. After this phrase, Assurbanipal states that he sent something to the
68

Parpola 2011, 41; Parpola 1987b, 182.
PNA 2/II, 828a, no. 30.
70
PNA 2/II, 955a, no. 22; see also nos. 20 and 21.
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PNA 1/I, 95-96b, no. 1.
72
*ABL 518 r. 6-9, gab-re-e e-gír-a-ti / šá a-na LÚ.ra-šá-a-ni / ša a-na KUR–URI.KI / ú-bi-lu-ni.
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recipients, but the rest of the letter is lost. Nevertheless, the date of the letter is preserved: the 12th
of Addāru (XII) without specifying the year.

1.1.4. Ur
The city of Ur, modern Tell Muqayyar, was located in southern Babylonia along a former branch of
the Euphrates.73 Like Uruk, Ur had been a pro-Assyrian city during the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
although the city was far from Assyria. Hence Ur became a target for the rebels such as the Puqūdu
and the Sealanders.74 The attack by the rebels probably took place in 652 BC at the commencement
of the rebellion, and then it seems that Ur was relieved with external assistance at the beginning of
650 BC.75 All three royal letters sent to Ur, *ABL 290, *ABL 523, and *ABL 1002, are addressed to
Sīn-tabni-uṣur, the governor of Ur.76 These letters deal with incidents during the rebellion, but they
also refer to a feud between Sīn-tabni-uṣur and Sīn-šarru-uṣur, his predecessor and his brother. 77 It
seems that Sīn-šarru-uṣur was attempting to discredit Sīn-tabni-uṣur and probably hoping to regain
control of Ur.

In *ABL 290, Assurbanipal reassures Sīn-tabni-uṣur that the king has confidence in him and
supports him because of his loyalty. The king states that he would not listen to the slanders made by
Sīn-šarru-uṣur and a certain Ummanigaš 78 against Sīn-tabni-uṣur. In addition, he emphasizes that
when the “the defunct one” (ḫummur)79 and Ummanigaš put up a siege to kill Sīn-tabni-uṣur the
king had mercy on him. Acknowledging that Sīn-tabni-uṣur had endured the enemy and famine for
two years on his behalf, 80 Assurbanipal thanks Sīn-tabni-uṣur for services he had rendered together
with the Assyrians, “his brothers,” and promises him his continued support until the time of his
grandchildren.
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Parpola and Porter 2001, Map 16 and p. 18; Pollock 1997, 288.
ABL 1241 + 83-1-18,053 + CT 54 112 from possibly citizens of Ur to Assurbanipal: ll. 5′-6′ LÚ.KÚR šá KUR–tam-tim
u KUR.pu-˹qu˺-du ina UGU-hi-ni / na-du-ú, “the enemy from the Sealand and the land of the Puqūdu are encamped
against us” (by courtesy of Frame).
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Frame 1992, 165-166.
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PNA 3/I, 1148b-1150a, no. 2.
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PNA 3/I, 1145b-1146b, no. 9.
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Frame 1992, 166, n. 165. Frame has suggested that this Ummanigaš was probably not the Elamite king Ummanigaš II
(c. 653-c. 652 BC). Cf. PNA 3/II, 1384b,
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times in the royal correspondence of Assyria: in this letter *ABL 290 r. 1, in SAA 18 180 r. 6′ from Nabû-balāssu-iqbi
of Babylon to Assurbanipal, in *CT 54 464:4 from Assurbanipal to Illil-bāni, the governor of Nippur, and in *ABL
1380:22 from Assurbanipal to Menānu of Elam.
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Frame 1992, 165. Cf. Brinkman 1965, 254 and Durand 1981, 184-185.
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In *ABL 523, Assurbanipal tells Sīn-tabni-uṣur again that he would not listen to the calumny
against Sīn-tabni-uṣur uttered by Sīn-šarru-uṣur, called “this rogue/villain” (ḫappu anniu)81 in the
letter. And then he thanks Sīn-tabni-uṣur for having stood by him and having kept watch for him for
three years. He also states that the country is becoming safe, though keeping watch is still
necessary, and instructs Sīn-tabni-uṣur to come to see him when public order has been fully
restored. Frame suggests that the letter was apparently written after the worst pressure on Ur had
been relieved.82

In *ABL 1002, Assurbanipal informs Sīn-tabni-uṣur that he realizes that Sīn-šarru-uṣur came into
his presence and surrendered to him when he saw that the gods of Assurbanipal would not deliver
(him) to his enemy safely. 83 At the end of letter, Assurbanipal refers to Sīn-šarru-uṣur as “th[is]
rogue/villain” (r. 13, ḫappu an[niu], see the previous paragraph) again84 and he implies through a
rhetorical question that Sīn-šarru-uṣur cannot achieve anything.

1.1.5. Kissik
The city of Kissik, modern Tell al-Laḥm, was located southeast of Ur in southern Babylonia. 85 The
royal inscriptions of Sennacherib record that the city of Kissik belonged to Bīt-Iakīn, a Chaldean
dynastic “house.” 86 However, at the time of Assurbanipal, the Chaldeans no longer controlled it and
the Kissikeans had built strong ties with Ur (see below p. 57). Two letters of Assurbanipal to the
Kissikeans are known: *ABL 1121 and *CT 53 372.87 Both letters deal with Sīn-šarru-uṣur, the
previous governor of Ur.

In *ABL 1121, Assurbanipal responds to a letter that the Kissikeans had written to him concerning
Sīn-šarru-uṣur. He allays their feelings by pointing out through rhetorical questions that if the troops
of Sīn-šarru-uṣur indeed were so numerous and if he were on the alert because of the Kissikeans, he
would not have fled into the presence of Assurbanipal. At the end of the letter, Assurbanipal urges
the Kissikeans not to worry about him but do their work as usual.
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*ABL 523:6.
Frame 1992, 165.
83
The name of the enemy is not mentioned in the letter, but Radner identified him with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in her PNA
entry about Sīn-šarru-uṣur, see PNA 3/I, 1146a, no. 9, d. 1′.
84
As far as we know, the term ḫappu appears only in this letter and *ABL 523 among the royal correspondence of
Assyria.
85
Parpola and Porter 2001, MAP 16 and p. 12; Röllig 1976-1980.
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RINAP 3/1, 1:48-49.
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The address formula of his letter is almost completely destroyed and the identification of the recipients as Kissikeans
is tentative only.
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In the fragmentarily preserved *CT 53 372, Sīn-tabni-uṣur is mentioned twice in broken context (ll.
7 and 10). A man called Nabû-šarru-aḫḫēšu is also mentioned twice in obscure contexts (l. 8 and r.
2).88 The main topic of this letter remains unclear.

1.1.6. The Sealand
The Sealand (māt-tāmti, literally “the land of the Sea”) was the marshy area of the lower courses of
the Tigris and the Euphrates in southern Babylonia. In the 7th century BC, it was controlled by BītIakīn, a Chaldean dynastic “house.”89 Nabû-bēl-šumāti, the leader of Bīt-Iakīn and a grandson of
Merodach-Baladan II, had been loyal to Assyria as the governor of the Sealand before the outbreak
of the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.90 By Nisannu (I) of 651 BC,91 however, he had sided with
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, and Assurbanipal considered him one of his bitter enemies. 92 Nabû-bēl-šumāti
eventually fled to Elam and died there. 93 In order to regain control of the south from the rebels,
Assurbanipal appointed Bēl-ibni as a military commander of the Sealand in 650 BC. 94 Assurbanipal
addressed one letter to the citizens of the Sealand (*ABL 289) and five letters to Bēl-ibni (*ABL
291, *ABL 402, *ABL 288, *ABL 399, and *ABL 400). These letters, except *ABL 289, are
undated. However, since the first three letters sent to Bēl-ibni deal with the rebels during the revolt
of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, they can be dated in the time of the civil war. The last two letters could be
either during the rebellion or in its aftermath.

In *ABL 289, dated 650-II-5, Assurbanipal agrees to treat the Sealanders differently from Nabû-bēlšumāti, even though the latter betrayed Assyria. He tells them that he has dissociated them from the
crime of Nabû-bēl-šumāti and informs them that he is sending Bēl-ibni to assume their leadership. 95
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Baker has described this Nabû-šarru-aḫḫēšu as “details unknown” (PNA 2/II, 873a, no. 21). Parpola (personal
communication) has suggested that this Nabû-šarru-aḫḫēšu could be identical with the governor of Samaria who
became the post-canonical eponym of the year 646* BC. See PNA 2/II, 872a-b, no. 7. However, it remains uncertain
whether either the citizens of Kissik or Sīn-tabni-uṣur had any connection with the (future) Samarian governor.
89
Frame 1992, 40-42.
90
ABL 879. See Mattila 1987.
91
The extispicy SAA 4 280, dated 651-I-4, was performed to find out whether Nabû-bēl-šumāti would join the war. The
omen was unfavourable. However, the extispicy clearly states that Nabû-bēl-šumāti did not keep the treaty of
Assurbanipal (r. 2, la PAB-ir MUN mAN.ŠÁR–DÙ–A MAN KUR–aš-šur; see Parpola 2011, 41).
92
For example, SAA 4 290 r. 10-12. Nabû-bēl-šumāti is mentioned in parallel with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and probably the
king of Elam.
93
PNA 2/II, 811a-814b.
94
PNA 1/II, 306b-310b, no. 18.
95
Literally, “to their leadership” (a-na a-lik–pa-nu-ti ana UGU-ḫi-ku-nu).
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In *ABL 291, addressed to Bēl-ibni, Assurbanipal expresses his displeasure at the fact that Bēl-ibni
had invaded the territory of the Gurasimmu 96 without his explicit permission. The Gurasimmu lived
in the vicinity of Ur and was under the jurisdiction of the governor of Ur. 97 It seems that they had
been loyal to Assurbanipal at the beginning of the revolt but later switched sides to the rebels
because the Puqūdu, one of the Aramean tribes who resided in eastern Babylonia and appear as one
of the main rebels during the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, 98 and the Sealanders harassed them. 99 At
the end of the letter, Assurbanipal orders Bēl-ibni to mobilize all his archers and to observe what a
certain Sīn-dīnī-epuš does. It is possible that Sīn-dīnī-epuš was one of the rebels. However, this
remains uncertain because he is mentioned only in this letter.100
In *ABL 402, Assurbanipal thanks Bēl-ibni for having “brought out” a certain Kiṣir-Aššūr 101 and
having written to him about the Puqūdu, but he does not mention any details. The identity of KiṣirAššūr remains obscure because the name is extremely common. 102

*ABL 288 largely duplicates *ABL 402 and concerns a letter written by Bēl-ibni about the Puqūdu
sojourning on a canal. The name of the canal is not specified, but it is likely to be the canal of
Merodach-Baladan also mentioned in several other letters.103 Assurbanipal praises Bēl-ibni for his
report, but does not reveal its content.
*ABL 399 concerns a nephew of Bēl-ibni named Mušēzib-Marduk 104 who worked as his ally105 and
intermediary. 106 Assurbanipal relates that Mušēzib-Marduk had entered into his presence on time
and been sent on a mission forthwith, without spending a night in Nineveh.
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Frame 1992, 47 and 170. Bēl-ibni claims in ABL 790 + CT 54 425 that he had subdued the Gurasimmu.
Frame has tentatively suggested that the Gurasimmu was one of the Aramean tribes (Frame 1992, 47), while Lipiński
(Lipiński 2000, 482-483) and Zadok (Zadok 2013, 317) have proposed that this tribe might be Arabs.
98
Frame 1992, 44-45 and 167.
99
Frame 1992, 170. The letters from Assurbanipal to Nabû-ušabši, the governor of Uruk (*ABL 273, *ABL 543, *ABL
1108, and *ABL 1244), indicate that Nabû-ušabši was concerned about the Gurasimmu.
100
PNA 3/I, 1131.
101
PNA 2/I, 626a, no. 50.
102
PNA 2/I, 621-626.
103
SAA 17 140:8-9, ABL 1293 + CT 54 61 r. 1, and SAA 10 354 r. 16.
104
PNA 2/II, 780b, no. 3.
105
ABL 280 from Bēl-ibni to Assurbanipal. Bēl-ibni reports that the sheikhs of Laḫīru and the men of Nugu’ became
afraid and made an agreement with Mušēzib-Marduk. They then attacked Elam with Mušēzib-Marduk.
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ABL 277 from Kudurru of Uruk to Assurbanipal. Kudurru says Mušēzib-Marduk went to see the king on the
instructions of Bēl-ibni. This letter is not dated but Frame suggests that it can be dated after the revolt of Šamaš-šumuukīn (Frame 1992, 201, n. 47).
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In *ABL 400, responding to a message from Bēl-ibni that he had entered the sand desert,
Assurbanipal tells Bēl-ibni not to be afraid since he was travelling under his protection. Regarding
the bdellium and the bronze on which Bēl-ibni had reported, Assurbanipal instructs him to send any
available amount of them to the king for inspection.

1.1.7. Elam
Elam (Akkadian: Elamtu)107 was a kingdom in south-western Iran and often in conflict with
Assyria. Assurbanipal defeated and beheaded a perjurious Elamite king Teumman (c. 664-653
BC)108 in 653 BC.109 After his death, the Elamite monarchy became very unstable and
fragmented.110 Short-lived kings appeared one after another. In 9 years between 653 BC and 645
BC, seven kings were enthroned. Two kings had at least their second tenure (Tammarītu II,
Ummanaldašu III) and two kings bore the same name (Tammarītu I, Tammarītu II). All this makes it
difficult to distinguish the kings. Furthermore, it is not clear whether a king ruled the whole of Elam
because two kings could be enthroned in different places at the same time (Ummanigaš II in Elam
and Tammarītu I in Ḫaidālu). These kings, some of them enthroned by Assurbanipal as Assyrian
puppets, frequently provided military aid and a refuge for Babylonia and the Sealand, although
sometimes the Elamite kings had friendly relations with Assurbanipal. In addition, a civilian
administration consisting of elders and citizens existed in Elam.

Eleven royal letters were sent to Elam: *ABL 1380, *ABL 1040, *ABL 1151, *ABL 1170, *ABL
1022, *CT 53 908, *BM 132980 (= Waters 2002, 80-86), *ABL 972, *CT 53 953, *ABL 1262, and
*CT 54 116. Besides these, two letters sent from Elam, ABL 961 and ABL 879, are considered
below as research material supplementing this study.

ABL 961 is a missive from the elders of Elam to Assurbanipal. After Assurbanipal won a victory
against Teumman in 653 BC, 111 it seems that the security in Elam deteriorated. In the letter, the
elders of Elam are concerned about the deterioration of the social order caused by the Persians, and
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The modern name-form of Elam comes from the biblical ʻêlām (Gen 10:22 etc.; cf. Waters 2000, 1-2).
PNA 3/II, 1323b-1325b, no. 1.
109
BIWA, 103 and 225, B V 77 // C VI 79. Edition B states that the campaign against Teumman started in the month
Ulūlu (VI).
110
Nabû-bēl-šumāti of the Sealand wrote ABL 839 to Assurbanipal and recommended that the king place a governor in
Elam while he was still a loyal subject of Assurbanipal (Mattila 1987). Perhaps the governor was placed over a part of
Elam. See Waters 2000, 58 and CT 54 490 (= ABL 1007 + 82-3-23,40) r. 22.
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BIWA, 103 and 225, B V 77 // C VI 79.
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they request Assurbanipal to install Tammarītu I in Ḫaidālu and Kudurru in Iaḫdik. 112 It is known
from the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal that the Assyrian king installed Tammarītu I as the king
of Ḫaidālu and Ummanigaš II as the king of Elam. 113 Kudurru, whom the elders of Elam suggested,
was not selected. Instead, Assurbanipal chose Ummanigaš II.

*ABL 1380 is addressed from Assurbanipal to Menānu, an Elamite elder (r. 12). According to the
inscriptions of Assurbanipal, the puppet king Ummanigaš II betrayed Assurbanipal and sided with
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 114 It is likely that Assurbanipal found some local partisans in Elam in order to
overthrow Ummanigaš II. One of these partisans was Menānu. We know from this letter that
Menānu had previously promised Assurbanipal that he and presumably his comrades would make
battle with Ummanigaš II,115 but he did not contact Assurbanipal for 19 months. In the letter,
Assurbanipal blames him for the lack of communication, urges him to reply and promises to help
him. However, it does not seem that Menānu sent a reply or continued to support Assurbanipal
because Nabû-bēl-šumāti of the Sealand, the archenemy of Assurbanipal, is called the “whore of
Menānu” in *ABL 289:7-8. 116

*ABL 1040 was sent from Assurbanipal to Tammarītu II, who overthrew Ummanigaš II around 652
BC and ascended the throne of Elam. 117 In the letter Assurbanipal says: “he is/they are sending the
first message [to you (?)]” (l. 6). The expression “first message” (rēš šipirti) could suggest that the
letter was sent at the beginning of his first tenure (c. 652-c. 649 BC). The contents of the letter are
lost, but at least the letter shows that Assurbanipal enjoyed friendly relations with Tammarītu II
when he sent this letter because he calls Tammarītu II his brother and wishes him [and his palace]
well (ll. 4-5).118 However, later Tammarītu II took the side of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 119
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According to PNA 2/I, 634b, this Kudurru is possibly identified with Kudurru who was the son of Ummanaldašu II
(681-675 BC) and sought refuge in Nineveh with Ummanigaš II and Tammarītu I when Teumman seized the throne in
664 BC.
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Indabibi, the servant of Tammarītu II, revolted against him and occupied the throne of Elam, and
then Tammarītu II sought refuge in Nineveh. 120 Indabibi sought cordial relations with Assurbanipal.
In *ABL 1151 to Indabibi, the Assyrian king calls Indabibi his brother and wishes him well. 121 The
main body of this letter is broken away.
*ABL 1170, dated 648-IV-25, i.e., about one month before Babylon fell, 122 is addressed to a certain
Ummanšibar, whose title is not mentioned in the letter but who must have held a pivotal position in
Elamite politics because he was involved in the replacement of an Elamite king and the hunt for
Nabû-bēl-šumāti of the Sealand. 123 In the letter, Assurbanipal refers to the “beautiful idea which
Aššur put into your heart for your lord and which you wrote to Bēl-ibni” (ll. 5-9). He does not
specify what the idea was, but swears [to implement it] (ll. 10-13) and promises to issue (relevant)
orders to an individual whose name is not given. 124 He states in conclusion that he does not expect
an answer (r. 3, mimma lā ippalūni).

*ABL 1022 and *CT 53 908 are addressed to Tammarītu II, probably when Tammarītu II took part
in the Assyrian campaign against Ummanaldašu III. 125 In *ABL 1022, Assurbanipal writes to
Tammarītu II about the dissolved forces. He also mentions the Rāšeans (l. 6), Nabû-bēl-šumāti (l.
15), and Ummanaldašu (r. 5) in broken contexts. Towards the end of the letter, he urges Tammarītu
II to return his favours, and to [guard] and remember [the treaty] which he made Tammarītu II
swear. In *CT 53 908, Assurbanipal rejoices at a massacre in Bīt-Bunakka, a city located on the
border between Babylonia and Elam near Rāši, 126 and at the news of Tammarītu II’s victory over the
Dīn-šarreans in Elam. 127

During these campaigns against Ummanaldašu III, the extradition of Nabû-bēl-šumāti, who had
sought refuge from the Sealand in Elam, became a heated issue. In *BM 132980, dated to Šabāṭu
(XI) of 647* BC, Assurbanipal in a furious tone orders the elders of Elam to deliver Nabû-bēl120

BIWA, 42-43and 234, A IV 11-41// F III 19-32; BIWA, 110-112 and 230, B VII 56-76 // C VIII 43-48, partly
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121
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Ummanaldašu III (BIWA, 50 and 239, A V 85-86). Since Dīn-šarri is mentioned after Susa, it was probably located
near Susa.
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šumāti and his accomplices, Nabû-qātī-ṣabat128 and Kiribtu,129 to Assyria. At the end of letter,
Assurbanipal swears to resort to violence if his demand is turned down. In another letter *ABL 972
to Ummanaldašu III, Assurbanipal requests him to extradite Nabû-bēl-šumāti or Nabû-qātī-ṣabat
who both are in the presence of the recipient.

It is known from the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal that Ummanaldašu III eventually delivered
the corpse of Nabû-bēl-šumāti to Assurbanipal. 130 Further details on the end of Nabû-bēl-šumāti are
provided by ABL 879, a letter from Ummanaldašu III to Assurbanipal, dated 646-IV-26.
*ABL 1262 is a letter dated 646*-XII-27 to an unknown recipient 131 regarding Elam. In the letter,
Assurbanipal says that he has descended into Elam and is concerned about public order in Elam.
The king orders the recipient to send a certain [Am]man-appi immediately and asks for a quick
reply. 132

Additionally, there are two fragmentary royal letters pertaining to Elam, *CT 54 116 and *CT 53
953. *CT 54 116 is possibly addressed from Assurbanipal to a refugee from Elam. Assurbanipal
refers to Elam (r. 6) in a broken context perhaps demanding his extradition. The main contents of
the letter are lost. In *CT 53 953, he writes to the city manager[s of Ba]šimu on the east side of the
Persian Gulf133 mentioning Babylon in a broken context (l. 9), but the letter is too fragmentary to be
properly understood.

1.1.8. Rāši
Rāši was a land located on the border between Babylonia and Elam in the Zagros Mountains and
surrounded by Ellipi, Dēr, Gambūlu, and Iadburu. 134 During the reign of Assurbanipal, the country
was under strong influence from Elam. The royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal record that Assyrian
troops conquered Rāši during the campaigns against Ummanaldašu III. 135 Assurbanipal sent two
letters, *ABL 1260 and *ABL 295, to Rāši.
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In *ABL 1260, addressed to Ambappi and the Rāšeans, Assurbanipal tells them that Elam has from
the beginning displayed undesirable behaviour although he has rendered favours to Elam. He
mentions that he wrote to Ummanaldašu asking him [to extradi]te a man who sinned against the
Assyrian king, and also mentions Tammarītu in a broken context. At the end of the letter, he
intimates the possibility of taking military action and urges them to open their ears.

*ABL 295 is addressed only to the Rāšeans. Its contents are similar to those of *ABL 1260. In this
letter, Assurbanipal criticizes the evil deeds of Elam. He says, “I do not contest my friend or my
enemy. I do good to everybody, but they have done evil to me,” and gives as an example the time of
Urtaku when a famine struck Elam and the Elamite people fled to Assyria (ll. 9-12). After this
statement, several lines are lost. However, it is highly likely that Assurbanipal gave aid to the
Elamite people. This episode is also attested in his inscriptions. 136 He wishes that his adversary (bēldīni) would come and stay with Tammarītu (II), and implies a threat if his wish is not fulfilled.

1.1.9. Gambūlu
The Gambūlu was one of the Aramean tribes who resided on the border between Babylonia and
Elam. 137 Since their location was close to Elam, the Gambūlu were in close contact with Elam at
times and threatened by Elam at other times. The letters of Assurbanipal indicate that they
corresponded with him in order to maintain their internal stability and to stay under his protection.
Three letters to and from the Gambūlu are extant: *ABL 541, ABL 915, and *ABL 293.

*ABL 541 is Assurbanipal’s response to a letter from the Gambūleans in which they had expressed
their willingness to submit to him because they were afraid of being deported by Assyria or being
exposed to Elam. Complying with their will, Assurbanipal directs them to settle in a place of their
choice under Bēl-iqīša, who is known as the leader of the Gambūlu tribe, 138 and guard a royal fort
as royal subjects. It is known from his inscriptions that Bēl-iqīša revolted against Assurbanipal with
Urtaku, king of Elam, and Nabû-šumu-ēreš, the governor of Nippur, in 664 BC and eventually died
in that year because a rat bit him. 139

ABL 915 is addressed from the Gambūleans to Assurbanipal probably after Bēl-iqīša died. In the
letter, the Gambūleans ask Assurbanipal that Rēmūtu and Šama’gunu be installed over them. The
136
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background of Rēmūtu is not known,140 while the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal record that
Šama’gunu, son of Bēl-iqīša, was taken to Assyria and beheaded when the king carried out a
campaign against Teumman and the Gambūlu in 653 BC.141
*ABL 293 is a response from Assurbanipal to ABL 915.142 Assurbanipal agrees to appoint Rēmūtu
over the Gambūleans. However, he does not mention Šama’gunu at all.

1.1.10. Dilmun
Dilmun was a kingdom located in the Persian Gulf, including the island of Bahrain. 143 In the time of
Assurbanipal, Ḫundāru became the king of Dilmun under the aegis of Assurbanipal. However, it
seems that Ḫundāru was also somehow associated with Nabû-bēl-šumāti of the Sealand.
Assurbanipal sent *AAA 20 106 to Ḫundāru on 647*-VI-13.

In *AAA 20 106, Assurbanipal mentions Nabû-bēl-šumāti (l. 4) and Elam (l. 23) in broken contexts.
He also tells Ḫundāru that he has seen the treaty tablet that Ḫundāru sent to him (r. 4-5).144 This
statement may indicate that the treaty was prepared at the initiative of Ḫundāru. 145 However, this
treaty is not extant. Towards the end of the letter, Assurbanipal says that he will give the kingship of
Dilmun to Ḫundāru (r. 25-29).

1.1.11. Urarṭu
Urarṭu was a kingdom located to the north of Assyria. The territory spread to the mountain areas
between and around Lake Van in eastern Turkey, Lake Sevan in Armenia, and Lake Urmia in northwestern Iran.146 During the reign of Assurbanipal, the military conflict between Assyria and Urarṭu
had ended. In this period, two Urarṭian kings, Rusâ and Sārdūrī (Issār-dūrī) III147 are known from
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the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal. 148 However, only Sārdūrī III is attested in the correspondence
of Assurbanipal; ABL 1240 probably from Sārdūrī III and *ABL 1242 probably to Sārdūrī III.

In ABL 1240, Sārdūrī III asks why Assurbanipal always writes to him in irritated and angry terms.
Moving then on to the subject of lapis lazuli in Urarṭu which Assurbanipal had demanded, he
explains that lapis lazuli is extremely precious to Urarṭu and the country would revolt against him if
he took it by himself. He then suggests that a huge army come to take the lapis lazuli without
meeting him.

*ABL 1242 is a very fragmentary letter. The opening formula is partly preserved. In it, Sārdūrī III is
described the “son” of the sender, i.e., Assurbanipal. The main contents of the letter are almost all
broken away, but there is a reference to divine sanction given to [Sārdūrī III], his search for the
“favour” of [Assurbanipal], and the word “benefactor” (bēl ṭābti). All this suggests that the letter
was written soon after Sārdūrī’s accession.

1.1.12. Miscellaneous
Twenty-two letters are collected into a miscellaneous group because most of them are too
fragmentary to be assigned to any geographical category. 149 In addition, in most of the letters,
addressees are not preserved and the topics vary widely.
*ABL 302 deals with horses.150 The letter is addressed to Nabû-šar-aḫḫēšu whose title is not
mentioned in the letter. Assurbanipal talks about the timing of a letter order that requests Nabû-šaraḫḫēšu to send horses for the review. Assurbanipal tells him that the letter order will be sent in the
middle of Šabāṭu (XI) so that the horses can reach the destination in Nisannu (I). It is noteworthy
that Assurbanipal uses “we,” the first person plural (l. 10, ni-šap-par; l. 13, nu-uḫ-tar-rib; l. 14, niis-sa-par; r. 5, ni-iš-pur) throughout the letter except in its opening formula. 151 Assurbanipal usually
uses “I,” the first person singular, in his letters.
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In *ABL 1210, dated 652-VII-3, Assurbanipal mentions horses (l. 6, r. 3 and 9). Since the revolt of
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn broke out by 652-II-23, perhaps the horses were prepared for battles against
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.

Assurbanipal writes *ABL 299 to Bēl-ibni, possibly the leader of the Bīt-Ibâ. This letter is a
response to the letter from Bēl-ēṭir about Šamaš-nāṣir. 152 What Bēl-ēṭir had reported is not
mentioned. The rest of the letter is too fragmentary to be interpreted.

*CT 53 282 is from Assurbanipal to an unknown recipient for an intelligence purpose. Assurbanipal
orders the recipient to shadow a person153 without his noticing it. In addition, Assurbanipal requests
the recipient to write a report if this person accompanies Bēl-[ib?]ni, haruspex.154

Some letters are related to the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. For example, in *ABL 1165,
Assurbanipal mentions the rebels (l. 9′, e-pi-šá-nu-tú). In addition, he says, “Perhaps God himself
has commanded the destruction of Babylonia. What can we say? Before God, we [...]”.155
Moreover, he states that the unknown recipients have suffered hardship for his sake.

*ABL 1411 from Assurbanipal to an unknown recipient quotes a proverb: “ʻ[......] he fell into the
[pit of] a lion / [......]... he took counsel with himself [...]..., and in order to save his life, he directed
his course towards an unknown land.ʼ Now you have been treated in accordance with this proverb.”
This proverb is not known from other texts.

In *CT 54 110, Assurbanipal tells an unknown recipient that the king is sending Nabû-ri[x x], the
body guard (ll. 2′-3′, mdAG–ri-[x x] LÚ.qur-ru-bu-t[u])156 to the recipient. The king also mentions
Nabû-[...], the son of Kīnû (ll. 5′-6′, mdAG–[x x] / DUMU mki!-na-a [x]).157 The rest of the letter is
broken away.
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In *CT 54 455, addressed to an unknown recipient, Assurbanipal mentions Zākiru (r. 2′, mza-ki-ri
DUMU) in a

broken context.158

ABL 1142 is a poorly preserved letter from an unknown author to Assurbanipal. There are a few
signs at the ends of lines. After a blank space of three lines, the second to last line may say that the
text itself is an archival copy.159 The contents of the letter are lost.

CT 53 402 is from an unknown author from southern Mesopotamia to Assurbanipal. The author
mentions a certain Bēl-ibni and describes him as “not (his) enemy for blood” and as “not (his)
enemy for deaths” (l. 8′, mEN–DÙ la EN–ÚŠ.MEŠ-ia ù la EN–mu-ta-˹ti˺-iá šu-u).160

Assurbanipal writes *CT 53 968 to an unknown recipient. The king refers to Elam twice in broken
contexts (ll. 3′ and 15′).
*K 995, duplicated by *CT 53 248, is from Assurbanipal to an unknown recipient. 161 The main
contents probably have connections with the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn because, for instance,
Assurbanipal mentions rebellion (l. 4′, saḫ-ma-áš-š[u]) and says, “[Babylonian]s seek to drink
blood.”162 In addition, he requests that the recipient not deliver the city of the recipient to
destruction but guard it. Towards the end of the letter, the king says that “fir[e will burn] the land of
Akkad (…) [The land] of Akkad will beco[me] powerless” (r. 18′-20′).

*K 4534 is addressed to either the citizens of Babylon or the citizens of Sippar because the letter
mentions the privileged status kidinnūtu in a broken context.163 It is known from the royal
inscriptions of Assurbanipal that this privileged status was granted to Babylon as well as to Sippar
during his reign.164
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*K11875 is a very fragmentary letter from Assurbanipal. At the end of the letter, the king asks the
recipients to reply to his letter.

In *CT 53 378, a person of an Aramean tribe is referred to. This person is said to be the son of Abiḫazâ, [the br]other (?) of the sheikh (˹L˺Ú.na-sik) Nasi’-il, son of Ḫatâ.165 According to the letter, the
man was staying in Nippur but he r[an away and went] to Babylon. The Puqūdu is also mentioned
in a broken context.

In ABL 1116, an unknown author reports to Assurbanipal about the matter of some sheep stolen by
Bēlu-lū-[balaṭ] (md?EN?–lu–[TI. LA]).166 The author says that the people who became subjects [of the
king] and who were the owners of the sheep appealed to the chief eunuch (l. 6′,

LÚ.GAL–SAG). The

author further relates that the chief eunuch (?) ordered Bēlu-lū-[balaṭ] to return the sheep but the
latter refused. The author mentions Tammarītu in a broken context (l. 18′).

A very fragmentary letter *CT 53 966 is worthy of notice. This letter contains some proper names.
Among them, it should be noted that the letter mentions Šērū’a-ēṭirat, Kandalānu, and Elam in
broken contexts. Šērū’a-ēṭirat and Kandalānu were very important persons in the Assyrian Empire.
Šērū’a-ēṭirat is known as the daughter of Esarhaddon and the sister of Assurbanipal, 167 while
Kandalānu was installed as the king of Babylonia by Assurbanipal after the revolt of Šamaš-šumuukīn.168
Assurbanipal writes *ABL 944 to Zākiru 169 and Kabtīa170, who were probably Babylonians,
concerning the people of Cutha and Surmarrāti. The king also mentions the son of Zākiru.

*CT 54 509 is too fragmentary to be interpreted. Only the reverse of the letter is preserved.
In *ABL 1198, Assurbanipal gives Ēṭiru, a royal delegate, 171 orders relating to the allocation of
foodstuffs in a damaged Babylonian edict. He also mentions Kudurru who probably worked in
Babylonia. 172 Towards the end of the letter, the king refers to Elam twice.
165
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An unknown author writes CT 53 664 to Assurbanipal and mentions [Tammarī]tu, king of E[lam] in
a broken context.

1.2. The Geographical Coverage of the Letters from Assurbanipal
The letters from Assurbanipal geographically cover the areas north, east, and southeast of Assyria,
in other words, Urarṭu, Elam, Rāši, Babylonia, the Sealand, and Dilmun. The Sealand was part of
Babylonia, although any central authority found it difficult to fully control. Instead, the Chaldeans,
who were no longer nomads but mostly sedentary, made up Chaldean dynastic “house” in the
Sealand, which can be regarded as leftovers of the Kassite state of Karduniaš. Thus this dissertation
treats the Sealand as a single entity to indicate the geographical distribution of the letters. The seven
letter to (not from) Assurbanipal used as supplementary material in this study are not the subject of
the following analysis. The destinations of some letters are still unclear. However, letters to the
Northwest (Anatolia), the West (coastal and inland areas), and the Southwest (Egypt) are not
attested. The missives to these areas were possibly written in Aramaic on different materials such as
leather, wax, or papyrus, and have not survived, or perhaps they may have been archived in a
difference place.173

When we study the geographical distribution of the 72 letters from Assurbanipal in more detail, we
find that 37 letters were sent to Babylonia, 174 12 letters to Elam, 6 letters to the Sealand, 2 letters to
Rāši, one letter to Urarṭu, one letter to Dilmun, and 14 letters to unknown areas. 175 As these figures
show, Babylonia was by far the most common destination. Further study of the letters to Babylonia
shows that 12 of them were sent to Uruk,176 8 to Babylon, 5 to Nippur, 3 to Ur, 2 to Kissik, 2 to the
Gambūlu, one to the Bīt-Ibâ, and four to an unknown destination in Babylonia. The following table
shows a tally of these figures.
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Table 1: The Geographical Coverage of the Letters from Assurbanipal

Babylonia

Uruk

12

Babylon

8

Nippur

5

Ur

3

Kissik

2

Gambūlu

2

Bīt-Ibâ

1

Unknown

4

37

72

Elam

12

The Sealand

6

Rāši

2

Urarṭu

1

Dilmun

1

Unknown

13

Based on these numbers, the following chart shows the percentage of letters sent to each location.
Chart 1: The Percentages of the Geographical Distribution of the Letters
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As the table and the chart show, 54 letters, which comprise about 74% of the royal letters, were sent
to Elam, Babylonia, and the Sealand. These statistics indicate that most of the letters from
Assurbanipal were sent to the regions that were deeply involved in the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.

1.3. The Chronology of the Letters
In general, most of the royal correspondence of Assyria is not dated. According to Fales, 95% of
Neo-Assyrian letters are not dated.177 This percentage is applicable to the entire correspondence of
Assurbanipal consisting of Neo-Assyrian letters and Neo-Babylonian letters. Among his 369 letters,
16 letters are fully or partly dated (4.3%). Of these dated letters, 14 missives are from Assurbanipal
and they constitute 19.5% of his royal letters. Since this percentage is much higher than that of
other Neo-Assyrian letters, putting a date on epistolary material could be one of the characteristics
of archival copies. 178
As for the chronological distribution of the Neo-Assyrian letters of Assurbanipal (that is, letters
written in the Neo-Assyrian language as opposed to these written in Neo-Babylonian; see below pp.
73-80), it is polarized into the first few years of his reign (668-666 BC) and the middle of his reign
(652-646 BC).179 The correspondence analysed in this study includes not only Neo-Assyrian letters
but also Neo-Babylonian ones. However, the tendency that Parpola has noted also applied to my
research corpus as a whole. Except for 5 letters from Assurbanipal, most of the letters date roughly
to 652-646 BC, the time of the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and its aftermath. If the preserved
undated 67 letters from Assurbanipal were distributed evenly over these seven years, the average
number of the letters sent out per year would be 9.6, although undoubtedly many more had been
sent out and we simply have not found them yet. According to Parpola, “The lack of the letters from
the latter half of Assurbanipal’s reign probably finds its explanation in the fact that no letters have
been found in the North Palace of Kuyunjik, where Assurbanipal seems to have shifted his
permanent residence after 645 BC.”180
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Most of the letters of Assurbanipal are not dated, but the Šamaš-šumu-ukīn Chronicle (C 15) and
the Akītu Chronicle (C 16) provide the chronological framework of the civil war. 181 For future
reference, here is a list of the most important chronological landmarks related to the revolt of
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn found in chronicles and economic texts:

669-XI

Assurbanipal ascended the throne of Assyria. 182

652-II to X

The rab-bīti levied troops (biḫirti ibteḫir) in Akkad (C 16:9-10).

652-X-19

Hostilities began between Assyria and Akkad (C 16:11).

652-XI-8

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn withdrew before the enemy into Babylon (C 15:6).

652-XII-27

The armies of Assyria and Babylonia did battle in Ḫirītu (C 16:13-14).

651-VI2-9

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn mustered his army. He marched to Cutha and took the city
(C 15:7-8).

650-IV-11

Babylon was besieged (C 15:19).

648-V~

The revolt was crushed. 183

Among my research corpus, ten of the letters are dated to a specific year, month, and day. 184 The
earliest date is 652-II-23 of *ABL 301, known as the first dated text indicating the outbreak of the
revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 185 The latest date is 646*-XII-27, of a fragmentary letter *ABL 1262
relating to the Elamite wars. Three letters, *ABL 1151, *ABL 1022, and ABL 1142, seem to have
been fully dated, but their dates are unfortunately partly broken. 186 *ABL 539 bears only a month
name (III), while *ABL 296 is dated by month and day, XII-12, and *BM 132980 is dated by month
and year: 647*-XI. When focusing on the language and script of these16 dated letters, seven letters
are Neo-Babylonian, three letters are Neo-Babylonian but in Neo-Assyrian script, two letters are
Neo-Babylonian but their dates are in Neo-Assyrian script, and four letters are Neo-Assyrian.
Among the Neo-Assyrian letters, two of them are addressed to Assurbanipal.
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The dating of the rest of the letters must be based on prosopographical information and on their
contents. Most of the correspondence can be at least roughly dated since, as already stated, it largely
pertains to the period of the civil war between Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and its
aftermath, which includes the campaigns against Elam and the extradition of Nabû-bēl-šumāti. In
the following table, the dated and datable letters are shown in chronological order together with the
undatable letters.

Table 2: Dated, Datable, and Undatable Letters

Dated Letters

Datable Letters

Undatable
Letters

668-

*ABL 926 (668?)187

664

*ABL 541 (before 664)

663-

ABL 961 (653)

*ABL 287

653

ABL 915 (653)

*ABL 294

*ABL 293 (653)

*ABL 1100

652

*ABL 301 (II-23)

*K 2931 (before II-23)

*CT 53 142

ABL 1240

*ABL 1210 (VII-

*ABL 1040

*CT 54 230

*ABL 1242

3)

*ABL 1380

*ABL 945

*ABL 302

*K 995

*CT 53 282

*ABL 292

*CT 54 110

*ABL 944 (VII-5)
651
650

649

648

*ABL 289 (II-5)

*ABL 290

*ABL 571

*CT 54 116 (or

*ABL 299

*ABL 517 (II-25)

*ABL 273

*ABL 292

after the revolt)

*CT 54 455

*ABL 539 (III or

*ABL 543

*CT 54 464
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1.4. The Recipients of the Letters from Assurbanipal
The letters from Assurbanipal were addressed to individuals and groups of people such as citizens
of cities, Babylonian local governors, tribal groups, subordinates of Assurbanipal, and foreign
rulers. Most of them were involved in the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and its aftermath. The aim of
this section is to briefly provide prosopographical information on recipients and to attempt to
identify recipients when their names are not preserved. If it is impossible to specify recipients due
to breakage of tablets or lack of information, those unspecified recipients are not included in this
section.188

Since the term “citizen” originated in ancient Greek city states, the term and the concept of the
“citizen” in Mesopotamia have long been discussed in the field of Assyriology. 189 However, arguing
about “citizen” is not my purpose in this section and, as Barjamovic has clearly stated in his

188
189

However, the topics of the letters are provided in pp. 25-29.
Momrak 2013, Parpola 2004b, Barjamovic 2004, Larsen 2000b, Larsen 2000a, Larsen 1976, Jacobsen 1943.
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article,190 I simply take LÚ.GN.KI.MEŠ or DUMU GN.KI.MEŠ as the “citizens” of a geographical
location, while I take a geographical name with the nisbe gentilic afformative such as -a-a (-ajju) as
an individual or a particular group that belongs to a certain geographical region.
Recipients vary from the citizens of Babylonian traditional cities to foreign kings, though some
names of recipients are unfortunately lost due to damage to the tablets. Several recipients are also
known as senders of letters to Assurbanipal.

When we classify the addressees of 72 letters from Assurbanipal according to their social status, the
statistics are as follows: the citizenry 24% (17 letters), governors 20% (14 letters), the combination
of the citizenry and a governor 10% (7 letters), foreign kings 10% (7 letters), the commander-inchief Bēl-ibni 7% (5 letters), tribal groups 4% (3 letters), individuals of a tribal group 4% (3 letters),
influential foreign figures 4% (3 letters), the combination of an influential foreign figure and the
citizenry 1% (1 letter), a representative from the citizenry 1% (1 letter), an Assyrian official 1% (1
letter), Babylonian officials 1%(1 letter), and unknown recipients 13% (9 letters). As the statistics
show, groups of people who lived in a particular city, town, area, and country constitute a clear
majority among the recipients (66% of the known recipients). This indicates that Assurbanipal
considered it particularly important to address his letters to the masses rather than to individuals. 191
Chart 2: The Percentages of the Recipients of the Letters from Assurbanipal
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The prosopographical information on individuals is provided below in alphabetical order, while
each group of people is discussed after the individuals in roughly geographical order.

1.4.1. Ambappi
Ambappi (mam-ba-ap-[pi]) occurs as the recipient of *ABL 1260 together with the Rāšeans. Rāši
was a region located between Babylonia and Elam and it was under the strong influence of Elam
(see above pp. 22-23). The meaning of Ambappi is unknown but it is an Elamite name. 192

The title/official position of Ambappi is not specified in the letter. However, since Ambappi and the
Rāšeans appear as the addressees together, it is likely that Ambappi was a ruler or a representative
of Rāši. He has been tentatively identified with Imbappi of Bīt-Imbî which was an Elamite royal
city located on the border between Elam and Rāši. 193 The royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal say that
Imbappi was the delegate (qēpu) of Bīt-Imbî, the brother-in-law of Ummanaldašu III, and the chief
bowman of Elam. 194

In *ABL 1260, Assurbanipal complains that although he had rendered many favours to Elam, the
Elamites had not reciprocated but made common cause with his enemies. He now informs Ambappi
and the Rāšeans that he has written to Ummanaldašu (III) telling him to extradite an unnamed man
who is presumably identified with Nabû-bēl-šumāti, and is going to have a meeting with him in the
“tower” (r. 8, asītu) located probably in Bīt-Imbî of Rāši, to negotiate about peace. This indicates
that Assurbanipal believed that Ambappi and the Rāšeans could have some influence on the Elamite
king. The letter ends with a threat that unless Ummanaldašu (III) submits to Assurbanipal and
assists Tammarītu (II), the Assyrian king may not be able to control his rage.

1.4.2. Bēl-ēṭir of Bīt-Ibâ
Bēl-ēṭir (mdEN–ŠUR-ir) is the recipient of *ABL 299. This letter is a reply from Assurbanipal to the
letter written by Bēl-ēṭir about a certain Šamaš-nāṣir (l. 6, [m]˹d˺UTU–ŠEŠ-ir).195 After the reference to
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PNA 1/I, 99b.
Waters 2000, 70, n. 14; PNA 1/I, 99b, nos. 2-3; PNA 2/I, 539a. Regarding the location of Bīt-Imbî, see Zadok 1985,
92. The royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal describe Bīt-Imbî as a “royal city” and “city of Elam’s security” (BIWA, 46
and 237, A IV 123- 125 // F III 46-48).
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BIWA, 46-47 and 237-238, A IV 123- A V 10 // F III 46-61.
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him, the rest of the letter is almost entirely broken away. Neither the title nor the genealogy of Bēlēṭir is referred to in this text.

Several individuals with the name of Bēl-ēṭir are mentioned in texts from the Neo-Assyrian period.
Among them, Luppert-Barnard has suggested that the recipient of *ABL 299 may be identified with
one of the following three officials: a governor in Babylonia, a governor of ḪAR, and a royal
official. 196 However, as far as we know, Bēl-ēṭir, the leader of the Bīt-Ibâ, is the only person among
his namesakes who directly corresponded with Assurbanipal (see ABL 454 in the next
paragraph).197 Thus Bēl-ēṭir in *ABL 299 was probably Bēl-ēṭir of Bīt-Ibâ although there is no
compelling evidence.

In ABL 454, Bēl-ēṭir of Bīt-Ibâ swears loyalty to Assurbanipal. However, he eventually betrayed the
king.198 His treachery is indicated by two literary texts, SAA 3 29 and SAA 3 30. In these texts, Bēlēṭir is denounced ridiculed and connected with the image of a dog and fornication. In ABL 925:5′,
we can find the phrase “a fornicating dog” and it may refer to Bēl-ibni. 199

1.4.3. Bēl-ibni
Commander-in-chief of the Sealand, Commandant of the Sealand, Royal Eunuch, and a
Member of the King’s Entourage
Bēl-ibni ( mdEN–DÙ,200 mdEN–ib-ni201), the commander-in-chief of the Sealand, the governor of the
Sealand, the royal eunuch, and a member of the king’s entourage, 202 received five letters from
Assurbanipal: *ABL 291, *ABL 402, *ABL 288, *ABL 399, and *ABL 400.

His titles are not mentioned in these letters, but the letter *ABL 289 discussed below (p. 58), which
is addressed to the Sealanders and dated 650-II-5, indicates his appointment and position. In the
letter, Assurbanipal states that he is sending Bēl-ibni, his servant ( ARAD/ardu) and a member of his
entourage (LÚ.GUB.BA–IGI/mazzāz-pāni), to assume the leadership (ālik-pānūti) of the Sealanders.203
In addition, Bēl-ibni in one of his letters to Assurbanipal explicitly states that the king sent him to
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Luppert-Barnard in PNA 1/II, 298b-299a, nos. 6-8.
PNA 1/II, 299a, no. 17.
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*ABL 402, *ABL 288, *ABL 400.
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PNA 1/II, 306b-310b, no. 18; de Vaan 1995, 33-34.
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the Sealand as a commander-in-chief (turtānu),204 and he is referred to as a royal eunuch (ša-rēši ša
šarri) in a letter from Nabû-ušabši of Uruk,205 and as a commandant (šākin ṭēmi) in a letter by an
unknown author to the king. 206
Bēl-ibni was instrumental in the success of Assyrian military operations in southern Babylonia
during Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s revolt. His mission was to repossess that area. For instance, Bēl-ibni
dealt with the issues of the rebellious tribal groups such as the Puqūdu and the Gurasimmu in
southern Babylonia during the revolt. After the rebellion was suppressed, Bēl-ibni played a
prominent role in the Elamite wars. His activities are reconstructed mainly from his correspondence
with Assurbanipal. However, it is very difficult to follow his activities chronologically because most
of the letters are not dated. A detailed study of his correspondence by J. M. C. T. de Vaan appeared
in 1995. 207

1.4.4. Ḫundāru
King of Dilmun
Ḫundāru (mḫu-un-da-[ru]), king of Dilmun during the reign of Assurbanipal, received *AAA 20 106
dated 647*-VI-13.208 Dilmun is identified with modern Bahrain. 209 In the letter, Assurbanipal
declares that he will give the kingship of Dilmun to Ḫundāru.210
Apart from *AAA 20 106, Ḫundāru is mentioned in the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal and
Assurbanipal’s correspondence. 211 The inscriptions record that Ḫundāru, the king of Dil[mun], came
to Nineveh every year without interruption with [his heavy tribute]. 212 The reference to Ḫundāru as
the king of Dil[mun] indicates that Assurbanipal’s promise in *AAA 20 106 was fulfilled.
Moreover, the tribute of Ḫundāru is attested in ABL 458, probably written by Bēl-ibni. The author
says that he is sending ʼIdru, the muribbānu of Ḫundāru,213 who is carrying the tribute of Dilmun to
the palace. 214 These documents show Ḫundāru’s good attitude towards Assurbanipal. However, in
204

ABL 795:10, LÚ.tur-ta-nu. See also de Vaan 1995, 289-292.
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206
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ABL 791, Bēl-ibni refers to a “[sin]” of Ḫundāru though what Ḫundāru did is not mentioned. It is
also noteworthy that the property of Nabû-bēl-šumāti is said to have been brought from Dilmun in
the same letter.215 Taking into account that Nabû-bēl-šumāti is mentioned also in *AAA 20 106:4 in
a broken context, Ḫundāru may have had some connection with him. Unfortunately, it is unclear
whether the “sin” of Ḫundāru preceded his submission to Assurbanipal or not.

1.4.5. Illil-bāni
Governor of Nippur (šandabakku)
Illil-bāni (conventionally Enlil-bāni,

md+

EN.[LÍL–ba-n]i

)216 was the governor of Nippur

(šandabakku) under Assurbanipal. He seems to have received two letters from the king; *ABL 292
together with the citizens of Nippur217 and possibly *CT 54 464 alone.

In *ABL 292, the name of Illil-bāni is partially broken. However, since the other recipients are the
citizens of Nippur, the restoration of Il[lil-bān]i is beyond doubt.218 In the letter, Assurbanipal urges
him and the citizens of Nippur to watch all the roads in order to capture an unnamed person (see pp.
9-11 and 178-180).

In *CT 54 464, the name of the recipient is broken away. However, the opening formula makes it
clear that the letter was addressed to one individual only. 219 Since the content of *CT 54 464 is
parallel to that of *ABL 292, Illil-bāni should be the recipient.220

Illil-bāni’s previous career is not known. He was appointed to the office of šandabakku sometime
between 664 BC and 661 BC and held this office through the rebellion of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. The
terminus post quem for the beginning of his governorship is fixed by the royal inscriptions of
Assurbanipal, which record that his predecessor Nabû-šuma-ēreš died from dropsy in 664 BC. 221 In
a religious text, BM 78903 (88-5-12,89), dated on the 15th day of Ṭebētu (X) in the 7th year of
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, i.e., 661 BC, Illil-bāni already figured as the governor of Nippur (md+EN. LÍL–ba215

De Vaan 1995, 281-284.
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na LÚ.GÚ.EN.NA).222 The precise year when he resigned the position is not known. After Illil-bāni,
no other šandabakku of Nippur is known for the last years of the Assyrian Empire. 223 In my
research material, Illil-bāni is not explicitly referred to as šandabakku. However, the unidentified
šandabakku mentioned in the royal letter *ABL 287, sent to the citizens of Nippur, is likely to have
been Illil-bāni. 224

1.4.6. Indabibi
King of Elam
Indabibi ( min-da-bi-bi), king of Elam (c. 649- 648 BC), is the recipient of *ABL 1151, dated 649
BC.225 He is referred to as the king of Elam (MAN KUR.NIM.MA.KI) in the address formula.

It is not clear whether or not he was a member of the Elamite royal family because no text describes
his lineage. The royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal call Indabibi “his (= Tammarītu II’s) servant.”226
Indabibi revolted against Tammarītu II, overthrew him, and ascended the throne of Elam. 227 The
exact year and day when Indabibi seized the throne is not known. However, it must have taken
place in 649 BC at the latest because *ABL 1151 bears that year.
In *ABL 1151, Assurbanipal calls Indabibi “his brother.” 228 Unfortunately, the contents of the letter
are almost totally lost, but the use of the word “brother” indicates that Assurbanipal maintained a
peaceful relationship with Indabibi. This is also indicated by the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal
(Editions B and C). They record that Indabibi released the Assyrians whom the perfidious Nabûbēl-šumāti of the Sealand had seized and forwarded to Elam, and sent them back to Assurbanipal.
At the end of this episode of Edition B, it is said that Indabibi sent a messenger of goodwill and
peace (ṭūbi u sulummê) to Assurbanipal. 229
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However, Edition C (dated in 647* BC), compiled after Edition B (649 and 648* BC), 230 does not
record the messenger from Indabibi. Instead, it tells another story. Edition C IX 59-86 reveals that
Assurbanipal sent a messenger to Indabibi threatening that he would destroy Elamite cities, deport
the Elamite people, and replace Indabibi with someone else if the latter does not comply with a
demand for the return of the Assyrians. This messenger did not reach Indabibi, but the Elamites
heard the message, killed Indabibi, and enthroned Ummanaldašu III (c. 648-c. 645 BC)231 after
Indabibi had mobilized his forces against Assyria. 232 It is likely that Edition C reflects Indabibi’s
treachery, and the fact that the edition is dated to 647* BC indicates the year when Indabibi became
hostile towards Assurbanipal. 233

1.4.7. Kudurru
Subordinate of Nabû-ušabši and later Governor of Uruk
Kudurru (mNÍG.GUB) received, together with the citizens of Uruk, two letters from Assurbanipal:
*ABL 518 and *ABL 296. As in the letters to Nabû-ušabši, in both letters his name precedes the
citizens of Uruk and his title is not mentioned.

There is evidence that Kudurru was active in Uruk already earlier during the revolt of Šamaš-šumuukīn, possibly as a subordinate of Nabû-ušabši before he held the office of the governor.234 For
instance, he helped Ur at the request of the governor of the city. In ABL 754, Kudurru reports to
Assurbanipal that he had levied 500-600 archers from Uruk and marched to Ur with the governor of
Arrapḫa and the governor of Mazamua who had been sent to Uruk as reinforcements by
Assurbanipal. 235

As stated below in the section on Nabû-ušabši (pp. 43-44), Kudurru is first mentioned as the
governor of Uruk on the 20th of Nisannu (I) of 647* BC. Since *ABL 518 is dated on the 24th of
Ayyāru (II) of 646* BC, he was already the governor when the letter was addressed to him.
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Kudurru participated as the governor of Uruk in a weeping ceremony in the city. It is uncertain
when his tenure ended, but Nabû-zēru-lēšir, his follower, first appears as governor of Uruk in 642
BC.236

1.4.8. Menānu
Elamite Elder
Menānu (mme-na-na) received from Assurbanipal the undated letter *ABL 1380. He is called “elder”
(r. 12, LÚ.AB.BA) in the letter, and his name suggests that he belonged to the Elamite royal family
and possibly was the grandson of his namesake (Umman-)Menānu who was the king of Elam (c.
692-689 BC) during the reign of Sennacherib. 237

In the letter, Assurbanipal complains that Menānu who had promised to fight against Ummanigaš II,
the perfidious Elamite king (653-c. 652 BC) enthroned by him after the defeat of Teumman, had not
kept his promise but had cut off all communication with Assurbanipal and detained the king’s
envoys in Elam for 19 months. Since later in the letter Assurbanipal counts Menānu among “those
who love Assyria and are well-disposed to me,” 238 he nevertheless must have been counting on
Menānu’s continued loyalty and cooperation.

However, around the beginning of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s rebellion, Menānu had actually broken with
Assurbanipal and sided with Nabû-bēl-šumāti of the Sealand. In *ABL 289 to the Sealanders dated
650-II-5, Assurbanipal calls Nabû-bēl-šumāti “the whore of Menānu.” 239 No further details of his
life are known.

1.4.9. Nabû-šar-aḫḫēšu
Nabû-šar-aḫḫēšu (mdPA–MAN–PAB.MEŠ-šú) is the recipient of *ABL 302.240 This letter is a reaction
of Assurbanipal to a message from him concerning the arrangements for a review of horses. In this
letter, Assurbanipal informs him that a letter order to come will be sent in the middle of Šabāṭu (XI)
so that the horses will arrive within Nisannu (I). Details of Nabû-šar-aḫḫēšu are not known.241
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1.4.10. Nabû-ušabši
Governor of Uruk
Nabû-ušabši ( mdPA–GÁL-ši,242 mdAG–GÁL-ši243), the governor of Uruk (c. 661-649),244 appears as the
sole recipient of *ABL 273, *ABL 945, *ABL 294, *ABL 1100, and *ABL 517.

The beginnings of *ABL 543, *ABL 1108, and *ABL 1244 are not preserved. However, these three
letters and *ABL 273, addressed to Nabû-ušabši, are duplicates of one another with minor variants.
Hence, although the names of the recipients of *ABL 543, *ABL 1108, and *ABL 1244 are not
preserved, the recipient of all these letters must be Nabû-ušabši.

In the address part of *ABL 297, the name of the recipient is half broken. Following the
determinatives for a personal name and a god name, only the AG sign is readable. Nevertheless,
after the name of this person, the citizens of Uruk also appear as the recipients of this letter. 245 Thus
it is extremely plausible to restore the name of Nabû-ušabši as the one of the addressees of *ABL
297.

The beginning of *ABL 539 is broken and the name of the recipient of the letter has been lost.
However, he is consistently addressed in the singular in the letter246 and therefore he is clearly a
single individual. In addition, he is said to have returned from the presence of Assurbanipal. This
indicates that his status was high enough for an audience with the Assyrian king. An undated
fragmentary Neo-Babylonian letter, CT 54 113, from an unknown author to Assurbanipal, pertains
to the same situation as *ABL 539, where Assurbanipal states that he is sending Nabû-erība, his
eunuch, Nergal-šarru-uṣur, his “third man,” and Akkullānu, the priest of the Aššur temple ( LÚ.TU–É
šá AN.ŠÁR), to the recipient with a treaty tablet, while CT 54 113 refers to Nergal-šarru-uṣur (r. 13′)
and Akkullānu twice (r. 13′ and r. 15′) in broken contexts. Since both letters mention Nergal-šarruuṣur and Akkullānu, some Assyriologists have already pointed out that these two letters probably
deal with the same event. 247 Furthermore, CT 54 113 refers to the citizens of Uruk.248 Taking into
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consideration that CT 54 113 discusses the same topic as *ABL 539 and that CT 54 113 has a
connection with Uruk, the most probable recipient of *ABL 539 is Nabû-ušabši.

The career of Nabû-ušabši has been carefully studied by Frame, who established from a number of
economic texts that Nabû-ušabši was the governor of Uruk between at least Ṭebētu (X) of 661 BC
and Nisannu (I) of 649 BC.249 He has also pointed out that Nabû-ušabši could have served as
governor longer because his predecessor Ahhēšāia 250 is last mentioned as the governor in 666 BC
and his successor Kudurru251 first appears as the governor on the 20th of Nisannu (I) of 647* BC.252
Furthermore, Frame has shown that Nabû-ušabši came from a prominent family in Uruk based on
ABL 269 in which Nabû-ušabši complains that the Elamites destroyed his father’s house and tried
to kill his brother.253

The letters from Assurbanipal indicate that Nabû-ušabši was loyal to Assurbanipal and deeply
involved in opposing the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, dealing with military issues, the Chaldean
dynastic “house” of Bīt-Amukāni, wine, officials, and treaties.

1.4.11. Sārdūrī (Issār-dūrī) III
King of Urarṭu
Sārdūrī III, king of Urarṭu during the reign of Assurbanipal, was probably the sender of ABL 1240.
His name is partially preserved: “Thus (says) S[ārdūr]i, king of Urarṭu.”254 In addition, Sārdūrī was
possibly the recipient of *ABL 1242 although his name is not preserved.

Two Urarṭian kings, possibly identified with the sender of *ABL 1240, are known: Sārdūrī II (c.
760-730 BC) and Sārdūrī III during the reign of Assurbanipal. 255 Taking into account that Sārdūrī II
was mainly active in the reign of Tiglath-pileser III (744-727 BC) 256 and no letters from the reign of
Tiglath-pileser III are extant from Nineveh where ABL 1240 was found, the Sārdūri mentioned in
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this letter must be Sārdūrī III.257 Moreover, the contents of the letter do not fit the situation in
Tiglath-pileser’s time when Urarṭu was a major power and a serious rival of Assyria.
Sārdūrī III was possibly the recipient of the royal letter *ABL 1242. In the letter, both the sender’s
and recipient’s names are broken away, but the letter shows that the sender is from Assyria (l. 1, [x x
x x x x x KU]R–AN.ŠÁR.KI) and the recipient is from Urarṭu (l. 2, [x x x x x x x x KUR].URI DUMU-šú).
Following the first two lines, the sender states, “M[y palace] and the whole of Assyria [are well;
may] your palace and your country [be well].”258 Among the royal letters in the Assyrian royal
correspondence, only Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal used this greeting mentioning the sender’s
and/or recipient’s palace and/or country in the opening formula. 259 In addition, the sender calls the
recipient “his son” (l. 2, DUMU-šú). In the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal, Sārdūri III is said to
have constantly corresponded with Assurbanipal as a son correspond with his father. 260 The
inscriptions also mention that Sārdūri III brought heavy tribute to him. 261 In ABL 1240, Sārdūri III
agrees to give lapis lazuli to Assurbanipal on the condition that he would save his face, a clear
indication of his submissive attitude towards Assurbanipal.

1.4.12. Sīn-tabni-uṣur
Governor of Ur
Sīn-tabni-uṣur (md30–tab-ni–ŠEŠ,262 m30–DÙ–˹PAB˺263), the governor of Ur,264 appears as the recipient
of *ABL 290 and *ABL 523. He was also presumably the addressee of *ABL 1002 because the
letter concerns Sīn-šarru-uṣur, Sīn-tabni-uṣur’s predecessor as governor, like *ABL 290 and *ABL
523.
As governor of Ur, Sīn-tabni-uṣur was loyal to Assurbanipal. 265 His father Nikkal-iddin 266 and his
two brothers Sīn-balāssu-iqbi267 and Sīn-šarru-uṣur had already served as governors of Ur before he
succeeded his bother Sīn-šarru-uṣur.268 It seems that he was appointed sometime between 652 BC
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and 650-III-23, and he probably held the position until 648 BC. 269 It is not known exactly when he
retired and who succeeded him.
Sīn-tabni-uṣur confronted difficult situations during the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, 270 but he
remained loyal to Assurbanipal.

1.4.13. Tammarītu II
King of Elam
Tammarītu II (mtam-mar-ÍD), king of Elam (c. 652-c. 649 BC and 647 BC),271 is the recipient of
three letters from Assurbanipal: *ABL 1040:3, *CT 53 908:1, and *ABL 1022:2. In *ABL 1022, the
reference to the Rāšeans (l. 6) makes it likely that the addressee is Tammarītu II during his second
tenure rather than to the reign of Tammarītu I.272

Tammarītu II was a member of the Elamite royal family. However, the description of his family
genealogy in the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal has provoked discussion. 273 The inscriptions
record that he was the son of “another” (indicated by -ma) Ummanigaš, the brother of his father. 274
To solve this problem, Fuchs proposed that his father was not Ummanigaš II but the uncle of
Ummanigaš II,275 and later Waters tentatively followed this suggestion. 276

Regarding his rise to power, Assurbanipal’s inscriptions state that he revolted against Ummanigaš
II, killed him together with his family, and ascended the throne of Elam. Tammarītu II did not
inquire about Assurbanipal’s well-being but received bribes from Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 277 The
inscriptions further record that a few years later his servant Indabibi (c. 649-c. 648 BC) revolted
against him and deposed him. Tammarītu II, with his family and entourage, sought refuge in
Nineveh, and then submitted to Assurbanipal and lived in Assurbanipal’s palace. 278 After a short
269
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reign (see above pp. 40-41), Indabibi was killed and Ummanaldašu III (c. 648-c. 645 BC) took the
throne of Elam.

The royal letter *ABL 1380 from Assurbanipal to Menānu suggests that Assurbanipal supported
both Menānu and Tammarītu II to overthrow Ummanigaš II, because he says that he had sent
messages to Tammarītu (see above pp. 19-20 and 42).

As for the second tenure of Tammarītu II, he was installed as the king in Susa by Assurbanipal in
648 BC or more likely 647 BC. 279 According to the royal inscriptions, the Assyrian king organized a
campaign against Ummanaldašu III and had Tammarītu II participate in it. 280 *CT 53 908 implies
that Tammarītu II was actually in charge of the whole operation. The inscriptions continue that in
fear Ummanaldašu III abandoned his royal city Madaktu and fled, and then UmbaḪABua 281 sat on
the throne of Elam. However, UmbaḪABua also fled and Assurbanipal enthroned Tammarītu II in
Susa.282 Eventually, Tammarītu II revolted against Assurbanipal. 283 He was captured alive and
brought to Nineveh.284 The rest of his life is not known.

1.4.14. Ummanaldašu III
King of Elam
Ummanaldašu III, king of Elam (c. 648-c. 645BC),285 was almost certainly the recipient of *ABL
972, although its address is not preserved, because the letter is closely related to ABL 879, “A tablet
of Ummanaldašu (mum-man-al-da-si), king of Elam, to Assurbanipal, king of Assyria.”

In *ABL 972 Assurbanipal requires the extradition of an unnamed “criminal/traitor” (parriṣu) who
is in the presence of the recipient. In the continuation, he clearly identifies Nabû-bēl-šumāti as the
“criminal” (ll. 9′-10′). Moreover, he demands the extradition of Nabû-qātī-ṣabat who threw “his
lord” (possibly Šamaš-šumu-ukīn) into a fire (r. 8-9).286

In*BM 132980, addressed to the elders of Elam and dated to 647*-XI, Assurbanipal similarly
demands the extradition of Nabû-bēl-šumāti, Nabû-qātī-ṣabat, and a certain Kiribtu (see pp. 21-22
279
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and pp. 58-59). However, the elders failed to deliver them. The royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal
also mention Nabû-bēl-šumāti and Nabû-qātī-ṣabat together. Edition A, dated 645*-II-15, records
that after Assurbanipal had sent his messenger to Ummanaldašu III and demanded the extradition of
Nabû-bēl-šumāti, the latter became afraid and instructed his groom to kill him. Ummanaldašu III
then delivered the corpse packed in salt to Assurbanipal, who cut off the head of Nabû-bēl-šumāti
and hung it around the neck of Nabû-qātī-ṣabat, the simmagir-official of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 287 In
ABL 879, dated 646*-IV-26, Ummanaldašu III reports to Assurbanipal that he sent the corpse of
Nabû-bēl-šumāti to the Assyrian king without mentioning Nabû-qātī-ṣabat.

Thus Ummanaldašu III, who had recently taken over the kingship of Elam, was the key figure in
finally delivering Nabû-bēl-šumāti to Assurbanipal. Since *ABL 972 mentions Nabû-bēl-šumāti as
well as Nabû-qātī-ṣabat, the recipient of the letter can only be Ummanaldašu III.

In the inscriptions of Assurbanipal, Ummanaldašu III is identified as the son of Atta-metu, the
commander of the Elamite archery killed in a battle at the beginning of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s
rebellion.288 After Indabibi was overthrown, Ummanaldašu III became the king of Elam. Since he
took a rebellious attitude towards Assurbanipal, the Assyrian king carried out several military
campaigns against him. Whenever the Assyrian army invaded Elam, Ummanaldašu III abandoned
his city and escaped. Nevertheless, he survived and regained the kingship of Elam. As a result,
Ummanaldašu III had two or three tenures as the Elamite king. In the intervals between his reigns,
UmbaḪABua, Tammarītu II, and possibly Pa’e took the throne of Elam. 289 However, the exact year
of each accession of Ummanaldašu III is unclear. Eventually, Ummanaldašu III was captured alive
and he was taken to Assyria. His ultimate fate is unknown. 290

1.4.15. Ummanšibar
Ummanšibar (mum-man-ši-[bar]), a prominent Elamite,291 is the recipient of *ABL 1170. The last
sign of his name is not preserved, but the restoration is beyond doubt since Ummanšibar is well
known from other texts and no other name fits the traces.
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Ummanšibar was active in Elam in the early 640s because the letter is dated 648*-IV-25 and the
letter indicates that Ummanšibar had correspondence with Bēl-ibni who was appointed as the
commander-in-chief of the Sealand in 650 BC (see above pp. 37-38). 292 In addition, Bēl-ibni
mentions Ummanšibar several times in his letters to Assurbanipal. 293 Since Ummanšibar and the
magnates conspired against their king who could be identified with either Indabibi (c. 649-648 BC)
or Ummanaldašu III (c. 648-c. 645 BC),294 it seems that he was deeply involved in Elamite politics.
However, his office, his title, and his origin are unknown. The passage in a letter from Bēl-ibni
(ABL 281:10-11), where Ummanšibar is associated with a “herald” ( LÚ.NIGIR/nāgiru), is probably
not to be rendered as “the herald Ummanšibar” 295 because the title nāgiru precedes his name.296 The
nāgiru of Elam is left unidentified by name in other letters of Bēl-ibni as well (ABL 1010:3, CT
54 520:5; cf. also ABL 1198:5′).

Waters has plausibly suggested that Ummanšibar might have been one of the elders of Elam or their
spokesman because Ummanšibar secretly sent a message of the Elamites to Assurbanipal through
Bēl-ibni, and *BM 132980, which seems to have triggered this secret message, is addressed to the
elders of Elam (see below pp. 58-59).297

In ABL 281, Bēl-ibni also reports that, following the flight of Ummanaldašu, Ummanšibar and all
his friends (bēl-ṭābtis) have gone off towards Šuḫari-sungar in order to settle either among the
Ḫuḫan or in the city of Ḫaidālu.298 However, the chronological order of these events is uncertain.
No existing texts record the fate of Ummanšibar.

1.4.16. Zākiru and Kabtīa
Zākiru received *ABL 944 together with Kabtīa (ll. 1-2, a-mat LUGAL mza-kir / mkab-ti-ia). In the
letter, Assurbanipal writes about the people of Cutha and Surmarrāti. Since these places were in
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Babylonia, 299 Zākiru was possibly a Babylonian.300 Neither his title nor his personal connection is
given in the letter, hence his details are unknown.

As for Kabtīa, Baker has suggested that this person is possibly identified with Kabtīa of SAA
18 162 = ABL 202 (reign of Esarhaddon) who was involved in the taking of a loyalty oath in
Babylonia. 301 To judge from obv. 11-14 of that letter, he probably belonged to the ruling elite of
Rāši.

1.4.17. The Citizens of Babylon
Assurbanipal probably sent eight letters to the citizens of Babylon: *ABL 926, *ABL 301, *K 2931
(= Parpola 2004a, 230-232), *83-1-18,511, *ABL 571, *CT 54 230, *ABL 1146, and *CT 53 142.
Only two of these texts preserve “the citizens of Babylon” as the addressees in their opening
formulae: *ABL 926:1, “To the citizens of Babylon, the men under my protection” (a-na
LÚ.TIN.TIR.MEŠ ERIM.MEŠ

ki-din-ni-ia) and *ABL 301:1, “The king’s word to the citizens of

Babylon” (a-bat LUGAL a-na LÚ.KÁ.DINGIR.RA.KI.MEŠ).

The beginning of *K 2931, at least 10 lines, is broken away. However, Parpola has suggested that
the letter was addressed to the citizens of Babylon because the content and structure of the first six
preserved lines of the letter are parallel to *ABL 301, and both letters are written in NeoBabylonian but in Neo-Assyrian script.302

Concerning a fragmentary letter *83-1-18,511 which has lost its opening formula, Parpola has
indicated in his article that the letter was probably sent to the citizens of Babylon because
Assurbanipal calls Šamaš-šumu-ukīn “no-brother” (l. 2′, [la] ŠEŠ-ú-a) as he does in *ABL 301303
and *K 2931, and because Assurbanipal swears by Aššur, Marduk, (and) his gods (l. 4′, [ina ŠÀ
d

AN.ŠÁR A]MAR.UTU DINGIR.MEŠ-iá

at-te-me)304 as he does in the above-mentioned letters.305

Parpola has further pointed out that Assurbanipal applies this formula only in these three letters
while in all other letters of his he always uses a formula, “I swear by Aššur (and) my gods.”306 It
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should also be noted that the letter likewise was written in Neo-Babylonian but in Neo-Assyrian
script.

The first few lines of *ABL 571 are broken, hence the name of the recipient(s) is not preserved.
However, Fales and Parpola have shown in their respective articles that Assurbanipal sent the letter
as an ultimatum to the citizens of Babylon under siege. 307 The contents of the letter clearly indicate
that the letter was addressed to them. For example, in the letter Assurbanipal calls the Babylonians
“your (pl.) brothers.”308 In addition, he refers to Babylon several times,309 “prayed to Aššur and
Marduk, [my] gods” (r. 16-17, AN.ŠÁR u dAMAR.UTU DINGIR.MEŠ-e-[a] / ú-ṣal-li-ma), and writes in
Neo-Babylonian but uses Neo-Assyrian script as in the letters discussed above.

*CT 54 230 was probably sent to the citizens of Babylon. The letter contains the names of eight
recipients with their father’s names though the names are poorly preserved: Bēl-aḫu-[... son
of ......], [...]-ni son of Bēl-[…], […… son of …]-Nergal, Aplāia son of […], […… son of] Bēlēpuš, Mušēzib-Marduk [son of …], […]-zēri son of Bēl-ēṭir, Bēl-ibni son of [……].310 It is difficult
to identify these people because the names are very common. However, Frahm has suggested that
the addressees are from Babylon because of the theophoric elements of these names such as Bēl and
Marduk.311 In addition, the gods Bēl and Nabû are mentioned in r. 10′ in a broken context.
However, Frahm has not ruled out the possibility that the recipients are the people of Uruk because
Uruk is mentioned in l. 15′ “and you are destroying the rest of the […] of Uruk [……].” 312

Though its beginning is broken away, *ABL 1146 could also be addressed to the citizens of
Babylon because in the letter Assurbanipal states, “And [I am thin]king about you and your
offerings for Babylon.” 313 This statement does not contribute direct evidence that the recipients are
the citizens of Babylon. However, Assurbanipal additionally tells the recipients that he is now
sending “the chieftains of Akkad” (r. 1-2, LÚ.r[a]!-šá-ni / šá KUR–URI.KI) to them, 314 hence the
recipients were certainly related to the south.
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A fragmentary letter, *CT 53 142, might be sent to the citizens of Babylon though the opening
formula is broken away. The content and the structure of the letter (r. 7-10) are similar to those of
*K 2931:7′-12′ which is quite likely addressed to the citizens of Babylon. In *CT 53 142,
Assurbanipal has dressed an unnamed person in purple and he has sent him something, 315 while in
*K 2931 Assurbanipal had dressed all the captured Babylonians (in purple) 316 and sent them to
Babylon. 317

Several variations in the orthography of the term “the citizens of Babylon” are found in three letters:
LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI.MEŠ

in *ABL 301:12, *K 2931:7′, 13′, and *ABL 571:6; LÚ.TIN.TIR.MEŠ in *ABL

926:1; LÚ.KÁ.DINGIR.RA.KI.MEŠ in *ABL 301:1. In letters that are not sent to the citizens of Babylon
the spelling is LÚ. TIN.TIR.KI[.MEŠ?] (*CT 54 464 r. 17)318 and DUMU TIN.TIR.KI (ABL 961 r. 7).319 All
these texts are Neo-Babylonian. Thus LÚ.TIN. TIR.KI.MEŠ is the most common spelling for the
citizens of Babylon in my corpus. The only exception is *ABL 301, where two spellings,
LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI.MEŠ

and the usual NA spelling LÚ.KÁ.DINGIR.RA.KI.MEŠ, are used. The following table

summarizes this discussion.
Table 3: Spellings for the Citizens of Babylon
LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI.MEŠ

*ABL 301 (NB in NA script), *K 2931(NB in NA script), *ABL 571 (NB in NA
script), *CT 54 464 (NB)

LÚ.TIN.TIR.MEŠ

*ABL 926 (NB in NA script)

DUMU TIN.TIR.KI

*ABL 961 (NB)

LÚ.KÁ.DINGIR.RA.KI.MEŠ

*ABL 301 (NB in NA script)

315

*CT 53 142 r. 7-10, SÍG.SA5 us-[sa-bi-su x x x x x x] / ù ana [L]Ú.GAR–UM[UŠ-ú-ti x x x x x x] / ap-[t]i-˹qid˺-s[u x x x x
x x x x] / us-se-bil x[x x x x x x x x x], “I have dr[essed him] in purple [......] and I have appoint[e]d hi[m] to the
comma[ndantship of ......]. I have sent [...].”
316
Postgate 1994, 235-237.
317
*K 2931 (NB in NA script):7′-12′, ù šu-ú en-na-ma ul-tu ik-kìr LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI.MEŠ / ma-al šá ina di-ik-te maḫ-ri-i-te
ú-ṣab-bit-u-ni / a-na IGI-ia i-bu-ku-ú-ni ki-i ú-lab-bi-šu a-na IGI-ia i-bu-ku-ú-ni ki-i ú-lab-bi-šu / 1 MA.NA.TA. ÀM
KUG. UD ina MURUB4-šu-nu ki-i ú-rak-ki-su / um-ma a-na NINDA.ḪI.A u A.MEŠ in-na-ad-di ana KÁ.DINGIR.RA.[ KI] / [a]l˹ta˺-par, “After his revolt, as soon as I had robed (in purple) all the Babylonians who were captured at the first fighting
and taken into my presence, and had tied a mina of silver to the waist of each of them with the words, ‘it is to be spent
on bread and water,’ [I sen]t them to Babylon.” See Parpola 2004a, 231.
318
A Neo-Babylonian letter probably addressed to Illil-bāni, governor of Nippur.
319
A Neo-Babylonian letter from Elamites, possibly the elders of Elam, to Assurbanipal.
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The orthography of Babylon likewise varies: TIN. TIR.KI in *ABL 571:14, 20, r. 1, *ABL 1146:11′,
*CT 54 464 r. 19; KÁ.DINGIR.RA.KI in *K 2931:11′; KÁ.DINGIR.KI in *CT 53 953:9;320
URU.KÁ.DINGIR.MEŠ

in *CT 53 378:6.321 This spelling of Babylon with a plural marker reflecting an

understanding of the city name as “the gate of gods” is relatively rare but also otherwise attested in
NA and NB/LB sources (see NAT 64 and RG 8 44-45, and note also

KÁ.DINGIR.KI,

RG 8 45). In any

case, TIN. TIR.KI is the most popular spelling of Babylon in my corpus (see the following table for
this discussion).
Table 4: Spellings for Babylon
TIN.TIR.KI

*ABL 571 (NB in NA script), *ABL 1146 (NB), *CT 54 464 (NB)

KÁ.DINGIR.RA.KI

*K 2931 (NB in NA script)

KÁ.DINGIR.KI

*CT 53 953 (NA)

URU.KÁ.DINGIR.MEŠ

*CT 53 378 (NA)

In *ABL 926:4, the address to the citizens of Babylon is complemented with the phrase “small [and
great]” (TUR.[MEŠ u GAL.MEŠ]).322 It is well known that this phrase is an idiomatic expression that
denotes “everybody,” “all,” and “entire assembly.” 323 In the royal correspondence of Assyria, the
phrase is not often used. It is once applied to portray scribes in general324 and three times to citizens,
including *ABL 926. When the phrase is attested with citizens, it is used not only for the citizens of
Babylon but also for citizens of other cities. For example, in SAA 16 97, a letter from the
administrators and citizens of Aššur to Esarhaddon, the senders refer to themselves as citizens of
Aššur “small and great” (ll. 4-5 URU.ŠÀ–URU!-a-a / TUR GAL). In another letter, SAA 18 199 from
the governor of Nippur and the citizens of Nippur (l. 3,

LÚ.EN.LÍL.KI.MEŠ) to Assurbanipal,

they

likewise refers to themselves as “small and great.”325 The phrase is more frequently attested in the
royal inscriptions of the Neo-Assyrian period, but there it tends to mean “everybody” in a broader
320

*CT 53 953 is a fragmentary Neo-Assyrian letter addressed to the city lord[s of Ba]šimu. Bašim was probably
located in Elam. See Steinkeller 1982.
321
*CT 53 378 is a fragmentary Neo-Assyrian letter possibly sent from Assurbanipal to unknown person(s) concerning
an Aramean tribesman who was in Nippur and then went to Babylon. Cf. Cole 1996, 29.
322
Parpola 2004a, 227, n. 2; Barjamovic 2004, 58-59, n. 31.
323
CAD Ṣ 184a-b; AHw 937b and 1089b
324
SAA 10 171 r. 1-3, en-na LUGAL SAG ! LÚ.DUB.SAR.MEŠ / ra-bu-ú u ṣe-eḫ-ru LUGAL / ki-i iš-šu-ú a-na-ku / ul it-ti x[x
x].MEŠ, “Now the king has summoned scribes great and small, but the king has not sum[moned] me.”
325
SAA 18 199:1-6, a-na LUGAL KUR. KUR be-lí-i-ni /ARAD [[ ]]-ka md+EN.LÍL–ba-ni / u ARAD.MEŠ-ka LÚ.EN.LÍL. KI.MEŠ /
!
d+
d
d
LÚ.NU.ÈŠ.MEŠ LÚ.TU–É.MEŠ TUR u GAL-˹ú ˺ / EN.LÍL NIN.URTA u PA.TÚG / a-na LUGAL KUR.KUR be-˹lí˺-i-ni lik-ru-bu,
“To the king of the lands, our lord: your servant, Illil-bāni, and your servants, the Nippurians, nešakku-priests and
‘temple-enterers,’ small and great (the translation of Reynolds in the edition: young and old). May Enlil, Ninurta, and
Nusku bless the king of the lands, our lord.”
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sense.326 For instance, the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal record that Esarhaddon assembled the
people (UN.MEŠ) of the land of Aššur, small and great (TUR u GAL), from the upper sea to the lower
sea to make them conclude a treaty concerning royal succession for Assurbanipal. 327

In another letter from Assurbanipal (*CT 54 230:8′), the address to the citizens of Babylon is
complemented with the phrase “[old] and young” ([ LÚ.AB.BA.MEŠ] ù LÚ.TUR.MEŠ). This phrase is
used per merismum to designate not merely the two extremes (old and young) but the whole
citizenry irrespective of age.328 It appears more frequently than “small and great” in the royal
correspondence of Assyria329 where it is applied not only to the citizens of Babylon and other
cities330 but also to the members of a tribe.331 The phrase is hardly used in the royal inscriptions,
perhaps because it was felt to be more colloquial.

In addition to the phrases “small and great” and “old and young,” making it clear that the king’s
messages were meant for the entire citizenry of Babylon, two specific designations for them occur
in the letters from Assurbanipal. The first one is “the men under my protection” (ṣāb kidinnīa) in
*ABL 926:1, the second one is “the troop that I have put together for Bēl” (kiṣru ša ana Bēl akṣur)
in *ABL 301 r. 16-17. Parpola has pointed out that the idiom kidinn(ūt)u kaṣāru “to bind/put
together the protection” alludes to the establishment of Babylon’s privileged status (kidinnūtu). I
will discuss kidinnūtu later in the subsection on Assurbanipal’s policy towards Babylon (see below
pp. 163-165). In fact, Assurbanipal repeatedly states in his royal inscriptions from Babylonia that he
established the privileged status of Babylon. 332 In addition, in SAA 18 158333 the citizens of

326

For instance, RINAP 3/1 2:22, RINAP 3/1 3:22, 30, RINAP 3/1 4:14, 27, 51, RINAP 3/1 8:14, RINAP 3/1 15 i 31′,
ii 13′, iv 13, RINAP 3/1 16 i 70, ii 49, iv 3, RINAP 3/1 17 i 61, ii 31, iii 47, RINAP 3/1 22 i 50, ii 19, iii 24, RINAP 3/1
23 i 45, RINAP 4 60:13′, RINAP 4 99:8, UN.MEŠ TUR GAL; RINAP 4 1 i 15, UN.MEŠ KUR aš-šur.KI TUR GAL.
327
BIWA, 15 and 208, A I 18-19 // F I 12-13.
328
CAD Š/2, 391b; CAD Ṣ, 184b; AHw, 1228b.
329
ABL 210:3; *ABL 292:2-3; *ABL 293:3; *ABL 295:2; *ABL 296:2; *ABL 297:2-3; ABL 459:7′; *ABL 518:3;
ABL 915:3′; ABL 942:3; *ABL 1260:2-3; ABL 1274:3; CT 54 178:2; SAA 17 150:4; SAA 17 151:9.
330
The phrase is used for the citizens of Ur in *ABL 292, *ABL 296, ABL 1274, and possibly in CT 54 178. The
unknown authors of this letter, presumably connected with Ur because of the reference to Kissik and Gurasimmu, call
themselves “[y]our servants, [the people of ...], old and young.” In addition, the phrase is applied to the citizens of Ur
and Šāt-iddina in ABL 942. Moreover, the phrase portray the citizens of Uruk in *ABL 297 and *ABL 518, and to
Rāšeans (“the population of Rāši was predominantly Babylonian, as the majority of its towns had Babylonian names”,
see Parpola 2006-2008, 255) in *ABL 295 and *ABL 1260.
331
The phrase is used for Kissikeans in ABL 210, for Gambūleans in ABL 915 and *ABL 293, for Sealanders in *ABL
289, for tribal people in Tubliaš in SAA 17 150 and SAA 17 151:1-9. Tubliaš was located to the east of Gambūlu
(Dietrich 2003, XXIX-XXX; Fuchs 1994, 465, see also PNA 1/II, 294b-a, no. 2); An unknown author of ABL 459
reports to the king that three hundred people, including old and young, were released. However, it is not stated who they
were.
332
RIMB 2 B.6.32.1:12, RIMB 2 B.6.32.2:48-49, RIMB 2 B.6.32.3:10, RIMB 2 B.6.32,4:10, RIMB 2 B.6.32.5:10,
RIMB 2 B.6.32.6:12, RIMB 2 B.6.32.12:10-11, RIMB 2 B.6.32.13:15, RIMB 2 B.6.32.14:29, RIMB 2 B.6.32.19:18.
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Babylon confirm the privileged status of Babylon granted to them. They request that the privileged
status also be extended to a certain foreign woman who lives in Babylon.

We know from these letters addressed to the citizens of Babylon that the latter sided with Šamaššumu-ukīn after his revolt broke out. Nevertheless, Assurbanipal maintained a generous attitude
towards them and tried to persuade them to remain loyal to the Assyrian king. It should be noted
that not all the citizens of Babylon supported Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 334

1.4.18. The Citizens of Nippur
The citizens of Nippur (LÚ.EN.LÍL.KI.MEŠ) appear as the recipients of *ABL 292, *ABL 287, and
possibly *ABL 561 and *ABL 1186. As already stated above (pp. 9-10 and 39), *ABL 292 was
addressed jointly to Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur, while *ABL 287 was sent to the citizens of
Nippur only.

The beginning of *ABL 561 is lost, and the name of the recipient(s) is not preserved. However, the
letter is clearly connected with *ABL 292 addressed to Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur. Both
letters deal with an unnamed man (probably Šamaš-šumu-ukīn) trying to escape from a city under
siege (probably Babylon) 335 and use the verb siāqu “to close in on; to become constrained, tight” to
refer to the man’s desperate situation. 336 Moreover, since Assurbanipal uses the 2nd person plural
form toward the addressees, in other words, gives instructions to more than one person, the
recipients of *ABL 561 are likely to be the citizens of Nippur.

The beginning of *ABL 1186 is broken away. The letter is clearly addressed to more than one
person and refers to an unnamed besieged city which could be Babylon (p. 11). Thus the addressees
of *ABL 1186 are likely to be the citizens of Nippur as well.

In *ABL 292:2-3, the addressees are specified as “citizens of Nip[pur, ol]d and young, every one of
[my servants]” (LÚ.EN.[LÍL.KI.MEŠ LÚ.AB.BA].MEŠ / ù TUR.MEŠ [ARAD.MEŠ-ia] mál ba-šu-ú ).337 The
333

As Reynolds has pointed out (Reynolds 2003, XXX), SAA 18 158 “has an unusual format.” It quotes the words of
the citizens of Babylon addressed to the kings, i.e., Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. The letter also says that the
words were spoken in front of the king, but it is unclear which king they spoke to.
334
*ABL 571.
335
See pp. 9-11.
336
Ito 2013, 25-26.
337
The phrase [ARAD.MEŠ-ia] is reconstructed based on a parallel phrase in *ABL 297:2-3, LÚ.[AB.BA.MEŠ] / ù TUR.MEŠ
ARAD.MEŠ-ia [mál ba-šu-ú], which was sent to Nabû-ušabši, the governor of Uruk, and the citizens of Uruk (see below
in the subsection on the citizens of Uruk).
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phrase “old and young” probably is used here as a figurative expression making it clear that the
letter was addressed to the whole citizenry of Nippur (see above, under the citizens of Babylon).
The first part of the phrase, “old,” refers to the assembly of Nippur, which included at least 15
elders (*ABL 287:11-12, 15 a-ni-nu / LÚ.AB.BA.MEŠ). These elders went to see Assurbanipal and
later sent a letter to him. 338

Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur remained loyal to Assurbanipal even after the revolt of Šamaššumu-ukīn broke out. Moreover, since they appear as joint recipients, it seems that they worked
together. Nevertheless, Nippur was seized by the rebels for a short period between Kislīmu (IX) and
Šabāṭu (XI) in 651 BC.339 It is not known how Nippur fell to the rebels and how Nippur was
rescued from them. The letters from Assurbanipal note that Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur
were engaged in military action on some occasions in cooperation with the people from Uruk. 340
They also interacted with Aššūr-bēlu-taqqin whom Assurbanipal installed as a prefect (šaknu) in
Nippur.341 It seems that the mission of Aššūr-bēlu-taqqin was to keep watch on the governor of
Nippur, and he and Illil-bāni did not have friendly relations. 342

1.4.19. The Citizens of Uruk
The citizens of Uruk (LÚ.UNUG.KI.MEŠ) appear as recipients of three letters: *ABL 297 together
with Nabû-ušabši; *ABL 518; and *ABL 296 together with Kudurru, who was the successor of
Nabû-ušabši.

In these three letters, the Urukeans are addressed similarly but slightly differently. The longest
address is in *ABL 297:2-3, “citizens of Uruk, o[ld] and young, [every one of] my servants”
(LÚ.UNUG.KI.MEŠ LÚ.[AB.BA.MEŠ] / ù TUR.MEŠ ARAD.MEŠ-ia [mál ba-šu-ú]), paralleling the address
of the citizens of Nippur in *ABL 292:2-3. *ABL 518 shows the shortest and simplest one: “the
citizens of Uruk, old and young” (ll. 2-3, LÚ.UNUG.KI.MEŠ / LÚ.AB.BA.MEŠ ù TUR.MEŠ), while*ABL

338

*ABL 287:11-16, ù ina UGU šá taš-pur-a-ni / um-ma 15 a-né-nu / LÚ.AB.BA.MEŠ a-na šul-me / ša LU[GA]L! ki-i ni-illi-ka / [mi-šil-ni pa-an] LUGAL i-ter-bu / [mi-šil-ni-ma it-ta-a]s-kip, “And as to what you wrote, ‘When we, 15 elders,
came to visit the king, [half of us] entered [into] the king's [presence but half of us were rej]ected.”
339
IM 57923 was dated 651-IX-3(+) at Nippur by the regnal year of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. While IM 57901 (duplicate of
IM 57902) and IM 57902, dated 651-XI-18, have the regnal year of Assurbanipal.
340
For example, in *CT 54 464:13-16, [i]-˹na? ITI?˺ a-ga-a / at-tu-nu u LÚ.n[a-si-ku? x x] ˹x˺ / ù UNUG.KI.M[EŠ šá i]t??
[t]i -ku-nu /la-pa-an a-ḫa-meš la KUD-as, “this [month] you (pl.), the sh[eikhs] and the citizens of Uruk [who are w]ith
you should not be separated from one another.” In addition, we can find parallel phrases in *ABL 292:5-9 and *ABL
297:5-9 addressed to the governor of Uruk and the citizens of Uruk. See Ito 2013, 24.
341
PNA 1/I, 173b, no. 11.
342
In SAA 18 192, Illil-bāni reports to the king that Aššūr-bēl-taqqin had threatened to cut off his head.
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296 adds to the specification “my servants” (ll. 2-3,

LÚ.UNUG.KI.MEŠ LÚ.AB.BA.MEŠ

u TUR.MEŠ /

ARAD.MEŠ-iá).

*ABL 297 suggests that Nabû-ušabši and the citizens of Uruk participated in a war that is probably
to be identified with Assurbanipal’s campaign against Elam and the Gambūlu in 653 BC. 343 After
crushing the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, the citizens of Uruk and Kudurru took part in a weeping
ceremony to reconcile the Babylonian god Marduk and the gods Nanāia, U[ṣur-amas]sa, and
Arkaītu who were venerated in Uruk. 344

1.4.20. The Kissikeans
The Kissikeans (URU.ki-sik-a-a) are the recipients of *ABL 1121 and possibly *CT 53 372. Since
the latter is very fragmentary, the name of the addressee is broken away and the contents are
difficult to interpret. However, it refers to Sīn-šarru-uṣur345 and its recipient is addressed in the
second person plural346 as in *ABL 1121 where the address to the Kissikeans is preserved and
which also discusses Sīn-šarru-uṣur, the former governor of Ur. Hence *CT 53 372 was possibly
addressed to the Kissikeans as well.

In the time of Assurbanipal, as in ABL 210 r. 5-6, the Kissikeans clearly distanced themselves from
the Chaldeans.347 Rather, Kissik had strong ties with Ur because Kissik was located southeast of
Ur.348 In their letters to the king, the Kissikeans use an Ur-type blessing formula invoking the gods
Sīn and Nikkal. 349

To judge from their letters to the king, the Kissikeans remained loyal and supported Assurbanipal
even during the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.

343

Ito 2013, 24. Concerning the record of the campaign, see BIWA, 105 and 226-227, B VI 17-VII 2 // C VII 10-119, F
II 72-III 5 // A III 50-69, H3 III′ 6-12. See also ABL 269 where Nabû-ušabši reports to Assurbanipal that he levied his
army by the command of the king and sent them against the Gambūlu.
344
*ABL 518, which deals with the weeping ceremony, is dated 646-II-24.
345
*CT 53 372:7 [x x x x md30–MAN?]–PAB; CT 53 372:10, [x x x x md]30–MAN–PAB.
346
CT 53 372:5, [ŠÀ-ku-nu lu DÙG.GA]-ku-nu, “you (pl.) [can be glad]”; CT 53 372:11, [x x x x-k]u-nu “your (pl.)
[……].”
347
ABL 210 r. 5-6, ù LUGAL i-di ki-i LÚ.˹kal-da˺-a-nu gab-bi i-ze-e’-˹ru!˺-ú-na-[a-šú], “Moreover, the king knows that
all the Chaldeans hate u[s]” (by courtesy of Frame).
348
Parpola and Porter 2001, MAP 16 and p. 12; Röllig 1976-1980.
349
See ABL 210 and ABL 736.
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1.4.21. The Sealanders
The Sealanders (LÚ.KUR.tam-tim-a-a) figure as the recipients of *ABL 289. They have on good
grounds been identified with the Chaldean dynastic “house” of Bīt-Iakīn, although the connection
with Bīt-Iakīn is never made explicitly in preserved sources. 350

In this letter, the Sealanders are addressed as “old and young, my servants” (l. 2,
TUR.MEŠ ARAD.MEŠ-iá).

LÚ.AB.BA.MEŠ

u

The phrase “my servants” suggests that the Sealanders had surrendered to

Assurbanipal when he wrote the letter to them on 650-II-5, 351 although Nabû-bēl-šumāti, their
leader and the governor of the Sealand, had become disloyal to him. The king’s statement that he
has dissociated the Sealanders from the crime of Nabû-bēl-šumāti, 352 has to be understood as a
tactical move to initiate a new page in the relations between Assyria and the Sealanders, 353 implying
that the latter even originally did not obey Nabû-bēl-šumāti. In any case, these people were
supposed to stand on the side of Assurbanipal when the letter was composed. Assurbanipal further
says in the letter that he is sending Bēl-ibni to lead them (see also pp. 37-38).

1.4.22. The Elders of Elam
The elders of Elam figure as the recipient of *BM 132980 (˹ LÚ˺.AB.BA.MEŠ šá KUR.NIM.MA.KI),354
and they almost certainly were the sender of the letter ABL 961 addressed to Assurbanipal, although
the line identifying the senders is not preserved.

The senders of ABL 961 clearly were a collective body invested with authority in Elam because
they call Assurbanipal “ou[r lord],”355 and because they evidently were deeply involved in Elamite
politics, in asking Assurbanipal to send and install Tammarītu I in Ḫaidālu. 356 We know from the
royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal that Tammarītu I was eventually enthroned in Ḫaidālu in 653
BC.357 It should be noted that *BM 132980 addressed to the elders of Elam proves that they had the
authority to deliver Nabû-bēl-šumāti of the Sealand to the king and the ability to exercise political
power. Thus the authors of ABL 961, who were able to speak for Elam in the time of political
turbulence, can only be the elders of Elam.
350

Frame 1992, 40-43.
*ABL 289 r. 10-11, ITI.GUD UD-5-KÁM / lim-mu mEN–KASKAL–KUR-u-a, “Month of Ayyāru (II), 5th day, eponym
year of Bēl-Ḫarrān-šadû’a (650 BC).”
352
*ABL 289:7-9, ù la–pa-an ḫi-iṭ šá mdAG–EN–MU.MEŠ / MÍ. KAR. KID ša mme-na-nu / ap-ru-su-ku-nu-ši, “I have
dissociated you from the crime of Nabû-bēl-šumāti, the whore of Menānu.”
353
See Parpola and Watanabe 1988, XXXII-XXXIII and SAA 2 9.
354
Waters 2002.
355
ABL 961:3, [EN-n]i.
356
ABL 961:11 and 13. See also PNA 3/II, 1306, no. 1.
357
BIWA, 104 and 226, B VI 6-9 // C VI 137-C VII 2.
351
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*BM 132980, sent to the elders of Elam in order to enforce the extradition of Nabû-bēl-šumāti and
his accomplices, is dated to Šabāṭu (XI) of 647* BC, in other words, after the suppression of the
revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 358 Curiously, as pointed out by Waters, there is no explicit reference to
the elders of Elam in other texts and “it is difficult to determine who constituted this group or what
function it fulfilled.”359 However, Menānu, possibly one of the Elamite royal family members, is
said to be an elder in *ABL 1380 addressed to him (see above p. 42).

Concerning the relationships between the elders of Elam and Assurbanipal, ABL 961 shows that the
elders of Elam had assumed a cooperative attitude towards him around 653 BC. They sanctioned
the Assyrian domination in Elam360 and state that they are sending Bēl-ēṭir and the sons of the
šandabakku back to him. 361 This šandabakku has been identified with Nabû-šuma-ēreš who rebelled
against Assurbanipal and allied with Urtaku of Elam and Bēl-iqīša of the Gambūlu in 664 BC. 362
However, *BM 132980 shows that the friendly relationships deteriorated when Nabû-bēl-šumāti
and his accomplices defected from the Sealand to Elam. In the letter Assurbanipal threatens with
dire consequences if the elders of Elam do not deliver these people to him. 363 Eventually,
Ummanaldašu III, king of Elam (c. 648-c. 645 BC), sent the corpse of Nabû-bēl-šumāti to
Assurbanipal. 364

1.4.23. The Inhabitants of a City in Elam
The fragmentary letter *CT 54 116 may have been sent to the inhabitants of a city in Elam though
the addressees are lost. In the letter, the recipients always appear in the plural form, 365 and Elam is
mentioned in unknown context in r. 6′.366 Moreover, by its way of narrative the letter resembles
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*BM 132980 r. 21′, ITI.ZÍZ lim-me mdPA–AŠ–PAB, “Month of Šabāṭu (XI), eponym year of Nabû-nādin-aḫi (647*
BC).”
359
Waters 2002, 83. See also Waters 2000, 75, n. 37.
360
ABL 961 r. 5-6, KUR.NIM.MA.KI ù KUR–daš-šur.KI / at-tu-ka, “Elam and Assyria are yours.” See also Mattila 1987,
28-30.
361
ABL 961 r. 6-10, mdEN–KAR-ir / DUMU TIN.TIR.KI / ù DUMU. MEŠ šá LÚ.GÚ.EN.NA / i-na ŠU.2 mdAMAR. UTU–LUGAL–ŠEŠ
/ [ni-il-ta]p-rak-ka, “[We are herewith sen]ding you in the hands of Marduk-šarru-uṣur, Bēl-ēṭir the Babylonian and the
sons of the šandabakku.”
362
PNA 2/II, 883, no. 2.
363
*BM 132980 r. 17′-20′, ú-la-a tu-rak / la ta-áš-me-a ina ŠÀ aš-šur DINGIR.MEŠ-iá at-ta-ma / šum-ma ina GIŠ.MI šá
DINGIR.MEŠ ur-ki-u a-na pa-ni-i / [l]a ú-sam-ma-ak-ak-ku-nu-ni, “However, if you persist in not complying, I swear by
Aššūr and my gods that under the aegis of the gods I will make the future even more horrible than the past to you.”
364
ABL 879.
365
For instance, *CT 54 116:3′-4′, [x x x a]t-tu-nu la ti-da-a / [x x x-k]u-nu u pa-šar ŠÀ-bi-ku-nu, “Do you (pl.) not
know (pl.) that your (pl.)[...] and relenting of your (pl.) heart?” in l. 3′and “your (pl.) heart (libbīkunu)” in l. 4′.
366
*CT 54 116 r. 6′, [x x x x x]x ˹x x KUR.NIM˺.MA.
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those sent to Babylonian citizens; it seems that Assurbanipal promises something to the recipients
or tries to persuade the recipients by saying twice, “I swear by Aššur and my gods.” 367

1.4.24. The City Managers of Bašimu in Elam
The city managers of Bašimu are attested as the recipient of a very fragmentary letter *CT
53 953:1-2, [a-bat LUGAL a]-na LÚ.GAL–˹URU˺.[MEŠ] / [ša URU.ba]-ši-mu. The determinative and
the first sign of Bašimu are not preserved. However, since among the geographical names only the
city Bašimu has the element -šimu in its name, this reconstruction is very plausible. 368 Regarding
the title of the recipients, the Assyrian Dictionary defines rab āli as “town manager, city
manager.” 369 In the letter, the recipients appear in the plural form, 370 hence it is possible to
reconstruct the MEŠ sign after LÚ.GAL–˹URU˺. In the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal, Bašimu is
mentioned with Ḫaidālu as one of the Elamite cities that Assurbanipal conquered and destroyed in
the course of his campaign against Ummanaldašu III.371 Perhaps Bašimu had an anti-Assyrian
attitude towards Assurbanipal. It is uncertain what political structure Bašimu had.

1.4.25. The Rāšeans
Besides *ABL 1260, addressed to Ambappi and the Rāšeans together, the Rāšeans “old and young”
(šībūti u ṣeḫrūti) figure as the recipients of the royal letter *ABL 295 alone. According to Parpola,
“the address formula may imply that Rāši was governed by an assembly of elders and younger men,
but this is uncertain because the same formula is also found in other contemporary letters of
Assurbanipal.” He also pointed out, “the population of Rāši was predominantly Babylonian, as the
majority of its towns had Babylonian names.” 372

The contents of *ABL 295 largely parallel those of *ABL 1260. Assurbanipal criticizes the Elamites
for having done evil to him and forgetting his many favours to them, urges [Ummanaldašu (III)] to
come, assist Tammarītu (II), and closes the letter with a similar threat as in *ABL 1260 (see above
p. 36).

367

*CT 54 116:8′-9′, en-na-ma lu-uq-bak-ku-nu-ši / ina ŠÀ AN.ŠÁR DINGIR.MEŠ-e-a at-te-me, “Now let me tell you: I
swear by Aššur and my gods” and r. 3′-5′, ina ŠÀ AN.ŠÁR DINGIR.MEŠ-e-a / [at-te-me] ki i-na ŠÀ UD-me / [x x x-g]i an-nit
ši-pir-ti, “[I swear] by Aššūr and my gods, on this very day [you see?] this message of mine.”
368
According to the Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus
369
Parpola 2007, 90a.
370
*CT 53 953:3, [DI-mu ia-ši ŠÀ]-ba-ku-nu, “[I am well]; you (pl.) [can be glad], and r. 2′, [x x x x LÚ.ERI]M–MAN-kunu, “your (pl.) king’s [me]n.”
371
BIWA, 51-52 and 240 A V 113-125 // F IV 55-66.
372
Parpola 2006-2008, 255-256.
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1.4.26. The Gambūleans
The Gambūleans (LÚ.gam-bu-la-a-a) appear as the recipients of two letters from Assurbanipal
(*ABL 293 and *ABL 541) and as senders of one letter to the king (ABL 915). In *ABL 293:3 and
ABL 541:2-3, they are specified as “old and young” (šībūti u ṣeḫrūti). Though their names are not
preserved in *ABL 541, it is plausible to reconstruct the Gambūleans as the recipients since
Assurbanipal instructs them (addressed in the 2nd person plural) to obey Bēl-iqīša who is known
from other sources as the leader of the Gambūlu tribe. 373 *ABL 293 is Assurbanipal’s response to
ABL 915. The contents of the letters indicate the geopolitical significance of the Gambūleans due to
their location on the border between Babylonia and Elam (see above pp. 23-24).374

1.5. The Process of Composing the Letters
The letters from Assurbanipal were not unearthed at their destination but found at Nineveh;375 hence
they would be archival copies or drafts for royal orders. 376 Some of these texts contain information
elucidating the process by which they were composed. This section attempts to discuss dictation,
drafts, finished letters, and copies of originals.

1.5.1. Dictation
In composing letters, there are two possibilities as to who actually inscribed a letter on a tablet.
First, the author personally wrote the letter. Second, the author had it dictated to a scribe. When the
Assyrian kings composed letters, it is more probable that they had letters written in their name by
scribes. For example, Worthington has shown this to be the case with Sargon II,377 who says in one
of his letters (SAA 17 3): “Verily, all the words that the prelate (šatammu) Bēl-iqīša writes to you
have been uttered by me.”378

Evidence of dictation is also found in the first half of the second millennium BC. Charpin has
suggested that some letters from the reign of Rim-Sin I, king of Larsa (1822-1763 BC) were clearly
dictated. According to Charpin, these letters were “written on large tablets with a very elongated
form” and their reverse sides were usually not inscribed. Charpin has explained that the scribes did
373

PNA 1/II, 315b-316a, no. 7.
Frame 2013, 95-97; Frame 1992, 169-170; Fuchs 1994, 143, Ann 281, 400-401, 422-423, and 433-435.
375
Worthington 2006, 62-63; Reynolds 2003, XVI.
376
As also pointed out by Parpola 1981, 122.
377
Worthington 2006, 62-63.
378
SAA 17 3 r. 18-21e, lu-ú dib-bi ma-la mdEN–BA-šá LÚ.ŠÀ.TAM i-šap-pa-rak-ka gab-bi šá pi-i[a].
374
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not know how long the messages would continue and used big tablets. He gives other examples of
dictation in that period. For instance, he has proposed that several letters from King Šamšî-Adad to
his son Yasmaḫ-Addu were dictated because they include uncompleted sentences, long incidental
clauses, and unusual verbal positions. Furthermore, Charpin has indicated a letter from the city of
Andarig that states “Send me a discreet scribe, so that I may have (him) write the message that the
god Shamash sent for the king through me” (ARM 26/2 414:30-33). 379 Moreover, he has suggested
that the king gave instructions on the main points of the message to be written to his scribe, instead
of having dictated to him. When the king instructed the scribe, the scribe took notes. After that, the
scribe wrote the definitive letter based on the notes. A few texts from Mari are notes of this type. 380
Assurbanipal is known to have received scribal training and to have been literate. 381 Nonetheless,
his letters were more than likely inscribed by scribes based on the size of the script. Livingstone has
pointed out that the script attributed to Assurbanipal’s personal handwriting is big and clumsy (see
SAA 16 19 = 83-1-18,22) and the script of K 8005+ probably attributed to Assurbanipal is well over
half a centimetre in height.382 When I measured the letters from Assurbanipal analysed in this
volume, the average size of the script in height turned out to be much smaller: about 3.4 mm
including the space between lines.383 Therefore, the letters sent by Assurbanipal as a king were
probably dictated to and written out by professional scribes.

Among the letters from Assurbanipal, there are clear traces of dictation. In a Neo-Babylonian letter
*ABL 292 sent to Illil-bāni, the governor of Nippur, and the citizens of Nippur, a phrase in NeoAssyrian that sounds like an oral statement by the king or a person concentrating on continuing his
dictation unexpectedly occurs in l. 12, mi-nu-ú aḫ–ḫur mi-nu-ú aḫ–ḫur, “what else, what else?”

Furthermore, it is highly likely that *ABL 1244, a virtual duplicate of three other letters, was
written down from dictation because it contains an unusually large number of all sorts of
abbreviations. The main subject of the letter is the reinforcements dispatched to Nabû-ušabši, the
governor of Uruk. The three duplicates with variants (*ABL 273, *ABL 543, and *ABL 1108) seem
379

Charpin 2010, 122.
Charpin 2010, 122-123.
381
Zamazalová 2011; Livingstone 2007.
382
Livingstone 2007, 106-113, especially 108; cf. already Parpola 1983b, 39 and LAS 34 (= SAA 10 39), r. 6ff.
383
I measured some complete letters sent by Assurbanipal when I visited the British Museum with Parpola in December
2009. Later, I also used the photos of the CDLI (Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative) site
(http://cdli.ucla.edu/collections/bm/bm.html). For example, *ABL 301 is 7.65 cm long with 24 lines. Thus each line is
on average 3.2 mm. Other examples are as follows: 3.5 mm average line height in*ABL 292, 3.3 mm in *ABL 291, 3.8
mm in *ABL 399, 3.4 mm in *ABL 302.
380
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to have been written and edited by different scribes based on *ABL 1244. 384 In the following
paragraphs and the tables, I examine the shorthand techniques of the scribe to whom the king
dictated the letter, by comparing *ABL 1244 to the other three letters.

The comparison indicates that the scribe used four different techniques. First, he utilized numerous
logograms for words and verbal forms that are not commonly written with logograms in the royal
correspondence. For instance, the scribe of *ABL 1244 always expressed the preposition issi “with”
by the KI sign. As for the verb epāšu “to do,” he wrote it syllabically twice but also used the
logogram DÙ twice (ll. 4′ and r. 3). For šapāru “to send,” he employed syllabic writing once (l. 4′)
and logographic writing with the KIN sign twice (ll. 8′ and r. 3). Other examples of logographic
writings of verb forms are ÍL for elû “to go up,” IGI.LAL! for amāru “to see,” ÚŠ for muātu “to die,”
and DU8 for paṭāru “to loosen, release.”
Table 5: Logographic Writing

*ABL 1244

*ABL 543

*ABL 1108

*ABL 273

l. 10′ KI-ku-nu

r. 10 is-si-ku-nu

r. 7 is-si-ku-nu

-

r. 3 KI-šú

r. 13 is-si-šú

r. 10 is-si-šú

l. 7 is-si-šú

r. 9 K[I-k]u-nu

r. 20 is-[si-ku-nu]

r. 18 is-si-ku-nu

r. 7 is-si-ku-nu

l. 4′ DÙ

(broken)

l. 18′ le-pu-uš

-

r. 3 DÙ

r. 13 e-pa-še

r. 18 e-pa-a-še

l. 9 e-pa-še

l. 8′ KIN

r. 7 as-sa-par

r. 4 as-sa-par

-

r. 3 KIN-ra

r. 13 as-sa-par

r. 10 as-sap-ra

l. 8 as-sap-ra

l. 3′ ÍL.MEŠ

(broken)

l. 17′ [e]l-li-ú

-

l. 7′ IGI.LAL!-ni

r. 6 e-mur-u-ni

r. 3 [e-mur]-ú-ni

-

l. 8′ ÚŠ.MEŠ-ni

r. 7 me-tú-u-ni

r. 7 [me]-tú-u-ni

-

l. 8′ DU8-šú-nu

r. 7 ap-ta-ṭar-šú-nu

(broken)

-

Second, the scribe often omitted determinatives and some redundant elements of compound
logograms. In *ABL 1244, the determinatives KI, LÚ, URU, and ÍD are omitted. As the following

384

Parpola 2004a, 228-229. Cf. Frame 1986, 267-269. Frame has pointed out that the letter contains more logographic
writings than others. Nonetheless, Frame does not mention the possibility of dictation. Regarding scribes, Frame has
stated that Walker had informed him that the script of *ABL 1244 differs from *ABL 273, *ABL 543, and *ABL 1108.
Among these three letters, Walker had assumed that the scribe of *ABL 273 and *ABL 573 might have been the same
and *ABL 1108 may also have been written by the same scribe.
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table shows, Uruk is written in [ŠE]Š.UNUG, pāhutu “governor” is expressed by only NAM, bēl pīhāti
“governor” in the NB term is represented by EN.NAM instead of LÚ.EN.NAM, and the names of the
cities Laḫīru and Arrapḫa do not have the determinative URU. Similarly, emūqi “armed force” and
the proper name of a river have no determinatives either. In addition, sometimes the scribe did not
write compound logograms at full length. For instance, the adjective ṭābu “good” = DÙG.GA is
written only with the DÙG sign, and sīsû “horse” = ANŠE.KUR.RA is written only with the sign KUR
plus the plural sign MEŠ.
Table 6: Omitting Determinatives and Some Elements of Compound Logograms

*ABL 1244

*ABL 543

*ABL 1108

*ABL 273

l. 2′ [ŠE]Š.UNUG

(broken)

l. 15′ [ŠE]Š.UNUG.KI

-

l. 2′ gúr-sím-mu

l. 18′ [LÚ].gúr-a!-sím

l. 16’ [LÚ].gúr-a-sím-mu

-

l. 5′ NAM

(broken)

(broken)

-

l. 9′ EN.NAM

r. 8 LÚ.EN.NAM

r. 5 LÚ.EN.NAM

-

l. 9′ EN.[NAM]

r. 9 LÚ.EN.NAM

r. 6 LÚ.EN.NAM

-

l. 9′ la-ḫi-ru

r. 8 URU.la-ḫi-ri

r. 5 URU.la-ḫi-ri

-

l. 9′ ár-rap-ḫa

r. 9 URU.arrap-ḫa

r. 6 URU.ár-rap-ḫa

-

r. 2 e-muq-qi

r. 12 e-muq-qi

r. 9 e-muq-qi

l. 7 LÚ.e-muq-qi

r. 4 ḫar-ru

r. 14 ÍD.ḫar-ru

r. 12 ÍD.ḫar-ru

l. 11 ÍD.ḫar-ru

r. 4 DÙG-u-ni

r. 14 DÙG.GA-u-ni

r. 11 DÙG.GA-ú-ni

l. 10 DÙG.GA-ú-ni

r. 8 KUR.MEŠ

r. 18 ANŠE.KUR.RA.MEŠ

r. 16 ANŠE.KUR.RA.MEŠ

r.4 ANŠE.KUR.RA.MEŠ

Third, it seems that the scribe of *ABL 1244 tried using simpler signs that have a smaller stroke
count. He tends to use šá instead of ša and u instead of ú. For another instance, in *ABL 1244,
šumma is spelled out only BE-ma. However, in *ABL 543 and *ABL 1108, šumma is written BE-ma
and šúm-ma. Concerning the compound preposition ina dāt/iddāt “after,” *ABL 1244 has a simpler
writing: ina da-at, but the other three letters show id–da-at. A similar case is also found in the
spelling of the preposition ana “to.” *ABL 1244 uses one sign (ana), but the other two use two
signs a-na (*ABL 273:9 and *ABL 543 r. 13). A personal name is also abbreviated in *ABL 1244.
The second element of the name of the cohort commander Bēl-ēṭir is written with the sign ŠUR in
*ABL 1244, but the scribes who wrote *ABL 273 and *ABL 543 used a more complicated sign
(KAR) with a phonetic complement KAR-ir.
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Table 7: Simpler Signs

*ABL 1244
l. 1′ šá

*ABL 543
(broken)

*ABL 1108
l. 14′ ša

*ABL 273
-

l. 9 u

r. 8 ù

r. 5 ù

r. 6 u

r. 16 u

r. 14 ù

l. 1′ taq-bu-u-[ni]

(broken)

r. 4-5 BE-ma (…)

r. 14-15 BE-ma (…)

r. 12 BE-ma (…)

ll. 11-12 BE-ma (…)

BE-ma

šúm-ma

šúm-ma

[BE?-m]a

r. 6 ina da-at

r. 16 id–da-at

r. 14 id–da-at

l. 13 id–da-at

r. 3 ana

r. 13 a-na

r. 11 ana

l. 9 a-na

r. 7 [md?]EN–ŠUR

r. 17 mdEN–KAR-ir

r. 7 mdEN–ŠUR

r. 1 [m]dEN–KAR-ir

r. 5 taq-bu-ú-ni

l. 13 u
-

?

Fourth, the scribe of *ABL 1244 seldom marked long vowels. For example, kî “when” is written
just ki in *ABL 1244, but in the other three letters, the long vowel is usually spelled out (ki-i).
Similarly, *ABL 1244 (r. 3) writes mi-nu šá for mīnu ša “whatever,” but the other three letters mì-inu šá; *ABL 1244 (r. 5) writes am-mu-te for ammūte “those,” but *ABL 1108 marks the long vowel
(am-mu-ú-te).
Table 8: Unmarked Long Vowels

*ABL 1244

*ABL 543

*ABL 1108

*ABL 273

l. 7′ ki

r. 5 ki-i

(broken)

-

r. 1 ki

r. 11 ki-i

r. 8 ki-i

l. 4 ki-i

r. 3 mi-nu šá

r. 13 mì-i-nu šá

r. 10-11 mì-i-nu šá

ll. 8-9 mì-i-nu šá

r. 5 am-mu-te

r. 15 am-mu-te

r. 13 am-mu-ú-te

l. 12 am-mu-te
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As can be seen, the scribe of *ABL 1244 attempted to reduce the number of signs and sign elements
by using logographic writing, by omitting determinatives and some elements of compound
logograms, and by not marking the long vowel. He also preferred to use the simpler signs that have
a smaller stroke count.

1.5.2. Drafts
Based on dictation, a scribe probably first produced a draft of a letter and read it to find mistakes.
Perhaps at this stage, he may have added an introductory formula which consists of an address and a
salutation. Since the beginning of *ABL 1244 is unfortunately broken, we cannot tell whether it had
an introductory formula or not. After the scribe had drawn up the preliminary draft, he reread it in
front of the king to get his approval. When needed, the king requested changes. Upon request, the
scribe erased sign(s)/line(s) and rewrote them. 385

With regard to drafts of royal letters in the Neo-Assyrian period, Villard has argued that SAA 1 1
from Sargon II to Aššūr-šarru-uṣur, the governor of Quê, 386 was a draft because the letter was not
completed.387 He noted that unfinished letters are rare and explained it by reasoning that drafts that
were prepared at the early stage of composing letters were probably destroyed already in
antiquity. 388

There are no unfinished letters of the type that Villard has discussed in the Assurbanipal letter
corpus analysed by me. This could mean that most of my corpus consisted of archival copies and/or
very final drafts.

1.5.3. Finished Letters
Once the king and the scribe were satisfied with a final draft, the scribe produced a definitive letter.
In the Neo-Assyrian period, most of the letters were inscribed on standardized clay tablets called
egirtu, having a one-column, vertical format with the ratio between the horizontal and the vertical
385

Charpin 2010, 126-129. In my study, 22 traces of erasure are found: *ABL 301 r. 3, *ABL 1146:12′, *ABL 543 r. 9,
*ABL 1108:10′ and 11′, *ABL 945 s. 1, *ABL 517 r. 14, 15, 16, *ABL 1121:3, *ABL 402:9 and e. 14, *ABL 1380:22,
*ABL 972:3′, 5′, and 6′, *ABL 1262:7′, *ABL 1260:12 and r. 12, *ABL 1411 r. 1 and 3. However, it seems that *ABL
1244 is the only preliminary draft in the dossier. Perhaps scribes left small mistakes on tablets when they made archival
copies and/or final drafts.
386
PNA 1/I, 218b-219a, no. 2.
387
The last topic (r. 66-71) of SAA 1 1 is as follows: mDUMU. UŠ-˹ia˺ šu-tú a-du UN.MEŠ-šú / LÚ*. A–KIN-ka a-du UGU-ḫiia lu-bi-la-šú-nu / lu DUMU.MEŠ KÁ.DINGIR.KI lu-u DUMU BÁR.SIPA.KI / lu-u KIŠ. KI-a-a lu EN.LÍL.KI-a-a / lu
URU. UNUG. KI-a-a lu KUR.BÀD.DINGIR. KI-a-a / lu (blank), “As for Aplaiu, let your messenger bring him and his people to
me. Whether (they are) citizens of Babylon, Borsippa, Kish, Nippur, Der, or (…).”
388
Villard 2006, 25-26.
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axis being 1:2.389 After the definitive letter had been created, a copy of it was made and filed away
for administrative purposes (see below pp. 68-73).390

Radner has made interesting comments on the standard egirtu format of letters in the Neo-Assyrian
period egirtu. She has pointed out that because the size of tablets was fixed, some space on the
tablets frequently remains uninscribed, while sometimes the space is not enough for the whole
message. 391 Therefore, a second tablet was sometimes used, as in the case of the petition of the
exorcist Adad-šumu-uṣur to Assurbanipal, written on two tablets, SAA 10 197 and SAA 10 198. The
latter begins with the words “this is a continuation of the words of the previous letter” (an-ni-ú reeḫ-ti / da-ba-a-bi šá e-gír-ti / pa-ni-it-ti). However, such a continuation letter does not exist in my
corpus.
The letter actually dispatched was enclosed in a clay envelope. 392 The name of the sender and the
addressee were inscribed on the surface of the envelope, and then the sender’s seal was impressed.
An unopened envelope SAA 15 289 is extant: “[To the deputy (governor)], my lord (seal
impression): [your servant Aš]šur-rēṣūwa (seal impression).”393 Sometimes a salutation and a
blessing were also written on the envelope, as SAA 5 214 shows: “A letter (to) Nabû-ḫamatua (seal
impression): your servant Kuškāiu. Good health to my lord!” 394; similarly SAA 13 42, “A letter of
the temple steward to the temple steward (seal impression). Good heal[th to] my brother (seal
impression). May Aššur and Ešarra bless my br[ot]her.” 395 The function of the sealed envelope was
to protect the letter from physical damage and to keep it secret from other people’s eyes. 396 Only
after the letter had gone through the entire process, was it finally ready to be transported to its
destination by a messenger. Since the recipients destroyed the envelope when they received the
letter, the envelopes are seldom preserved. The envelopes of Assyrian royal letters sealed with the
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Radner 1995, 71-73; Parpola 1987a, XV and XXIV, n. 10.
Charpin 2010, 129-130.
391
Radner 1995, 72.
392
Charpin 2010, 130-135.
393
SAA 15 288 and its envelope SAA 15 289, (l. 1) [a-na LÚ.2-e] EN-iá / (seal impression) / (l. 2) [ARAD-ka maš]-˹šur˺–
re-ṣi-u-a / (r. seal impression). See http://www.ucl.ac.uk/sargon/highlights/. This web page includes the photo of these
texts taken by Van Buylaere; see also Radner 2014, 66-68.
394
SAA 5 213 and its envelope SAA 5 214, (l. 1) IM mdPA–ḫa-am-mat-u-a / (cylinder seal impression) / (l. 2) ARAD-ka
m
ku-uš-ka-a-a / (e. 3) lu DI-mu a-na EN-ia / (e. 4) a–dan-niš. The photograph of the envelope is in Herbordt 1992, pl. 23,
no. 6. In addition, an unopened envelope, As 51 excavated at Assur, is known. See Hrouda 1991, 101, fig. 8; Radner
1995, 76, n. 17.
395
SAA 13 41 and its envelope SAA 13 42, (l. 1) IM LÚ.láḫ-ḫi-nu / (cylinder seal impression) / (l. 2) ˹a˺-[n]a LÚ.láḫ-ḫinu / (r. 1) lu DI-[mu a-na] ŠEŠ-ia / (cylinder seal impression) / (r. 2) aš-šur É.ŠÁR.RA a-na Š[E]Š-iá lik-ru-bu.
396
Charpin 2010, 130-131; Radner 1995, 71-73; Parpola 1987a, XV.
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imperial seal are attested397 and an envelope fragment with the imperial Assyrian seal, Sm. 2403,
was found possibly at Nineveh. 398

Since all the correspondence making up the corpus of letters from Assurbanipal was excavated at
Nineveh, it is likely that most, but not all of them, are archival copies and/or drafts. Theoretically
the corpus could also include original letters that were never sent out or were returned to the capital
for some reason. In practice, it is almost impossible to distinguish archival copies and very final
drafts from originals because they seem to be almost identical (see also the next section pp. 68-73).
Even *ABL 1244, which appears to be written down from dictation, has the egirtu format. Perhaps
the identical size and shape made it easier to store the tablets in an archive.

Due to the egirtu format, tablets with uninscribed space at the end are not difficult to find in my
corpus. At least 18 letters certainly399 and 15 probably have unused space.400 On the other hand, 13
letters use all the available space fully 401 and 6 letters seem to take maximum space on the tablet.402
As for the remaining 27 letters, it is unclear whether or not all available space is used due to the
damage to tablets.

1.5.4. Copies
As noted above in the previous subsections, it is extremely difficult to distinguish between archival
copies and drafts in the extant corpus of the letters from Assurbanipal. However, *ABL 518,
addressed to Kudurru, the governor of Uruk, and the citizens of Uruk concerning the weeping
ceremony, is certainly a copy because the letter itself states that it is a copy. The body of the letter
ends at r. 5 and after that there is one blank line. From r. 6 to 11, *ABL 518 has a thought-provoking
archival note: “Copy of the letters (gab-re-e e-gír-a-ti) that were brought to the chieftains and to the

397

Radner 2008, 488-494; Parpola 1987a, XV.
Bezold 1896, 1952 and see http://www.cdli.ucla.edu/cdlisearch/search_beta/archival_view.php?ObjectID=P426338.
Bezold 1896. However, it is not clear if the envelope was for a royal letter or the letter written by the state official who
received a copy of the imperial seal from the king upon his appointment; see Radner 2014, 67-68 and 77-78.
399
*CT 54 230, *ABL 287, *ABL 273, *ABL 294, *ABL 296, *ABL 523, *CT 53 372, *ABL 289, *ABL 291, *ABL
288, *CT 53 908, ABL 879, *ABL 302, *CT 53 282, *CT 54 110,*K 11875, *83-1-18,511, CT 53 378. We can see the
uninscribed space on these tablets through their hand copies (CT 53 and CT 54), photos of cdli, and the note “rest
uninscribed” of the CNA database and of Harper’s copies.
400
*ABL 1146, *ABL 292, *ABL 945, *ABL 518, *ABL 1121, *ABL 402, *ABL 399, *ABL 400, *ABL 1151, *ABL
1170, *ABL 1262, ABL 1240, *ABL 1210, ABL 1142, ABL 1116. In his hand copies of these letters, Harper does not
add the note “rest uninscribed.” However, when comparing the number of lines on obverse and reverse in these letters,
the reverse is shorter than the obverse.
401
*ABL 301, *ABL 561, *ABL 543, *ABL 539, *ABL 290, *ABL 1380, *ABL 1022, *BM 132980, *ABL 1260,
*ABL 295, *ABL 541, ABL 915, *ABL 293.
402
*ABL 1108, *ABL 1244, *ABL 517, ABL 961, *ABL 972, *AAA 20 106.
398
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land of Akkad. The month of Ayyāru (II), 24th day, eponym year of Nabû-šar-aḫḫēšu (646* BC).”403
Because of its importance to our topic, it is worthwhile to discuss it in parts: gabrû, egirāti with the
relative clause, the dating, and the particular way in which the note was written.

First, the word gabrû is defined as “copy, duplicate; reply, response, answer” when used in
letters.404 The term gabrû is referred to in three letters from Assurbanipal 405 and always in the
following context: “let me see a gabrû to my letter.” In these cases, gabrû is certainly to be
translated as “answer.” However, in *ABL 518 Assurbanipal does not request a response from
Kudurru and the citizens of Uruk. Hence it is appropriate to interpret gabrû here as “copy.” *ABL
518 thus provides crucial evidence of the existence of copies.
Second, the phrase egirāti ša ana ra’šāni ša ana māt–Akkadî ūbilūni is also worth noting. It could
be just a note made by the copyist, but it may also imply that letters from Assurbanipal were
systematically classified when copies were made and subsequently archived. Assuming that
classification was an established practice, the word egirāti, a plural form of egirtu/egertu, suggests
that multiple copies of the letter classified in this category were prepared. Furthermore, since the
phrase includes ra’šāni and māt Akkadî, the system of classification may have been based on
ethnicity and geographical regions. The ra’šāni, the plural form of NB ra’šu, 406 was an Aramaic
loan word and means “chieftain.”407 This term usually denotes the leaders of the Chaldeans, 408 e.g.,
ra’šāni ša māt Kaldi,409 who resided in Babylonia.410 It should also be noted the relative clause has
403

*ABL 518 r. 6-11, gab-re-e e-gír-a-ti / šá a-na LÚ.ra-šá-a-ni / ša a-na KUR–URI.KI / ú-bi-lu-ni / ITI.GUD UD-24-KÁM /
lim-me mdPA–MAN–PAB.MEŠ-šú.
404
CAD G, 2a-3b (s.v. gabarû) “1. duplicate, answer, copy, 2. opponent, corresponding entry, 3. epact”; AHw 271b272a, “Kopie; Gegner”; Parpola 2007, 29a “reply, response, answer; copy.”
405
*ABL 301 r. 15, *K 11875 r. 4′, 83-1-18,511 r. 10′.
406
NB sg. ra’šu, pl. ra’šānu/i, NA sg. ra’su, re’su, pl. ra’sāni, re’sāni. See Frame 1992, 37and Edzard 1976-1980, 294.
407
CAD R, 182b-183a “tribal chief”; AHw 959a, “(Kaldäer)-Häuptling”; Parpola 2007, 93a “chieftain.”
408
Frame 2013, 109; Frame 1992, 37; Brinkman 1968, 265, n. 1705. Brinkman has pointed out that “the word is
perhaps one that the Chaldeans themselves used.”
409
SAA 19 87:5′-6′, [ma-a] ma–at-ta-a ina ŠÀ LÚ*.re-e’-sa-ni ša KUR.kal-di / [ša r]e-ḫa-ka-ni, “‘Who do you think you
are among the chieftains of Chaldea who are [l]eft for you?’”; SAA 19 133:18′-20′, a-na-ku ù LÚ*.ra-šá-a-nu šá
LÚ*.kal-du / ˹ki-i˺ ni-[i]l-li-˹ku˺ ANŠE.˹ KUR.RA˺.MEŠ-nu / ul-tu BÁR.SIPA.˹ KI˺ nu-ul-te-ṣa-a, “I and the chieftains of
Chaldea went and brought out horses from Borsippa”; RINAP 1 39:14-15, KUR.kar-dun-ia-áš a-bél UGU LÚ.ra-aʾ-sa-ani ša KUR.kal-di / ˹GUN˺ ma-da-tu ú*-kín, “I exercised authority over Karduniaš (Babylonia) (and) firmly established
tribute (and) payment on the chieftains of Chaldea” // RINAP 1 40:17-18 (// RINAP 1 41:3′-4′ restored from RINAP 1
39:14-15 and RINAP 1 40:17-18); RINAP 1 51:18-19 partly restored from RINAP 1 40:17, [ma-da-tu ša LÚ.ra-a’-sani] ša KUR.kal-di ša mba-la-si DUMU mda-ku-ri mna-di-ni (…) / (…) [am-ḫur], “[I received payment from the chieftains]
of Chaldea, Balāssu of (the land Bit)-Dakkūri (…)”; RINAP 1 24:3-4, LÚ.ra-˹a’˺-[sa-ni ša KUR.kal-di…] / na-˹mur*˺rat aš-šur EN-ia is-ḫup-šú-nu-ti-ma [...], “The terrifying radiance of (the god) Aššur, my lord, overwhelmed the
chief[tains of the Chaldeans …] and [they …]”; SAA 18 14 r. 4-9, ù ul-tu UD.KIB.NUN. KI a-[[di!]] KÁ! ÍD!.mar-rat LÚ.rašá-ni šá KUR.kal-du LUGAL i-kar-ra-bu um-ma šá TIN.TIR.KI ú-še-ši-bi, “Also the Chiefs of Chaldea from Sippar to the
mouth of the sea bless the king, saying ‘(he is) the one who resettled Babylon.’”
410
Frame 2013, 97; Frame 1992, 36-43.
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two Assyrianisms though the letter itself is in Neo-Babylonian: the use of the G-stem 3rd person
plural for expressing a passive instead of the N-stem 411 and the Assyrian subjunctive marker -ni412
(see below pp. 76-78).

Third, this letter is dated though letters in general were undated. It is assumed that the person who
delivered the letter would have informed the recipient when and where the letter was written. 413
However, archived documents cannot retain such oral information. Therefore, it is likely that a
scribe recorded the date on the copy that was filed in the palace archives. Nevertheless, not all the
letters from Assurbanipal have a date. Thus letters without a date may have been drafts, finished
letters but not sent out, or actually sent letters for some reason brought back to Nineveh.

Fourth, the particular way in which the archival note was written attracts our attention. As
mentioned above, it occurs after a blank space of one line at the end of letter. Almost all the letters
with date in the Assurbanipal’s letter corpus have a similar visual indication before the date. For
example, *ABL 301 has a blank space of two lines before the date and a faint beginning of a
dividing line can be found in the middle of that space. 414 In *ABL 517, the date appears after two
erased lines and is inscribed in Assyrian script even though the text is in Neo-Babylonian. *ABL
296 is very fragmentary but at least one blank line can be seen before the dating. 415 *ABL 289 also
has two blank lines between the body of the text and the date.416 Harper has indicated that there is
one uninscribed line before the date in *ABL 1151 and two blank lines before the date in *ABL
1170. In *ABL 1022, a horizontal dividing line is drawn before the date. 417 *BM 132980 also has a
horizontal line before the date according to the hand copy of Waters. 418 ABL 879 has both a deep
horizontal line and blank space of about five lines.419 The date of *AAA 20 106 is written in
Assyrian script though the letter is the Neo-Babylonian. ABL 1142 has one blank line before the
date according to Harper’s copy. There is one exception; *ABL 1262 has no blank lines and no
horizontal line. Here I summarize the above information.

411

Hämeen-Anttila 2000, 88.
Hämeen-Anttila 2000, 92.
413
Charpin 2010, 128.
414
http://www.cdli.ucla.edu/dl/photo/P393748.jpg
415
http://www.cdli.ucla.edu/dl/photo/P237991.jpg
416
http://www.cdli.ucla.edu/dl/photo/P393821.jpg
417
http://www.cdli.ucla.edu/dl/photo/P395715.jpg
418
Waters 2002, 81.
419
http://www.cdli.ucla.edu/dl/photo/P393823.jpg
412
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Table 9: Visual Indication before Date

*ABL 301

Blank space of 2 lines

*ABL 517

Erasure of 2 lines. Dating in NA script

*ABL 518

Blank space of 1 line

*ABL 296

Blank space of 1 line

*ABL 289

Blank space of 2 lines

*ABL 1151

Blank space of 1 line

*ABL 1170

Blank space of 2 lines

*ABL 1022

Horizontal line

*ABL 1022

Horizontal line

*BM 132980

Horizontal line

ABL 879

Horizontal line and blank space of 5 lines

*AAA 20 106

Dating in NA script

ABL 1142

Blank space of 1 line

*ABL 1262

(none)

It should be noted that *ABL 301, addressed to the citizens of Babylon, is certainly a copy. At the
end of the letter, we can read as follows: “The month of Ayyāru (II), 23rd day, eponym year of
Aššūr-dūru-uṣur (652). Šamaš-balāssu-iqbi delivered (it).”420 It is unlikely that the name of the
deliverer and his action were included in the original. This archival note was added when this
archival copy was made.421

Moreover, the very fragmentary ABL 1142, from an unknown author to Assurbanipal, might be a
copy. After the body of the letter, there is a blank space of three lines and the following archival
note occurs: “[Archival copy] ([ur-s]u-tú) of the reply to the later letter. [Month of ..., x]th [day],
eponym year of Nabû-šar-aḫḫēšu (646* BC).”422 However, both the restoration [urs]utu and its
interpretation “archival copy” are tentative.423

Furthermore, *K 995 r. 3′-17′ is duplicated by *CT 53 248:1′-13′ with minor variants. The rest of
CT 53 248 is broken away. Since these parallel lines are quite long, it does not seem that they are

420

*ABL 301 r. 19-21, ITI.GUD UD-23-KÁM lim-mu maš-šur–BÀD–PAB / mdšá-maš–TIN-su–iq-bi / it-tu-bil.
See also the comment on SAA 19 1 r. 14-15.
422
ABL 1142 r. 4-6, [ur-s]u-tú šá gab-ri e-gír-te / [ur?]-ki!-i-ti / [ITI.x UD-x]x-KÁM lim-me mdPA–MAN–PAB.MEŠ-šú.
423
ursūtu in CAD U/W, 249a “depot,” AHw 1433b “ein Magazin,” Parpola 2007, 130b “magazine, storehouse.”
421
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quotes. Rather, it is likely that one of them is a copy of the other. Or perhaps both are copies or
drafts.

Now, let us return to the set of four duplicate letters discussed above (pp. 62-66): *ABL 1244,
*ABL 543, *ABL 1108, and *ABL 273. They are duplicates, but *ABL 1244 was found to be a first
draft written down from dictation and *ABL 273 is shorter than the others. Frame has proposed
regarding *ABL 273 that “the shorter text may have been sent at a different time to the others.” On
the question of why there are several duplicates, he writes: “It is possible that several copies were
made so that they could be sent with different messengers to ensure at least one copy got through to
Uruk but for some reason they had never been sent (…) One could also suggest that these are school
copies made by students in a Ninevite chancellory school, preliminary drafts, or spoiled copies”. He
concludes by asking: “May we again ponder the possibility that the number of copies was a result of
various offices in the Nineveh court each requiring one?” 424

I agree with Frame that there are several possibilities for explaining the existence of this the set of
these four duplicate letters. Now let us examine the texts themselves in more detail (see the score of
these texts in Appendix in this dissertation).

As mentioned above, *ABL 273 is the shortest one among these four. It has 22 lines (on obverse 14
lines and on reverse 8 lines) with almost no textual damage, whereas *ABL 543 has 42 lines (21 +
21), *ABL 1108 has 39 lines (20 + 19) with its first line of the obverse broken away, and *ABL
1244 has 21 lines (11 + 10) and many more lines missing at the beginning of the obverse. Since
*ABL 273 is short, the section where parallels the other texts starts is at *ABL 543 r. 11, *ABL
1108 r. 8, and *ABL 1244 r. 1, respectively. *ABL 543 and *ABL 1108 are very similar in their
lengths. Nonetheless, regarding their orthography, beside 66% shared spellings, there are 33%
differences, 425 although Walker has suggested the writers of *ABL 543 and *ABL 1108 might have
been the same person.426 When comparing *ABL 543 and *ABL 1108 with *ABL 1244, the traces
of the letter’s shorthand techniques are still found in those two. For instance, e-muq-qi lacks the
determinative LÚ in *ABL 543 r. 12 and *ABL 1108 r. 9. Likewise ki-na-te-ka (the plural form of
kinattū “colleague” with the pronominal suffix -ka) does not have LÚ in *ABL 543:12, and the verb
424

Frame 1986, 267-269.
Among 93 parallel words, the spellings of 30 words are different. As for other differences, for example,*ABL 1108
has ú but *ABL 543 does not have it in the parallel phrase. On the second to last line, *ABL 543 r. 19, li-iz-zi-zu is-[siku-nu], but *ABL 1108 r. 18, is-si-ku-nu li-iz-zi-zu.
426
Frame 1986, 268.
425
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šapāru is written logographically (KIN-áš-šá-nu-u-ni) in *ABL 1108:10.427 It is hard to say which of
the two letters is closer to *ABL 1244, because both agree and disagree with it in different ways. 428
Since those two letters contain erasures and traces of dictation, they could be separate drafts based
on *ABL 1244.

With regard to *ABL 273, in contrast to the other letters, it specifies the number of horses sent. In
addition, the verb našû found in the other texts has been replaced by ubālu in *ABL 273. Hence this
text states that “I (Assurbanipal) am sending” two officials and horses, whereas the other three texts
state two officials “are bringing” horses. In addition, no determinatives are omitted in *ABL 273.
Moreover, as stated in the previous paragraph, *ABL 273 is the shortest among these four letters.
This fact could indicate that the scribe of *ABL 273 summarized the essential of matters in the
letter. Thus, it is possible that *ABL 273 is a definitive letter.429 The greeting formula of *ABL 273
is different from that of *ABL 543. *ABL 273 begins with ana Nabû-ušabši, 430 while *ABL 543
starts with aba[t šarri ana Nabû-ušabši].

1.6. Language, Script, and Scribes
1.6.1. Neo-Assyrian Language and Script, Neo-Babylonian Language and Script431
Two languages and two scripts were employed in the letters from Assurbanipal: the Neo-Assyrian
language and script, and the Neo-Babylonian language and script. In general, letters in NeoAssyrian are written in Neo-Assyrian script, and letters in Neo-Babylonian in Neo-Babylonian
script. However, there are exceptions.

While 26 letters (36%) of the corpus of letters from Assurbanipal are written in the Neo-Assyrian
language and in Assyrian script, and 32 letters (45%) are written in the Neo-Babylonian language
and in Babylonian script, 14 letters (19%) are written in the Neo-Babylonian language but in the

427

Cf. *ABL 543:13, a-šap-par-áš-šá-nu-u-ni.
*ABL 1244 r. 7, [m]EN–ŠUR mar-ba-a-a, *ABL 543 r. 17, mdEN–KAR-ir mar-ba-a-a, *ABL 1108 r. 16, mdEN–ŠUR u
m
ar-ba-a.
429
Cf. Parpola 2004a, 229. Parpola assumes that *ABL 273, *ABL 543, and *ABL 1108 are just “polished versions” of
*ABL 1244.
430
The greeting formula with only ana + addressee is attested in another three letters among my corpus. See *ABL 926,
*ABL 523, *ABL 1121.
431
Parpola 2007, XI-XII.
428
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Assyrian script.432 No letters in the Neo-Assyrian language and Neo-Babylonian script are found in
the corpus.

Chart 3: The Percentage of NA Letters and NB Letters among the Letters from Assurbanipal

NA Letters in NA
Script (26)
36 %

NB Letters in NB
Script (32)
45 %

NB Letters in NA
Script (14)
19 %

Neo-Assyrian was the language of the Assyrian ruling elite, while Neo-Babylonian was limited to
the Babylonian south. Disregarding the script, the number of Neo-Babylonian letters is 46 and the
number of Neo-Assyrian letters is 26. Hence, letters in Neo-Babylonian clearly outnumber those in
Neo-Assyrian, which is to be expected since most of the letters were sent to Babylonia and the
neighbouring areas (see above pp. 29-31). Reynolds has also pointed out that most of the letters
written in Neo-Babylonian and in Assyrian script are from the Assyrian king to the south. 433 Her
indication is applicable to my corpus. Of the 14 letters in Neo-Babylonian and in Assyrian script, 5
were sent to Babylon, 434 2 to somewhere in Babylonia,435 one to the Sealand, 436 and the destinations
of the remaining 6 letters are unknown. 437

432

Cf. Four of seven letters addressed to Assurbanipal are written in Neo-Assyrian, whereas three letters are in NeoBabylonian.
433
Reynolds 2003, XVI. She gives some examples such as *ABL 289, *ABL 301, *ABL 571, *ABL 926, ABL 944,
CT 54 509 and ABL 1198 (Reynolds 2003, XXXVI, n. 4).
434
*ABL 926, *K 2931, *ABL 301, *ABL 571, and *83-1-18,511.
435
*K 4534 and *ABL 944
436
*ABL 289.
437
*K 995, *K 5474, *K11875, *CT 54 509, *ABL 1198 and *CT 53 664.
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I had first thought the choice of language would correlate with the linguistic background of the
addressees. However, a closer study of the letters from Assurbanipal shows that the matter is not as
simple as that. For instance, five Neo-Babylonian letters and five Neo-Assyrian letters were
addressed to Nabû-ušabši, the governor of Uruk. 438 Moreover, a Neo-Babylonian letter was sent to
Indabibi, the king of Elam, 439 while, a Neo-Assyrian letter was addressed to Ummanaldašu III,
another king of Elam. 440 These facts suggest, though the native language of the addressees did affect
the choice of the language of communication, that the particular language found in the letters
constituting the corpus depended on whether they were drafts or archival copies. It should be noted
that *ABL 1244, the first draft written from dictation, is Neo-Assyrian in Assyrian script and
Babylonianisms are rarely found in Neo-Assyrian letters against numerous Assyrianisms in NeoBabylonian letters in my research corpus (see next subsection pp. 75-80). Hence drafts of letters
would have first been drawn up in Neo-Assyrian, and only later translated into Neo-Babylonian,
perhaps first in Assyrian and only later in Babylonian script.441 Note that the letters from Elamite
and Urarṭian kings were certainly translations from the originals. 442

1.6.2. Linguistic Features: Assyrianisms and Babylonianisms
This subsection will discuss the linguistic features in the letters from Assurbanipal. Neo-Assyrian
words and grammatical features occasionally appear in Neo-Babylonian letters, while features of
Neo-Babylonian are sometimes seen in Neo-Assyrian letters. These lexical and grammatical
interferences are called Assyrianisms and Babylonianisms respectively, and are also found in the
letters from Assurbanipal.

As discussed above (pp. 61-73), the letters from Assurbanipal are mainly archival copies or drafts
found at Nineveh443 and Assurbanipal had probably dictated them to his scribes. Concerning the
languages of Assurbanipal, he probably used Neo-Assyrian but also Standard Babylonian, Aramaic,

438

*ABL 294, *ABL 1100, *ABL 517, *ABL 297, and *ABL 539 are in Neo-Babylonian; *ABL 273, *ABL 543,
*ABL 1108, *ABL 1244, and *ABL 945 are in Neo-Assyrian.
439
*ABL 1151.
440
*ABL 972.
441
Also personal communication from Parpola. Cf. Radner thinks that the choise of the language and the script of royal
letters depended on the person meant to read out the letter as public proclamations. According to her, the royal letter
written in Neo-Babylonian language and Neo-Assyrian script was possibly read out by an Assyrian (Radner 2014, 80);
Worthington speculates that the letters in Neo-Babylonian and in Assyrian script addressed to and from the king were
originally written in Neo-Babylonian and Neo-Babylonian script, and copied in Neo-Assyrian script, after which the
originals were lost (Worthington 2006, 63).
442
Personal communication from Parpola as well.
443
Parpola 1981, 122. Some of them are possibly sent letters brought back to Nineveh or finished letters but not sent out
for some reason. See also Reynolds 2003, XVI.
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and possibly Neo-Babylonian. 444 Scribes took dictation, wrote one or several drafts, revised it, and
then they finalized it and made its copy.

It is likely that several scribes were involved in composing a letter. For instance, *ABL 1244, *ABL
273, *ABL 543, and *ABL 1108 are duplicates with some variants. All of them are phrased in NeoAssyrian and written in Assyrian script. Walker thinks that the writing of *ABL 273, *ABL 543,
and *ABL 1108 may all be attributed to the same scribe but the script of *ABL 1244 is different
from that of the other three letters.445 On the other hand, Parpola has suggested that these texts were
prepared by different scribes. 446

In addition to Assyrian scribes, it can be assumed that Babylonian scribes too were employed for
drafting letters in Neo-Babylonian because we know that many Babylonian scholars worked at
Nineveh. 447 It is likely that Assyrian and Babylonian scribes collaborated in reading, copying, and
composing royal letters, but we can hardly determine which letter was written by Assyrian scribes
or Babylonian scribes.448

It seems that several people were engaged in creating a letter and a letter passed through various
composing stages. Thus it is difficult to determine who caused the Assyrianisms and
Babylonianisms in the letters, and at what stage these features arose. In the following sections, I
hesitate to solve this problem but simply list the most salient Assyrianisms and Babylonianisms in
the correspondence of Assurbanipal.

1.6.2.1. Assyrianisms in Neo-Babylonian letters
The composers of Neo-Babylonian letters from Assurbanipal had a good command of the NeoBabylonian language as generally expected. However, Assyrianisms are occasionally observed in
these texts. Especially the Neo-Babylonian letter in Assyrian script *ABL 301 has numerous NeoAssyrian forms.

444

Parpola 2004b, 11-12.
Frame 1986, 268.
446
Parpola 2004a, 229.
447
Parpola 1993b.
448
Nonetheless, Worthington has suggested that “Letters in Babylonian script and dialect from Assyrian signatories
(especially the kings) could have been inscribed by Babylonian scribes” (Worthington 2006, 63).
445
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*ABL 301 was sent to the citizens of Babylon on 652-II-23. This letter is the earliest dated text that
indicates the outbreak of the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 449 In the letter, Assurbanipal tries to
convince the citizens of Babylon not to side with his “no brother” (lā aḫu), i.e., Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.
It exceptionally records the name of the person who delivered it: Šamaš-balāssu-iqbi. 450 The letter
seems at first glance to be prepared quite carefully, but Assyrianisms are found throughout the letter.
Assyrian forms in *ABL 301 are as follows:

*ABL 301
1 a-bat LUGAL, for NB amat šarri
5 gab-bu id-dab-bu-ú-ni, for NB gabbu iddabbû
7 at-ta-ma, for NB atteme
12 it-ti-kil, for NB ittakil
13 lu-ba-iš, for NB lubīš
19 ap–pit-tim-ma, for NB libbû
20 šu-un-ku-nu, for NB šungunu
21 gab-bu, for NB gabbi
22 tu-ba-ʾa-a-šá, for NB tubaššā, see also *ABL 301:13 lu-ba-iš
23 ra-man-ku-nu, for NB ramāngunu
r. 2 ku-uṣ-ṣu-pa-ku-nu, for NB kuṣṣupātunu
10 ra-me-ni-ku-nu, for NB ramānīkunu
14 ra-man-ku-nu, for NB ramāngunu
21 it-tu-bil, for NB ittabal

In other Neo-Babylonian letters, Assyrianisms do not appear as often as in *ABL 301. Some
Babylonian letters have no Assyrianisms at all. 451 The most frequently occurring Assyrianism is the
Assyrian compound preposition ina muḫḫi “concerning” which introduces a new topic. 452 The
usage of ina muḫḫi corresponds to Neo-Babylonian aššūt and to Standard Babylonian aššu and šūt.
Other Assyrianisms in Neo-Babylonian letters are, for example, the precative prefix lu- of the 3rd
449

Frame 1992, 138f.
PNA 3/II, 1192a. Šamaš-balāssu-iqbi brought this important letter, but he is not known from other than this text.
451
*ABL 289, *ABL 295, *ABL 296, *ABL 297, *ABL 299, *ABL 1040, *ABL 1100, *ABL 1151, ABL 1240, *ABL
1411, *CT 54 110, *CT 54 455, *CT 54 464, *K 4534, *K 11875, and *83-1-18,511.
452
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1985, 180-181). The ina muḫḫi meaning “concerning” is found in *AAA 20 196:3; *ABL 287:11; *ABL 288:6; *ABL
290:4, r. 14; *ABL 294:4; *ABL 399:6; *ABL 400:6, r. 1; *ABL 402:6, 8, 12; *ABL 517:4, 7, 11, 13; *ABL 1165:2′;
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person of the D-stem and Š-stem,453 the Assyrian subjunctive marker (ū)…-ni,454 Assyrian
subjunctions, adverbs, and other particles, 455 and infinitives in Assyrian form. 456

In addition to Assyrianisms, hybrid forms that are mixtures of Neo-Assyrian forms and NeoBabylonian forms arise in Neo-Babylonian letters. As mentioned above, *ABL 301 r. 2 ku-uṣ-ṣu-paku-nu consists of a Neo-Babylonian D-stem stative kuṣṣup- and a Neo-Assyrian stative suffix for
the 2nd m. pl. -ākunu. In other instance, *ABL 292:7 shows KUR ki taḫ-ḫi-sa translated as “so that
the land retreated.” The lemma of the verb (taḫ-ḫi-sa) is a Babylonian word naḫāsu.457 This
Babylonian verb has the Neo-Assyrian ta- prefix for the G-stem preterit 3rd f. s. Furthermore, in the
same letter on l. 9 tu-ut-tir-ma is interpreted as the Neo-Assyrian tu- prefix for the D-stem perfect
3rd f. s. of târu with a Babylonian connective particle -ma.

Assyrianisms in Neo-Babylonian letters could be attributed to Assurbanipal or Assyrian scribes
whose primary language was Neo-Assyrian. However, it cannot be ruled out that Babylonian
scribes who were acclimatized to Assyrian brought Neo-Assyrian forms into Neo-Babylonian
letters.

1.6.2.2. Babylonianisms in Neo-Assyrian letters
Neo-Assyrian letters from the king contain a very small number of Babylonianisms when compared
with Assyrianisms in Neo-Babylonian letters. I will show the instances of the Babylonianisms that
have been found so far.

The use of the N-stem as passive hardly occurs in Neo-Assyrian. Instead, the 3rd person m. pl. form
is used.458 However, The N-stem of paṭāru as a passive appears in the Neo-Assyrian letter *ABL
1022:4-5, ina UGU e-mu-qí an-nu-ti ša i[p-paṭ-ru-ni?]/ la im-ma-ga-a-ni ip-paṭ-r[u x x x],
“Concerning these forces which were dis[banded], they were not dis[banded] for nothing [...].”
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*ABL 291:11, lu-šam-ḫír.MEŠ-ka, ABL 961 r. 1, lu-šá-áš-ki-nu. However, Woodington points out that the prefix luemployed for the 3rd person s./pl. D-stem and S-stem appears in Neo-Babylonian letters from Nineveh (Woodington
1985, 98-102). See also the precative of the 3rd m. s. of the G-stem *ABL 926:9, le-e-mur (for NB līmur).
454
*ABL 517 r. 4, il-lik-u-ni, *ABL 518 r. 9, ú-bi-lu-ni, *ABL 1380 e. 27, iq-qu-ni,
455
*ABL 1146 r. 6, a-di É, *CT 54 230:14′, ˹a˺-di im–mat, *ABL 292 r. 12, aḫ–ḫur, *ABL 291:12, šá la.
456
*K 995 r. 11′, ḫap-’u-u and r. 13′, ḫap-e.
457
CAD N/1 128b-129a; AHw 713a-b.
458
Hämeen-Anttila 2000, 88.
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*BM 132980 r. 17′ contains a Babylonian term sulummû “peace.”459 This word was employed only
in Babylonian,460 but frequently in Assyrian royal inscriptions drawn up in Standard Babylonian.

*CT 53 402:9′ shows the perfect tense of a verb, although the verb is used in an interrogative
sentence with an interrogative: ma-a a-ta-a ina UGU UN.MEŠ ša an-˹na-ka˺ [ip?]-taq-d[u-šú] “Why
[did they] appoint [him] over the people here?” In Neo-Assyrian, the preterite tense is expected in
questions including an interrogative word.461

As shown above, Babylonianisms in Neo-Assyrian letters are very limited. This indicates that the
primary language of the composer(s) of these letters was Neo-Assyrian.

1.6.2.3. Two Babylonian Dialects in a Neo-Babylonian Letter
In addition to Assyrianisms and Babylonianisms, we find two dialects, Neo-Babylonian and the socalled Standard Babylonian, interfering in a Neo-Babylonian letter, *ABL 539. This letter is well
composed in Babylonian and contains no Assyrianisms.

The letter mentions four treaties and the treaty discussed here is the second one. According to the
text, the recipient, probably Nabû-ušabši, governor of Uruk,462 made his people conclude a treaty
with Assurbanipal after the revolt began. 463 The letter includes the sworn statements of this treaty
which show dialectal confusion of Neo-Babylonian and Standard Babylonian formulae.

In Neo-Babylonian and Late-Babylonian oath formulae, the future affirmative (SAA 2 “FUTURE
POSITIVE”) for the 1st person is kî + the present tense + subjunctive -u (e.g., kî aqabbû “I will
speak”) and the future negative for 1st person is kî + the perfect tense + subjunctive -u (e.g., kî
aqtabû “I will not speak”). 464 The first two vows of the treaty fit into the Neo-Babylonian and LateBabylonian future negative formula.465 However, the vows on e. 25-27 and r.2 which are both future
negative do not fit the formula. The first vow ma-la b[al-ṭa-nu] [x x x]-di-ni a-de-e x[x x]x [x x x x]x
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Waters 2000, 80-82 r. 17′, su-lum-mu-u la-áš-kun, “I will make peace.”
CAD S 372a-b. However, bēl sulummā’e is found in MA (CAD S 373a).
461
Hämeen-Anttila 2000, 110.
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See above pp.14 and 43-44.
463
*ABL 539:19-21.
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Parpola and Watanabe 1988, XXXVIII-XLI.
465
*ABL 539:22-23, [k]i a-ni-nu a-de-e [šá mAN.ŠÁR]–DÙ–A nu-ul-tan-nu-u, “we will not change the treaty of
Assurbanipal”; *ABL 539:24-e.25, (ki) [pi-i-n]i u ŠÀ-ba-ni it-ti EN–KÚR-šú [ni-il]-tak-nu ma-la b[al-ṭa-nu], “we will not
side with his enemy as long as we l[ive].”
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la ni-na-˹ṣa˺-ru, should mean future affirmative and be translated as “as long as we [live], we will
keep the treaty [……].”Thus the grammatically correct form would be (kî)…… ninaṣṣaru.
However, the negation lā is added here. The Middle Babylonian and Standard Babylonian formula
for future affirmative of the 1st person is šumma lā + the present tense + subjunctive -u (e.g.,
šumma lā aqabbû). The composer of this letter may have confused the NB/LB formula with the
MB/SB formula. The second vow is [it]-ti-šú la ni-tal-ku. Since this statement is to be understood as
future affirmative “we will walk with him,” the expected sentence is in Akkadian: (kî) ittīšu nillaku.
However, the unnecessary negation lā is intruded and the tense (the perfect tense) is not correct.

The confusion of these verbal forms may be accounted for in a variety of ways. However, it cannot
be ruled out that the original treaty was written in Standard Babylonian. If so, when he converted
the SB formulae into the NB formulae, he might have mixed up the formulations. It is of course
unclear whether the composer wrote this tablet by reference to the original treaty or from memory.

1.6.3. Who Wrote the Letters from Assurbanipal?
As the earthly representative of the god Aššur, the Assyrian kings are in official propaganda
portrayed as having achieved all their accomplishments only by themselves. However, royal
correspondence and often documents confirm that the Assyrian kings ran and maintained the
Assyrian Empire together with administrative officials, military personnel, physically close
entourages, and cultural elites.466

At first glance, the letters from Assurbanipal give the impression of transmitting his direct personal
orders. However, these letters concern important political and military issues. In addition, they were
addressed to Babylonian cities, tribal groups in Babylonia, and foreign countries during the revolt of
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and in the aftermath of the civil war, in other words, in times of a great crisis of
the Assyrian Empire. Taking into account these matters, it is unlikely that Assurbanipal made the
decisions solely. Rather, “the king’s word” (abat šarri in NA; amat šarri in NB) was crafted on the
basis of the state policy and strategy that has been officially agreed by a sort of committee. The
committee probably consisted of the influential men who occupied the above-mentioned posts. The
king and the committee members presumably had meetings for royal decision-making. 467
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Radner 2011; Mattila 2009; Postgate 2007; Mattila 2000.
Parpola 1995, 381-386, esp., 382f. Cf. Radner 2011, 370-373.
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Several passages in *ABL 302 concerning a horse review imply that messages of Assurbanipal
could represent the intentions of the empire. In general, Assurbanipal uses the first person singular
“I” to describe his behaviour in his letters. However, sometimes he employs the first person plural
“we”:

*ABL 302
ll. 9-10, ši-dím-ma ina ŠÀ ITI / šá ITI.ŠE ni-šap-par,
“Normally we send (a letter order/an order to come) at the new moon of the month of Addāru
(XII).”
ll. 13-14, nu-uḫ-tar-rib / ina ŠÀ ITI.ZÍZ ni-is-sa-par,
“We sent (a letter order/an order to come) earlier in Šabāṭu (XI).”
r. 4-5, ina meš-la-te šá ITI.ZÍZ / ni-iš-pur bi-is,
“Let us send (a letter order/an order to come) in mid-Šabāṭu (XI).”

In addition, it is worth noting that Assurbanipal also uses “we” when he refers to the actions of the
Assyrian troops.

*BM 132980
ll. 14-15, Á.2-in-ni-i ina ŠÀ É.KUR.MEŠ ina ŠÀ URU.MEŠ lu-u ina ŠÀ me-me-ni ni-it-tu-bil,
“Did we lay our hands on the temples, cities or anything?”
l. 16, ḫu-ub-tu-ú ni-iḫ-tab-ta,
“Did we take spoils of war?”
ll. 16-18, Ì.ME ina UGU ÚŠ.ME la ni-id-di-bu-ú-ku a-na EN–MUN la ni-tu-ú-ru-u,
“Did we not pour oil on blood and become friends?”
ll. 19-20, [É.KU]R-ri-ku-nu ˹ni˺-iḫ-tab-ta,
“We plundered your [temp]les.”

*ABL 1165
ll. 4-6, a-ni-ni ul ni-di ul ni-is-ḫu!-pa! / ú-tu-la-ni nit-te-ba-a nís-ḫu / nu-ul-te-eš-ḫi-ṭa,
“We did not know (this) and (therefore) did not overwhelm (them); we (just) attacked the chief
herdsmen and had the cut(s) of meat removed.”
r. 1, mìn-de-ma DINGIR šu-u / ḫa-pu-ú šá KUR–URI.KI iq-ta-bi / mì-nu-ú ni-qab-bi ina IGI DINGIR,
“Perhaps God himself has commanded the destruction of Babylonia. What can we say before
God?”
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*K 995
ll. 7-8, [x x ANSE.KUR].RA.MES it-ti-ni la x[x x x] / [x x x x]-šú-nu ni-il-lak mì-na-[a x x],
“[... hors]es with us [...] [If] we go [with] them, wh[at shall we] take?”

As to the question of who actually inscribed the letters from Assurbanipal on clay tablets, it can be
said with certainty that experts with specialized training in scribal arts, in other words, professional
scribes, played this role because these letters contain the typical greeting formula, CVC signs, and
CV-VC spelling. 468 In addition, the texts have the standard Neo-Assyrian letter format.469 Now,
what sort of scribe actually wrote down these letters? Several possibilities emerge: for example, the
chief scribe, the palace scribe, a royal tutor, and scholars. The following paragraphs briefly examine
their role and look for potential candidates.
A recent study on the duties of the chief scribe (rab ṭupšarri) and the palace scribe (ṭupšar ēkalli)
has been done by Luukko (2007). He has pointed out that the chief scribe bore more scholarly
characteristics. The chief scribe was a regular adviser on political, religious, administrative issues to
the king and the royal family. His duties included copying texts and preparing royal inscriptions,
whereas the palace scribe was part of the bureaucratic elite. The palace scribe was in charge of the
state archives and he may have been the personal scribe of the king. 470 In addition, Luukko
maintained that only one person could hold the title of the chief scribe and the palace scribe at any
time,471 and he identifies Issār-šumu-ēreš (tenure 672-657 BC) as the chief scribe and Marduk-erība
(tenure c. 668-650 BC) as the palace scribe in the time of Assurbanipal. 472

The palace scribe Issār-šumu-ēreš was an Assyrian. His extant astrological reports as well as letters
indicate that he also worked as an astrologer. 473 Since Frahm has suggested that Issār-šumu-ēreš
may have lived around between 705 and 630 BC,474 he could be the potential candidate for the
scribe of Assurbanipal’s letters.
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Luukko 2004, 44-68 and n. 176; Parpola 1997b.
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Luukko 2007, 232.
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Luukko 2007, 253.
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Issār-šumu-ēreš’s astrological reports: SAA 8 1-38. Issār-šumu-ēreš’s letters: SAA 10 1-38. Among these letters,
Issār-šumu-ēreš jointly wrote with exorcists Adad-šumu-uṣur and Marduk-šākin-šumi, scribes/astrologers Akkullānu
and Nabû-šumu-[iddina], lamentation priest Urdu-Ea, and his own deputy Nabû-mušēṣi in SAA 10 1, 3, 24-25, 205, 232.
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Frahm 1999, 78.
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As for the palace scribe Marduk-erība, his name and his title are mentioned with a [chariot driv]er,
horse trainers of the king’s chariot, and governors in a “list of people of various professions” (SAA
7 18 i 14′-15′). Luukko has suggested that Marduk-erība probably compiled this list in the early
reign of Assurbanipal and has indicated the possibility that this Marduk-erība could be the same
person who is mentioned probably as a deputy of the palace scribe in SAA 16 49 r. 6 dated to the
reign of Esarhaddon. 475 However, Baker thinks that they are different persons. 476

In Luukko’s short overview on the palace scribe on the website of “Assyrian empire builders”
(2011), he claims that “They (the palace scribe and his staff) issued ‘the king's word’ in a formal,
concise manner, using a very specific language that was designed to leave no room for
misunderstandings.”477 If his suggestion is correct, Marduk-erība, the palace scribe in the time of
Assurbanipal, would write Assurbanipal’s royal letters. However, it is difficult to find clear evidence
that the palace scribe and his assistants wrote all the royal letters during the reign of Assurbanipal.

The royal tutor of Assurbanipal was Balasî. He was also known as an Assyrian astrologer from
Nineveh. 478 He was appointed by Esarhaddon in order to educate the crown Prince Assurbanipal. In
his letter SAA 10 39 probably dated in early Du’ūzu (IV) of 671 BC,479 Balasî expresses his
gratitude to Esarhaddon for the appointment as the royal tutor teaching the scribal art to
Assurbanipal (SAA 10 39 r. 8-9, um-ma-an-šú a-na-ku-ni / li-gi-in-nu a-qa-ba-šu-ni).480 His
astrological report and letters can be dated to the 670s and 660s. 481 In addition, his latest datable
letter (SAA 10 63) was written in 664 BC. It is unclear whether Balasî was still active in the time of
the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn (652-648 BC) and its aftermath (647-645 BC), but he could be one
of the candidates for who wrote Assurbanipal’s royal letters.

The presence of scholars in the administration of the empire is well documented during the reigns of
Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal. Their disciplines varied from astrology, extispicy, exorcism,
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Parpola 1983b, 64. See the discussion on “Date” of LAS 59.
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medicine, to lamentations. 482 In his study of the scholarly correspondence, Parpola charts the names
and careers of the scholars who were employed at court in the reigns of Esarhaddon and
Assurbanipal. He points out that 21 scholars were active during the reign of Esarhaddon and 16
scholars (some continued to be employed at the court after Esarhaddon’s death, such as the chief
scribe Issār-šumu-ēreš and the royal tutor Balasî) were engaged in their professions under
Assurbanipal. 483 They could have been involved in the process of composing letters from
Assurbanipal.

Some other scribes who worked closely for Assurbanipal are also known. For instance, Kēnî is
attested as “the scribe of the crown prince” of Assurbanipal ( mGIN-i LÚ.DUB.SAR DUMU–MAN) in a
colophon of the tablet copied by Aplāia, apprentice scribe of Kēnî for “Assurbanipal, the great
crown prince of the Succession Palace.” 484 (Hunger 1968, 108, no. 345:6). A man with the same
name was active as public scribe in Nineveh between 668 and 665 BC. This Kēnî is probably to be
identified with the scribe of the crown prince. 485 Furthermore, we also know that Dugul-pān-ili486
and Kiṣir-Aššūr 487 worked for Assurbanipal’s libraries. An unknown author, probably Akkullānu, a
well-known astrologer and the priest of the Aššur temple in the reigns of Esarhaddon and
Assurbanipal, wrote in SAA 10 102 that Dugul-pān-ili and Kiṣir-Aššūr are copying a lexical text of
Urra (ḪAR-ra) = ḫubullu. It is worth noting that Kiṣir-Aššur was an exorcist from Aššur and
certainly involved in a library and archive found in a private house at Aššur as well. 488

In addition, Luukko points out that the title of “the scribe of the king” (ṭupšar šarri) is mentioned
during the reigns of Sargon II and Assurbanipal though this title is “not often attested in NeoAssyrian.”489 In the colophon of Sargon’s “Letter to Aššur” dated to 714 BC, Nabû-šallimšunu, the
author of this document, is said to be “scribe of the king, chief scribe, royal tutor of Sargon, king of
482
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priest of the god Sīn and Assurbanipal Nabû-zēru-iddina, astrologer Nergal-šumu-iddina, chief lamentation priest of the
god of Sīn of Harran and Esarhaddon Urdu-Aia/Ea, and exorcist Urdu-Gula.
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Assyria.”490 It should be noted that Nabû-šallimšunu’s several titles also included that of chief
scribe. He is also attested in ND 1120 dated in 714 BC, which states that Nabû-šallimšunu, scribe of
the king, went to Aššur in order to perform a ritual there.491 His father Ḫarmakki also appears as the
scribe of the king from Aššur in the colophon of Sargon’s “Letter to Aššur.” 492 In addition, Fuchs
and Parpola restored Balāssu as the scribe of the king in SAA 15 37:23′-24′, which may be dated to
707 BC.493 In SAA 6 317, Nādinu, the ki[ng]’s scribe, appears as a witness for the loan of RēmanniAdad, Assurbanipal’s charioteer (r. 9). The text is dated 666 BC.494 Luukko speculates that during
the reigns of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal the scribe of the king may have been next to the chief
scribe, and the royal tutor Balasî or his colleague and astrologer Nabû-aḫḫē-erība may have held
this title. 495

The above are some candidates for persons capable of writing the letters from Assurbanipal at the
professional level, though we do not have concrete evidence to pinpoint who actually wrote these
letters. Assuming that the aforementioned people wrote their reports and letters themselves, it might
pay to compare these texts with the letters from Assurbanipal. 496 Future research on distinctive
writing features such as orthography and palaeography in these documents may throw new light on
this issue, although such a study requires considerable effort and time.

The Background of the Scribes
While it remains difficult to identify the scribes of the letters from Assurbanipal, phrases in these
texts somehow indicate the background of the person(s) who crafted the letters because many of
these phrases are not prosaic but literary, and similar expressions are found in other contemporary
texts.

The authors of the letters of Assurbanipal appear to have prepared the royal inscriptions. In the
letters of Assurbanipal, the name of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is seldom directly mentioned. Instead, he is
490
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designated as “no brother” (lā aḫu). This expression occurs in three Neo-Babylonian letters: *ABL
301:4 dated 652-II-23, *K 2931:1′ and 14′ probably dated to 652 BC, and *83-1-18,511:2′
(undated).497 Later, this designation was slightly developed in an extispicy report and the royal
inscriptions. In the extispicy report of Dāri-šarru and Dannāia SAA 4 282 dated 651-VII-15, the
phrase “[Šamaš]-šumu-ukīn, unfaithful brother” (l. 18, [mdGIŠ.NU11]–MU–GI.NA ŠEŠ lá GIN)” is found.
The same designation is attested in the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal that were composed in
and after 648* BC.498 In these texts, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is frequently referred to as an “unfaithful
brother” (aḫu lā kēnu).499

Another example of the connection between the letters and the royal inscriptions is found in the
undated letter *K 995, duplicated by CT 53 248, which contains the phrase “[Babylonian]s seek to
drink blood” (r. 8, [LÚ.TIN.TIR.K]I.MEŠ ana NAG MÚD.MEŠ ú-ba-[̕u-u]).500 The phrase “to drink blood
(dāmu šatû)” is unusual but can be found in the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal among the
inscriptions from Tiglath-pileser III to Assurbanipal in a different context. In the inscriptions, the
Arabian people are described that “Due to their thirst, they drank blood and water again and again”
(a-na ṣu-um-me/mì-šú-nu iš-ta-at-tu-u MÚD.MEŠ u A.MEŠ par-šú/šu).501

Moreover, the usage of siāqu in the letters from Assurbanipal is suggestive of the royal inscriptions
of Sennacherib and Assurbanipal as well as of the creation epic Enūma eliš. The verb siāqu
generally means “to close in on; to become constrained, tight.”502 However, the aforementioned
inscriptions and literary composition show that when siāqu is accompanied with napištu/napšatu
(nupšutu in NA) “life,” it means “someone’s life is narrow” in the G-stem and “to make life
narrow” in the D-stem. 503 Among the letters from Assurbanipal, the verb is not combined with
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It is worth noting that all these three Neo-Babylonian letters are inscribed in the Neo-Assyrian script. *ABL 301 and
*K 2931 are addressed to the citizens of Babylon. In addition, Parpola suggests that *83-1-18,511 is presumably sent to
the citizens of Babylon too (Parpola 2004a, 232).
498
Edition A in 645* BC, Edition F in 646* BC, Edition B in 648* BC, Edition C in 647*BC, and the date of IIT is
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RINAP 3/1 22 v 25 // RINAP 3/1 23 v 17, nap-šá-tuš ú-si-qa, “I made his life narrow”(the authors translate this
passage as “I put him in dire straits”); BIWA, 28 and 216, A II 54 // F I 61 // B II 51// C III 81, nap-šat-su-nu ú-si-iq úkar-ri, “I made their life narrow and short”; Enūma eliš VII 132, na-piš-ta-šu li-siq ù lik-ri, “may his life become
narrow and short.”
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napištu/napšatu. Nevertheless, an elliptic usage of the idiom is to be assumed in translating these
letters because it fits the contexts better than the plain meaning of the verb. 504

In addition to royal inscriptions, extispicy reports, and literary works, the scribes of Assurbanipal’s
royal letters were conversant with treaties. *ABL 539 cites the vows of the treaty which was
concluded between Assurbanipal and the citizens of Uruk after the breakout of the revolt of Šamaššumu-ukīn in 652 BC (see pp. 14, 43-44, 79-80, and 190-193).

Furthermore, a sentence in two letters from Assurbanipal looks like an allusion to Esarhaddon’s
succession treaty. *ABL 297 to Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur begins with a long sentence of
literary grace: “You (pl.) know that through the iron sword of Aššur and my gods, you (pl.) had
consumed that entire land by fire, so that the land has retreated, been subjugated and turned its face
once again towards me.”505 The same phrase is also attested in *ABL 292 to Nabû-ušabši and the
citizens of Uruk. The motif of “iron sword” and “to consume” is included in the ceremonial curse
section of Esarhaddon’s succession treaty, where it is stated (SAA 2 6:632-636 §96) that “If you
should forsake Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, Assurbanipal, the great crown prince designate, (his
brothers, [sons by the same mother] as Assurbanipal, the great crown prince designate, and the other
sons, the offspring of [Esa]rhaddon, king of Assyria), going to the south or to the north, may iron
swords consume him who goes to the south and may iron swords likewise consume him who goes
to the north.” Part of this section is also quoted in a letter to Esarhaddon from Itti-Šamaš-balāṭu, an
Assyrian official in northern Phoenicia (SAA 16 126:19-23). 506

As seen above, the letters from Assurbanipal contain a number of elements that are attested in
various contemporary texts. Thus it is hard to narrow down only one office or one person for the
writer of these letters.
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*ABL 292:9 (NB) // *ABL 297 (NB) u en-na is-si-qa-áš-šú “And now life has become narrow for him.” *ABL 292 r.
14-16, lu-u pít-qu-da-tu-nu a-mur ki-i / i-si-qa-áš-šú pa-an šá mu-ṣe-e-šú / ú-ba-’e-e-ma i-ḫal-liq, “Now then I am
writing to you: be attentive, considering that since life has become narrow for him, he is seeking ways to get out and
escape.” *ABL 561 r. 8-10 (NA), ú-ma-a šu-ú ma-aṣ-ṣar-tu né-me-il i-si-qa-áš-šá-nu-ú-ni, “the guard is doubly
essential today, as life has begun to get narrow for them!”
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“As [it is said] in the treaty: ‘[May iron swords consume him] who go[es] to the south [and may iron swords
consume him] who g[oes] to the north. May your waterskins b[reak] in a place of [severe] t[hirst].’”
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The Number of the Scribes
In this subsection, I will examine how many scribes were engaged in inscribing the letters from
Assurbanipal. As stated above (p. 31) the average number of the preserved letters sent out per year
is 9.6, although there were certainly more letters that have not yet been discovered. Since this
number is very modest per year, one capable scribe could have easily handled this writing
assignment.

However, the orthography of these letters indicates that several scribes wrote the letters from
Assurbanipal. For example, the greeting formulae in *ABL 292, *ABL 290, and *ABL 291, all of
which are Neo-Babylonian letters and are perfectly preserved, vary in orthography as follows:

*ABL 292:4,

DI-mu

ia-a-ši ŠÀ-ba-ku-nu lu-u DÙG.GA-ku-nu-šú

*ABL 290:2-3, DI-mu ia-a-ši ŠÀ-ba-ka /

lu-ú ṭa-ab-ka

*ABL 291:3,

lu

DI-mu

a-a-ši

ŠÀ-ba-ka

DÙG.GA-ka

In this short formula, orthographical differences are found in the spelling of the words iāši (ia-a-ši
and a-a-ši), lū (lu-u, lu-ú, and lu), and ṭāb- (DÙG.GA- and ṭa-ab-). These differences are not
conclusive evidence, but they do suggest that there probably were several scribes.

Furthermore, the set of four duplicate letters from Assurbanipal discussed above (pp. 62-66, *ABL
273, *ABL 546, *ABL 1108, and *ABL 1244) supports this hypothesis. At least two scribes, if not
four, were engaged in writing these letters.507 Hence it is highly likely that more than one scribe was
employed to prepare the letters from the Assurbanipal.

Moreover, it seems that the officials and advisors probably involved in the process of drafting the
royal letters often worked as a team with their assistants and colleagues. Luukko points out that the
deputy and the subordinate of the chief scribe are attested in the texts from the reigns of Esarhaddon
and Sennacherib. 508 He also shows that the chief scribe was in charge of other scribes and served
the king and his family together with other scholars. 509 For example, during the reign of
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Walker provides Frame with the information that from the point of view of script *ABL 273 and 543 “might have
been written by the same scribe,” ABL 1108 “may also belong to the group,” and it is unlikely that ABL 1244 belongs
to the same group (Frame 1986, 268). Parpola also believes that several scribes prepared these letters (Parpola 2004a,
229).
508
Luukko 2007, 242-243. SAA 7 5 i 50 dated to the reign of Esarhaddon refers to Nabû-mušēṣi, deputy of the chief
scribe. Ezbu, the servant of the chief scribe is attested in ABL 307:4 dated to the reign of Sennacherib.
509
Luukko 2007, 241-242.
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Esarhaddon, the chief scribe Issār-šumu-ēreš acted as a leader of other scribes for the treaty
ceremonies of Esarhaddon’s succession treaty (SAA 10 6) and united scholars such as the scribes,
the haruspices, the exorcists, the physicians and the augurs for the same treaty ceremonies (SAA 10
7). Issār-šumu-ēreš sent letters to Esarhaddon jointly with exorcists, 510 scribes/astrologers,511
lamentation priest,512 and his own deputy. 513
As for the palace scribe, Luukko indicates that the palace scribe had a deputy. 514 During the reign of
Assurbanipal, his deputy is referred to as a witness 663-VI-18 though his name is not preserved.
The extant documents related to the palace scribe also suggest that the he managed a complicated
household including a “third man,” a chariot driver, a female subordinate, servants, and a village
manager. The female subordinate, Sāraia, 515 is known from a petition to the palace scribe during the
reign of Esarhaddon or Assurbanipal (SAA 16 49). She sent this petition to the palace scribe on
behalf of seven servants of the palace scribe. It is worthy of note that the governor of Bēt-Naiālu
had taken them and assigned them to Marduk-erība who was possibly the deputy of the palace
scribe at that time, and Marduk-erība did not allow them to enter the palace (see above p. 83). 516

Luukko further states that the palace scribe was “the manager of palace archives which were
organized into ‘departments’ of their own” and the office “may have been closer to the king than
that of the chief scribe’s.”517 He also provides phrases that describe the palace as the source of
letters and orders.518 Like the chief scribe, it seems that the palace scribe also worked with his own
team.

Moreover, it seems that many scribes worked for Assurbanipal’s library. Parpola has calculated that
some 2000 tablets and 300 writing boards are listed in the library records (SAA 7 49-52) alone, 519
and though some of them were just imported to the library, 520 much manpower was certainly
510

Adad-šumu-uṣur and Marduk-šākin-šumi.
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512
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Luukko 2007, 243.
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Luukko 2007, 246, nn. 237 and 253. See also PNA 2/II, 716a, no. 10, Marduk-erība in SAA 16 49; PNA 2/II, 716a,
no. 12, Marduk-erība as the palace scribe in SAA 7 18 i 14′. Cf. Svärd 2012, 221, n. 140. Svärd tentatively dates this
letter to sometime between 678-674 BC when Issār-šumu-ēreš was the palace scribe, or slightly later.
517
Luukko 2007, 230-231. Concerning the location of the office at Nineveh, see Parpola 1986, 226-227, notes. 22-23.
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520
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required in their production and management. Besides, Hunger identifies 29 different types of
colophons of Assurbanipal’s library. 521

Regrettably we have no clear evidence of how many scribes wrote the letters from Assurbanipal.
However, we may get a rough idea about this issue on the basis of the lists of scholars. For instance,
SAA 7 1, probably compiled in 670 BC,522 includes 45 experts at the court of Nineveh. In SAA
10 160, Marduk-šāpik-zēri, a Babylonian scholar in the time of Esarhaddon, recommends to the
king 20 able scholars for the royal service. As mentioned above (pp. 83-84), Parpola has shown that
21 scholars were active during the reign of Esarhaddon, as against 16 scholars during the reign of
Assurbanipal and that some scholars of Esarhaddon continued to be employed at the court of
Assurbanipal after Esarhaddon’s death.523

To sum up, it is likely that about 20 to 50 magnates, and 10 to 20 scholars worked for Assurbanipal,
and all these high officials and scholars may have been involved in composing the king’s letters.
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PART II ASSYRIAN ROYAL IDEOLOGY AND ITS PRACTICAL APPLICATION IN THE
LETTERS OF ASSURBANIPAL
2.1. The Royal Image of the King
2.1.1. Previous Views of the Royal Image of the Assyrian King
The Assyrian royal ideology inherited the Sumerian and Akkadian tradition of “divine kingship.”
Hence a ruler in Mesopotamia was basically seen as a mediator or agent of god. In Assyria, the key
concept of the royal ideology was that the Assyrian king was the earthly representative of Aššur, the
supreme god of Assyria, and he was in charge of maintaining the divine order and executing the
divine will. 524

During the long history of Assyria, and especially when Assyria expanded its territory by military
campaigns and became an empire in the early first millennium, the traditional image of the king had
to change on a practical level. In the course of the expansion, as Tadmor has pointed out, the
emphasis was on the king’s military capabilities and his heroic acts. 525 Hence his military
achievements, often surpassing those of his predecessors, became the main theme of the Assyrian
royal inscriptions. As several scholars have pointed out, on a theological level, the king’s battles
against his enemies were seen as cosmic battles against the chaos caused by the embodiment of evil
and sin on the periphery of the cosmic world. By analogy with Ninurta who fought against cosmic
forces of chaos such as Anzû and asakku, the Assyrian king was identified with the heroic warrior
god Ninurta, son of Enlil, 526 the heavenly crown prince and the celestial saviour of Mesopotamian
mythology. This analogy also justified the Assyrian expansion on a physical level. 527 In this way,
the Assyrian king acquired the “saviour” aspect. Maul has further stated that the Assyrian king was
regarded as Marduk who fought against chaos such as Tiamat in the mythology, and that the king
was also thought to represent Šamaš, as the “sun/sun god of all people” (šamšu kiššat nīšī) who
leads to truth.528

Frahm has conducted a deeper study on the solar aspect of the Assyrian king. He has revealed that
the close connection between the king and the sun in Mesopotamia is traceable back to the Ur III
period and Hammurabi of Babylon refers to himself as the “sun(-god) of Babylon.” He has added
that this image of the king was introduced into Assyria by Tukulti-Ninurta I during the Middle
524
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Assyrian period and was continuously used by Neo-Assyrian rulers. He has further explained that
the features of the sun’s stability and regularity brought the idea of righteousness and the king, who
had a judicial role, was equated with the sun. He has accurately pointed out that the king is “neither
the real sun nor is he the sun-god,”529 and that the king made himself one step removed from the
sun, in other words, the king was the incarnation and living “image” (ṣalmu) of the sun-god.530

Radner has indicated that, with the success of the imperial expansion, the traditional royal title from
the Akkad dynasty in the 3rd millennium BC onwards, “the king of universe, without equal/rival”
(šar kiššati lā šanān), actually reflected the political realities in Mesopotamia from the 9th to 7th
century BC. When Esarhaddon conquered Egypt, “king of kings” was added to the Assyrian royal
titles. 531

As a response to the dramatic expansion of the empire, the Assyrian royal ideology needed to be
modified. As suggested by Fales and Lanfranchi, in the Sargonid period, the king’s expertise and
knowledge became important aspects in order to control and maintain the vastly expanded multiethnic territory that consisted of Assyrians and subjugated non-Assyrians. This modification would
provide a balance between the king’s fierce aspect and his “wisdom,” and it would be acceptable for
the conquered peoples.532 In the reigns of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal, it seems that they avoided
leading the troops into battle. Instead of the king, his subordinates such as magnates, entourages,
provincial governors, or vassal kings, proceeded against enemies, 533 although, as Parpola has
indicated, their military victories were ascribed to the king. 534 Sometimes in their royal inscriptions
and prophecies, Ištar is depicted as the goddess who protects the king in a safe place on campaign,
is at the head of the army, and annihilates opponents.535
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Furthermore, as suggested by Parpola, in the process of the expansion, the Assyrian king had to
establish “internal stability and cohesion” politically and administratively, cope with “external
threats,” avoid “internal power struggle and disruption of dynastic success,” and deal with “vastly
increased distances and the excessive accumulation of tasks” in the government. To solve all these
problems, the royal image of the Assyrian king was enhanced, ideological doctrine was enriched,
and the institutions were developed in order to support the king strongly and to carry out policies
effectively. As a result, the portrayal of the king as a “perfect man” (eṭlu gitmālu) was introduced
into the Neo-Assyrian royal ideology, making all inhabitants of the empire accept and believe in the
Assyrian king. 536 Therefore, the Assyrian king was given many images and attributes deriving from
the concept of the “perfect man,” consolidated by the Assyrian sacred tree.

In the Assyrian royal and religious ideology, one of the most important symbols was the sacred tree,
as has been long discussed by many scholars. Porter, following earlier scholarly works, has
accepted that the scene of the sacred tree depicted the fertilization of a palm, although she has stated
that the Assyrians did not raise palm trees due to their relatively cooler climate but incorporated the
tree motif from Babylonia. She has also suggested that the tree could allude to Ištar, goddess of
fertility. Finally, she has concluded that the sacred tree represents the abundance and security
bestowed on the king by the gods and that the king played the role of a regent of the gods on earth
in the tree scene.537

In the same year as Porter’s article, Parpola also argued intensively about the sacred tree in order to
illuminate its symbolic meaning and to give a new interpretation. 538 He has suggested that the
sacred tree represents both the God, i.e., Aššur manifested in the physical universe, as a composite
deity 539 and the Assyrian king as the perfect human being. Based on the comparison with Sephirot
trees in Kabbalah and the calculation of mystic numbers of the Mesopotamian gods, he has also
suggested that the sacred tree is composed of the Assyrian great gods, namely, Anu, Ea, Sīn, Šamaš,
Marduk, Ištar, Ninurta, Adad, and Nergal. Each of the great gods has specific functions and/or
attributes: Anu = crown, authority, majesty; Ea = wisdom, knowledge; Sīn = prudence, purity,
understanding; Šamaš = justice, righteousness, judgement; Marduk = mercy, creativity,
representative, omnipotent; Ištar = beauty, love, purity; Ninurta = victory, saviour, crown prince,
536
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healer; Adad = glory; Nergal = foundation, punisher, destructive/sexual power. 540 These great gods
were considered to constitute the divine council to rule and direct the universe. 541 He has further
argued that the sacred tree also represents the God as a sum total of all the gods. The God, i.e.,
Aššur in the Assyrian religion, was regarded as transcendent because Aššur was equated with the
god Anšar of the Enūma eliš through the logographic writing of his name as AN.ŠÁR.542 At the same
time, Aššur had an immanent nature and he was present through his emanations, in other words, the
great gods, who were thought to represent the different aspects of the transcendent God and the
limbs of the God.543 Thus, the Assyrian sacred tree can be understood as the symbol of the unity of
the gods and the divine perfection.

According to Parpola, the Assyrian king was equated with the sacred tree, representing the
realization of the divine world order in the cosmic man because of his perfection. 544 This
identification can implant the idea that the king was the incarnation of the transcendent God and he
included all the above-mentioned qualities of the great gods. Thus, he was conceived as the perfect
man of divine parentage. The sacred tree could also make the king a metaphor for the bridge
between heaven and earth and for a soul ascending from earth to heaven. 545

When Giovino compiled previous interpretations on the Assyrian sacred tree, she pointed out that
the fertilization idea is still the mainstream. 546 Recently, based on iconographic and textual sources,
Seidl and Sallaberger have suggested that the sacred tree illustrated a cultic object called urigallu
“great protector,” depicting a divine standard, a tipped pole, or a long staff that represents the great
gods.547 A new interpretation may yet appear but at least the importance of the sacred tree and the
strong connection between God and the Assyrian king are evident.

With the connection between God and the Assyrian king, the environment surrounding the king
came to parallel the formulation of the divine world, according to Parpola. He has suggested that the
Assyrian royal council can be understood as the divine council depicted in the sacred tree. At the
same time, the king’s magnates, literally the “great men” (LÚ.GAL.MEŠ), were linked to the great
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gods, each bearing a particular aspect of the God. And then the actions of the individual magnates
were ascribed to the king.548

The notion of the king’s birth and origin was carefully developed in several stages. Radner has
pointed out that the king was seen as the creation of Bēlet-ili, separate from and superior to regular
people at least by the 7th century BC. According to a literary composition of Neo-Assyrian origin
about the creation of man (VAT 17019 = VS 24 92:31-36, edited by Mayer 1987), by the command
of Ea, Bēlet-ili first made the ordinary man, and then created the king separately. 549 In the 7th
century BC, especially during the reigns of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal, as Parpola has discussed,
the Assyrian king was depicted as the son of two goddesses: Mullissu, divine mother and the
consort of Aššur, and Ištar, the goddess of purity, love, beauty, and war. The Assyrian king was born
of a human mother, but created and nursed by the goddesses. Hence the Assyrian king was seen as a
semi-divine being, partly man and partly god like Gilgameš, gaining divine spirit and
legitimation.550 This concept is attested in Assyrian prophetic oracles, royal inscriptions, a hymn to
Ištar, a dialogue between Assurbanipal and Nabû, and a royal letter of Assurbanipal (see below pp.
100-102).

The concept of the son of the goddesses was taken one step further. Both Esarhaddon and
Assurbanipal in their royal inscriptions and literary texts claim that they are the creation of the
god/the gods. Esarhaddon occasionally and Assurbanipal repeatedly state in their inscriptions that
they are the creation of Aššur and Mullissu. 551 Assurbanipal asserts that he is the creation of the
hands of the great gods in his hymn to Ištar of Nineveh and Ištar of Arbela; 552 he is said to be the
creation of Aššur’s hands in his coronation hymn; 553 and he is designated as the creation of Aššur
[and] Šamaš in literary letters to him from his son. 554 Thus, the Assyrian king became the son of the
god and the goddess. The concept of the king as the son of the god also fit the preconceived image
of the king as Ninurta, the crown prince and the saviour in Mesopotamian mythology.
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Since the Assyrian king became the offspring of the God and the cult of Ištar was closely tied to the
Assyrian royal ideology, 555 the Assyrian king was also equated with Tammuz, the good shepherd
guiding people to the right path, who was sacrificed for Ištar in the myth of Ištar’s Descent to the
Netherworld, and also possibly for the redemption of all fallen human souls. This identification also
explains why the king, perfect man like the God, had to die. His death could be understood as the
symbol of God’s love.556 However, Frahm does not give his positive approval to these innovative
ideas.557

It was believed that wisdom and physique were bestowed on the Assyrian king by the gods, but of
course he was not born perfectly in reality. In order to acquire physical and mental perfection, the
future Assyrian king received education in order to prepare for his kingship. 558 In the so-called L4, a
damaged two-column clay tablet (broken into two fragments, K 2694 and K 3050) which “contains
a draft copy of an inscription of Assurbanipal that was to be inscribed on a stela (or stelae) that was
to be placed in Marduk’s temple in Babylon (Esaggil) after that deity was returned to his rightful
place,” 559 the king claims that he has learnt disciplines including scribal arts and extispicy, the art of
war, and the art of government.560

In addition, Parpola has pointed out that the perfection and divine features of the Assyrian king
were not strongly propagated to the masses, but his humanity and devotion to the God are
emphasized. The king was depicted as a merciful man who loves his people, the good shepherd who
guides his sheep to the right path and dies for them, a righteous judge defeating sin and chaos, a
helper of the poor and destitute, a great healer, and a substitute for the resurrection of mankind. 561
The reason for stressing these aspects to the masses may have been that it was more attractive than
insisting on the king’s perfection to them. In fact, Assurbanipal frequently refers to his good aspects
deriving from his humanity in his letters when he tries to persuade the addressees or as long as they
are loyal to him. However, at the same time, he threatens the addressees by hinting at his fierce
aspects in case his political requests are refused. Hence, the various images of the king are used as
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literary tools for political manoeuvering in the royal letters. To show these aspects, the royal letters
are often replete with literary allusions to religious and mythological texts.

Parker has also dealt with the Assyrian royal ideology from the point of view of the construction
and implementation of kingship in the Assyrian Empire. He has pointed out that the Assyrian king
was believed to have power because of his special qualification and position among human beings
and that the king was expected to expand his earthly and cosmological territory in order to change
chaotic and uncivilized outer realms into Assyria. Parker has emphasized that, in the Assyrian
Empire, though the king was a central actor, “the inner and provincial elite” played an important
role. He has defined the former as magnates (rabûti) and scholars (ummânū) in Assyrian palaces
and the latter as provincial governors, Assyrian royal delegates (qēpāni) and the royal body guards
(ša qurbūti) in provinces and vassal states. He has argued that the inner and provincial elite
perceived the king’s power, invested their authority in the king, and then they applied the king’s
supreme power and spread it into the rest of the empire. 562

To sum up, the images of the Assyrian king were as follows: “earthly representative of the god
Aššur,” “saviour,” “perfect man,” “son of the god and the goddess” on a symbolic level. In addition,
the Assyrian king was thought to include the aspects of all the great gods: “authority,” “wisdom,”
“prudence and purity,” “righteousness and justice,” “love,” “mercifulness,” “glory and punisher,”
“victory and saviour,” “physical power,” and “good shepherd.” Externally, the Assyrian king had
“no equal” in relation to the other kings. The inner and provincial elite played the important role of
promulgating the Assyrian king. They propagated those images of the Assyrian king to the masses
verbally and visually.

2.1.2. The King’s Perfection
One of the most significant images of the Assyrian king was the “perfect man” (eṭlu gitmālu).563
Parpola has pointed out that the “perfect man” is well attested as an Assyrian royal epithet 564 and
this image was created by equating the king with the sacred tree.

Parpola has also suggested that the king’s perfection was strongly associated with Gilgameš, who
was two-thirds god and one-third human. In addition, since the name of Gilgameš is spelled out as
562
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d

GIŠ. GIM.MAŠ

in the Middle Babylonian version of the Epic of Gilgameš and dGIŠ.GÍN.MAŠ in the

Standard Babylonian version of the Epic, Parpola has proposed that Gilgameš was identified with
the sacred tree.565 Furthermore, he has interpreted that the epic describes the development of
Gilgameš’s spirit. 566

The king’s perfection was the central image of the Assyrian royal ideology. However, Parpola has
pointed out that the image was not propagated to the masses nor did the Neo-Assyrian royal
ideology claim full divinity of the king. 567 Actually, the term “perfect” is not attested in the letters
from Assurbanipal

2.1.3. The King’s Favour
The king’s MUN, ṭābtu (“(royal) favour, good deed, kindness”) is frequently mentioned in the letters
from Assurbanipal, probably because he aims to stress his positive aspect in order to (re)establish
and maintain Assyrian rule peacefully. The concept of ṭābtu would be easily understandable for the
common people including the citizens, hence it was strongly propagated. In my research corpus, the
favours rendered by Assurbanipal are referred to 17 times,568 whereas the favours from the
correspondents are mentioned only twice.569
In addition to the general usage of ṭābtu as “favour,” there is another important meaning for the
word. When ṭābtu occurs beside adê “treaty” or related words such as māmītu “oath,” ebrūtu
“friendship, alliance,” or sulummû/salīmu “peace,” ṭābtu was used as a synonym of adê from
Middle Assyrian onwards, especially in Assyrian royal inscriptions and NA and NB letters. 570 Many
treaties were concluded at the initiative of politically weak parties to gain benefits such as military
aid and political backing from Assyria in exchange for concessions, hence a treaty, providing the
benefits from Assyria towards the other party, was depicted as a royal favour and ṭābtu became
equivalent to adê.571 This usage is found in *ABL 539 (NB) concerning the treaties with Nabûušabši, the governor or Uruk, and the citizens of Uruk. In the letter, ṭābtu is attested with māmītu.
Assurbanipal says, “you (sg.) did not sin against my favour (ṭābtu) and oath (māmītu).”572 In this
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context, ṭābtu would denote a treaty. We also know from *ABL 1380 (NB) that Assurbanipal had
granted his favour to an Elamite herald by imposing a treaty upon him but the latter transgressed
against it.573 In the same letter, Ummanigaš II is said to have been received a great favour from
Assurbanipal but to have violated the treaty by siding with Assurbanipal’s adversary and crossing
over to his territory. 574 As these cases show, ṭābtu was closely linked to a treaty.

Assurbanipal granted favours spontaneously or in return for the good deeds of his correspondents.
However, granting favours was not simply an expression of the king’s good will. In practice, it was
used as a political tool. The royal favour was bestowed even on the people who had been hostile
and later became loyal to Assurbanipal as long as they showed allegiance to the Assyrian king and
accepted the treaty conditions. In *ABL 289 Assurbanipal tells the Sealanders that they will see
what rewards and favours they will have from him after he has sent his army and it has done its
job.575 In *ABL 290 s. 1, he commends the governor of Ur for his loyalty from the beginning and
assures him his continued favour until the time of his grandchildren. 576

Those who received royal favours were strongly expected to return them to their lord. Assurbanipal
indirectly requests Bēl-ibni to return the king’s favour in *ABL 291 r. 2-4. 577 When Tammarītu II
launched the campaign against Ummanigaš III on behalf of Assurbanipal, the king urged him to
count the God’s help in fighting among his many favours. 578 In addition, he straightforwardly orders
Tammarītu II to pay back his favours by saying: “I have [done] and given to you this favour which
not (even) a father has done for a son. As for you, remember [this], unremittingly strive to pay me
back these favours.”579
573
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If the recipient of a favour did not return it to the king, he deserved punishment and denouncement.
In the letters addressed to Rāši, *ABL 1260 and *ABL 295, Assurbanipal says that Elam has from
the beginning displayed undesirable behaviour although Assurbanipal has rendered favours to Elam
and implies a punishment if his wish of extraditing Nabû-bēl-šumāti is not fulfilled. The harsh
treatment of the person who does not return favours reminds us of sanctions in the curse section of
the treaty. If a treaty partner violates the treaty, divine retribution is imposed on him, although the
punishments are actually implemented by the Assyrian army. This reaction might have come from
the analogy between ṭābtu “favour” and adê “treaty.”

The recipients also do favours towards Assurbanipal. In *ABL 287 to the citizens of Nippur, after
Assurbanipal explains why half of the 15 elders of Nippur were prevented from seeing him when
they came for the royal audience, he states that he does not know who is who and further states that
all of their favours are like one to him. 580 This passage implies that the king does not distinguish
between people, in other words, he treats people equally. When Assurbanipal receives a favour
from his subordinates, he is willing to reciprocate it. In *ABL 1146 addressed to the citizens of
Babylon, Assurbanipal says: “My eyes are upon you. You returned your favour to me, so that I will
do justice to you”.581

2.1.4. The Mother-Child Relationship between Zarpanītu and Assurbanipal
The recent studies of Parpola and Nissinen show that Assyrian prophecies illustrate the mother–
child relationship between the goddesses and the Assyrian kings, especially Esarhaddon and
Assurbanipal. To the former, the prophetess [Sinqīša-āmur] conveyed the words of Ištar of Arbela,
“I am your father and mother. I raised you between my wings; I will see your success.” 582 To the
latter, Mullissu-kabtat said, “You whose mother is Mullissu, have no fear! You whose nurse is the
Lady of Arbela, have no fear!” (SAA 9 7:6)583 and Dunnaša-āmur said, “May Mullissu and the Lady
of Arbela keep Assurbanipal, the creation of their hands, alive for ever!” 584 As these sentences
indicate, the kings are presented as semi-divine beings that were born of a human mother but
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created and raised by the goddess.585 In this way Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal were legitimated as
kings.

This mother-child relationship between the goddesses and the Assyrian king was also repeatedly
described in the contemporary texts such as royal inscriptions and literary texts. For instance,
Assurbanipal claims in his inscriptions,

“I am Assurbanipal, a creation of Aššur and Mullissu, the great crown prince of the
Succession palace, whom Aššur and Sīn since times immemorial called by name to
kingship and created inside his mother for the shepherd ship of Assyria” (Edition A I 1-5
// F I 1-4).586

“[Aššur], the father of the gods, [determined as my lot] a roya[l] destiny while (I was) in
my mother’s womb; [the goddess Mul]lissu, the great mother, called [my name] for ruling
over the land and the people; Ea and Belet-ili ar[tistically] fashioned (me) a form fit for
lordship” (L4:10-12).587

The imagery of the mother-child relationship may have been realized in the real world. In other
words, the Assyrian royal princes could have been raised in temples of Ištar.588 In SAA 3 13
“Dialogue Between Assurbanipal and Nabû,” Nabû says,

“You were a child, Assurbanipal, when I left you with the Queen of Nineveh (= Ištar of
Nineveh); you were a baby, Assurbanipal, when you sat in the lap of the Queen of
Nineveh! Her four teats are placed in your mouth; two you suck, and two you milk to
your face” (SAA 3 13 r. 6-8).

SAA 3 3, “the hymn of Assurbanipal to the Ištar of Nineveh and Arbela,” most frequently mentions
the mother-child relationship between the goddesses and Assurbanipal. The king says:
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“I am Assurbanipal … product of Emašmaš (= the temple of Ištar of Nineveh) and
Egašankalamma (the temple of Ištar of Arbela)” (SAA 3 3:8 and 10). 589
“I knew no father or mother, I grew up in the lap of my goddesses. As a child the great
gods guided me, going with me on the right and the left” (SAA 3 3:13-15).
“The Lady of Nineveh (= Ištar of Nineveh), the mother who bore me, endowed me with
unparalleled kingship; the Lady of Arbela, my creator, ordered everlasting life (for me)”
(SAA 3 3 r. 14-16).

These texts clearly indicate that Ištar and Mullissu were considered the mother and the nurse of
Assurbanipal. However, in *ABL 926 to the citizens of Babylon, probably written at the very
beginning of his reign, 590 the goddess Zarpanītu, the consort of Marduk, was interpreted as the
mother of Assurbanipal. The king states, “ever since my childhood until n[ow] I have trusted in the
Lady Zarpa[nītu]; father and mother did not raise me, [I grew up in her lap]”.591 Since the wording
is very similar to SAA 3 3:13-15 (see the previous page), the last phrase can be reconstructed based
on it. By this sentence, Assurbanipal emphasizes his devotion to Zarpanītu as his tutelary goddess
and his mother. It is interesting that he uses the metaphor of the mother-child relationship developed
in the Assyrian prophecies towards the citizens of Babylon. More interesting is that this replacement
probably took place due to political considerations for the citizens of Babylon. However, at the
same time, his solicitousness towards them was merely within the frame of the Assyrian royal
ideology.

2.1.5. The Gods Mentioned in the Letters from Assurbanipal
The conciliatory nature of Assurbanipal’s Babylonian policies finds a concrete expression in his
alleged devotion to Marduk, which is repeatedly stressed in his letters. However, other gods too are
mentioned in the corpus. This subsection will examine the gods who appear in the texts and analyse
the relevant contexts in order to reveal Assurbanipal’s real religious attitude. A table at the end of
this section summarizes the evidence.
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2.1.5.1. Marduk or Bēl Alone
In the letters from Assurbanipal, Marduk is mentioned five times in four letters592 linked with
Babylon. Soon after the revolt broke out, in *ABL 301 dated 652-II-23, Assurbanipal tried to
persuade the citizens of Babylon not to side with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn by labelling him as “the one
rejected by Marduk” (r. 17, sikipti Marduk). By this phrase, the king meant that Marduk, the
supreme god of Babylonia and the patron god of Babylon, had ceased to support Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.
Though the wording is different, this expression reminds us of a passage in the literary text, given
the heading of “Aššur’s Response to Assurbanipal’s Report on the Šamaš-šumu-ukīn War” (SAA 3
44) that reads “Because of these evil deeds [which] he kept on perpetrating, on my account (even)
his (own) gods became angry, abandoned him (umašširūšu), and took to foreign parts” (ll. 20-21).

The most interesting phrase is that Marduk is described as the god who has full responsibility for
the life of the citizens of Babylon. When the Assyrian forces laid siege to Babylon, Assurbanipal
sent *ABL 571 to the citizens of Babylon and said, “If Marduk wants to keep them (= ‘your
brothers’, i.e., the rest of the citizens of Babylon) alive, let them open [the city gate] in friendly
terms.”593 The letter indicates that Assurbanipal and the citizens were concerned about the potential
massacre and the plunder of the city (l. 16-r. 8). To avoid this crisis, Assurbanipal urged the
recipients to persuade other Babylonians to open the city gate peacefully. In reality, their chance of
survival was totally dependent on Assurbanipal and the “enemy” (nakru), but Assurbanipal clearly
states that Marduk held a life or death authority over the citizens of Babylon.

After the suppression of the revolt, more precisely on the 27th of Addāru (XII) of *646 BC, in
*ABL 1262 probably sent to Elam, Assurbanipal refers to Marduk in a broken context. The letter is
fragmentary but its main topic seems to be restoration of public order in Elam after his campaign
against Ummanaldašu III. In the letter he states, “[…] with the help of Marduk I have descended
into Elam.”594 Assuming that the translation is correct, Assurbanipal claims that he conducted the
military campaign by the will and with the assistance of Marduk, although the campaign itself was
of course conducted by humans.

The name of Marduk can be restored in *ABL 926, probably composed right at the beginning of his
reign. Assurbanipal wrote it to the citizens of Babylon, described himself as “the one who fears
592
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[Marduk]” (l. 2, pāliḫ [Marduk]) and urged them to “hear of the might of Marduk” (l. 6, šimâ
dannūssu Marduk). It seems that he strongly wished to show his full respect for Marduk to the
citizens of Babylon by mentioning Marduk immediately after his ascension of the throne of Assyria
(see below pp. 171-174).
Marduk is also twice referred to simply as “Bēl.” 595 In *ABL 301, Bēl appears in the same sentence
that contains the above-mentioned “the one rejected by Marduk”. Assurbanipal states, “May this
one rejected by Marduk not deprive my hands of the troops that I have put together for Bēl.” 596 The
phrase “the troops that I have put together for Bēl” alludes to the citizens of Babylon, 597 but it is
unclear why not Marduk but Bēl is used here in the same letter. Assurbanipal may have tried to
avoid the repetition of the name of Marduk, or perhaps using the name Bēl (“lord”) had some finer
nuance that escapes us. In *ABL 945 probably dated during the revolt, Assurbanipal writes to
Nabû-ušabši, the governor of Uruk, and instructs the Urukeans to call the name of Bēl (šumu ša Bēl
ina muḫ[ḫi] zukrā) and to present (an offering) in front of the gods (r. 2′-4′). It seems that he orders
them to worship of Marduk, but it is not clear on account of which occasion these offerings were
actually to be presented.

In sum, Marduk or Bēl is mentioned alone seven times in six letters from Assurbanipal. Except one
missive, these letters are dated before and during the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. Marduk or Bēl
appears as the god who is worshipped by Assurbanipal and Urukeans, and who rejects Šamaš-šumuukīn, and controls the life and death of the citizens of Babylon. It is evident that Assurbanipal
mentions Marduk or Bēl for political reasons.

2.1.5.2. Aššur or God Alone
Aššur was the supreme god of the Assyrian Empire, but Aššur is mentioned alone by name only
three times in three letters during and after the revolt.598 Rather, Aššur is more frequently simply
referred to as “God” (DINGIR, AN(?) = ilu).599 The use of ilu(m) “God” as Aššur already appeared in
Old Assyrian personal names600 and the interchange of Aššur and “God” is found in Middle and
Neo-Assyrian personal names.601 Some Assyrian cultic texts also address Aššur as “God.”602
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In the fragmentary *K 995, possibly dated during the revolt, Assurbanipal discusses the guarding of
an unknown city probably in Babylonia where the anonymous recipient lives. In the letter, Aššur is
depicted as the god of war who can bring destruction. The king states, “However, if you do not
guard ...[..., through the pow]er of Aššur ([ina li]-te šá AN.ŠÁR), fir[e will burn] the land of Akkad
[...]. On that day you will see [...]. [The land] of Akkad will beco[me] powerless; [the ... of] the land
of Akkad [...] in the hands of [...]” (r. 17′-21′).

Aššur is also mentioned in *ABL 1170 to Ummanšibar, a prominent Elamite, dated 648*-IV-25.
The letter indicates how Aššur had influence on this Elamite person. The king tells him,
“Concerning this beautiful idea that Aššur so nicely put into your heart for your lord.” 603 In *AAA
20 106 to Ḫundāru, king of Dilmun, dated 647*-VI-13, Aššur is depicted as a tutelary god of the
foreign king: “Dot you not know that [you have been sitting on the th]rone [under the pr]otection of
Aš[šur] (and) my fathers?” (r. 19-20).

Aššur as the “God” is attested alone 14 times in 11 letters throughout the time before and after the
revolt.604 The number of references to the “God” is the largest in my research corpus. God is closely
connected with treaties, and he especially plays the role of a punisher of violators of a treaty. In
*ABL 301 r. 10-11, Assurbanipal tells the citizens of Babylon that the ones who violated the treaty
will be judged before God. He also reminds them not to make themselves culpable before God (ll.
23-24). In *ABL 539 probably to Nabû-ušabši, the governor of Uruk, “This very day, those who
have sinned against my treaty — [you] will notice through your eyes how God will once again
swiftly call to account those who tampered with the treaty” (r. 6-9).

God is also depicted as the one who gives revelation. The phrase “God opens ears” (NA: uzni/e
patû, NB: uznī petû)605 is attested three times.606 It is worth noting that God performs this deed
towards foreign people such as the citizens of Babylon, the Rāšeans, and the Gambūleans.
602

E.g., van Driel 1969, 88-89, BM 121206:36′ and 136-137, the Istanbul text A 126 ( = Ass 13956 az):16 and 18. The
former must have been discovered at Aššur and may deal with the cultic high-days. It is also closely connected with
Sennacherib. The latter belongs to a group of Neo-Assyrian texts found in the so-called “House of the Incantation-priest”
in Aššur and describes cultic functions performed by the king with lamentation priests. See also Parpola 1993a, 185, n.
94.
603
*ABL 1170:5-8, i-na UGU a-mat a-g[a!-a] / bab-ba-ni-ti ša AN.ŠÁR / a-na EN!-ka ina UGU ŠÀ-bi-ka / is-suk ú-ṭib.
604
*ABL 301:23 and r. 11; *CT 53 142:14′ and r. 3; *ABL 539 r. 8; *K 995 r. 11; *CT 53 908 r. 8; *ABL 295 r. 4;
*ABL 1242:5; *AAA 20 106:19; *ABL 1165 r. 1 and 3; *CT 53 968:8′; *ABL 293:12.
605
CAD U/W, 370b-371a.
606
*ABL 295 (NB) r. 4-6, [UD-mu] šá DINGIR PI.2-šú a-na! [dib-b]i-[i]a / ˹ú˺-pét-tu-ú lil-li-kám-ma / it-ti mtam-mar-ÍD liiz-ziz, “[The day] when God opens his ears to m[y word]s, let him come and stay with Tammarītu.” Possibly also CT
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God is also associated with destruction as is Aššur too. In *K 995, Assurbanipal refers to the revolt
of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and says that the unknown recipient will be displaced in the Sealand.
Following this, he says: “God [...] the destruction which he wro[te],” although the verb is unclear (r.
11′). After that he urges the recipient to guard the city where he lives. In *ABL 1165 to unknown
recipients, Assurbanipal says that the houses of the recipients have been destroyed for the sake of
Assurbanipal607 and refers to the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn: “From the beginning, why and for
what reason did he do it? And the rebels who devised this plot, what fortune did they gain for
themselves?”608 He continues: “perhaps God himself has commanded the destruction of Babylonia.
What can we say?”609 It is worth noting that Assurbanipal attributed responsibility for the
destruction of Babylonia to God and he implies that a human being must obey God’s order without
questioning. A very similar expression about the destruction of Babylonia is attested in SAA 3 44,
“Aššur’s Response to Assurbanipal’s Report on the Šamaš-šumu-ukīn war.” In this text, Aššur says,
“Because of these evil deeds [which Šamaš-šumu-ukīn] committed against you, I pulled out the
foundations of his royal throne, over[threw] his reign and [comma]nded the destruction of the entire
land of Babylonia.” 610

God uses his bow to assist a foreign vassal king for the sake of Assurbanipal. In *CT 53 908,
Assurbanipal tells Tammarītu II who led the campaign against Elam, “God (himself) has intervened
[with] his bow, [beca]use my name is upon you.”611

To sum up, Aššur or God is the most frequently attested god mentioned alone in the letters from
Assurbanipal. When Aššur or the God appears, he deals with wars, controls people’s way of
thinking, punishes violators of Assurbanipal’s treaty, grants revelation, and effects destructions. His
influence extends to foreign people. It should be noted that Aššur and God are mentioned in the
same letters. It seems that there is at least the following tendency: when Aššur is mentioned with

53 142 (NA) r. 3, DINGIR PI.2-ku-nu i[p-te-te x x x x x], “God [has opened] your ears”; *ABL 293 (NB) ll. 12-14, DINGIR
šu-ú PI.2!-ku-nu / ki-i ba-la-ṭi-ku-nu / ip-te-ti, “When you survived, the God himself has opened your ears.”
607
*ABL 1165:3′, É.MEŠ-ku-nu ina UGU-ḫi-iá ḫe-pa-a, “your houses have been destroyed for my sake.”
608
*ABL 1165:6′-r. 1, ul-tu / re-eš-su šá i-pu-šú ina UGU mì-ni-i / ina UGU a-a-i-tú a-mat i-pu-uš-ma / u e-pi-šá-nu-tú šá
nik-lu / a-ga-a ik-ki-lu mi-nu-u / SIG5 ina IGI ra-ma-ni-šú-nu / iš-ku-nu.
609
*ABL 1165 r. 1-3, mìn-de-ma DINGIR šu-u / ḫa-pu-ú šá KUR–URI. KI iq-ta-bi / mì-nu-ú ni-qab-bi.
610
SAA 3 44:3-4, šu-ut ep-še-e-te an-na-a-te lim-né-e!-te [ša mdGIŠ.ŠIR–MU–G]I.NA e-pu-šú UGU-ka / iš-di GIŠ.GU.ZA
LUGAL-ti-šú ˹as-suḫ˺ BALA-šú ˹áš˺-[kip aq-b]i sa-paḫ KUR–URI.KI DÙ-šá.
611
*CT 53 968 r. 8-10, DINGIR / [ina GI]Š.BAN-šu is-sa-kan / [a-k]i šu-mì ina UGU-ḫi-ka-ni.
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other god(s) consecutively (see the following two subsections), in many cases his name appears as
Aššur,612 but when Aššur appears alone, he is often referred to as the God.

2.1.5.3. Aššur and My Gods
Aššur is seldom mentioned alone, but his name often appears together with “my gods”: 13 times in
11 missives.613 In each case, Aššur’s name comes first. The recipients vary from citizens of
Babylonian cities to foreign people. The most common phrase (six out of 13) is “I swear by Aššur,
my gods” and Parpola has pointed out that Assurbanipal almost always uses this oath formula (for
exceptions, see below p. 108).614

“Aššur and my gods” are also depicted as the supporters of military capability and battles. In *ABL
1210, dated 652-VII 3, Assurbanipal states: “Under the aegis of Aššur and my gods, who have given
me faith, there will be many ho[rs]es.” 615 By this phrase, he also claims that these gods gave him
faith. In *ABL 292 to Il[lil-bān]i, parallel to *ABL 297 to Nabû-[ušabši] and the citizens of Uruk,
he mentions “the iron sword of Aššur (and) my gods” and commends the recipients to win a battle
by the sword.616 In addition, Assurbanipal writes in *CT 53 908 to Tammarītu II that “[Aššur] and
my gods” faced the fighting. 617 In *ABL 1040, addressed to Tammarītu II as well, the Assyrian king
refers to “the decision of Aššur and [my] gods” but the context is broken.
“Aššur and my gods” are also used by Assurbanipal to threaten Ambap[pi] and the Rāšeans at the
end of *ABL 1260: “If not, I shall do as Ašš[ur] and my gods make me deem best. Afterwards may
nothing make me angry. Now then I have written to open your ears” (r. 16-22).

The combination of “Aššur and my gods” is attested as frequently as Aššur or God alone and
connected with military matters. It is particularly worth noting that “Aššur and my gods” appears as
the standard phrase for the oath formulae of Assurbanipal.

612

For instance, *K 995 r. 11′, God and r. 18′, Aššur; *ABL 539:13 and r. 10-11, Aššur and Marduk, r. 8, God; *ABL
295 r. 3, the gods, r. 4, God, r. 7-8, Aššur and Marduk, my gods; *ABL 1165 r. 1 and 3, God, r. 4-5, Aššur, Marduk m[y
gods]; *CT 53 908:4, [Aššur] and my gods, r. 8, God. Cf. *AAA 20 106:19, God and r. 19-20, Aššur and my fathers.
613
*ABL 1210 r. 7, *ABL 287 r. 8, *ABL 297:6, *ABL 290:12, *ABL 1040:7, *CT 53 908:4, *BM 132980 r. 18′,
*ABL 1260 r. 16-17, *CT 54 116:9′ and r. 3′.
614
Parpola 2004a, 232-233.
615
*ABL 1210 r. 6-9, ina ṣil-li / daš-šur u DINGIR.MEŠ-e-a / šá ú-tak-kil-u-ni-ni / ma-a’-du ANŠE.[KUR?].ME.
616
*ABL 292:5-9, at-tu-nu ti-da-a šá ina ŠÀ GÍR AN.BAR šá / AN.ŠÁR DINGIR.MEŠ-e-a KUR ul-li-ti gab-bi-šá / i-šá-a-tu
tu-šá-ki-la u KUR ki-i taḫ-ḫi-sa / ta-at-tak-ba-as u pa-ni-šá ana UGU-ḫi-iá / tu-ut-tir-ma, “You know that through the
iron sword of Aššur and my gods you had that entire land consumed by fire, so that the land has retreated, been
subjugated, and turned its face once again towards me.”
617
*CT 53 908:3-5, as-se-me / [šá aš-šur] u DINGIR.MEŠ-ia e-pu-šú-u-ni / [miḫ-ṣ]u iḫ-ḫur-a-ni (3rd. f. pl?).
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2.1.5.4. Aššur and Marduk
Aššur is attested with Marduk in my research corpus only twice, in *ABL 539, probably addressed
to Nabû-ušabši, the governor of Uruk, during the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. In the letter, Nabûušabši is said to be keeping on the side of the representative of Aššur (and) Marduk 618 and to be
under the protection of Aššur and Marduk. 619 The letter indicates that Marduk helps the proAssyrian local Babylonian governor even after Marduk had abandoned Šamaš-šumu-ukīn who had
provoked the revolt. In addition, the Assyrian god Aššur also protected the governor.

2.1.5.5. Aššur (and) Marduk, My Gods
The combination of “Aššur (and) Marduk, my gods” is common. In the letters from Assurbanipal,
this combination appears in total six times, four times during the revolt 620 and twice after the
revolt.621 During the revolt, Assurbanipal writes to the citizens of Babylon three times saying: “I
swear by Aššur (and) Marduk, my gods”622 and once “I pray to Aššur and Marduk, my gods.”623 As
Parpola has pointed out, Assurbanipal always swears by “Aššur and my gods” in his other letters, 624
but the name of Marduk is inserted in these letters. It is very likely that he intentionally added the
name of Marduk to appeal to the citizens of Babylon for political reasons. At the end of *CT 54
464, probably to Illil-bāni, Assurbanipal refers to “the […]s of Babylon […], [Aššur (and)M]arduk,
my gods” (r. 19-20) in a broken context.

After the revolt, “Aššur (and) Marduk, my gods” is found in two letters addressed, respectively, to
the Rāšeans and an unknown recipient. Both contain this phrase with a threatening tone: “I shall do
as Aššur and Marduk, my gods, make me deem best.”625

618

*ABL 539:12-13, šá a-na UGU šu-mì-iá ra-man-ga / [it]-ti ša-né-e šá AN.ŠÁR dAMAR.UTU tap-ru-us, “The fact that
for the sake of my name you have isolated yourself, [keeping on the side of] the representative of Aššūr and Marduk.”
619
*ABL 539 r. 10-11, u at-ta ina ṣil šá AN.ŠÁR / u dAMAR. UTU ú-šu-uz-za-ta, “As for you, remain under the protection
of Aššur and Marduk.”
620
*K 2931:3′, *ABL 301:6-7, *83-1-18,511:4′, *ABL 571 r. 16-17. We may restore “[Aššur, M]arduk, (and) my gods”
in *CT 54 464 r. 20.
621
*ABL 295 r. 7-9, * ABL 1165 r. 4-6.
622
*K 2931:3′, ina ŠÀ AN.ŠÁR dAMAR. UTU DINGIR.MEŠ-iá at-te-me; *ABL 301:6-7, ina ŠÀ aš-šur / dAMAR. UTU
d
DINGIR.MEŠ-iá at-ta-ma; *83-1-18,511:4′, [ina ŠÀ AN.ŠÁR A] MAR.UTU DINGIR.MEŠ-iá at-te-me.
623
d
*ABL 571 r. 16-17, AN.ŠÁR u AMAR. UTU DINGIR.MEŠ-e-[a] / ú-ṣal-li-ma.
624
Parpola 2004a, 232-233.
625
*ABL 295 r. 7-10, ia-a’-nu-ú ki-i šá AN.ŠÁR / ù dAMAR. UTU DINGIR.MEŠ-e-a / ú-šal-ú-in-ni ep-pu-uš / mim-ma ŠÀ-bati-iá la i-mal-l[u], “If not, I shall do as Aššur and Marduk, my gods make me deem the best. May nothing make me
angry!”; * ABL 1165 r. 4-6, ki-i (šá) AN.ŠÁR dAMAR. UTU / [DINGIR.MEŠ-e]-a ú-šal-ú-in-ni / [ep-pu-uš], “I shall do as
Aššur and Marduk, my gods make me deem the best.” See also p. 107, *ABL 1260 r. 16-22.
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2.1.5.6. Other Gods
Beside Aššur and Marduk, the phrase “the gods” also frequently appears alone. This term is attested
seven times including two reconstructions. 626 In some cases, the context is unclear or broken.
However, in *ABL 945 Assurbanipal urges the Urukeans to call the name of Bēl and present (an
offering) in front of “the gods” (DINGIR.MEŠ-ni). Perhaps Bēl was included in “the gods” in this
case. In *BM 132980, Assurbanipal threatens the elders of Elam by stating, “I swear by Aššur and
my gods that, under the aegis of the gods, I will make the future even more horrible than the past to
you” (r. 18′-20′). Since “Aššur and my gods” are mentioned shortly before “the gods,” it seems that
the latter are the same as “Aššur and my gods.”

“My gods” are also referred to alone in two letters. First, a very rare oath formula of Assurbanipal is
found in *ABL 541. He states, “I swear by my gods” (r. 2-3, ina ŠÀ DINGIR.MEŠ-iá / at-ta-ma) and
promises to the Gambūleans not to deport them nor expose them to Elam. Second, in *ABL 1002,
Assurbanipal tells Sīn-tabni-uṣur, the governor of Ur, that when the previous governor of Ur “saw
my gods had not brought success in the hands of my enemy, he passed over, came, and grasped my
feet” (r. 6-9). “My gods” are here depicted as the opponents of Assurbanipal’s enemy.

“Your gods” is attested only once, in *BM 132980, addressed to the elders of Elam in 647*-XI:
“Send me Nabû-bēl-šumāti and his accomplices, and I will promptly send you your gods and make
peace” (r. 15′-18′). “Your gods” here refers to the statues of the Elamite gods, which had been taken
to Assyria as hostages. Assurbanipal intended to use the statues of the gods for the diplomatic deal
between the elders of Elam and himself.

Mullissu, the consort of Aššur, is once mentioned with Aššur. In *CT 54 464, probably addressed to
Illil-bāni, the governor of Nippur, Assurbanipal orders him to keep watch on an anonymous
person627 and states: “See how Aššur and Mullissu, my gods, have taken from his hands whatever
he had planned with his heart.”628 It is not surprising that Aššur and Mullissu, the Assyrian supreme
god and his consort, overcome villains in order to support Assurbanipal. However, it is worth noting
that Mullissu is referred to just once in all the letters from Assurbanipal. After this phrase, the text
becomes fragmentary.

626

*ABL 945 r. 4′, *ABL 1210 r. 15, *ABL 518:8, *CT 53 908:13 and r. 2, *BM 132980 r. 18′, *ABL 295 r. 3.
*CT 54 464:4-7, LÚ.ḫum-˹mur˺ / a-ga-a bir?-˹ta?-a-nu˺-tu uṣ-ṣu-[x] / lu-u pít-qud-da-tu-nu ma-ṣar-ta-šú / uṣ-ra i-na
?
?
ŠU.2-ku-˹nu ṣab-ta-šu ˺, “this defunct one is trying to ... get out (of the city). Be attentive, keep watch over him, (and) [...
him] in your hands.
628
*CT 54 464 r. 12-14, it-ti / ŠÀ-bi-šú ú-kaṣ-ṣip AN.ŠÁR u dNIN.LÍL / DINGIR.MEŠ-e-a ina ŠU.2-šú it-˹ta-šú-u˺.
627
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Another goddess, Zarpanītu, the consort of Marduk, is referred to once in *ABL 926, addressed to
the citizens of Babylon probably at the beginning of the reign of Assurbanipal. She appears as the
tutelary mother goddess of Assurbanipal since his childhood (for details, see above pp. 100-102).
Bēl and Nabû are once attested together in *CT 54 230, addressed to individuals probably in
Babylon. 629 However, the context is too broken to be translated. 630

Šamaš is mentioned alone twice; one case probably appears in the context of extispicy. In *ABL
290, addressed to Sīn-tabni-uṣur, the governor of Ur, Assurbanipal writes to him: “With Šamaš, I
shall extract his (= Sīn-šarru-uṣur, the previous governor of Ur) proper intentions” behind Sīnšarru-uṣur’s calumny against him. 631 However, such an extispicy has not been identified, although
extispicies concerning Sīn-šarru-uṣur (SAA 4 286 and SAA 4 302) are preserved. In the second
case, in *83-1-18,511, probably addressed to the citizens of Babylon, Assurbanipal swears “[by
Aššur and M]arduk, my gods [that …]” and refers to Šamaš in a broken context: “[…] his
leadership, Šamaš, t[o…].”632

In addition, Šamaš is attested with Nanāia, U[ṣur-amas]sa, and Arkaītu in *ABL 518, dated 646*-II24, concerning a weeping (bikītu) ceremony. The Assyrian king states, “[through we]eping and
unkempt hair of body, Šamaš, Nanāia, U[ṣur-amas]sa and Arkaītu have become reconciled, and in
my reign they have delivered [all the lands into] my hands.” 633 They appear as the gods worshipped
in Ur.

“All the gods of heaven and earth” are attested on one occasion in *ABL 1022 to Tammarītu II
when he took part in the campaign against Ummanaldašu III. Towards the end of the letter,
Assurbanipal urges Tammarītu II to [guard] and remember [the treaty] which he made Tammarītu II
swear “before [all] the gods of heaven and ea[rth].” 634

629

Frahm points out that “the theophoric elements of these names suggest that the persons mentioned come from
Babylon”; see PNA 1/II, 285a.
630
*CT 54 230 r. 10ʹ, [x x x x]x-ma šá d+EN d+A[G x x x x x x x x x x x].
631
*ABL 290:7-8, u a-na-ku a-šem-meš / TA dGIŠ.NU11 ŠÀ-šú ZI-ḫa.
632
*83-1-18,511:5′, [x x x x x q]aq-qad-us-su dUTU ana U[GU? x x x].
633
*ABL 518:10-14, [ina bi]-ki-tu u ma-le-e / pag-r[i! d]UTU dna-na-a / dú-[ṣur–a-mat]-sa dUNUG.KI-a-i-tu / [ki]-i is-limu ina BALA-e-ia / [KUR.KUR gab-bi ina] ŠU.2-iá in-da-nu-u.
634
*ABL 1022 r. 22-24, ù [a-de-e] / šá ina IGI DINGIR.MEŠ šá AN-e ù KI.[TIM x x x] / ú-tam-mu-ka-a-n[i? x x] is x[x x x x
x x].
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Ištar is referred to once as the “[wet nu]rse” of the citizens of Babylon in *K 2931, assuming that
the passage has been correctly restored by Parpola. 635 The goddess appears in the quoted message
given to the Babylonian captives, who had been taken prisoner in the first battle between Assyrians
and Babylonians after the revolt began. 636 The identification of Ištar with the wet nurse is indicated
by an esoteric text (SAA 3 39:19-22), Marduk Ordeal Assur Version (SAA 3 34:33), and another
Marduk Ordeal from Nineveh (SAA 3 35:39). 637 These texts state that the wet nurse of Marduk was
Ištar of Nineveh and Arbela. In addition, it is known that Ištar of Nineveh was worshipped in
Babylon. 638 The message of Assurbanipal in the letter reads: “‘[This] no-brother has alienated you
[from] your [wet nu]rse, [but he is going to have a ha]rd time.’”639 This passage implies that the
citizens of Babylon had been under the protection of Ištar herself, who is the wet-nurse of Marduk
and worshipped in Babylon, and who is the protector of the Assyrian king, but the treacherous
Babylonian king Šamaš-šumu-ukīn separated the citizens from the goddess. 640

All in all, Assurbanipal basically refers to “God,” i.e., Aššur, and “Aššur, my gods” in his letters.
However, he sometimes mentions Marduk for political reasons in letters when addressing the
Babylonians as well as non-Babylonian peoples. Other gods and goddesses who were deeply
incorporated into the Assyrian royal ideology, for instance, Ninurta and Ištar, seldom appear in my
corpus. Assurbanipal often emphasizes the divine intervention in political events, although many of
the incidents were deliberately caused by human beings.
Table 10: The Gods and Goddesses mentioned in the Letters from Assurbanipal

Date: B(efore the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn), D(uring the revolt), A(fter the revolt).
Name(s) of
god(s)
Marduk

Text

Date

Recipient of Letter

Phrase

*ABL 926

B

Marduk

*ABL 926

B

The citizens of
Babylon
The citizens of

l. 2, “who reverse [Marduk]” (=
Assurbanipal)
l. 6, “Hear of the might of

635

Parpola 2004a, 234.
Concerning the edition and the study on *K 2931, see Parpola 2004a.
637
SAA 3 39:19-22, [d]˹15˺ ša URU.dur-na ti-amat ši-i UM.ME.GA.LÁ šá dEN ši!-i!-ma! / [4 IGI.2.M]EŠ-ša 4 PI.2.MEŠ-ša /
d
d
d
?
d
A[N.T]A.MEŠ-ša EN KI.TA.MEŠ-ša NIN.LÍL / NIN–URU.LI.BUR .NA um-m[a ] ša EN ši-i-ma, “Ištar of Durna (= Nineveh)
is Tiamat; she is the wet nurse of Bel. She has [four eyes] and four ears. Her upper parts are Bel, and her lower parts are
Mullissu. The Lady of Libruna (= Arbela) is the mother of Bēl.” SAA 3 34:33, ši-iz-bu ša ina IGI d15 ša NINA.KI i-ḫal-libu-ni né-mi-il ši-i tu-ra-bu-šú-ni re-e-mu ú-ka-li-im-šú-[ni], “The milk which they milk in front of Ištar of Nineveh is
(milked) because she brought him up and showed compassion to him.” SAA 3 35:39, ši-iz-bu ša ina IGI d15 ša NINA.KI iḫal-li-bu-ni né-mi-il ši-i tu-ra-bu-šú-ni re]-˹e˺-mu ina UGU-ḫi-šú ú-kal-lim ina É–ṣib-ta-te-šú tu-še-bal-áš-[šú], “[The
milk which they milk in front of Ištar of Nineveh is (milked) because she brought him up] and showed him compassion.
She sends [him] to his prisons.” See also Parpola 1997a, XL.
638
Frahm 2011, 355; Da Riva and Frahm 1999/2000, 169-182.
639
*K 2931 r. 14′-16′, la ŠEŠ [a-ga-a] / [la–pa-an MÍ.Š]À?.ZU-ku-nu up-ta-ri-is-ku-nu-[ši] / [x x x x-r]a-aṣ-ṣa.
640
Parpola 2004a, 234.
636
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Babylon
The citizens of
Babylon
[the citizens of
Babylon]

Marduk

*ABL 301

D (652-II-23)

Marduk

*ABL 571

D (650?)

Marduk

*ABL 1262

A (646*-XII27)

[NN] from Elam

Bēl

*ABL 301

D (652-II-23)

The citizens of
Babylon

Bēl
Aššur

*ABL 945
*K 995

D (?)
D (?)

Nabû-ušabši
[NN]

Aššur

*ABL 1170

D (648*-IV25)

Ummanšibar

Aššur

*AAA 20 106

God

*ABL 293

A (647*-VI13)
B (653)

Ḫundāru of
Dilmun
The Gambūleans

God

*ABL 301

D (652-II-23)

God

*ABL 301

D (652-II-23)

God

*CT 53 142

D (?)

God

*CT 53 142

D (?)

God

*ABL 539

D (?)

The citizens of
Babylon
The citizens of
Babylon
[The citizens of
Babylon]
[The citizens of
Babylon]
[Nabû-ušabši]

God

*K 995

D (?)

[NN]

God

*CT 53 908

A

Tammarītu II

God

*ABL 295

A

The Rāšeans

God

*ABL 1242

A (?)

God

*AAA 20 106

God

*ABL 1165

A (647*-VI13)
A (?)

Sārdūrī (Issār-dūrī)
of Urarṭu
Ḫundāru of
Dilmun
[NN]
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Marduk”
r. 17, “the one rejected by
Marduk” (= Šamaš-šumu-ukīn)
r. 13-14, “If Marduk wants to
keep them (= the citizens of
Babylon) alive”
r. 3-4, “[...] through the act of
Marduk I have descended into
Elam”
r. 16-17, “the troops which I have
put together for Bēl” (= the
citizens of Babylon)
r. 2′-3′, “call the name of Bēl”
r. 18′, “[through the pow]er of
Aššur, fir[e will burn] the land of
Akkad [...]”
ll. 5-8, “Concerning this beautiful
idea which Aššur so nicely put
into your heart for your lord”
r. 19-20, “[under the pr]otection
of Aš[šur] (and) my fathers”
ll. 12-14, “When you survived,
the God himself has opened your
ears.”
ll. 23-24, “do not make yourself
culpable before God”
r. 10-11, “violating the treaty (is a
matter to be settled) before God.
l. 14′, “let him pla[ce] for God”
r. 3, “God has [opened] your ears”
r. 7-9, “those who have sinned
against my treaty — your eyes
will notice how God will once
again swiftly call to account those
who tampered with the treaty”
r. 11′, “God [...] the destruction
which he wro[te]”
r. 8-10, “God (himself) has
intervened [with] his bow,
[beca]use my name is upon you”
(= Tammarītu II)
r. 4-6, “[The day] when God
opens his ears to m[y word]s, let
him come and stay with
Tammarītu”
ll. 5-6, “[... e]ver since God […]”
l. 19, “[...] God (AN)to [......]”
r. 1-3, “Perhaps God himself has
commanded the destruction of
Babylonia. What can we say?”

God
God
Aššur, my
gods

*ABL 1165
*CT 53 968
*ABL 1210

A (?)
?
D (652-VII-3)

[NN]
[NN]
[NN]

Aššur, my
gods
Aššur, my
gods
Aššur, my
gods
Aššur, my
gods

*ABL 287

D

*ABL 292

D

The citizens of
Nipp[ur]
Il[lil-bān]i

*ABL 297

D

*ABL 290

D (650?)

Aššur, my
gods
Aššur, my
gods
Aššur, my
gods

*ABL 1170

Ummanšibar

*ABL 1040

D (648*-IV25)
D or A

*CT 53 908

A

Tammarītu II

Aššur, my
gods
Aššur, my
gods
Aššur, my
gods
Aššur, my
gods
Aššur, my
gods
Aššur,
Marduk
Aššur,
Marduk
Aššur,
Marduk, my
gods
Aššur,
Marduk, my
gods
Aššur,
Marduk, my
gods
Aššur,
Marduk, my
gods
Aššur,
Marduk, my
gods
Aššur,

*BM 132980

A (647*-XI)

The elders of Elam

*BM 132980

A (647*-XI)

The elders of Elam

*ABL 1260

A

*CT 54 116

A (?)

*CT 54 116

A (?)

*ABL 539

D

Ambap[pi] and the
Rāšeans
[the citizens of an
Elamite city]
[the citizens of an
Elamite city]
[Nabû-ušabši]

*ABL 539

D

[Nabû-ušabši]

*K 2931

D (before 652II-23)

The citizens of
Babylon

r. 3′-4′, “[I swear] by Aššur, my
gods”
l. 13, “[keeping on the side of] the
representative of Aššur, Marduk”
r. 10-11, “you remain under the
protection of Aššur and Marduk”
l. 3, “I swear by Aššur, Marduk,
my gods”

*ABL 301

D (652-II-23)

The citizens of
Babylon

ll. 6-7, “I swear by Aššur,
Marduk, my gods”

*ABL 571

D (650)

[The citizens of
Babylon]

r. 16-17, “if n[ot], I have prayed to
Aššur and Marduk, my gods”

*83-1-18,511

D

[the citizens of
Babylon]

l. 4′, “I swear [by Aššur, M]arduk,
my gods”

*CT 54 464

D

[Illil-bāni]

r. 20, “[Aššur and M]arduk, [my]
gods […]”

*ABL 295

A

The Rāšeans

r. 7-9, “I shall do as Aššur and

Nabû-[ušabši], the
citizens of Uruk
Sīn-tabni-uṣur

Tammarītu II
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r. 3-4, “Before God, we […]”
l. 8′, “[... before] God not [...]”
r. 6-9, “Under the aegis of Aššur
and my gods, who have given me
faith, there will be many ho[rs]es”
r. 7-8, “I swear by Aššur, my
gods”
ll. 5-6, “the iron sword of Aššur,
my gods”
ll. 5-6, “[the iron sword of] Aššur,
my gods”
ll. 12-13, “did Aššur, my gods, not
make me [...]”
ll. 10-11, “I swear by Aššur, my
gods”
l. 7, “[Through] the decision of
Aššur and [my] gods [...]”
ll. 3-4, “I have heard [what Aššur]
and my gods have done; [that]
they have faced the fighting, and
(that) [my troops] have gone and
inflicted a massacre in BitBunakka
r. 2′, “[I swe]ar b[y Aššur and my
gods]”
r. 18′, “I swear by Aššur, my
gods”
r. 16-17, “I shall do as Ašš[ur] and
my gods make me deem best”
l. 9′, “I swear by Aššur, my gods”

Marduk, my
gods
Aššur,
Marduk, my
gods
The gods

Marduk, my gods make me deem
best”
r. 4-6, “[I shall do] as Aššur,
Marduk, my [gods] make me
deem best”
r. 4′, “and then present them to
the gods”
r. 15, “of the gods […]”
ll. 7-10, af[ter the god]s became
angry, they [... left] their abode
l. 13, “[......] the gods [……]”

*ABL 1165

A

[NN]

*ABL 945

D?

Nabû-ušabši

The gods
The gods

*ABL 1210
*ABL 518

D (652-VII-3)
A (646*-II-24)

The gods

*CT 53 908

A

[NN]
Kudurru and the
citizens of Uruk
Tammarītu II

The gods

*CT 53 908

A

Tammarītu II

The gods

*BM 132980

A (647*-XI)

The elders of Elam

The gods

*ABL 295

A

The Rāšeans

My gods

*ABL 541

B

[the Gambūleans]

My gods

*ABL 1002

D

Sīn-tabni-uṣur

r. 6-9, “When he (= Sīn-šarruuṣur) saw that my gods had not
brought success in the hands of
my enemy, he passed over, came,
and grasped my feet”

Your gods

*BM 132980

A (647*-XI)

The elders of Elam

Aššur,
Mullissu, my
gods

*CT 54 464

D (?)

[Illil-bāni]

Zarpanītu

*ABL 926

B

Bēl, Nabû

*CT 54 230

D

Šamaš

*ABL 290

D (650?)

The citizens of
Babylon
[The citizens of
Babylon]
Sīn-tabni-uṣur

r. 15′-18′, “Send me Nabû-bēlšumāti and his accomplices, and I
will promptly send you your gods
and make peace”
r. 13-14, “See how Aššur and
Mullissu, my gods, [...] from his
hands whatever he concocted with
his heart
r. 12, “I have trusted in the Lady
Zarpa[nītu]”
r. 10′, “of Bēl, Nabû […]”

Šamaš

*83-1-18,511

D

Šamaš,
Nanāia,
U[ṣuramas]sa and
Arkaītu

*ABL 518

A (646*-II-24)

[the citizens of
Babylon]
Kudurru and the
citizens of Uruk
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r. 1-5, “I also heard [that the god]s
have in my name assisted you to
defeat the Dīn-šarreans, and I
rejoiced”
r. 18′, “under the aegis of the gods
I will make the future even more
horrible than the past to you”
r. 2-4, “[Wh]y does he (=
Ummanaldašu III), speaking in
the mouth of the gods, plead my
case wi[th Nabû-bēl-šumāti], my
adversary?”
r. 2, “I swear by my gods”

ll. 7-8, “With Šamaš, I shall
extract his proper intentions”
l. 5′, “[…] his leadership, Šamaš,
t[o…]”
ll. 10-14, “[through we]eping and
unkempt hair of body, Šamaš,
Nanāia, U[ṣur-amas]sa and
Arkaītu have become reconciled,
and in my reign they have
delivered [all the lands into] my
hands”

[All] the
gods of
heaven and
ea[rth]
(Ištar)

*ABL 1022

A

Tammarītu II

r. 22-24, “[the treaty] which I
made you swear before [all] the
gods of heaven and ea[rth]!”

*K 2931

D (before 652II-23)

The citizens of
Babylon

r. 14′-16′, “[This] no-brother has
alienated you [from] your [wet
nu]rse, [but he is going to have a
ha]rd time”

2.1.6. The Image of the Assyrian King in the Letters of Assurbanipal
The image of the Assyrian king was presented both visually and verbally. The visual images of the
king took the form of iconography and public festivities, while the verbal transmission of the king’s
image was carried out through monumental inscriptions, hymns, epics, myths, and correspondence.
My research corpus, mostly consisting of letters from Assurbanipal, reflects the image of the
Assyrian king which he claimed and wished to convey. The following table shows the image that
appears in the letters from Assurbanipal and in a letter addressed to him.

Table 11: Image of the Assyrian king in the Letters of Assurbanipal

Images of the Assyrian king

Dates

Texts

Son of God/Goddess

B

*ABL 292:13, “father and mother did not raise me, [I grew
up in her (Zarpanītu’s) lap]

Devotion to the gods

B

*ABL 292:2, “the one who reveres [Marduk]”

B

*ABL 292:6-8, “Hear of the might of Mardu[k ...], behold
his august heroism [...], praise his great godhead [...]!”

B

*ABL 292:11-12, “Ever since my childhood until n[ow] I
have trusted in the Lady Zarpa[nītu]”

B

*ABL 541 r. 2-3, “I swear by my gods”

D

*K 2931:3′, “I swear by Aššur, Marduk, my gods”

D

*ABL 301:6-7, “I swear by Aššur, Marduk, my gods”

D

*ABL 287 r. 7-8, “I swear by Aššur, my gods”

D

*ABL 1170:10-11, “I swear by Aššur, my gods”

D

*ABL 1210 r. 7 “Under the aegis of Aššur and my gods, who

D

have given me faith, there will be many ho[rs]es.”

A

*BM 132980 r. 18, “I swear by Aššur, my gods”

A

*CT 54 116:9 and r. 3′, “I swear by Aššur, my gods”

A

*83-1-18,511:4′, “I swear [by Aššur, M]arduk, my gods”

A

*ABL 1146:9′-12′, “And [I am thin]king about you and your
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offerings for Babylon”
Righteousness, Justice

B

*ABL 292:14, “[The great gods] presented me with truth and
righteousness”

D

*ABL 290:8, “With Šamaš I shall extract his proper
intention”

A

*ABL 1146:7′-8′, “My eyes are upon you. You returned your
favour to me, so that I will do justice to you”

Authority

B

*ABL 292:15, “[The great gods] (…) decreed a good fate to
me”

D

*83-1-18,511:11′, “[Your] fr[eedom] come into existence [in]
m[y hands]”

A

*ABL 972:4′-5′, “I am the human being who gave (him) his
land, his gods, and his kingship, and removed the fornicating
dog!”

A

*AAA 20 106 r. 25-29, “Don't you k[now] that I will give
the kingship of Dilmun to you? You shall sit there and live
under my protection, and my watch will be established there
in this manner.”

Mercifulness

D

*K 2931:7′-13′, “After his revolt, as soon as I had robed (in
purple) all the Babylonians who were captured at the first
fighting and taken into my presence, and had tied a mina of
silver to the waist of each of them with the words, ‘it is to be
spent on bread and water,’ [I sen]t them to BabylonI sent
them (prisoners of the first fighting) to Babylon”

D

*ABL 301:15-18, “Your brotherhood with the Assyrians and
your privileged status which I have established remain valid
until the present day”

D

*ABL 301 r. 5-7, “it will not be a burden; it is nothing, since
the name is very good”

D

*ABL 290 r. 4-6, “was that not because I, knowing your
loyalty, had mercy again to you?”

D

*ABL 289:6-9, “I hold you in good regard and have
dissociated you from the crime of Nabû-bēl-šumāti, the
whore of Menānu”

D

*ABL 291 r. 9-10, “and in due course you will see yourself
pardoned”
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Punisher of sinners

A

*ABL 1260:8-10 “I protected their refugees”

D

*ABL 292:24-r. 2, “Whoever keeps his hands off him, I will
delete his posterity”

?

ABL 1240 (from Sārdūrī III):8′-15′, “When at the time of
your father Munuḫi was calumniated in this very manner, did
I not rule to the effect that the king of the gods, the exalted
one, the ruler of the entire universe delivered in the hands of
his worshipper sinners (in every direction), before and
behind, right and left, above and below?”

Treating the people equally

D

*ABL 287 r. 14-15, “I am equally favourably disposed
towards all of you”

A

*ABL 295:6-8, “I do not contest my friend or my enemy. I
do good to everybody.”

Granting favour

D

*ABL 539 r. 21-22, “favours that I have already granted to
you”

D

*ABL 290 s. 1-2, “the favours that I shall render to you until
the time of (your) grandchildren”

D

*ABL 289:8-9, “what rewards and favours you will have
from me”

A?

*ABL 1022 r. 19-24, “I have [done] and given to you this
favor which not (even) a father has done for a son”

A

*ABL 1260:5-6, “From the beginning I have rendered
favours to Elam”

Helper

D

*ABL 543 r. 5-7 // *ABL 1108 r. 2-4 // *ABL 1244:7′-8′,
“When I saw that they were weakening and dying, I sent
orders to release them”

Peacemaker

A

*BM 132980 r. 17′, “I will promptly send you your gods and
make peace”

A

*ABL 972:2-3, “he would have seen whether I am the
peacemaker”

A

*ABL 1260 r. 8-10, “I shall go in the tower to negotiate a
peace (lit. brotherly relations)”

Representative of the gods

D

*ABL 539:13, “the representative (šanê) of Aššur (and)
Marduk”

Lord of the kings

D

*ABL 1380 r. 20, “[lo]rd of the kings”
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2.2. The Revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn: A Historical Context of the Corpus and Overview
This section briefly reviews the events related to the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in chronological
order with particular attention to my corpus. The reconstructed history for this period is based on
the sources only from the Assyrian side, hence authors looked at things from the Assyrian
perspective and some documents are propagandistic. Narratives from the rebel side are not
preserved. Additionally, since most of the letters are not dated, even the relative order of some
events is still unclear. However, I will make an attempt to relate the letters to the historical
framework. The political history of the rebellion has been examined in detail by Frame. 641

2.2.1. Before the Revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
During his lifetime, Esarhaddon, king of both Assyria and Babylonia (680-669 BC), officially
appointed his sons Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn respectively to the thrones of Assyria and
Babylonia. To guarantee this royal succession and to legitimize it by the gods, Esarhaddon imposed
a treaty in the middle of Ayyāru (II) of 672 BC.642

Several treaty tablets of this royal succession treaty have survived. At least eight manuscripts of the
treaty were found in 1955 in the Nabû temple (Ezida) at Calah, modern Nimrud, the earlier Assyrian
capital in the 9th century BC. 643 The treaty parties of these manuscripts are Median vassals who
ruled the Assyrian eastern periphery as city lords (in Akkadian bēl āli), their descendants, the people
they rule, and all the people in Assyria under Esarhaddon’s control. 644 Concerning the reason why
the treaty tablets with Median vassals were found in Calah, Steymans has proposed that Median
vassals probably visited the Nabû temple in Calah which was the administrative centre of the
Assyrian cavalry in order to deliver horses as a tribute, and they may have been forced to take the
loyalty oath in the temple. He has further stated that the Assyrians kept the treaty tablets in Calah
because they considered the treaty tablets with the seal of Aššur as the symbol of the divinity or a
641

Frame 1992, 131-190.
Lauinger 2012, 112. The manuscript from Tell Tayinat is dated 663-II-16 (or 19); see VIII 663, ITI.GUD.SI.SÁ UD˹16˺[+ x]?-KÁM. Lauinger comments: “The top of the numeral designating the day is damaged. The numeral is at least 16
but could be as high as 19. This date is in accordance with the Nimrud manuscripts, two of which date to the 18th and
one of which dates to the 16th” (Lauinger 2012, 122); SAA 2 6:664-665, ITI.GUD.SI.SÁ UD-18-KÁM (var. Q: UD-16-KÁM)
/ lim-mu mdPA–EN–PAB LÚ.GAR. KUR URU.BÀD–LUGAL-ur-ku “18th (Q: 16th) day of Ayyāru, eponym of Nabû-bēlu-uṣur
(672), governor of Dur-Šarruku”; BIWA, 15f and 208, A i 12 // F i 11 ina ITI.GU4 dé-a EN te-ni-se-e-ti UD-12-KAM (F:
UD-18-KÁM) “In the month Ayyāru, the month of Ea, the lord of mankind, on 12th (F: 18th).”
643
SAA 2 6. SAA 2 6 is the composite text based on eight manuscripts. See also Watanabe 1987, Wiseman 1958.
644
SAA 2 6:3-10 and a note on l. 3.
642
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holy icon and the Assyrians were concerned that the semi-nomadic Medians could not take care of
the tablets properly. 645 Three small fragments of the treaty tablet were also found at Assur. 646

A recent excavation in 2009 unearthed another manuscript of the succession treaty from the NeoAssyrian temple at Tell Tayinat in Turkey, ancient Unqi, which was the capital of the Assyrian
province of Kullania. 647 In the manuscript of Tell Tayinat, treaty partners are an unnamed governor
(bēl pāḫiti) of the province of Kullania, sixteen persons or groups referred to by their professions,
and “all the men of his hands, great and small, as many as there are.”648 Since the manuscript from
Tell Tayinat clearly shows that the text is rotated along its vertical axis in order to read the reverse
and that it is pierced through its horizontal axis in order to be supported upright, Lauinger has
suggested that the treaty tablet was displayed in the temple.649

The treaty is referred to in the inscriptions of Assurbanipal, where he states that Esarhaddon
assembled the people of the land of Assyria, great and small, from the upper sea to the lower sea
and made them take the treaty (and) an oath of the great gods.650 The letters (SAA 10 6, SAA 10 7)
from Issār-šumu-ēreš, the chief scribe, to Esarhaddon indicate that scribes of Nin[eveh], Kilizi,
Arbail, Assur, and citizens of Nineveh and Calah, and scholars in the palace also joined the treaty.

On the 10th day of Araḫsamna (VIII) in 669 BC, Esarhaddon died of disease on the way to a
campaign against Egypt.651 In accordance with the succession treaty, Assurbanipal ascended the
throne of Assyria in Kislīmu (IX) in that year.652 Probably soon after his accession, Zakūtu, queen of
Sennacherib and mother of Esarhaddon, 653 imposed a treaty (SAA 2 8) which pledges loyalty to
Assurbanipal on the Assyrian royal family including Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, the subjects of
Assurbanipal, and the Assyrians. 654 Assurbanipal himself addressed *ABL 926 to the citizens of

645

Steymans 2013, 9-10; Steymans 2006, 342-344.
Frahm 2009, 135-136; Grayson 1987, 134; Weidner 1939-1941, 215 and plate 14.
647
Lauinger 2012, 90; Lauinger 2011.
648
Lauinger 2012, 90-92 and 112, T i 3-12, “the governor of Kunalia, with the deputy, the major-domo, the scribes, the
chariot drivers, the third men, the village managers, the information officers, the prefects, the cohort commanders, the
charioteers, the cavalrymen, the exempt, the outriders, the specialists, the shi[eld bearers (?)], the craftsmen, (and) with
[all] the men [of his hands], great and small, as many as there are.” See also Lauinger 2011, 9.
649
Lauinger 2012, 90; Lauinger 2011, 11-12.
650
BIWA, 15f and 208, A I 8-22 // F I 7-17.
651
Grayson 1975, 86, no. 1, iv 30-32 and 127, no. 14:28-30.
652
Grayson 1975, 127, no. 14:34. Since the year 669 BC is the accession year of Assurbanipal, his first regnal year
started in the year 668 BC.
653
PNA 3/II, 1433.
654
SAA 2 8. The treaty was concluded “with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, his (Assurbanipal’s) equal brother (PAB ta-li-me-šú),
Šamaš-mētu-uballiṭ and the rest of his (Assurbanipal’s) brothers, the royal seed, with the magnates and the governors,
646
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Babylon probably at the beginning of his reign and showed his good will towards them, his
devotion to Marduk and Zarpanītu, and his prosperous reign (see below pp. 171-174).

On the 23rd of Nisannu (I) of the following year 668 BC, a query (SAA 4 262) was performed to
determine whether or not Šamaš-šumu-ukīn should escort a statue of Marduk to Babylon. 655 On the
14th/24th (Chronicle 1) or 25th (Esarhaddon Chronicle) of Ayyāru (II), Šamaš-šumu-ukīn entered
Babylon with the statue of Marduk and ascended the throne of Babylonia. 656 Concerning his
accession, Assurbanipal claims in his inscriptions from Babylon, Sippar, Borsippa, and Uruk that he
appointed Šamaš-šumu-ukīn to the kingship of Babylon, 657 but he never mentions that Esarhaddon
appointed Šamaš-šumu-ukīn as the crown prince of Babylon.

Babylonia now had its own king, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. However, the city assemblies of Babylon and
other ancient cities of Babylonia continued to function as administrative bodies and Babylonia
remained a part of the Assyrian Empire. Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was regularly called Assurbanipal’s
“equal brother” (aḫu talīmu) in contemporary royal inscriptions, but he was expected to remain a
loyal vassal of Assurbanipal. His authority was very limited (see below pp. 150-156). 658 Instead,
Assurbanipal had extensive authority over Babylonia as Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s overlord, and he
directly received reports about both domestic and foreign affairs from Babylonian officials. Perhaps
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s raison d'être as king was to have a member of the Assyrian royal family in
charge of Babylon.

2.2.2. The Outbreak of the Revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in 652 BC
At the beginning of 652 BC, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn started his revolt. We know from *K 2931 that a
fight between Assyrians and Babylonians took place, a number of Babylonians were taken captive
in the battle, and Assurbanipal sent them back to Babylon (see below pp. 201-203). The letter does
not record which side won the battle. After these events, on the 23rd of Ayyāru (II), 652 BC,
Assurbanipal sent *ABL 301 to the citizens of Babylon and urged them not to side with Šamaš-

the bearded and the eunuchs, the royal entourage, with the exempts and all who enter the Palace, with Assyrians high
and low (ll. 3-9).”
655
The result was not written down but it seems that it was positive because Šamaš-šumu-ukīn went to Babylon with the
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šumu-ukīn (see below pp. 203-206). From Ayyāru (II) to Ṭebētu (X) of this year, the Akītu
Chronicle records that a major-domo (rab-bīti) levied troops in Akkad, although it is not mentioned
whether he worked for Šamaš-šumu-ukīn or Assurbanipal. 659

Many questions about the outbreak of the rebellion remain open because no clear answers are
provided by the extant texts. The main question is why Šamaš-šumu-ukīn revolted against
Assurbanipal. It can easily be imagined that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn had been dissatisfied with his limited
authority and status as the king of Babylon because he was the eldest living son of Esarhaddon. 660
Radner has proposed that Esarhaddon may have planned to split the Assyrian Empire into Assyria
and Babylonia equally but since Assurbanipal treated Šamaš-šumu-ukīn as his vassal, Šamaš-šumuukīn in the end renounced allegiance to him. 661 However, it does not seem that Esarhaddon intended
to divide the empire evenly. For instance, the political inequality between Assurbanipal and Šamaššumu-ukīn is indicated by the Esarhaddon Succession Treaty in which Assurbanipal appears
dominantly (SAA 2 6; also see below pp. 144-146). Rather, Esarhaddon’s aim in the “division” was
to put the theological reconciliation with Babylonia into practice. 662 Frame has proposed that
Assurbanipal’s involvement in Babylonian affairs made Šamaš-šumu-ukīn revolt against
Assurbanipal. He has further stated that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s limited authority, reliance on Assyrian
military forces, and possibly the payment of tribute to Assyria caused Šamaš-šumu-ukīn to become
hostile towards Assurbanipal. He also added that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn had had an axe to grind ever
since 672 BC.663 Additionally, Parpola has suggested that replacing a traditional governor of
Babylonia (šākin ṭēmi) with an Assyrian governor (pāḫutu) in 656 BC may have caused the
revolt.664 All these suggestions are plausible.

It is also not entirely clear why Šamaš-šumu-ukīn chose to start the rebellion exactly in 652 BC
after having been loyal to Assurbanipal for 16 years, ever since his succession. 665 It seems that there
are at least four possible reasons. First, since Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was of Assyrian royal origin, it
probably took him long to win Babylonian city dwellers, tribal groups in Babylonia, and
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surrounding counties over to his side. Second, Babylonia increased its economic strength in the
middle of the 650s (see below p. 153). This economic growth could have made Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
more confident that Babylonia was able to withstand a war with Assyria. Third, an Assyrian
punitive military campaign against Elam and the Gambūlu in 653 BC 666 would have provoked
strong reactions from anti-Assyrian elements within and outside Assyria 667 and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
may have calculated that this gave him an opportunity to build up a strong anti-Assyrian coalition
with Elam. A fourth reason probably was that the rebuilding of Babylon’s walls, which already
started soon after Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s accession at his initiative, 668 was not completed in the desired
strength until late in the 650s.669

It is also not well known how Šamaš-šumu-ukīn started the rebellion and whether he declared
independence from the Assyrian Empire. However, as mentioned above in this section, two letters
from Assurbanipal (*K 2931 and *ABL 301) describe the very first phase of the rebellion. Both
indicate that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn vilified Assurbanipal to the citizens of Babylon and he was possibly
intent on abolishing their privileged status.
The royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal (Edition A compiled in 645* BC 670) record the initial
suspicious behaviour of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. They state that he deceived the pro-Assyrian citizens of
Babylon and sent them to Nineveh to inquire about the welfare of Assurbanipal in order to buy time
before the revolt.671 They further state that he did not adhere to the treaty of Assurbanipal and that
he encouraged the people of Akkad, Chaldea, Aramu, and the Sealand, who were obedient servants
of Assurbanipal, to take part in the rebellion. Once Šamaš-šumu-ukīn gained support from them and
from the kings of Elam, Gutium, Amurrû, and Meluḫḫa, he shut the gates of Babylon, Borsippa, and
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Sippar 672 and prevented offerings from Assurbanipal for their city gods.673 It is not clear exactly
when the gates were closed.

An unknown author wrote SAA 18 164 to Assurbanipal and reported the situation when the citizens
of Babylon locked the city gate: “The Babylonians have several times performed the ritual on [the
city gate, on the xth day th]ey [have lo]cked it. And [Šam]aš-šumu-ukīn has spoken to them as
[follows]: ‘[If the king of Assyria] and your brothers who [are] in [Assyria should march] against
you, [the gods …] will make them retreat and throw [……] in manacles.’ (…) [Nobody] has entered
or left [B]abylon.” It should be noted that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn had made a speech in order to appeal to
the citizens of the city.

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn managed to spread the rebellion, but Babylonia was not politically unified under
his authority. Some cities in central and southern Babylonia such as Nippur, Uruk, and Ur remained
loyal to Assurbanipal. Cutha also sided with Assyria though the city was in northern Babylonia.
These cities faced predicaments, but Assurbanipal attempted to help and support them.

After two months Assurbanipal sent *ABL 301 to the citizens of Babylon, he probably considered
sending his troops to capture Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. An extispicy query SAA 4 279 dated 652-IV-17
was performed to decide whether or not Šamaš-šumu-ukīn would fall into the hands of
Assurbanipal’s troops. Its result was unfavourable and no extant text records that Assurbanipal at
this time launched a campaign against Babylonia.

The revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn deteriorated the relationship between Assyria and Elam because
Ummanigaš II, whom Assurbanipal had installed on the Elamite throne after the defeat of Teumman
in 653 BC,674 took sides with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. The royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal record that
Ummanigaš II did not keep the treaty, accepted bribes from Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, 675 went to his aid,676
and took away the property of Esaggil and Ezida.677 The inscriptions further state that the Assyrian
troops stationed in the city (var. the land) of Mangisu within the city of Sumandir defeated the
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Elamite forces sent by Ummanigaš II.678 It is not known exactly when Ummanigaš II switched sides
and when the battle took place. Ummanigaš II kept his throne even after losing the battle. 679

In Assurbanipal’s letter to Menānu, *ABL 1380 (see above pp. 19-20 and 42), Ummanigaš II is
described as a traitor to whom Assurbanipal had rendered favours but who had sinned against the
treaty by siding with Assurbanipal’s adversary and crossing over to the territory of Assurbanipal. 680
Towards the end of the letter, Assurbanipal may well refer to the gift from Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and
the Elamite forces defeated by the Assyrian troops, as recorded in the inscriptions of Assurbanipal.

We know from the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal that Ummanigaš II was eventually killed by
Tammarītu II, who became the king of Elam (his first tenure during c. 652-c. 649 BC). He also
received bribes from Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, came to his aid, and rushed to fight against Assurbanipal’s
army (see also pp. 46-47).681 However, it is difficult to date Tammarītu II’s accession and his battle
with the Assyrian troops.

The tension between Assyria and Babylonia rapidly grew in the last three months of 652 BC. The
Akītu Chronicle records that hostilities began between Assyria and Akkad on X-19. 682 The Šamaššumu-ukīn Chronicle relates that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn withdrew 683 before the enemy into Babylon on
XI-8.684 This statement is significant because it indicates that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn came out of
Babylon for the first time after he had provoked the rebellion. In addition, astronomical diaries
register that a battle between Assyria and Babylonia took place on XII-12. The outcome and the
location of this battle are not mentioned. 685 Lastly, the Akītu Chronicle and astronomical diaries
record that the armies of Assyria and Babylonia clashed at Ḫirītu and the Babylonian army was
defeated on XII-27.686
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2.2.3. The Second Year of the Revolt: 651 BC
Except for a battle at Cutha between Assyria and Babylonia, no major armed conflicts are recorded
in the chronicles. However, royal correspondence indicates that violence erupted several times and
many extispicies concerning the revolt were performed in this year.

The Akītu Chronicle records that there were [insu]rrections in Assyria and Akkad in Nisannu (I),
651 BC, and the New Year’s festival was not celebrated.687

By the same month, Nabû-bēl-šumāti, the leader of the Sealand, became treacherous. On the 4th of
Nisannu (I), an extispicy was performed to determine whether or not Nabû-bēl-šumāti would do
battle with Assyrian troops or allies of Assurbanipal (SAA 4 280). In the query, Nabû-bēl-šumāti is
described as a traitor who did not keep the favour of Assurbanipal and disregarded it haughtily. In
addition, the query reveals that Assurbanipal had heard that Nabû-bēl-šumāti had mustered archers
in Elam and was coming. This statement shows Nabû-bēl-šumāti’s strong connection with Elam.
The result of the query was unfavourable. An extispicy SAA 4 319 dated on the 9th of [Nis]annu (I)
was carried out to determine if a letter sent to Assurbanipal was reliable. This letter might have been
sent from the rebel side.

In Ayyāru (II), Assurbanipal became ill. A query dated on the 26th of that month was carried out to
examine whether the nature of Assurbanipal’s illness was light or serious (SAA 4 317). The result of
the extispicy is not preserved, but the illness was not fatal because he did not lose his life on this
occasion.

In the middle of 651 BC, Elam made a threatening move against Assurbanipal. The Elamite king at
this time was Tammarītu II (c. 652-c. 649 BC). Probably in Abu (V),688 an extispicy SAA 4 281 was
performed to determine if the Elamites would mobilize and join the war. 689 Its result was
unfavourable.

in the east. […. in] Ḫiritu in the province of Sippar the troops of Babylonia and Assyria fou[ght with each] other, and
the troops of Babylonia withdrew and were heavily defeated.”
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Cutha was located only 30 km northeast of Babylon, 690 but the city remained loyal to Assurbanipal
when Šamaš-šumu-ukīn started the revolt. The Šamaš-šumu-ukīn Chronicle records that Šamaššumu-ukīn mustered his army, marched to Cutha, took the city, defeated the Assyrian army, and
captured the statue of Nergal on the 9th of the intercalary month Ulūlu (VI2).691 This is the only
official record that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn himself achieved victory over Assurbanipal. Šamaš-šumuukīn had possibly obtained intelligence about Assurbanipal’s sickness and decided to utilize the
opportunity to attack Cutha. 692 He may also have timed this military action with the threatening
Elamite move. The Cutheans were possibly involved in the battle if the restoration by Grayson is
correct.693

At the battle of Cutha, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn captured Assyrian prisoners. Nabû-šumu-lēšir, an Assyrian
official who was stationed at the city of Bīrāti located on the Euphrates in the border zone between
Assyria and Babylonia, 694 mentioned them in SAA 18 147 (not dated). He reports to Assurbanipal
that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn sent one hundred Bīrāteans and five Assyrians who had been taken prisoner
in Cutha to the Nabatean king Natnu 695 as an extra gift when the Nabatean emissaries came to see
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. He does not explain how and when the Bīrāteans were captured, but they were
likely taken prisoner when Bīrāti was destroyed and looted presumably by the supporters of Šamaššumu-ukīn.696 By giving prisoners as a gift, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn probably sought an alliance with the
Nabateans. 697

However, the Nabateans did not take sides with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. Since they were active in the
Syro-Arabian desert region,698 they were involved in troubles with other Arab tribes such as the
Qedarites. The royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal state that they had never contacted the ancestors
of Assurbanipal. However, after the rebellious Iauta’, king of the Qedarites, 699 sought refuge with
their king Natnu, the latter was afraid and voluntarily sent his messenger(s) to Assurbanipal in order
to conclude a peace treaty and to become a vassal of Assurbanipal, and then Assurbanipal imposed a
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yearly tribute (mandattu) on Natnu. The submission of Natnu to Assurbanipal probably took place
sometime between 650 and 647 BC.700 After the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was crushed, Natnu
eventually withheld his tribute and raised troops together with Abī-Iate’, king of the Qedarites, 701
against Assurbanipal, but they were defeated.702

In addition to Cutha, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn took part in an action against Kār-Nergal in the vicinity of
Cutha. In SAA 18 183 (not dated), Aplāia, a high official from Dilbat, 703 claims to be an ally of
Assurbanipal by saying that when Šamaš-šumu-ukīn went out to Kār-Nergal against the camp of
Assurbanipal he was in the king’s camp. Since Kār-Nergal was not far from Cutha, 704 Šamaš-šumuukīn’s march to the city may well have been associated with the battle of Cutha. It is unknown
whether or not an actual fight between Assyrians and Babylonians broke out at Kār-Nergal. The
exact date of this event is unknown, but it predates the siege of Babylon started on 650-IV-11.

Following the description of the battle in Cutha (651-VI 2-9), the Šamaš-šumu-ukīn Chronicle refers
to magnates (LÚ.GAL.ME) and a horse rider in a broken context.705 Regarding the magnates, Grayson
has suggested that the Assyrian officers rebelled, 706 while Millard has proposed that this section
mentions the nobles of Assyria who were captured by Nabû-bēl-šumāti of the Sealand, and the rider
went to Ša-pi-Bēl, the city of the Gambūlu tribe.707 On the other hand, Frame has assumed that this
entry could be related to the insurrections in Assyria and Akkad in 651 BC recorded in the Akītu
Chronicle708 and to a fragmentary extispicy report SAA 4 318709 performed on the 4th of Šabāṭu
(XI) in 651 BC. 710 The Šamaš-šumu-ukīn Chronicle also mentions an individual, but only the last
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element (MU.MEŠ) of his name and his title (LÚ.šá-kìn) are preserved. Millard and Grayson have
restored Nabû-bēl-šumāti, the governor of the Sealand. 711 This individual brought something or
someone to Šamaš-šumu-ukīn but the context is damaged.

In spite of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s success in Cutha, it does not seem that the rebels gained the upper
hand over Assyria anywhere else. For instance, according to an extispicy (SAA 4 282) dated on the
15th of Tašrītu (VII), Assurbanipal heard the rumour that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was fleeing to Elam. Its
result was unfavourable. Another extispicy SAA 4 283 was performed on the 16th of Araḫsamna
(VIII) to determine whether or not Šamaš-šumu-ukīn would fall into the hands of Assyrian troops if
Assyrians marched against Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. This was favourable.

In this situation, Nippur fell to the rebel side by the day between the 3rd and 9th of Kislīmu (IX),
but the city was eventually regained by the Assyrians by the 18th of Šabāṭu (XI). This can be
deduced from the fact that, after the revolt broke out, economic documents at pro-Assyrian
Babylonian cities were usually dated by the regnal years of Assurbanipal. 712 However, one
economic document from Nippur, IM 57923, is dated on the day between the 3rd and 9th of Kislīmu
(IX), 18th year of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 713 This indicates that the city fell under his influence. About
two months later, on the 11th of Šabāṭu (XI), an extispicy (SAA 4 285) was performed to find out if
the army of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn would leave Babylon and flee. This extispicy report implies that
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was losing support in Babylon. About a week later, the Assyrians had regained
Nippur, as we know from two economic documents, IM 57901 and IM 57902 (a duplicate of the
former text), dated on the 18th of Šabāṭu (XI) by the regnal year of Assurbanipal. 714 Probably after
Nippur had returned under the control of Assyria, an undated extispicy (SAA 4 289) was carried out
to determine whether Tammarītu II (c. 652-c. 649 BC), king of Elam, would make a hostile
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incursion into Assyrian territory or against Nippur, and whether the troops of the Puqūdu would
rebel when they heard of the sortie of the Elamite king. 715

Possibly around the same time, it seems that Sīn-šarru-uṣur, the former governor of Ur, undertook
suspicious activity716 because an extispicy (SAA 4 286) dated 651-XI-16 was carried out to examine
if a certain Sīn-šarru-uṣur would “hear and escape.” Later, Sīn-šarru-uṣur made insinuations about
Sīn-tabni-uṣur and Assurbanipal settled this issue around 650 BC.

Sometime in 651 BC, Assurbanipal was considering waging war against Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. An
extispicy (SAA 4 287) dated in this year 717 was performed to determine if the Assyrian troops
should pitch camp at Bāb-Sāmi (KÁ–sa-a-mi) and fight against the army of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. The
location of Bāb-Sāmi is not known.718 This campaign may have had some connection with the loss
of Cutha and Nippur.719 In addition, another extispicy (SAA 4 293) was conducted to investigate if a
certain man would make common cause with the enemy.

2.2.4. The Third Year of the Revolt: 650 BC
In 650 BC, Assurbanipal gradually regained control of Babylonia. This change in power
relationships between Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is indicated by the appointment of Bēlibni over the Sealand, the release of pressure on Uruk and Ur,720 and the commencement of the
siege of Babylon.

In Nisannu (I) of this year, the Akītu Chronicle records that the New Year’s festival was not
celebrated as in the previous year.721 This description indicates that the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
continued.

Probably in Nisannu (I) or Ayyāru (II), Nabû-ušabši, the governor of Uruk, writes to Assurbanipal
that he has received messengers announcing that the Sealand and Bīt-Amukāni would surrender to
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SAA 4 289. Concerning its date, see Waters 2000, 62.
Concerning Sīn-šarru-uṣur, see PNA 3/I, 1145b-1146b, no. 9. Regarding Sīn-tabni-uṣur, see PNA 3/I, 1148b-1150a,
no. 2. The latter gained the governorship by 650-II-23 at the latest (see above pp. 45-46).
717
The month and the day as well as the result are not preserved.
718
Streck has suggested that Bāb-Sāmi was located near Babylon and identified it with KÁ sa-a-me which is mentioned
as the “Gate of Same” in SAA 11 154:15 and r. 6 (= ADD 89), see Streck 1916, CXCIV-CXCV; Starr has proposed that
Bāb-Sāmi was in Southern Babylonia though he has not specified its location; see Starr 1990, 364, index of names.
719
Frame 1992, 147, n. 65.
720
Frame 1992, 165.
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Grayson 1975, 132, no. 16:20-21.
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Assyria.722 He adds that Na[bû-bēl-šumāti] has brought a certain man to the king of Elam (probably
Tammarītu II c. 652-c. 649 BC), and the Elamite king has promised him [the governo]rship of
Uruk. If the restoration of Nabû-bēl-šumāti’s name is correct, this means that the Sealanders
disapproved of the action of Nabû-bēl-šumāti and his close relations with Elam. In addition, the
very prospect of an Urukean governor appointed by the Elamite king implies political chaos in
southern Babylonia.

On the 5th of Ayyaru (II), Assurbanipal sent *ABL 289 to the Sealanders, his “servants,” and
informed them that he is sending Bēl-ibni to lead them and has dissociated them from the crime of
Nabû-bēl-šumāti (see pp. 58 and 215-216). On the 25th of Ayyāru (II), Assurbanipal sent *ABL 517
to Nabû-ušabši and ordered him to write a letter to Bēl-ušallim about important persons of BītAmukāni such as their leader, their elders, and the leader’s mother (see pp. 13 and 188-190).

As these letters show, Assyria started regaining control of southern Babylonia. In the same year,
both Uruk and Ur were released from the pressure of the rebels. There were several stages in this
process and the dates of all the related events are unclear. However, it seems that they took place
around the first half of 650 BC, after the appointment of Bēl-ibni (II-5) and before the
commencement of the siege of Babylon (IV-11), because Bēl-ibni was involved in the release of
Uruk and Ur723 and the troops of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn were still active outside of Babylon. 724

Uruk and Ur did not support Šamaš-šumu-ukīn when he revolted against Assurbanipal. In the royal
inscriptions of Assurbanipal, they are not included among the cities that closed their gates upon the
outbreak of the rebellion725 and they dated their economic documents from the beginning by the
regnal years of Assurbanipal. 726 Both cities fell into difficult straits because of their pro-Assyrian
attitude: Nabû-ušabši, the governor of Uruk, was abducted to Babylon, while Sīn-tabni-uṣur, the
governor of Ur, suffered from famine for two years.

The troubles of Uruk and Ur began with the abduction of Nabû-ušabši from Uruk to Babylon by a
general of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and an Urukean named Mukin-zēri, whose brother Nabû-nāṣir was
722

Cf. CT 54 507 (not dated); Frame 1992, 161, n. 134, and 179.
ABL 754 + CT 54 250 and ABL 790 + CT 54 425. Bēl-ibni worked with Aplāia and Nurāia, who first aided Uruk on
the request of Nabû-ušabši, and then headed to Ur on the request of Sīn-tabni-uṣur
724
In ABL 1106, the author, probably the governor of Uruk, Nabû-ušabši, writes to Assurbanipal that he was abducted
to Babylon and the Babylonian troops marched towards Uruk (see below pp. 130-131).
725
The royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal state that Babylon, Borsippa, and Sippar closed their gates; see BIWA, 40
and 233, A III 93-117.
726
Brinkman and Kennedy 1983, 21-22.
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appointed to the governorship of Uruk by Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 727 Before Nabû-ušabši left Uruk, he
ordered Nabû-zēru-iddina, the city overseer of Uruk, 728 to bring Aplāia, the governor of Arrapḫa,729
and Marduk-šarru-uṣur, son of Gabbî, the chariot driver of the queen, 730 into Uruk to protect the city
from Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.731

At the request of Nabû-ušabši, Assurbanipal sent reinforcements to Uruk, which in addition to
Aplāia and Marduk-šarru-uṣur also included Nūrāia, the governor of Mazamua and Laḫīru. These
reinforcements are discussed in the correspondence of Assurbanipal (see *ABL 543, *ABL 1108,
and *ABL 1244, pp. 62-66) where Aplāia and Nūrāia are referred to only by their titles. 732

When Nabû-ušabši was abducted to Babylon, his brother was killed. However, he was saved by the
relatives of his mother in Babylon. 733 After his rescue, presumably on the way to Uruk or possibly
already in Babylon, he wrote to Aplāia and his subordinate Kudurru that the troops of the
Babylonian king (e-mu-qa šá LUGAL TIN.TIR.KI) were marching towards them. He also repeatedly
sent his messenger to the magnates to report on this urgent matter. 734
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The abduction of Nabû-ušabši is described in two undated letters: ABL 1106 from probably Nabû-ušabši himself
(Frame 1992, 159) to Assurbanipal and ABL 859 from Nabû-kudurri-uṣur, presumably identified with Kudurru from
Uruk (PNA 2/II, 842a, no. 4; Frame 1986, 263; Brinkman 1977, 312), to Assurbanipal. ABL 1106:5′-7′, [ LÚ.GAL]–munga šá LUGAL TIN.TIR.KI ù / [mGIN–NUMUN LÚ]. UNUG. KI-a-a ina ṣi-bit–ŠU.2 ul-tu UNUG.KI / [x x x x]; ABL 1106:17′-19′,
ár-ka-niš mGIN–NUMUN / ù LÚ.GAL–mun!-ga a-na TIN.TIR.KI ki-i / i-bu-ku!-in-ni; ABL 859:7-10, [ma-a-ti ta]-as-sa-ḫal
md
?
?
AG–GÁL-ši / [x x x x x]x ki-i iṣ-ba-tu / [a-na TIN.TIR.KI ] i-ta-bak-šú ù šu-ú / [x x x il-l]i-ka. See also CT 54 496:3′-5′,
md
m
m
AG–PAB ŠEŠ-šú šá GIN–NUMU[N] / [šá G]IŠ.NU11–MU–GI. NA LÚ.GAR– UMUŠ-ú-tu šá UNUG. K[I] / [ip-qí-d]a-áš-šú.
This letter refers to Nabû-ušabši several times in a broken context.
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PNA 2/II, 909a, no. 17. See also no. 16.
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PNA 1/I, 117b-118a.
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PNA 2/II, 729b-730a, no. 23.
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ABL 1106.
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Cf. also ABL 478 from an unknown author to Assurbanipal, ll. 1′-6′, ˹al-te˺-m[e?] / um-ma a-mur mdAMAR.UTU–
MAN–PAB / LÚ.e-mu-qu / ù ANŠE. KUR.RA.MEŠ / a-na ki-it-ri-ka / ub-ba-la aḫ-te-di; ABL 1106 probably from Nabûušabši to Assurbanipal, ll. 15′-17′, a-na UGU pi-ia ki-i / i[l]-li-[[]]ku e-mu-qa šá LUGAL be-lí-iá / a-na ma-a-ti ul-te-rid;
ABL 1124 probably from Nabû-ušabši to Assurbanipal, ll. 9-12, [m]DUMU. UŠ-a LÚ.EN.NAM / [ù mdAMAR. UTU–LUGAL?]–
?
?
?
?
?
ŠEŠ LUGAL be-lí-a / [a -na pa -ni -ia il]-ta-par ŠU.2-a i-na / [x x x x x x x x] iṣ-ba-tu; *ABL 543 r.1-10 // *ABL
1108:19′-r. 7 // *ABL 1244:4′-11′. The transliteration and translation of *ABL 1244:4′-11′, la áš-pu-ru / NAM KUR.zamu-u LÚ.GAR.ME KI-ku-nu / la iṣ-ṣu-ru la e-ni-šú la ÚŠ.MEŠ / ina UGU EN.NUN-ku-nu ki IGI.LAL!-ni / e-ni-šú-ni ÚŠ.MEŠ-ni
KIN DU8-šú-nu / EN.NAM la-ḫi-ri u EN.[NAM] / ár-rap-ḫa KI-ku-nu / la ap-qid, “Did I not send the governor of Mazamua
and the prefects, did they not keep watch with you, did they not weaken and did they not die for your defence? When I
saw that they were weakening and dying, I sent orders to release them, (but) did I not appoint with you the governor of
Laḫīru and the governor Arrapḫa?”
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ABL 1106:17′-21′, ár-ka-niš mGIN–NUMUN / ù LÚ.GAL–mun!-ga a-na TIN.TIR.KI ki-i / i-bu-ku!-in-ni md30–DÙ ŠEŠ-ú-a
id-du-ku / ˹ù˺ a-na-ku LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI.MEŠ ŠEŠ.MEŠ–AMA-ia / [i]ṭ-ṭir-ú-in-ni.
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ABL 1106 r. 8′-12′, ù a-na mDUMU.UŠ-a LÚ.EN.NAM ù a-na mNÍG.GUB / LÚ.UNUG.KI-a-a al-tap-ra um-ma e-mu-qa šá
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In addition to the above-mentioned reinforcements, Assurbanipal sent the chief treasurer (masennu)
Aššūr-gimillu-tēre with his army to Uruk, as reported in the duplicate letters *ABL 273, *ABL 543,
*ABL 1108, and *ABL 1244.735 Since the chief treasurer was one of the highest officials of the
Assyrian Empire, he may have been sent to oppose Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s army marching towards
Uruk. Later, Assurbanipal also sent Bēl-ēṭir and Arbāiu, the cohort commander, with 200 horses to
Uruk. This dispatch is also recorded in the same letters.736

Uruk probably prevailed against the troops of the Babylonian king because no texts record that the
city ever fell to the rebels. Sometime after Uruk was relieved, in Simānu (III) of an unknown year
Assurbanipal sent his eunuch Nabû-erība, his ‘third man’ Nergal-šarru-uṣur, and the priest of Aššur,
Akkullānu, with his treaty tablet to Nabû-ušabši in order to conclude a new treaty with him. 737 Uruk
was now secured but southern Babylonia was still threatened by Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, and Uruk
became involved in the political and military issues of Ur and neighbouring tribal groups.

According to *ABL 543, *ABL 1108, and *ABL 1244, Nabû-ušabši wrote to Assurbanipal urging
him to keep Ur and the Gurasimmu on the Assyrian side. 738 Kudurru, the deputy of Nabû-ušabši,
also wrote to Assurbanipal concerning the critical situation of Ur caused by a messenger from
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn sent to incite the Gurasimmu. 739 He states that he personally levied 500 to 600
Urukean archers, marched to Ur together with Aplāia of Arrapḫa and Nūrāia of Mazamua, 740 who
had been dispatched by Assurbanipal in order to aid Uruk when Nabû-ušabši was taken prisoner. It
735

*ABL 273:2-8 // *ABL 543 r. 10-13 // *ABL 1108 r. 7-10 // *ABL 1244 r. 1-3. The transliteration and the
translation of *ABL 543 r. 10-13, u ú-ma-a / ki-i ud-din-na la ta-šap-par-an-ni / maš-šur–ŠU–GUR-ra LÚ.IGI.DUB u emuq-qi / is-si-šú as-sa-par, “And now, even before you wrote me, I have sent the treasurer Aššūr-gimillu-tēre with the
forces.” The chief treasurer (masennu) was in charge of construction works and military operations in border province
and sometimes outside of the province (Mattila 2000, 161-162). Concerning Aššūr-gimillu-tēre, see Mattila 2000, 17
and PNA 1/I, 186a-b.
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commander, with 200 horses, to stay and work with you.”
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to Uruk in Simānu (III), 648 BC at the latest.
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seems that the general of the Sealand, Bēl-ibni, joined them, since Kudurru says that Aplāia, Bēlibni, and Sīn-tabni-uṣur worked together.741 Later, Bēl-ibni reported to Assurbanipal that he and
Nūrāia had subdued the Gurasimmu.742

The expedition to Ur was hence successful. Assurbanipal commends Sīn-tabni-uṣur in his letter
*ABL 290, probably dated in 650 BC, for enduring enemy and famine for two years, 743 and
economic documents show that food shortages continued even into the next year. 744 The letter also
indicates that there was rivalry between Sīn-tabni-uṣur and his predecessor and brother Sīn-šarruuṣur.745

On the 11th day of Du’ūzu (IV), 650 BC, the Šamaš-šumu-ukīn Chronicle records that the Assyrians
laid siege to Babylon. 746 In his inscriptions, Assurbanipal claims that he also besieged Sippar,
Borsippa, and Cutha,747 but it is not known exactly when the siege of each city started and ended.748
An economic document from Babylon dated on the 13th day of Araḫsamna (VIII), 650 BC, records
the sale of a garden when “famine (sunqu) and hardship (dannatu) were established in the land and
a mother would not open (her) door to (her own) daughter.” 749 Assurbanipal’s inscriptions also
confirm that people died of famine and hunger (bubūtu).750

After the siege of Babylon began (650-IV-11), Abī-Iate’, the king of the Qedarite Arabs, who had
once sworn an oath of loyalty to Assurbanipal probably just before the beginning of the revolt, 751
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ABL 754 + CT 54 250:20-24, [m]˹A˺-a LÚ.EN.NAM / [x x x]x ù mdEN–ib-ni šá it-ti md[30–tab-n]i–ŠEŠ LUGAL EN-a / [ušziz-zu] ki-i ma-de-e šá ši-mat ina ŠÀ-bi ˹ú?˺-kab-ba-ru ù dul-lu / [ip-pu-šú?] ˹ù˺ a-na LUGAL be-lí-ia i-nam-di-nu a[l]-˹la˺
ina UGU mi-ṣir / [KUR–tam-tim?] ù LÚ.pu-qu-du šú-nu ù e-˹mu-qí˺ it-ti-šú-nu mi-i-ṣu.
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BIWA, 41 and 233, A III 128-135.
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regnal year of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.
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Frame 1999, 105; Brinkman and Kennedy 1983, 34; Budge 1887-1888, 146, pls. 4-6.
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Parpola and Watanabe 1988, XXXIII and SAA 2 10. See also BIWA, 114-115 and 244, B VIII 32-38 // C X 41-47;
BIWA, 61 and 245, A VII 82-106.
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sent Arabian troops to besieged Babylon in order to help Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. However, their troops
were defeated by the Assyrians.752

At some point during the siege of Babylon (650-IV-11 to 648-V), Assurbanipal sent *ABL 571 as
an ultimatum to some pro-Assyrian members of the citizens of Babylon, telling them that Milkir[āmu], the chief tailor (rab kāṣiri), and Aššur-da[’’inanni], the commander-in-chief (turtānu), were
about to throw (their forces) agai[nst] Babylon, and urged them to open [the city gate] in order to
effect a bloodless surrender.753

Assuming that the besieged city mentioned in *ABL 561 and *ABL 1186 sent to Nippur was
Babylon, the citizens of Nippur joined the Assyrian army which surrounded the city (see pp. 10-11
and 183-185). No other significant events can be dated to the year 650 BC.

2.4.5. The Fourth Year of the Revolt: 649 BC
In 649 BC, the political situation in Elam drastically changed. Tammarītu II was deposed from the
throne by his subordinate ( ARAD-su) Indabibi who became the king of Elam, while Tammarītu II
sought refuge in Nineveh with the help of Bēl-ibni of the Sealand. In addition, it was probably in
this year that Nabû-bēl-šumāti sought asylum in Elam. Bēl-ibni dealt with many Elamite issues as
one of the main players, but the precise dates of these events are unknown.

The Akītu Chronicle records that as in previous years the New Year’s festival was not celebrated in
649 BC,754 doubtless because of the siege of Babylon.

As already discussed in detail above (see pp. 40-41 on Indabibi and pp. 46-47 on Tammarītu II), the
inscriptions of Assurbanipal describe how Indabibi rebelled against Tammarītu II and seized the
throne of Elam. 755 The inscriptions further record that Tammarītu II with his family, relatives, and
85 noblemen sought asylum in Nineveh, and that Assurbanipal took pity on him and installed all of
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them in his palace.756 It is not stated how this large group of the people was treated there. The
inscriptions specify by name a certain man among the asylum seekers: “Marduk-šarru-uṣur, my
(Assurbanipal’s) eunuch, whom they had carried away by force.” 757 This Marduk-šarru-uṣur may be
identical with a namesake who was sent to Elam to try to annex the country to the Assyrian
provincial system after the defeat of Teumman in 653 BC.758

Two letters from Bēl-ibni of the Sealand to Assurbanipal, ABL 282 and ABL 284, indicate that he
organized Tammarītu II’s flight from Indabibi probably over the Persian Gulf by boat, although his
aid is not clearly recorded in the inscriptions. 759 In ABL 284, Bēl-ibni writes to Assurbanipal: “now,
I am sending Tammarītu (II), his brothers, his family, and his few nobles into the presence of the
king, my lord” (ll. 10-14).760 In ABL 282, he promises to send to the king the nephew of Tammarītu
(II), who had escaped from Elam (ll. 6-16).761

The exact dates of these events are unknown. However, Assurbanipal sent to Indabibi *ABL 1151
dated in 649 BC (the day and the month are lost, only the name of eponym is preserved) where he
called Indabibi “king of Elam, his (Assurbanipal’s) brother.” 762 Thus Indabibi ascended the throne
of Elam before the letter was composed. In addition, calling Indabibi “brother” indicates good
relations between Assurbanipal and Indabibi at that point.

ABL 282, referring to the flight of Tammarītu II’s nephew, also indicates that Nabû-bēl-šumāti had
already transferred his base from the Sealand to Elam around that time. This transfer suggests that
Nabû-bēl-šumāti lost his power in the Sealand because Bēl-ibni had gained the upper hand there. In
ABL 282, Bēl-ibni reports that the messengers of Natannu, the rebel leader of the Puqūdu,763 met
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BIWA, 43 and 234, A IV 23-41 // F III 21-32 (but A IV 37-41 is not paralleled in F); BIWA, 110-112 and 230, B VII
58-76 // C VIII 48-68 // (partly) G1B II′ 38′-14′ // (partly) G 2 II′ 11′-17′. See also the description of Indabibi in the
royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal. Concerning the details of some members who escaped with Tammarītu II, see a
fragmentary text K 2825 (Streck 1916, 206-207).
757
BIWA, 111 and 230, B VII 67-68 // C VIII 56-57, it-ti mdAMAR. UTU–MAN–PAB LÚ.šu-ut SAG-ia / ša ib-ši-mu-šú ina
da-na-ni.
758
See Baker in PNA 2/II, 728b-730a.
759
Waters 2000, 64. Two epigraphs could be related to the flight of Tammarītu II; see BIWA, 315-316, nos. 69-70.
760
ABL 284:10-14, a-du-ú mtam-mar-i-ti / ŠEŠ.MEŠ-šú LÚ.qin-na-šú / ù LÚ.GAL.MEŠ-šú i-ṣú-ú-tu / a-na pa-an LUGAL
EN-ia / [a]l-tap-ra-áš-šú-nu-˹tú˺. See de Vaan 1995, 252-253.
761
ABL 282:6-16, mšu-ma-a / DUMU-šú šá mMU–SUM-na DUMU mga-ḫal / DUMU–NIN-šú šá mtam-ma-ri-ti / ul-tu
KUR.NIM.MA.KI ki-i / iḫ-li-qu a-di LÚ.taḫ-ḫa-a’ / it-tal-ka ul-tu LÚ.taḫ-ḫa-a’ / ŠU.2-šu ki-i aṣ-ba-ta / ul-te-bi-raš-šú maru-uṣ / a-di zi-me-šú ma-la-a / i-ṣab-ba-tu a-na LUGAL / be-lí-ia a-šap-pa-raš-šú. See de Vaan 1995, 248-252.
762
*ABL 1151:2-3, a-na min-da-bi-bi MAN KUR.NIM.MA.KI / ŠEŠ-šu, r. 1′-2′, I[TI.x UD-x-KÁM] / lim-mu mPAB–le-ia!.
Aḫu-ilā’ī was the governor of Carchemish and the eponym of the year 649 BC (PNA 1/I, 76b-77a, no. 11).
763
PNA 2/II, 938a-938b, no. 5.
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Nabû-bēl-šumāti in the city Targibātu and pledged to send any news they may hear. 764 We know that
Targibātu was located in Elam because Nabû-ušallim, the son of Merodach-Baladan, had been
settled among the Targibāteans sometime between 680 and 650 BC765 and in the royal inscriptions
of Assurbanipal Nabû-ušallim is said to have fled to Elam. 766 Soon after the writing of ABL 282,
Natannu ended up in Assurbanipal’s hands; an unknown author, probably from Uruk, reports to
Assurbanipal that he had captured Natannu along with Mukin-zēri, who had taken the governor of
Uruk captive (see above pp. 130-131) and had sent them to the king. 767

When Nabû-bēl-šumāti moved to Elam, he took Kissikean captives with him. The Kissikeans later
wrote to Assurbanipal that Nabû-bēl-šumāti had taken captives from Kissik and carried them off to
Elam but they had escaped from prison in Elam back to the Sealand. 768
Nabû-bēl-šumāti had also held Bēlšunu, the elder brother of Bēl-ibni, 769 for four years. It is not
clear whether Bēlšunu had been kept imprisoned in Elam or the Sealand, but eventually he was
rescued, probably in 649 BC, by soldiers that Bēl-ibni sent out.770

While Nabû-bēl-šumāti was active in Elam, he attacked Bēl-ibni from there. Bēl-ibni wrote to
Assurbanipal that Nabû-bēl-šumāti had hired members of various tribes and they had crossed over
on rafts against him with 250 Gurasimmu, taken two families with their dependents captive, and
then fled. In retaliation he sent out 400 archers by boat, crossed over the sea to Elam, attacked them,
and brought back 150 captives.771
ABL 282:17-r. 14, LÚ.A–KIN i-ba-áš-šú šá mna-tan / ù LÚ.pu-qu-du / šá i-na URU.ti-˹il˺–[x x (x)] ˹x˺ / a-na pa-an
AG–EN–˹MU.˺MEŠ / a-na URU.tar-gi-ba-a-ti it-tal-ku / šu-mu DINGIR a-na a-ḫa-meš / ul-te-lu-ú um-ma ki-i a-di / ṭè-emu ma-la ni-šem-mu-ú / ni-šap-pa-rak-ka ù a-na / i-da-tu-tu GUD.MEŠ 50 60-šu / a-na KUG.UD ina ŠU.2-šú i-tab-ku-ni / ù
iq-ta-bu-niš-šú um-ma / UDU.NITÁ.MEŠ-ni lil-li-ku-nim-ma / ina ŠÀ-bi LÚ.ú-ma!-a-a-na-at / ina sa-a-du li-ku-lu ina ŠÀ-bi
/ a-na UGU-ḫi-ni ta-ra-aḫ-ḫu-uṣ, see also de Vaan 1995, 248-252.
765
SAA 18 87:9′-13′.
766
BIWA, 107 and 227, B VI 70-72 // C VII 67-68, see also PNA 2/II, 903a-b, no. 10.
767
ABL 1437:9′-11′, mna-tan ù mGIN–NUMUN ki-i / ni-iṣ-ba-tu a-na LUGAL be-lí-ia / ni-il-tap-ra, “we have seized
Natannu and Mukin-zēri, and have sent (them) to the king, our lord.” See Dietrich 1970, 182-183, no. 112.
768
ABL 736:7-12, ŠEŠ.MEŠ-e-ni šá mdAG–EN–MU.MEŠ / ul-tu URU.ki-is-sik i-ḫu-˹bu˺-tu / a-na KUR.NIM.MA. KI it-ti-šú ibu-ku / ul-tu é–ki-li ul-tu KUR.NIM.MA.KI / a-na KUR–tam-tim ki-i i-ḫi-li-qu-nu / ra-aḫ-ṣu um-ma KUR-ti šá LUGAL ši-i.
See Frame 1992, 168 and 181; Dietrich 1970, 104, 122, and 190, n. 1.
769
PNA 1/II, 331b-332a, no. 7.
770
ABL 460 r. 3-11; see de Vaan 1995, 259-261. If Bēlšunu was captured when the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn broke
out, the four-year detention suggests that he was rescued in 649 BC at the earliest. De Vaan has proposed that this
Bēlšunu can be identified with the namesake who was the governor of Hindanu and the eponym of the year 648* BC
(de Vaan 1995, 61-62 and 261, see also PNA 1/II, 331b, no. 6). However, it cannot be ruled out that Bēlšunu was
released sometime after the crushing of the revolt because Nabû-bēl-šumāti was still alive in 648 BC (Frame 1992, 181,
n. 253). In that case, de Vaan’s identification seems implausible.
771
ABL 1000:11′-r. 12, u mdAG–EN–MU.MEŠ / šá dAG ma-šak-šú a-na ma-ḫa-ra i-nam-di-nu LÚ.e-mu-qu / šá LÚ.ḫi-li-im
!?
LÚ.pil-lat LÚ.nu -gu-ḫu LÚ.ia-ši–DINGIR / ù LÚ.la-kab-ru a-na 10 GUR.ÀM ZÚ.LUM.MA / ù 2.ÀM a-me-lut-ti a-na UGU-ḫi764
md
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It is also known from the inscriptions of Assurbanipal (Edition B composed in Abu (V) of 648*
BC772 and Edition C composed in 647* BC773) that Nabû-bēl-šumāti took the Assyrians, whom
Assurbanipal had originally sent to protect the Sealand, with him and imprisoned them in Elam. 774
The Elamite king Indabibi released the Assyrians, and then sent a messenger to seek peace (ṭūbu u
sulummu) with Assurbanipal. 775
While Indabibi was still on the Elamite throne, probably in 649 BC, 776 in ABL 622 + ABL 1279, an
unknown author777 mentioned the messengers from Indabibi and recommended to Assurbanipal that
500 horses and a high military official (rab mūgi) should be released from the camp and stationed in
Nippur while 100 horses should be stationed in Uruk.778

In Ur, the power contest between Sīn-tabni-uṣur and Sīn-šarru-uṣur continued in the year 649 BC,
assuming that *ABL 290, referring to Sīn-tabni-uṣur’s endurance of enemy and famine for two
years can be dated in 650 BC. *ABL 523 to Sīn-tabni-uṣur shows that he still feared his brother 779
in his third year as the governor of Ur.780 This conflict was resolved once the tide turned against
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, although the exact date is unknown. Assurbanipal informed Sīn-tabni-uṣur in

ia / ú-tag-gi-ra 2-me-50 LÚ.gu-ra-sim-ma-a-a / šá it-ti-šú mza-bi-du LÚ.ŠEŠ. UNUG. KI-a-a LÚ.˹SANGA.MEŠ˺ / md30–MU
md
m
d
DUMU 30–bar-ḫi–DINGIR.MEŠ ù šu-[ma-a] / LÚ.ŠÀ.TAM šá NIN.GAL LÚ.ki-sik-a-[a x x] / šú-nu a-lik pa-ni-šú-nu ù šúnu LÚ.re-e-di-[šú-nu] / šá LÚ.e-mu-qu a-na UGU-ḫi-ia ina ŠÀ-bi GIŠ.ḫal-li-ma-n[u] / ki-i i-bi-ru-ni 2 LÚ.qin-na-a-ti u napul-ti [0] / šú-nu la–pa-ni-ia iḫ-tab-tu u iḫ-te-el-qu DINGIR.MEŠ ˹šá˺ LUGAL / be-lí-iá it-ti-ia ki-i iz-zi-zu ina ŠÀ-bi 4-me
GIŠ.BAN / man-di-is-su-nu rad-˹pi˺ ina ŠÀ-bi GIŠ.MÁ.MEŠ al-tap-ra / ÍD.mar-rat a-na KUR.NIM.MA. KI i-te-eb-ru ina
!
GIŠ.MI / šá LUGAL be-lí-iá di-ik-ti ina ŠÀ-bi LÚ.ḫi-li-im u LÚ.pil-lat / id-du-ku GUD.MEŠ-šú-nu 5-me 6-me ki-i ú-pat-ti-ḫu
?
/ it-ta-as-su ù a-na ku-ú-mu x ˹na˺-pul-ti / 1-me-50 na-pul-ti ḫu-bu-us-su-n[u] ki-i aḫ-bu-ta / ul-te-bi-ra. See de Vaan
1995, 292-296; Waters 2000, 73; Frame 1992, 169-170, 176, 178, 181-182, and 244; Dietrich 1970, 105, 107-109, 122123, 137, n. 3 and 190, n. 1.
772
BIWA, 118 and 257. It is worth noting that the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was suppressed around at the end of Abu
(V), 648 BC.
773
BIWA, 165 and 257. Unfortunately the name of the month is broken away.
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BIWA, 112 and 231, B VII 81-86 // C IX 49-53.
775
BIWA, 112-113 and 231, B VII 87-92 // C IX 54-58.
776
ABL 622 + ABL 1279 mention Indabibi in a broken context. ABL 622 + ABL 1279:13′-15′, [i]t?-ti LÚ.A–KIN.MEŠ /
m
šá in-da-bi-bi ši-[x x x]-gi-ru a-na UGU / di-ku il-tap-ru.
777
De Vaan 1995, 42 and 276; Dietrich 1970, 113; PNA 1/II, 310a, no. 18, h. Cole proposes that the sender was an
official from Uruk (Cole 1996, 79) while Waters suggests that the author was Illil-bāni, the governor of Nippur (Waters
2000, 67, n. 64).
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ABL 622 + ABL 1279:17′-r. 3, i-na UD-m[u a-ga]-a dul-la a-na / e-pe-e-šú šá ANŠE.KUR.RA.[MEŠ i]-na ma-dak-ti /
ia-a-nu dul-la gab-bi [šá GIŠ.BA]N ù GIŠ.a-ri-ti / šú-ú 5-me ANŠE.KUR.RA. MEŠ [ù L]Ú.GAL–mu-un-ga / lil-lik-ma i-na
EN.LÍL.KI [l]i-iz-zi-iz / ù 1-me ANŠE.KUR.RA.MEŠ lil-˹li˺-ku-nim-ma / i-na UNUG. KI li-iz-zi-iz-zu. See de Vaan 1995, 274277.
779
*ABL 523:2-4, “Concerning Sīn-šarru-uṣur about whom you s[aid]: ‘Now then, he is devising a scheme and putting
terrible things against me’ – don’t be afraid!”
780
*ABL 523:18-r. 6, “And concerning your coming about which you said, ‘The magnates have held me back,’ (it is)
the third year (now that) you have stood by, kept my watch, and made yourself a good name in my presence.”
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*ABL 1002 and the Kissikeans in *ABL 1121 that Sīn-šarru-uṣur eventually came to see
Assurbanipal and surrendered to him when he saw that he lost ground.781

Meanwhile, the Assyrian army also tightened the siege of Babylon. In SAA 18 175, Marduku, an
Assyrian official based in Babylonia, 782 suggests to Assurbanipal that the magnates besieging Dilbat
should set up a camp within the siege wall surrounding Babylon, 520 (of their army) should be in
Cutha, and the horses of Assurbanipal should be in hiding and thwart their exit from Babylon. 783 It
is not specified which magnates were involved in this. Since Marduku refers to a siege wall set up
“last year” (r. 17-18, ina! BÀD! ma-dak-ta šá TIN.TIR.KI / ˹šá!˺ šad-da-qàd) and the siege of Babylon
started on 650-IV-11,784 the letter dates either from 649 or from early 648 BC, before the fall of
Babylon. 785

2.2.6. The Fifth Year of the Revolt: 648 BC
In 648 BC, the revolt was finally suppressed with the death of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and the fall of
Babylon around the end of Abu (V) of the year. However, the sequence of events that led to
crushing the rebellion is not well known. After the revolt, Assurbanipal appointed Kandalānu as the
new king of Babylon.

As in previous years (651-649 BC), the Akītu Chronicle states that the New Year’s festival was not
celebrated at the beginning of the year, 786 surely because of the continuing siege of Babylon.

It seems that in early 648 BC, a political power shift took place in Elam, leading to the overthrow of
Indabibi and the enthronement of Ummanaldašu III. On the 25th of Du’ūzu (IV) of 648* BC, one
month before the fall of Babylon, Assurbanipal sent *ABL 1170 to Ummanšibar, a prominent
Elamite, 787 in response to a letter from Bēl-ibni, 788 reporting that Ummanšibar and the magnates
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*ABL 1002 r. 3-13, “And concerning Sîn-šarru-uṣur about whom you s[aid]: ‘He does not love Assyria,’ do I not
know it? When he saw that my gods had not granted success to my enemy, he came very quickly, and grasped my feet.
And as to what you said, ‘He is saying terrible things about me in the presence of the magnates,’ what can this villain
(do)?”; *ABL 1121:2-8, “Concerning Sīn-šarru-uṣur about whom you wrote to me, if his troops had indeed been so
numerous and if he had indeed been alerted because of you, why would he have fled into my presence? Now then, he is
in my presence. [...]”
782
PNA 2/II, 734b-735a, no. 10.
783
SAA 18 175, r. 8-s. 3.
784
Grayson 1975, 130, no. 15:19.
785
Reynolds 2003, XXXI. Cf. Frame suggests that the letter is dated to at least the second year of the revolt (Frame
1992, 144, n. 47).
786
Grayson 1975, 132, no. 16:23.
787
PNA 3/II, 1385b-1386a.
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were conspiring against their king and all the lands had become rebel[lious]. 789 The name of the
king is not mentioned, but it almost certainly was Indabibi.

This sudden turn of events finds an explanation in Edition C of Assurbanipal’s inscriptions.
According to this text, Assurbanipal had sent a messenger to Indabibi demanding the release of the
Assyrians imprisoned in Elam by Nabû-bēl-šumāti and threatening to destroy his cities, to deport
the people of Susa, Madaktu, and Ḫaidālu and to replace Indabibi with someone else in case his
request was turned down. This messenger never reached Indabibi since the Elamite people heard of
the mission, killed Indabibi, and installed Ummanaldašu III as the new Elamite king. 790 The exact
date of this event is unknown, but Frame has suggested that the fall of Babylon in 648 BC affected
the political power balance in Elam and the accession of Ummanaldašu III occurred in this year. 791

At the fall of Babylon, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn died in the fire under uncertain circumstances. The royal
inscriptions of Assurbanipal describe his death, the longest being that of Edition A: “Aššur, Sīn,
Šamaš, Adad, Bēl, Nabû, Ištar of Nineveh, Šarrat-Kidmuri, Ištar of Arbela, Ninurta, Nergal, and
Nusku who, marching ahead of me, killed my enemies, cast Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, my hostile brother
who turned hostile towards me, into fall of blazing fire and destroyed his life” 792 but “the people
who had plotted with my hostile brother Šamaš-šumu-ukīn (…) did not perish in the fire with
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, their lord”.793 The Ištar Temple inscriptions too confirm that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
perished in the fire: “Enlil, [Ninlil], Marduk, and the gods of my helpers saw his evil deeds and
came to my assistance. … they made the fire god grasp his hands and made his body burn.” 794 It is
obvious that while the inscriptions allege that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was cast into a fire by the gods, he
actually either committed suicide or was killed at his own wish by one of his servants in order to
788

*ABL 1170:5-9, i-na UGU a-mat a-g[a!-a] / bab-ba-ni-ti ša AN.ŠÁR / a-na EN!-ka ina UGU ŠÀ-bi-ka / is-suk ú-ṭib u šá!
a-na UGU / mdEN–ib-ni taš-pur, “Concerning this beautiful idea which Aššur so nicely put into your heart for your lord
and which you wrote to Bēl-ibni.”
789
ABL 460:3′-7′, mum-man-ši-bar ù LÚ.GAL.MEŠ šá i[t-ti-šú?] / ki-i ip-ḫu-ru dib-bi bi-šu-t[u a-na UGU] / ˹LUGAL˺-šú-nu
id-dab-bu ù ina pa-an DINGIR.M[EŠ?-šú-nu] / il-tak-nu ki–ma-de-e LUGAL-šú-nu a-ga-[a iš-me?] / ù ši-i-ṭu KUR.MEŠ gabbi is-s[e-ḫa-a]. See Waters 2000, 68. In this letter, Bēl-ibni mentions Nabû-bēl-šumāti who was dead by 646-IV-26 (see
*ABL 879 from Ummanaldašu III to Assurbanipal) and Bēlšunu who was probably rescued in 649 BC at the earliest.
Thus the letter could be dated sometime between 649 and 646 BC.
790
BIWA, 153-55 and 232, C IX 59-86.
791
Frame 1992, 185-186.
792
BIWA, 43-44 and 234, A IV 46-52, AN.ŠÁR d30 dUTU dIŠKUR d+EN d+!AG / d15 šá (var. ša) NINA.KI dšar!-rat!-kid-mu-ri /
d
d
d
d
15 šá (var. ša) URU.arba-ìl (var. URU.arba-ìl.KI) MAŠ U.GUR NUSKU / ša ina maḫ-ri-ia il-li-ku i-na-ru ga-re-ia /
md
d
GIŠ.NU11–MU–GI.NA ŠEŠ nak-ri šá (var. ˹ša˺) i-gi-ra-an-ni / ina mi-qit GIŠ.BAR a-ri-ri id-du-šú(var.šu)-ma / u-ḫal-liqu(var.qa) nap-šat-su.
793
BIWA, 44 and 235, A IV 53-58, ù UN.MEŠ šá (var. ša) a-na mdGIŠ.NU11–MU–GI.NA / ŠEŠ nak-ri ú-šak-pi-du (…) it-ti
md
d
GIŠ.NU11–MU–GI.NA / EN-šú-nu la im-qu-tú ina GIŠ.BAR.
794
d
d
BIWA, 279 and 293, IIT, 111-113, EN.LÍL [ NIN.LÍL] / dAMAR.UTU DINGIR.MEŠ tik-le-ia ep-še-ti-šú ḪUL.MEŠ ip-pal˹d˺
su-ma il-li-ku re-ṣu-u(var. 0)-ti 0(var. -m[a]) MÈ-šú-nu dan-ni ……/ GIŠ.BAR ŠU.2-šú ú-šá-ḫi-zu ú-šaq-mu-ú pa-gar-šú.
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avoid the terrible fate (e.g., being flayed alive) that would have befallen him had he been taken alive
into the hands of Assurbanipal. 795

In *ABL 972, probably addressed to Ummanaldašu III, Assurbanipal requests the recipient to hand
over Nabû-bēl-šumāti or Nabû-qātī-ṣabat “who threw his lord [into] the fire [and who ...] has been
staying in [your (Ummanaldašu III’s)] presence.” 796 Furthermore, in *BM 132980 dated in 647*-XI,
Assurbanipal tells the elders of Elam that they have been treated badly because of Nabû-bēl-šumāti,
Nabû-qātī-ṣabat, and Kiribtu797 and he demands that the elders extradite these people. 798 ABL 1309
from an unknown Urukean to Assurbanipal refers to Nabû-qātī-ṣabat and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in a
broken context.799 In his inscriptions, Assurbanipal states that “I cut off the head of Nabû-bēl-šumāti
and hung it around the neck of Nabû-qātī-ṣabat, the simmagir official of my hostile brother Šamaššumu-ukīn, who had gone to Elam with him (i.e., Nabû-bēl-šumāti) to encourage Elam to rebel.” 800

Von Soden (1972) took all these references to Nabû-qātī-ṣabat to pertain to the same person and
suggested that it was the simmagir official of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn who threw “his lord” [into] the fire,
as related in *ABL 972.801

Frame has questioned this interpretation because he doubts that Nabû-qātī-ṣabat could have come
from Elam, entered the besieged Babylon, killed Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, and fled from the city to
Elam. 802 However, it does seem to me that it was not at all impossible to escape from the chaotic,
falling Babylon because in *ABL 561 Assurbanipal warns the citizens of Nippur, who were
795

Cf. Frame 1992, 153-154.
*ABL 972 r. 8-10, ú-la-a mdPA–ŠU.2–ṣa-bat ša EN-šú / [i-na] i-šá-a-ti ik-ru-ur-u-ni / [x x x x x x ina] IGI-ka iz-zi-zu-ni,
“Alternatively/If not, [send me] Nabû-qātī-ṣabat who threw his lord [into] the fire [and who ...] has been staying in
[your] presence.”
797
*BM 132980:8-9, ina UGU mdPA–EN–MU.MEŠ mdPA–ŠU.2–ṣa-bat mki-rib-tú / ki-i ha-an-ni-i ep-šá-ku-nu, “It is because
of Nabû-bēl-šumāti, Nabû-qātī-ṣabat and Kiribtu that you have been treated in this way”; *BM132980, r. 1′-4′, ˹ma-a˺
[ina UGU mì-i-ni ki-i] ˹an-ni-i˺ ep-šá-˹a˺-[ni] / ina Š[À aš-šur DINGIR.MEŠ-iá at-t]a-ma šum-ma la ina U[G]U / md[PA–EN–
!
MU.MEŠ L]Ú.˹EN˺–ḫi-˹iṭ˺-ṭi šá is-si-šú / ki-i ha-[an-n]i-e ep-šá-ka-nu-ni, “‘[Why] have we been treated [like] this?’ [I
swe]ar b[y Aššūr and my gods]: it is because of N[abû-bēl-šumāti] and his criminal accomplices that you have been
treated in this way.”
798
*BM 132980 r. 14′-17′, ú-ma-a an-nu-ri / as-sap-rak-ku-nu mdPA–EN–MU.MEŠ šá is-si-šú / še-bil-a-ni bi-is ana-ku
DINGIR.MEŠ-ku-nu lu-še-bil-ak-ku-nu / u su-lum-mu-u la-áš-kun, “Now then I am writing to you: Send me Nabû-bēlšumāti and his accomplices, and I will promptly send you your gods and make peace.”
799
ABL 1309:25-r. 3, TIN.TIR.KI [x x x x x] / mdAG–ŠU.2–ṣa-bat [x x x x] / ù i!-da-at [x x x x x x x] / mdGIŠ.NU11–MU–
[GI.NA x x x x x] / iš-pu-ra.
800
BIWA, 60 and 243, A VII 47-50, SAG.DU-su ak-kis ina GÚ mdPA(var.md+AG)–ŠU.2-ṣa-bat / LÚ.dsin-ma-gir mdGIŠ.NU11–
MU–GI.NA / ŠEŠ nak-ri šá (var. ša) it-ti-šu / a-na šum-ku-ri KUR.NIM.MA.KI il-li-ku a-lul.
801
Von Soden 1972, 84-85. The role of the simmagir official is obscure. CAD S 272a renders “(a high official)” and
AHw 1045a “ein Resident des bab. Königs.” This title appears from the NB period onwards.
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probably laying siege to the city, that a certain man went out without being noticed. 803 Therefore,
most likely it was the simmagir official Nabû-qātī-ṣabat who threw his lord Šamaš-šumu-ukīn into
the fire in Babylon and escaped to Elam in the confusion.

A literary text (SAA 3 44 “Aššur’s response to Assurbanipal’s report on the revolt of Šamaš-šumuukīn”) also alludes to the fate of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. In the text, Aššur states, “I decreed for him [the
fate] of his predecessor Išdu-kīn, king of B[abyl]on” (r. 7).804 However, as Išdu-kīn, king of
Babylon, is otherwise unknown, 805 the point of this allusion remains obscure.

In any case, with the death of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and the fall of Babylon, the revolt was over. What
happened before these incidents is not well known. The last known documents dated to Šamaššumu-ukīn, from Borsippa and Babylon, are dated on the 28th and the 30th of Abu (V), 648 BC,
respectively. 806 Sippar and Cutha had also been under siege for some time (see above p. 133),807 but
it is not known when the siege of these cities ended. Curiously, no chronicle entry records the date
of the fall of Babylon and other rebel cities.

Following the description of the demise of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, Edition A additionally notes that
Assurbanipal took away Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s chariots, rickshaw, sunshade, sekretu-women, and
property of the palace. 808 He also split the tongues (var. mouths) of supporters of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
as a punishment. He took some of them to Assyria and sacrificed them as a funerary offering for
Sennacherib (ina ki-is-pi-šú), and fed dogs, pigs, jackals (or vultures), eagles, birds, and fish with
their flesh. 809

Assurbanipal further states in his inscriptions that he brought out the dead bodies from the streets
and squares of Babylon, Cutha, and Sippar810 and purified the temples of these cities, appeased their
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gods, re-established the regular offerings, appointed new officials, and imposed taxes, tribute and
offerings for Assyrian gods upon the Babylonians. 811

The booty from Babylon is depicted on the relief BM ME 124945-6 found in Room M, the socalled “Throne Room” of the North Palace at Nineveh. The relief is horizontally divided into two
registers by a river with wavy bands. The upper register depicts the victory over Elam, while the
lower register shows Assurbanipal reviewing the war spoils taken from Babylonia. The lower
register is further divided into three rows. In the uppermost row, a eunuch who raises his right hand,
three items of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s regalia (the Babylonian crown, the royal seal of Šamaš-šumuukīn, and the long staff), 812 and two wheeled vehicles are depicted. In the middle row, there are four
foreigners who pay homage to Assurbanipal, 813 two scribes who make records of bows, quivers,
severed heads, and a team of horses. In the lowermost row, a procession of prisoners, two chariots
with a round shield and with a triangular object respectively, and horses led by soldiers are
portrayed. In addition, an epigraph is engraved in the upper row: “I, Assurbanipal, king of the
universe, king of Assyria, who at the command of the great gods, achieved my (text: his) heart’s
desires. They paraded before me clothing (and) jewelry, appurtenances of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s royal
person – the treacherous brother – women of his palace, his courtiers, his battle troops, a chariot, a
processional carriage – the conveyance of his lordly person – every single piece of equipment that
was in his palace, (and) people – men (and) women, young and old.” 814

In addition, probably as the booty of the civil war, a large number of Babylonian literary tablets
were brought to Assurbanipal’s library from Babylonia on the 1st of Šabāṭu (XI) and the 29th of
Addāru (XII) of 648 BC.815

2.2.7. The Aftermath of the Revolt: 647 BC and After
After the suppression of the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, Assurbanipal appointed Kandalānu as the
king of Babylon in 647 BC and his reign lasted until 627 BC. 816 A detailed study on this period has
been presented by Frame. 817 Though no inscription of Assurbanipal mentions his appointment and
811
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no inscription of Kandalānu is extant, his reign is attested in chronological texts and economic
documents.

Kandalānu appears in king lists. Babylonian King List A inserts Kandalānu between Šamaš-šumuukīn and Sīn-šumu-lēšir but the number of years of his rule is not preserved, 818 while the Uruk King
List puts Kandalānu with 21 regnal years before Sīn-šumu-lēšir. 819 The Synchronistic King List
registers Kandalānu with Assurbanipal after Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 820 The Ptolemaic Canon includes
Kandalānu between Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and Nabopolassar and assigns him 22 regnal years. 821

He is also mentioned in the Akītu Chronicle. After the revolt was suppressed, the New Year festival
was probably held without interruption during the reign of Kandalānu because the chronicle has no
entry between 647 BC and 627 BC, and for the year 626 BC the text reads “After Kandalānu, in the
accession year of Nabopolassar, there were insurrections in Assyria and Akkad.” 822

In addition, more than two hundred economic documents were dated by the regnal years of
Kandalānu. No document refers to his accession year, 823 and his name first appears in an economic
document from Babylon dated on 647-X-6 for his first regnal year. 824 It seems that his rule
gradually spread in Babylonia because during his first (647 BC) and second regnal year (646 BC)
some documents were still dated by the regnal years of Assurbanipal. 825 After 646 BC, all
Babylonian documents, except those from Nippur, were dated by the name of Kandalānu. In the
documents, he was called “the king” or “the king of Babylon” ( LUGAL URU.DÙG).826
Since the genealogy of Kandalānu is not known and he died in 627 BC 827 at approximately the same
time Assurbanipal died or retired, it has been suggested that Kandalānu and Assurbanipal were the
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same person,828 but this is unlikely. 829 As Frame pointed out, Kandalānu could have been a member
of the Assyrian royal family830 because, in a fragmentary Neo-Assyrian letter *CT 53 966,
Kandalānu is mentioned just after Šērū’a-ēṭirat, the sister of Assurbanipal, in a broken context. 831

2.3. The Role, Designation, and Authority of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
In order to understand why Šamaš-šumu-ukīn provoked the revolt against Assurbanipal in 652 BC,
we will in this section investigate the texts referring to him under three time frames: during the
reign of Esarhaddon (680-669 BC), during the reign of Assurbanipal prior to the outbreak of the
revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn (668-653BC), and during and after the revolt in the time of
Assurbanipal (652-c. 630 BC).

2.3.1. During the Reign of Esarhaddon
Esarhaddon had at least 19 sons832 and his eldest son Sīn-nādin-apli was appointed as the crown
prince around 677 BC. However, the lack of sources about him suggests that he died untimely. 833
After his demise, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn became the eldest living son. 834

In Ayyāru (II) of 672 BC, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was officially designated heir to the throne of Babylon
at the same time as his brother Assurbanipal was chosen heir to the throne of Assyria. To ensure the
realization of this arrangement, Esarhaddon drafted and imposed a treaty, known in scholarship as
“Esarhaddon’s Succession Treaty,” 835 which clearly indicates that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was not to have
the same status as Assurbanipal. In all extant copies of the text, Assurbanipal is always referred to
as “the great crown prince designate (of Assyria),” 836 but Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is merely called “the
crown prince designate of Babylon” without the adjective “great.” 837 Moreover, the name of
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Assurbanipal appears about 70 times in the treaty, while Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is mentioned only twice:
in §7 “Succession at Esarhaddon’s Untimely Death” and in §107 “Date and Colophon” at the end of
the treaty. In the former section (§7), Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is promised the throne of Babylon with the
most detailed description of his status found in the treaty: “If Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, passes
away while his sons are minors, you will help Assurbanipal, the great crown prince designate, to
take the throne of Assyria, and you will help Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, his equal brother, the crown prince
designate of Babylon, to ascend the throne of Babylon. You will reserve for him the kingship over
the whole of Sumer, Akkad and Karduniaš. He will take with him all the gifts that Esarhaddon, king
of Assyria, his father, gave him; do not hold back even one.”838 In the final section (§107), Šamaššumu-ukīn appears side by side with Assurbanipal: “The treaty of Esarhaddon, king of Assyria,
conclu[ded] on behalf of Assurbanipal, the great crown prince of Assyria, and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn,
the crown prince designate of Babylon.” 839

It is worth noting that the two princes are referred to as “minors” (ṣa-ḫa-ri) in the treaty. The exact
ages of Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in 672 BC are unknown, but it does not seem that
“minors” fits the time when Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn were promoted as crown princes.
Concerning the age of Assurbanipal at this point, Parpola has stated that: “since Assurbanipal was
already married and possibly even had children before his father’s death, it is questionable whether
he still was legally a ‘minor’ at the time of his accession.” 840 Livingstone has suggested that when
Assurbanipal was appointed as the crown prince he was at least in his later teens because he became
king just two years later, reigned for 39 years, and Adad-šumu-uṣur mentioned the marriage of
Assurbanipal in SAA 10 185,841 probably written in Ayyāru (II) or Simānu (III), 672 BC.842 Perhaps
the reason for the referring to minority of the princes is that there might have been a model or a
formula for succession treaties in the Neo-Assyrian period for a young son of the king. More likely,
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however, the treaty was drawn up when Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn were actually minors,
and the minority clause was fully justified when the treaty was concluded. 843

The political correspondence of Esarhaddon indicates that Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
officially served Esarhaddon and supported him during their crown princehood (672-669 BC). In
their letters, they call Esarhaddon “the king” (LUGAL, MAN) and themselves “your servants” (ARADka). Seven letters (SAA 16 14-20) from Assurbanipal to Esarhaddon are extant. In addition, ten
letters are addressed to Assurbanipal as crown prince844 and eleven letters sent to Esarhaddon refer
to Assurbanipal. 845 As Luukko and Van Buylaere have pointed out, he is not referred to by his name
but by his title, the crown prince (mār šarri).846 Four letters (SAA 16 21-24) from Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
to the king are preserved, but no letters sent to him as crown prince are extant. This suggests that
Assurbanipal was more deeply involved in the governance of Assyria than Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.

The gods invoked in the blessing formulae of their letters are also different. Assurbanipal invokes
three different patterns; Aššur, Bēl, and Nabû in four letters (SAA 16 14-15, 17-18); Bēl and Nabû
in SAA 16 20; and Nabû and [Mard]uk in SAA 16 19. Since the beginning of SAA 16 16 is not
preserved, it is unclear which gods are invoked in it. By contrast Šamaš-šumu-ukīn always invokes
Nabû and Marduk. Likewise, Šamaš-mētu-uballiṭ, a younger brother of the princes, 847 always
invokes Nabû and Marduk in the blessing formulae of his letters to Esarhaddon (SAA 16 25-27). 848

In his letters to Esarhaddon, Assurbanipal dealt with both political and military matters of the north,
the heartland of Assyria, and Babylonia, although Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was designated as the crown
prince of Babylon. Assurbanipal interrogated an official operating in the north about the
Cimmerians (SAA 16 15), reported on the movements of the Cimmerians (SAA 16 16), and
informed Esarhaddon on the border of Urarṭu (SAA 16 18). Four petitions (SAA 16 34-35, 37-38)
were addressed to him and one petitioner asks him to grant permission for completing the work of
the petitioner’s father in Calah (SAA 16 34). He was also involved in Babylonian matters. He
reported the message from a supervisor of scholars about a Chaldean who had appealed to the king
843
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on account of Babylonian scribes working in the royal library (SAA 16 17). In SAA 16 155
concerning the return of a field to the Chaldeans, Assurbanipal is mentioned in a broken context (r.
11). Regarding military matters, Esarhaddon ordered the recipient of SAA 15 148 to send deserters
from Mannea to Assurbanipal and [the bodyg]uard of the crown prince is mentioned with the
wounded in Bīt-Hamban in SAA 16 149. In addition, the “third man” of the crown prince was
included among 15 deserters whom the governor of Der sent to the authors of SAA 13 136.

More importantly, Assurbanipal dealt with a significant domestic affair, the conspiracy of Sāsî, a
city overseer of Harran, 849 in 671/670 BC.850 He interrogated a certain Milki-nūri, eunuch of the
queen and one of the adherents of Sāsî, 851 at the request of Esarhaddon (SAA 16 20). In addition, an
anonymous person reported to Assurbanipal that Sīn-balāssu-iqbi, governor of Ur, had sent gold to
Sāsî (SAA 16 69).

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was also already involved in Babylonian affairs when he was the crown prince of
Babylon. In SAA 16 21, he paraphrases two letters. The first letter was addressed to him by Ašarēdu
(Šarīdu) and Nabû-aḫḫē-ēreš, citizens of Babylon (DUMU.KÁ.DINGIR.RA.KI),852 and Bēl-iddina, a
citizen of Borsippa (DUMU.BÁR.SIPA.KI). 853 These three informers denounced Bēl-ēṭir and Šamašzēru-iqīša, two astrologers,854 and Aplāia, a haruspex, 855 because they had failed to report omens
relevant to the king or Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and because Aplāia had assembled the people who had
captured and delivered Aššur-nādin-šumi, the elder brother of Esarhaddon and the king of Babylon
(699-694 BC),856 to Elam, and concluded a treaty with them. The other letter paraphrased by
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn had been sent to the accused Bēl-ēṭir and Šamaš-zēru-iqīša by Urdu-Nabû, priest
of the Nabû temple at Calah, 857 who wrote to them that the treasurer had come without the consent
of the king and that Sulāia,858 called “our brother” by Urdu-Nabû, was being detained in the Review
Palace of Nineveh by royal command. Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was probably suspicious about the letter
and felt the need to inform the king because the astrologers were denounced in the first-mentioned
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letter.859 Concerning the date of SAA 16 21, Parpola has suggested that it was composed in 670 BC
and the presence of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in Babylonia is attested in that year. 860 In SAA 16 22, Šamaššumu-ukīn reports audience gifts for the king: one horse from (the governor of) Raṣappa and one
castrated sheep from a certain Nabû-bāni-aḫḫē, who is not well attested.861 It is unknown why and
how Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was related to Raṣappa, probably located west of the Assyrian heartland. 862
The rest of his letters, SAA 16 23 and SAA 16 24, are badly broken, and only their greeting
formulae are readable.

As already stated above (see p. 146), Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is not mentioned in the political
correspondence of Esarhaddon, but he appears in eight scholarly letters. 863 These mainly concern
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s health. In many cases, he appears with Assurbanipal but his name always
comes after Assurbanipal. In SAA 10 193, the author, probably Esarhaddon’s personal exorcist
Adad-šumu-uṣur, tells the king that a ritual is going to be performed for Assurbanipal, but since
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is doing well, it is not necessary to perform it for him. In SAA 10 223,
presumably the same author sends a medical report on the royal family and says that Assurbanipal,
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, and other family members are well. In SAA 10 238, Marduk-šākin-šumi, the
chief exorcist, wishes good health for Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. Possibly the same
author mentions Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in a broken context in SAA 10 239:4. Adad-šumu-uṣur’s son
Urdu-Gula864 also blesses Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn together in SAA 10 289, a letter
mainly concerned with salary complaints. In SAA 10 314, an unknown author, probably UrduNanāia, chief physician, 865 asks the king why Adad-šumu-uṣur, the king’s exorcist, had said that
Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn should not go outdoors before a certain day. Ikkāru, a court
physician, 866 enquires about the delivery of medications for Esarhaddon and reports on the
treatment and the recovery of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in SAA 10 328. Finally Mār-Issār, Esarhaddon’s
agent in Babylonia,867 informs the king in SAA 10 352 that a substitute king had died for the
deliverance of the king and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.
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Moreover, in an astrological report, SAA 8 102, possibly dated 669-III-15, 868 Akkullānu states that
he had made burnt offerings on behalf of the king, Assurbanipal, and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. In all these
missives, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is never mentioned with his royal title, although Assurbanipal is called
“the crown prince.”

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn does exceptionally appear with his royal title in a priestly letter. In SAA 13 56,
Urdu-Nabû writes to Esarhaddon that he has given instructions about the offerings for
“Assurbanipal, the gre[at crow]n prince, for Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, the crown prince of Babylon (r. 7,
DUMU–MAN KÁ.DINGIR),

for Šērū’a-ēṭirat, for Aššūr-mukīn-palē’a, 869 and for Ašš[ūr-et]el-šamê-

erṣeti-muballissu” 870 (r. 6-10).

By contrast, the royal inscriptions of Esarhaddon use Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s title with his name. He is
attested three times in three inscriptions (see the following three paragraphs). 871 According to these
texts, it seems that Esarhaddon aimed to secure the succession of the crown princes and was
concerned about them. In addition, he emphasized the connection between Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and
Babylonian gods, especially Marduk.

In SAA 2 14, “Esarhaddon’s Treaty Inscription”, the king states: “[he (the king or Marduk?) took
the hand] of Assurbanipal, the crown prince designa[te], [and that of] Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, the crown
prince designate of [Babylon], [princes] superbly suitable for [the exercise of kingship].” 872

In a fragment of a tablet from Nineveh, RINAP 4 53 (Aššur-Babylon G = AsBbG), describing the
installation of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in Babylon, which may have taken place in Edadiḫegal, “House of
Abundant Tribute (?)”873 of the Esaggil complex, Esarhaddon states: “I gave [Šamaš]-šumu-ukīn,
(my) son, my offspring, as a present to the god Marduk and the goddess Zarpanītu.” 874

868

Parpola 1983b, 420, Appendix J. See RMA 89 = SAA 8 102
PNA 1/I, 197b-198b. Aššūr-mukīn-palē’a (“Aššur is the one who established my reign”) was the son of Esarhaddon
and was “probably born in 681 or shortly after, as is witnessed by his very name.”
870
PNA 1/I, 184a-b. Son of Esarhaddon; Assurbanipal calls him “my youngest brother” ( ŠEŠ.MU TUR).
871
Assurbanipal is mentioned 13 times in 8 inscriptions, see RINAP 4 60:29′; RINAP 4 64:7; RINAP 4 77:64B; RINAP
4 79:5′, 12′; RINAP 4 93:25, 31, 34, 37, 40; RINAP 4 94:5; RINAP 4 95:7; RINAP 4 113:30.
872
SAA 2 14 i 11-14, [qa-at] mAN.ŠÁR!–ba-an–DUMU.UŠ DUMU–LUGAL É–re-du-[ti] / [qa-at mdUT]U–˹MU–GIN˺ DUMU–
LUGAL É–re-du-[ti] / [šá KÁ.DINGIR.RA. KI x] x šá šu-lu-ku [a-na e-peš LUGAL-ti] / [iṣ-bat-ma x x x].
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George 1993, 73, no. 135.
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RINAP 4 53:10′-11′, [mdGIŠ.NU11]–MU–GI.NA DUMU ṣi-it lìb-bi-ia a-na dAMAR. UTU / ù dzar-pa-ni-tum a-na ši-rik-ti
aš-ruk. Assurbanipal states in his inscription L4, probably dated to his first regnal year (668 BC), that he dedica[ted]
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn [to Marduk] (see below p.151 and Borger 1956, 90, commentary on l. 10f).
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In RINAP 4 113, a cylinder from Babylon on the rebuilding of Eniggidrukalamasuma, the temple of
Nabû in Babylon,875 Esarhaddon, appealing to Marduk and Zarpanītu, writes: “for Assurbanipal,
crown prince of Assyria, and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, crown prince of Babylon, both brothers, my
offspring, may they decree as their destiny a good fate, a favourable fate, one of the lengthening of
the days of their reigns (and) the protection of the throne(s) of their priestly offices; may their
kingships … lead my land in truth and justice; (and) may the gods Sīn and Šamaš together keep
answering the true princes with a firm ‘yes’!” 876

2.3.2. During the Reign of Assurbanipal Before the Revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
In this section I will briefly review the authority and the behaviour of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn between
his accession to the throne of Babylon and the outbreak of the revolt. A detailed study for this
period can be found in Frame’s monograph. 877

On the 10th day of Araḫsamna (VIII) of 669 BC, Esarhaddon died on his way to Egypt,878 and in
Kislīmu (IX) of the same year, Assurbanipal ascended the throne of Assyria. 879 Probably soon after
his accession, Zakūtu, queen of Sennacherib and mother of Esarhaddon, imposed the so-called
“Zakūtu Treaty” upon the Assyrian royal family, subordinates, and the citizens of Assyria. In the
treaty, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn appears the first treaty partner and he is described as Assurbanipal’s
“talīmu brother” (PAB ta-li-me-šú).880 Many scholars have discussed the term, 881 translated as “equal
brother,” “favourite brother,” “close brother,” “beloved brother,” and “the brother” 882 and I take the
term as “equal brother.” Later, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn designates himself as the “talīmu of
Assurbanipal”883 and calls Assurbanipal “my talīmu.”884 This term and its usage recall the epic of
Gilgameš in which Šamaš (the god of justice) talks to Enkidu about Gilgameš as Enkidu’s talīmu.885
Parpola believes that the relationship between Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was covertly
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defined as that between Gilgameš and Enkidu, i.e., a perfect king and a loyal servant, through the
mythological implication of the term talīmu.886

On the 14th/24th (Chronicle 1) or 25th (Esarhaddon Chronicle) of Ayyāru (II) of the following year
668 BC, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn ascended the throne of Babylon. 887 In his accession, Assurbanipal
played the role of the appointer. He states in his inscriptions that “I appointed Šamaš-šumu-ukīn,
my talīmu brother, to the kingship of Babylon in order that the strong might not harm the weak.” 888
In L4, he describes Šamaš-šumu-ukīn as “my talīmu brother whom I dedica[ted to Marduk].”889
Some of them indicate that Assurbanipal had good relations with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn from his point
of view, for instance, he prays for the long life of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 890 Nevertheless, it should be
noted that Assurbanipal never mentions Esarhaddon’s arrangement for the succession of Šamaššumu-ukīn in his inscriptions.

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn also commissioned his own inscriptions and six of them are extant (RIMB 2
B.6.33.1-6). Since four of the six (RIMB 2 B.6.33.2-5) favourably refer to Assurbanipal 891 and
RIMB 2 B.6.33.6 notes his descent of the Assyrian royal family, these inscription were probably
composed before the revolt. The following table summarizes their content.

Table 12: Royal Inscriptions of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn probably composed before the Revolt

Text

Language

Provenance

Object

Main Topic

Sippar

Brick

The restoration of the Ebabbar

and Script
RIMB 2

Sumerian

B.6.33.2

temple for Utu (Šamaš)

886

Personal communication with Parpola.
Grayson 1975, 86, no. 1 iv 33 and 127, no. 14:35-36.
888
RIMB 2 B.6.32.1:10-14, especially 13-14, áš-šú dan-nu a-na SIG la ḫa-ba-li mdGIŠ.NU11–MU–GI.NA ŠEŠ ta-li-me / ana LUGAL-ú-tu KÁ.DINGIR.RA. KI ap-qid; RIMB 2 B.6.32.5:8-12, RIMB 2 B.6.32.6:7-17, RIMB 2 B.6.32.12:8-15, RIMB
2 B.6.32.14:23-32, RIMB 2 B.6.32.19:16-22.
889
Novotny 2014, 79 and 98, Text 18 (K 2694 + K 3050 = L4) r. III 5′, md[G]IŠ.NU11–MU–GI.NA ŠEŠ ta-li-me-ia šá áš˹ru˺-[ku a-na dAMAR.UTU]. Esarhaddon states that he dedicated Šamaš-šumu-ukīn to Marduk and Zarpanītu. See above
p. 149.
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RIMB 2 B.6.32.2:74-76, BA[LA]-˹u˺-a u šá mdGIŠ.NU11–MU–[GI].˹NA˺ / LUGAL TIN.TI[R].KI ŠEŠ ta-lim-ia u4-me-šú / liri-ku; RIMB 2 B.6.32.4:19, RIMB 2 B.6.32.5:19, RIMB 2 B.6.32.6:24, RIMB 2 B.6.12:21, RIMB 2 B.6.14:46, RIMB 2
B.6.32.19:27.
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RIMB 2 B.6.33.2:8-11, “for the sake of the life of Assurbanipal, king of Assyria, his favourite brother”; RIMB 2
B.6.33.3: 12, “favourite (brother) of Assurbanipal, king of the world, king of Assyria, (and) king of the four quarters (of
the world)”; RIMB 2 B.6.33.4:20, “favourite (brother) of Assurbanipal, great king, mighty king, king of the world,
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RIMB 2

Akkadian in

B.6.33.3

NB script

RIMB 2

Akkadian in

B.6.33.4

NB script

Borsippa

- (Borsippa?)

Stone stela (the king

The restoration of the enclosure

holding a work-basket

wall of the Ezida temple for

on his head)

Nabû

Cylinder

The renovation of the
storehouses of the Ezida temple
for Nabû

RIMB 2

Akkadian

- (Borsippa?)

Tablet

B.6.33.5

The building of probably a piece
of equipment for a boat for Nabû

RIMB 2

Akkadian in

B.6.33.6

NB script

-

Cylinder

(Only the epithets and genealogy
of the king are preserved)

It is striking that RIMB 2 6.33.2 was written in Sumerian. The use of Sumerian for inscriptions of
the Assyrian royal family in the first millennium BC is very rare and practically limited to the reign
of Sargon II who commissioned Sumerian brick inscriptions at Assur, Dūr-Šarrukīn, and Uruk. His
son Sennacherib did not use Sumerian, 892 but Esarhaddon made Sumerian handwritten bricks at
Babylon that commemorate the rebuilding of Etemenanki for Asari (Marduk). 893 Like Sargon II and
Esarhaddon, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn probably aimed to show his respect for old Babylonian tradition to
the Babylonian elite who could read and write Sumerian.

In these inscriptions, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn refers to himself as “viceroy (šakkanakku) of Šuanna
(Babylon),”894 “viceroy of Babylon,”895 “viceroy,”896 “king of Sumer (and) Akkad,” 897 “king of the
land of Sumer and Akkad,” 898 “king of Babylon,”899 and “vice-regent.”900 Porter has pointed out
that “viceroy of Babylon” and “king of the land of Sumer and Akkad” were old traditional royal
titles of southern rulers and kings used these titles to legitimize themselves. According to her, for
ideological and political purposes, these titles were used by several Assyrian kings before Šamaššumu-ukīn; the former title was adopted only by Sargon II and Esarhaddon, and the latter one was
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used by Tukulti-Ninurta I (1244-1208 BC), Tiglath-pileser III (744-727 BC), Sargon II, and
Esarhaddon.901

As was customary in Babylonia, none of the inscriptions of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn record any military
campaigns. Rather, they commemorate his building projects and emphasize his full respect for
Babylonian gods. It is noteworthy that three of them allude to the historical event of the return of
Marduk’s statue.902

Inscriptions of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn have been found only in Sippar and Borsippa, but various
economic, administrative, and legal documents attest that his authority was not restricted to a few
cities because documents dated by his regnal years came from all over Babylonia. 903 Between 668
and 653 BC, 101 documents were composed under his name. Cities that have yielded more than one
document are Babylon (37 texts), Borsippa (19), Dilbat (8), Kiš (3), Ḫursagkalama (2), Cutha (2),
Nippur (5), Uruk (15), and Ur (5). No documents have been found in Sippar. It is worth noting that
after 656 BC the number of the documents increased. In 656 BC, it first reached double-digits. 904 In
655 BC, it decreased to single-digit. However, in 654 and 653 BC, it became double-digit again. 905
These figures could indicate the economic revitalization in Babylonia. The economic growth may
have been one of the factors that led Šamaš-šumu-ukīn to revolt. On the other hand, the number of
Neo-Babylonian economic documents under the name of Assurbanipal between 668 BC and 653
BC is only five: four texts from Uruk in 669 BC and one text from Nippur in 664 BC. 906 Since
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was not yet the king of Babylon in 669 BC, the economic documents in that year
were dated by Assurbanipal. 907

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn had authority over local matters within Babylonia. Two kudurrus dating to his
reign before the revolt are extant. In VA 3614, he granted a prebend in Ebabbar, the temple of
Šamaš, in Sippar,908 while in BM 87220, dated in his 9th year, he confirmed Adad-ibni’s ownership
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Groß 2014, 4-7; Frame 1992, 9, 107, and 232-237; Brinkman and Kennedy 1983, 37, K. 163; Steinmetzer 1935b
(transliteration and translation); Steinmetzer 1935a (copy). The year date of the text is damaged, but the text describes
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn as the talīmu brother of Assurbanipal. Thus it can be dated in 667-652 BC.
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of the land in Bīt-Dakkūri that had been lost during the reign of Esarhaddon. 909 In addition, in BM
77611 + BM 77612 + four unnumbered fragments from the 84-2-11collection, 910 he renewed and
expanded the prebend that had previously been granted by Aššur-nādin-šumi, son of Sennacherib
and the king of Babylon (699-694 BC), though the name of the temple is not preserved. 911

Outside Babylonia, not Šamaš-šumu-ukīn himself but a member of his household is attested in a
Neo-Assyrian legal text from Assur. According to StAT 2 134 (= Ass 17764), 912 Nergal-šarru-uṣur, a
member “of the household of the king of Babylon” (šá É LUGAL KÁ.DINGIR),913 purchased a field
from Nabû-tariṣ in Assur.
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn himself wrote letters to Assurbanipal showing that he was in charge of
Babylonian politics. A letter from the citizens of Babylon indicates that he had been intending to
(re-)establish kidinnūtu of Babylon with Assurbanipal. 914 However, it is obvious that he had to
report to Assurbanipal on his actions and the latter had the right to make the final decisions even for
internal Babylonian issues.

Four letters from Šamaš-šumu-ukīn are extant: ABL 809, CT 53 140, ABL 1385, and ABL 426. All
are written in Neo-Assyrian. In these letters, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn addresses Assurbanipal as “my
brother”915 and “the king”916 and uses the personal name of Assurbanipal only once. 917 On the other
hand, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn never mentions his own royal title and just uses his personal name as
customary with Assyrian provincial governors. 918 However, he once calls himself “your brother.” 919

Two of the letters (ABL 809 and CT 53 140) are severely damaged and their contents are lost, but
the remaining two (ABL 1385 and ABL 426) are well preserved. ABL 1385 deals with river traffic
control. In the letter, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn discusses the passage of the boats of a foreign emissary
909

Groß 2014, 4-7; Frame 1992, 9, 107, and 232-237; Brinkman and Kennedy 1983, 38, K. 169; King 1912, no. 10
(copy, transliteration, translation, and commentary); CT 10 4-7 (copy).
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911
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915
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ABL 426:8, ŠEŠ-ia; ABL 426:11, ŠEŠ-ú-a; ABL 426 r. 1, ŠEŠ-ia.
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ABL 1385:1, LUGAL; ABL 1385:14, LUGAL; ABL 1385 r, 3, LUGAL; ABL 1385 r. 16, MAN; ABL 426:1 LUGAL.
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CT 53 140:1, a-na maš-šur–DÙ–[A LUGAL KUR–aš-šur.KI].
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ABL 809:2, [mdGIŠ].NU11–MU–G[I.NA]; ABL 1385:2 mdGIŠ.NU11–MU–GI.NA; ABL 426:2, mdGIŠ.NU11–MU–GI.NA.
919
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which he was very likely required to report and to defer to Assurbanipal. He claims to have written
to Assurbanipal regarding the boats “once or twice” but since Assurbanipal had not replied, he had
become “afraid,”920 and because the (Elamite) prince Ummanigaš, described as “aggressive,” had
put pressure on him, he had sent an order and given the right of passage. However, after he read a
missive from Bēl-iqīša, leader of the Gambūlu, he had sent a new order not to let the boats pass and
forwarded the letter from Bēl-iqīša to Assurbanipal. At the end of the letter, he leaves the decision to
Assurbanipal and states, “May the king do as he chooses!” 921

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn also had an obligation to report on treason, as the Zakūtu treaty regulates (SAA 2
8). In ABL 426, he writes to Assurbanipal that he has heard rumours about Sīn-balāssu-iqbi, the
governor of Ur,922 and he suggests that the king should detain the man until he has investigated and
written a detailed report to the king. 923 However, in fact, no other contemporary texts attest the
treachery of Sīn-balāssu-iqbi. Rather, he is known for his loyalty to Assurbanipal from his
dedicatory inscriptions, saying that his works were “for the good health of Assurbanipal,” “king of
kings,” “king of Assyria, mighty king, king of the world.”924 At the same time, Frame has pointed
out that Sīn-balāssu-iqbi never mentions Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in his inscriptions, though Ur was
nominally under the control of the Babylonian king as the date formulae of economic documents
indicate.925

It is important to note that, by contrast, Sīn-šarru-uṣur, who succeeded Sīn-balāssu-iqbi shortly
before the outbreak of the revolt, mentions Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in his own dedicatory inscription. He
states that he dedicated the land to the goddesses Ištar and Nanāia “for the good health of Šamaššumu-ukīn, king of Babylon.”926

Taking into consideration the governors’ inscriptions and ABL 426, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn may have
written ABL 426 when he had already prepared the revolt and tried to get rid of Assurbanipal’s
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ABL 1385:7-13, ina UGU GIŠ.MÁ.MEŠ ša LÚ.ṣi-i-ri / am-mì-i ša áš-pur-an-ni / a-na ŠEŠ-ia mu-uk a-sap-ra / ú-ra-ammu-u né-me-el / 1 2-šú a-na ŠEŠ-ia áš-pur-an-ni / gab-ri di-ib-bi la iš-pur-ni-ni / a-na-ku ap-ta-làḫ, “Concerning the
boats of that emissary about which I wrote to my brother, saying: “I have sent word and they will let them go. Because I
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the interpretation of ABL 1385, see Frame 1992, 111.
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RIMB 2 B.6.33.2001:2, a-na TIN ZI.MEŠ šá mdGIŠ.NU11–MU–GI.NA LUGAL E.KI.
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loyal subordinate by deceiving the king through the letter. His scheme eventually succeeded and
Sīn-šarru-uṣur, who was in favour with him, became the governor of Ur.

2.3.3. During and After the Revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
The revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn broke out at the latest in Ayyāru (II), 652 BC. Many texts, such as a
treaty, extispicies, and the royal correspondence, pertain to this civil war, but most of them come
from the Assyrian side. Hence the revolt is largely described from the Assyrian point of view. 927

However, some texts deriving from Babylonia also provide information about this period. In total,
44 documents coming from Babylon, Borsippa, Dilbat, Nippur, and unknown provenance, dated by
the regnal years of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, 928 indicate that these cities were ruled by Šamaš-šumu-ukīn,
although the control of Nippur was temporary and short (from IX to XI of 651 BC). For example,
BM 77216, a siege document from Babylon dated to 649 BC, bears the following date formula:
“Babylon, month of Du’ūzu (IV), day 24, year 19 of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, king of Babylon ( LUGAL
929

TIN. TIR.KI).”

Thirteen economic documents from Babylonia were dated by the regnal years of Assurbanipal
between 651 and 648 BC. They come from Babylon, Nippur, Uruk, Ur, Nina, Ša-ṣur(u)-Adad, and
Iltuk(?),930 so these cities were probably under the control of Assurbanipal. The text from Babylon
(BM 52925 = 82-3-23,3959) may have been composed between the fall of Babylon (after 648-V30) and the accession of Kandalānu. 931 Even after the revolt was suppressed and Kandalānu was
installed as the king of Babylon, texts from Nippur continued to be dated by regnal years of
Assurbanipal. 932 Brinkman and Frame have suggested that Nippur was directly controlled by
Assurbanipal after the revolt.933

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s Sumerian-Akkadian bilingual inscription, RIMB 2 B.6.33.1, was possibly
compiled immediately before or during the revolt because he does not mention his Assyrian lineage
927

Frame 1992, 132.
Brinkman and Kennedy 1983, 32-26.
929
Frame 1999, 103. Also at the beginning of the text, the name and the title of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn are mentioned. BM
77216:1-2, [(ina)] MU-19-KÁM dGIŠ.NU11–mu–GI.NA LUGAL TIN.TIR.KI / [su]-un-qu ù dan-na-tu4 ina KUR iš-šá-kin-ma,
“In the nineteenth year of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, king of Babylon, [fa]mine and hardship were established in the land”
(Frame 1992, 102).
930
Brinkman and Kennedy 1983, 21-22.
931
Frame 1999, 106. The exact regnal year of Assurbanipal is not preserved in the text and Frame reads ḫīpi-ḫīpi (ḫīpu
“break(age)”) [year?] of Assurbanipal.
932
Brinkman and Kennedy 1983, 22-24.
933
Frame 1992, 192-193; Brinkman 1984, 106.
928
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and Assurbanipal at all. 934 Instead, he explains his legitimacy by saying that he was chosen by the
goddess Erua, Babylonian birth goddess, before his birth. 935 Since this is a bilingual text written in
pseudo-archaic Babylonian script, he probably intended to appeal to Babylonian people, especially
the highly educated elite. In addition, he emphasizes that the statue of Marduk returned from Baltil
(Assur) to Babylon.

Table 13: A Royal Inscription of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn possibly dated during the Revolt (cf. Table 12)

Text

Language and Script

Provenance

Object

Main topic

RIMB 2 B.6.33.1

Sumerian and

Sippar

Clay cylinder

The renovation of the city wall

Akkadian in pseudo-

of Sippar, which had been

archaic Babylonian

damaged by enemy disturbances

script

To summarize Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s deeds during the revolt attested in contemporaneous texts,
mainly letters and extispicies, he allied with Elam and the Sealand, 936 sent messengers and officials
to make common cause with them, 937 gave bribes, 938 appointed officials, 939 performed military
operations, 940 and spoke to the citizens of Babylon in order to appeal to them. 941

In the texts deriving from this period, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is referred to only by his personal name,
without his royal title. Only once, in Assurbanipal’s treaty with his Babylonian allies (SAA 2 9:6′)
concluded during the rebellion, he is mentioned with his title “kin[g of Babylon]” ( mdGIŠ.NU11–MU–
GI.NA LU[GAL TIN.TIR.KI]).

942

When the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn became an oft-repeated theme of the royal inscriptions of
Assurbanipal and literary texts, the civil war was depicted from an Assyrian perspective. Of the
inscriptions, Editions B and D were composed during the revolt: the former in Abu (V) of 649 BC

934

Shibata 2014, 87. He has further said that “in the case that the inscription was made earlier, that it was composed by
(an) anti-Assyrian scholar(s) in Babylon.” See also Jacobsen 1991 for a detailed study on the text.
935
Frame 1992, 96.
936
ABL 462 r. 7; ABL 1326:2, r. 6; CT 65 206:6 and r. 6; SAA 4 282:18 and r. 7; SAA 4 290:22 and r. 10.
937
ABL 462 r. 7, ABL 754: 6, CT 54 507:19.
938
*ABL 1380 r. 10-11.
939
SAA 18 183:9, CT 54 92:5 and 8, CT 54 496:4.
940
*K 2931:8′, SAA 18 157:9, SAA 18 183 r. 1, ABL 1106:14, CT 54 208 r. 5, SAA 4 287 r. 2 and 6.
941
*K 2931:1′-6′, *ABL 301:3-13, SAA 18 164:9′-13′.
942
However, in the same text, he is just referred to by his personal name; see SAA 2 9:7′, 27′, and 29′.
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and Abu (V) of 648* BC,943 and the latter in Du’ūzu (IV) of 648* BC.944 They refer to the revolt
only briefly in relation to Elam. After the revolt, eleven inscriptions were compiled and four of
these, Edition A in 645* BC, 945 Edition C in 647* BC,946 Edition F in 646* BC,947 and IIT
(Inscription from Ištar Temple, date lost),948 mention Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. In these inscriptions,
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is accorded no title, 949 but simply referred to as an “unfaithful brother” (aḫu lā
kēnu)950 or “hostile brother” (aḫu nakru).951 The former expression is worth noting because it was
anticipated by “no brother” (lā aḫu) in the letters from Assurbanipal (*K 2931 and *ABL 301 dated
in 652 BC), and then developed into “unfaithful brother” (aḫu lā kēnu) in the extispicy report SAA
4 282 in 651 BC and in the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal. The latter one, “hostile brother” (aḫu
nakru), occurs only in the inscriptions and is attested more frequently than “unfaithful brother.”
Concerning the behaviour of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, the message of the inscriptions is that he forgot all
the favours of Assurbanipal, did not adhere to the treaty of the Assyrian king, did evil deeds, gave
bribes, and instigated people to rebel against Assurbanipal.

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is also referred to in two literary compositions: SAA 3 25 and SAA 3 44. The
former, written in Standard Babylonian with a mixture of Neo-Babylonian and a few
Assyrianisms, 952 praises Assurbanipal and mentions Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in a broken context (SAA 3
25 i 13), probably alluding to his revolt.953

The latter, given the heading of “Aššur’s Response to Assurbanipal’s Report on the Šamaš-šumuukīn War” in the SAA volume, is written in Standard Babylonian. 954 It mentions the name of

943

BIWA, 118 and 257. Edition B 9and B 16 are dated by the name of Aḫu-ilāia, the eponym of the year 649 BC, and
Edition B 1 is dated by the name of Bēlšunu, eponym of the year 648* BC.
944
BIWA, 121 and 257.
945
BIWA, 75 and 257.
946
BIWA, 165 and 257.
947
BIWA, 75-76 and 257.
948
The Inscription from the Ištar Temple is not dated but mentions the civil war and the capture of the Elamite king
Ummanaldašu III (c. 648-c. 645 BC) briefly, so it was probably written in and after 645 BC. Novotny suggests that it
can be dated to 638 BC at the earliest; see Novotny 2003b, 215.
949
BIWA, 40 and 233, A III 129; BIWA, 43 and 234, A IV 42; BIWA, 44 and 235, A IV 57; BIWA, 45 and 235, A IV
98; BIWA, 53 and 241, A VI 14 // F V 8; BIWA, 63 and 246, A VIII 32; BIWA, 63 and 246, A VIII 40; BIWA, 148
and 229, C VII 120 (but Borger reconstructs “Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, [unfaithful brother]”); BIWA, 109 and 229, C VIII 8;
BIWA, 149 and 230, C VIII 78.
950
BIWA, 39 and 232, A III 70; BIWA, 40 and 233, A III 96; BIWA, 279 and 293, IIT 110; BIWA, 109 and 229, B VII
7-8; BIWA, 42 and 234, B VII 49-50 // C VIII 39-40.
951
BIWA, 42 and 234, A IV 6 // F III 14-15 (but some F texts bear “unfaithful brother”); BIWA, 43 and 234, A IV 50;
BIWA, 152 and 231, C IX 24; BIWA, 44 and 235, A IV 53-54; BIWA, 60 and 243, A VII 48-49; BIWA, 61 and 245, A
VII 99-100; BIWA, 41 and 233, F III 9; BIWA, 109 and 229, B VII 27-28 // C VIII 17-18.
952
Livingstone 1989, XXII.
953
Livingstone 1989, XXVII-XXVIII.
954
Livingstone 1989, XXII.
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Šamaš-šumu-ukīn without any title four times.955 The text records the deeds of the god Aššur,
Assurbanipal, and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in detail from the point of view of the god Aššur in a highly
literary language. The evil deeds of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn are described as follows: he did not keep the
treaty of the god Aššur and sinned against the favour of Assurbanipal (ll. 7-10), [overlooked]
Aššur’s lordly curse and did not take seriously good [couns]el regarding his own life (ll. 13-15),
aroused [the anger of] all the gods (ll. 16-17), and carried off the property of the gods (ll. 18-19).
Because of his sins, Aššur pulled out the foundations of his royal throne, over[threw] his reign,
[comma]nded the destruction of the entire land of Akkad (ll. 3-4), confined him in harsh
imprisonment, bound […], placed lead ropes on his magnates, [led] them to the presence of
[Assurbanipal] (ll. 9-10), appo[inted Assurbanipal] as the just shepherd of the subjects of Enlil (ll.
11-12), sent fierce weapons to Assurbanipal to defeat enemies (l. 26), stood at Assurbanipal’s side,
[poured out the blood] of enemies (ll. 28-29), smashed the [bo]ws of Elam, strengthened the bow of
Assurbanipal (r. 5-6), decreed as [the fate] of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn that of his predecessor during
whose reign people were seized by famine, made […] to seize the people of Akkad, made them eat
each other’s flesh (r. 7-10), spoke to Assurbanipal with a divine word (r. 21), commissioned
Assurbanipal to renew gods and [to prov]ide for their shrines (r. 23), and promised to deliver him
[any oth]er enemies who do not fear Aššur’s great divinity into Assurbanipal’s hands (r. 26-29).
Assurbanipal conquered cities, took heavy booty as plunder from enemies to Assyria (ll. 22-23),
brought about the defeat of the warriors of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, [handed over] his warriors to Aššur
alive and slew them with weapons in Nineveh (ll. 24-25), beseeched Aššur’s great divinity with
prayers and supplications (ll. 28-29), [took …] in his hands like sheep and slaughtered like lambs (r.
1-2), […ed the word of] Aššur’s great divinity, eased [Aššur’s angry heart and made the land of
Akkad conclude peace] with Aššur (r. 19-20), and sent a tablet of good tidings and peace to the
presence of Aššur’s [god]head. This text was politically and propagandistically drawn to denounce
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and justify Assurbanipal’s counteractions.

2.4. Assurbanipal’s Policies towards Babylonian Cities in Peace Time
Babylonia had been annexed to Assyria already under Tiglath-pileser III, but controlling the country
was extremely difficult for various reasons, not least because the highest god of Babylon played a
pivotal role in Assyrian religion and royal ideology, the Assyrian kings had to respect Babylonian
955

SAA 3 44: 3, 7, 14, and 18.
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traditional institutions and administrative structures, which helped the Babylonians keep their
national identity. 956 Consequently, the Assyrian kings strove to exercise their rule indirectly through
pro-Assyrian elites of the big cities of Babylonia.

Esarhaddon’s considerable effort to win the support of the Babylonian city dwellers seems to have
been successful.957 During his reign, no major military conflict between Assyria and Babylonia took
place. Assurbanipal continued his policy to win the goodwill of the Babylonians. This section will
document Assurbanipal’s basic stance towards Babylonian city dwellers in peacetime. His policies
during the revolt, which is one of the main topics of this dissertation, will be discussed in the next
section.

2.4.1. The Return of the Statue of Marduk
Assurbanipal inaugurated his conciliatory policy towards Babylonia by returning the statue of the
god Marduk to Babylon at the beginning of his reign. His grandfather Sennacherib had destroyed
Babylon in 689 BC and claimed in his inscription from Aššur commemorating the construction of
the Akītu house there, that he broke the gods of the city. 958 The inscription does not specify which
gods were destroyed, but it is possible that the statue of Marduk was shattered on this occasion, or
more likely, it was carried off to Assyria.

Esarhaddon either made a completely new statue of Marduk or repaired the old one, stating in his
inscriptions that Marduk and other Babylonian gods were (re)born in the temple of the god Aššur,
“their progenitor.”959 By this definition, Marduk now became the son of the Assyrian national god
956

Parpola 2004b, 8.
Porter 1993a, 27-75.
958
RINAP 3/2 168:36-39, iš-tu TIN.TIR.KI aḫ-pu-u / DINGIR.MEŠ-šá ú-šab-bi-ru UN.MEŠ-šú ina GIŠ.TUKUL as-pu-nu / áššu qaq-qar URU šu-a-ti ˹la mus-si˺-i qaq-qar-šú as-suḫ-ma /a-na ÍD.pu-rat-ti a-na tam-tim ú-šá-bil, “After I destroyed
Babylon, smashed its gods, (and) put its people to the sword, I removed its earth in order to make the site of that city
unrecognizable and I had (it) carried to the sea by the Euphrates River.”
959
RINAP 4 48:87-90, dEN GAŠAN-ia5 dbe-let-KÁ.DINGIR.RA.KI dé-a dDI.KU₅ DINGIR.MEŠ GAL.MEŠ qé-reb é-šár-ra É zari-šú-nu ke-niš im-ma-al-du-ma / iš-mu-ḫu gat-tu ina ṣa-ri-ri ru-uš-še-e nab-nit a-ra-al-li e-per šad-di-šú ú-šar-ri-ḫa
nab-nit-sún ti-iq-ni MAḪ.MEŠ šu-kut-tu a-qar-tú / ki-šad-su-un ú-taq-qin-ma ú-ma-al-la-a GABA-su-un mim-mu-u dEN
d
d
GAL-u AMAR. UTU ina lìb-bi-šú ib-šu-u ub-la ka-bat-ta-šá šá šar-rat NUMUN.DÙ-ti / ṣa-al-me DINGIR-ti-šú-nu GAL-ti
d
UGU šá u4-me pa-ni nak-liš ú-ba-áš-ši-mu ma-diš ú-šar-ri-ḫu bal-tú ú-šag-li-du ú-šá-an-bi-ṭu GIM UTU-ši, “The gods
Bēl, Bēltīya, Bēlet-Bābili, Ea, (and) Mandānu, the great gods, were truly created in Ešarra, the temple of their
progenitor, and they grew beautiful in figure. I sumptuously adorned their features with red ṣāriru-gold, the creation of
Mount Arallu (and) an ore from its mountain. I adorned their necks and covered their chests with magnificent
ornaments (and) precious jewelry, all that the great lord, the god Marduk, had in mind (and) that the queen, the goddess
Zarpanītu, wanted. They fashioned images of their great divinity more artfully than before (and) greatly adorned them.
They provided (them) with awe-inspiring vigor (and) made (them) shine like the sun.” RINAP 4 60:36′-41′, dEN ù
d
GAŠAN-ia DINGIR.˹MEŠ˺ mur-ta-˹a˺-me ki-i ṭè-me-šú-˹nu˺ [ina] ˹qé˺-reb URU.aš-šur ˹ib˺-ba-nu-ma / ina é-ḫur-sag-galkur-kur-ra ke-niš im-ma-al-du dbe-˹let-KÁ˺.DINGIR.RA.KI dé-[a] dDI.KU5 / ina qé-reb ˹URU.aš-šur˺ a-šar nab-ni-it
DINGIR.MEŠ in-né-ep-šu-ma ú-šak-li-la nab-ni-˹su-un˺ / ina 50.ÀM GUN ṣa-ri-ru ru-uš-še-e nab-ni-it KUR.a-ra-al-li e-per
957
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Aššur.960 Esarhaddon claims in his inscriptions that he returned the statue of Marduk to Babylon. 961
He may well have actually attempted to do that and only been prevented by an ominous event. This
unsuccessful attempt is probably described in SAA 10 24 (= LAS 29) from his chief scribe and two
exorcists. They said that on the 18th day the god Bēl, together with his divine escort, was in the city
of Labbanat and a man attending to a horse mounted the animal and delivered an oracular message
from Bēl and Zarpanītu meaning Babylon was going to be looted.962 Consequently the statue of
Marduk was not sent back to Babylon during his reign, possibly because of the third campaign
against Egypt which caused his death. 963

Assurbanipal launched the project to return the statue of Marduk to Babylon as one of his first acts
as the king. Five extispicy reports are extant on this matter: SAA 4 262-266. On the 23rd of
Nisannu (I) in 668 BC, SAA 4 262 was performed to determine whether Šamaš-šumu-ukīn should
escort the statue of Marduk to Babylon. It is important to note that from the beginning Assurbanipal
tried to have Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, not Assurbanipal himself, escort the statue. It was inevitable that
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn should become the king of Babylon as Esarhaddon had decided because the

šad-di-i-šú / šá ana ši-ip-ri la pat-qu ú-šar-ri-iḫ gat-ta-šú-un ti-iq-ni ṣi-ru šú-kut-tú a-qar-tú / šá ana be-lu-ti-šú-un madiš šu-lu-kàt-ma ki-šad-su-un ú-taq-qí-in-ma ú-mal-a i-rat-su-un, “The god Bēl and the goddess Bēltīya, the divine
lovers, were created [in] the city Aššur by their own command and were truly born in Eḫursaggalkurkura. The gods
Bēlet-Bābili, E[a], (and) Mandānu were made in the city Aššur, place of the creation of gods, and I completed their
figures. I sumptuously adorned their feature(s) with fifty talents of red ṣāriru-gold, the creation of Mount Arallu (and)
an ore from its mountain that had not been refined. I adorned their necks (and) covered their chests with magnificent
adornments (and) precious jewelry that greatly befitted their lordship.”
960
Frame 2008, 29; Frame 1992, 57.
961
RINAP 4 60:42′-46′a, in-neš-ru-ma ul-tú ˹qé-reb˺ é-ḫur-sag-gal-kur-kur-˹ra˺ GIM dšá-maš ana KUR nam-riš it-ta-ṣuú / [ḫar]-ra-an šu-an-na.KI iṣ-ba-tú ú-ru-uḫ ta-ši-il-ti ul-tú bal-til.KI a-di [KAR] / KÁ.DINGIR.RA.KI a-na 10 UŠ.TA.ÀM
˹qaq˺-[qa]-˹ru˺ ab-ru ut-tap-pi-ḫa ana KASKAL.GÍD.TA.ÀM ú-pal-li-qú / le-e ma-ru-ti ù ana-ku maš-šur-PAP–˹MU˺ [qa]˹at˺ DINGIR-ti-šú GAL-ti ṣab-ta-ku-ma x x x x x x-ku-ḫa ma-ḫar-šú / ina qé-reb KÁ.DINGIR.RA. KI URU É-ti-šú-[nu] ˹ḫa˺-diš
ú-še-rib-šú-nu-ti, “They moved forward and went out from Eḫursaggalkurkura radiantly, like the sun to the land. They
took the [ro]ad to Šuanna (Babylon), a joyful path. From Baltil (Aššur) to [the quay] of Babylon, (piles) of brushwood
were lit every third of a league (and) they slew fattened bulls at each league. Moreover, I, Esarhad[don], took [the] hand
of his great divinity and ... before him. I had them joyfully enter into Babylon, th[eir] home city.” RINAP 4 128:9,
d
LUGAL šá i-na UD.MEŠ BALA-šú EN GAL-ú AMAR.UTU ana TIN.TIR.KI sa-li-mu ir-šu-ú ina é-sag-íl É.GAL-šú ir-mu-ú šu[bat]-su “the king during the days of whose reign the great lord, the god Marduk, became reconciled to Babylon (and
again) took up his residence in Esagil, his palace.” RINAP 4 1 ii 21b-26a, ba-nu-u É daš-šur / e-piš é-sag-gíl u
d
KÁ.DINGIR.RA.KI mu-ud-di-iš DINGIR.MEŠ u iš-tar / šá qé-reb-e-šú ša DINGIR.MEŠ KUR.KUR šal-lu-u-ti ul-tu qé-reb
URU.aš-šur / a-na áš-ri-šú-nu ú-ter-ru-ú-ma ú-še-ši-bu šub-tu ni-iḫ-tum / a-di É.KUR.RA.MEŠ ú-šak-lil-u-ma DINGIR.MEŠ
i-na BÁRA-šu-nu / ú-šar-mu-ú šu-bat da-ra-a-ti, “the one who (re)constructed the temple of the god Aššur, (re)built
Esagil and Babylon, (and) restored the gods and goddess(es) who (live) in it; the one who returned the plundered gods
of the lands from the city Aššur to their (proper) place and let (them) dwell in security –. As soon as I had completed the
temples (and) had installed (them) on their daises as (their) eternal dwelling(s).” See also SAA 10 112 from Bēl-ušēzib
to Esarhaddon, in which the former predicts that the king “will grasp the hand of Bēl in Babylon many years” (ll. 19-20,
d+
MU.AN.NA.ME / ma-a’-da-a-tu ŠU.2 EN ina TIN.TIR.KI ta-ṣab-bat).
962
Frame 1992, 77-78; Parpola 1983b, 32-35. The letter is undated but Parpola has proposed that it can be dated to the
18th of Ayyāru (II) of 669 BC; Landsberger 1965, 68.
963
Frame 1992, 78.
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position of Assurbanipal as the king of Assyria had also been established by Esarhaddon. 964 SAA
4 263, not dated, is similar to the first extispicy report but much shorter because the text is broken.
Both SAA 4 264 and SAA 4 265 enquire whether the statue of Marduk should be loaded on a boat
in the city of Assur and go to Babylon in the coming year. The dates of these texts are not preserved,
but they should date from 669 BC because the statue actually returned to Babylon in 668 BC. The
undated SAA 4 266 was performed to determine whether Assurbanipal should appoint a certain
man, whose name is lost, as a priest of Marduk.

It seems that Assurbanipal received positive answers. He decided to return the statue of Marduk
with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn who embarked a boat at Assur, entered Babylon with the statue later in the
month of Ayyāru (II) of 668 BC, and ascended the throne of Babylon. 965 Assurbanipal frequently
declares in his inscriptions that he returned the statue of Marduk to Babylon, established the
privileged status of the city, and appointed Šamaš-šumu-ukīn as its king. 966 By emphasizing these
facts, Assurbanipal clearly wanted to present himself as the overlord of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. The
same is implied by the fact that he does not mention the succession arrangement by Esarhaddon. In
a couple of inscriptions, Assurbanipal adds an explanation why the statue was returned. He states
that “during my reign, the [great] lord, the god Marduk, who during the reign of a previous king had
resided in Baltil (ceremonial name of Assur) in the presence of the father who created [him],
entered Babylon amidst rejoicing.” 967 As stated above (pp. 160-161), the inscriptions of Esarhaddon
created the idea that Marduk was born as the son of the god Aššur, but that Marduk had taken up
residence in Assur was an innovation of Assurbanipal. It was also perpetuated in the chronicles both
the Esarhaddon Chronicle and the Akītu Chronicle, stating that Marduk (who appears as Bēl in the
chronicles) stayed in Assur for 8 years during the reign of Sennacherib and for 12 years during the
reign of Esarhaddon. 968

964

Frame 1992, 105.
The Babylonian Chronicle and the Esarhaddon Chronicle state that this happened on 668-II-24/25 (Grayson 1975, 86,
no. 1, iv 36 and 127, no. 14:36. The exact day in both chronicles is uncertain. The Akītu Chronicle records that it was
on 668-II-24 (Grayson 1975, 131, no. 16:7).
966
RIMB 2 B.6.32.1:10-16a; RIMB 2 B.6.32.2:36b-65a; RIMB 2 B.6.32.3:7b-11 (reference to the establishment of the
privileged status and the appointment Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, but no reference to the return of the statue of Marduk); RIMB
2 B.6.32.4:8-12 (reference to the establishment of the privileged status and the appointment Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, but no
reference to the return of the statue of Marduk); RIMB 2 B.6.32.5:8-12 (reference to the establishment of the privileged
status and the appointment Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, but no reference to the return of the statue of Marduk), RIMB 2
B.6.32.6:7b-17; RIMB 2 B.6.32.12:8b-15; RIMB 2 B.6.32.13:13-18; RIMB 2 B.6.32.14:23b-32; RIMB 2
B.6.32.19:16b-22a.
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Grayson 1975, 127, no. 14:31-32 and 131, no. 16:1-3.
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Šamaš-šumu-ukīn himself also repeatedly refers to the return of the statue of Marduk in his
inscriptions. 969 Interestingly, however, he never acknowledges his or Assurbanipal’s involvement in
this matter before the revolt, but states that Marduk returned to Babylon with a will of his own. 970
For instance, in RIMB 2 B.6.33.3:5-6, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn refers to himself as “the one during
[who]se reign the Enlil of the gods, the god Marduk, had pity, entered Babylon amidst rejoicing,
and took up his residence in Esagila forevermore.” However, in his bilingual inscription RIMB 2
B.6.33.1, probably written immediately before the revolt or during it, 971 he stresses his own
involvement in the return of the statue: “The king of the gods, the god Asari, came happily with me
from Baltil unto ‘the Seat of Life.’ The great lord (and) hero, the god Marduk, gladly took up his
holy residence in Esagila, the palace of heaven and netherworld” (ll. 14-18). After the statue of
Marduk had been returned, the New Year’s festival of Babylon could again be celebrated until the
revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn broke out.972

2.4.2. The Re-establishment of the Privileged Status (kidinnūtu)
At the beginning of his reign, Assurbanipal granted the privileged status (kidinnūtu) to Babylon and
Sippar, possibly Uruk and Ur as well. 973 Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was also involved in establishing the
kidinnūtu of Babylon according to SAA 18 158 from the citizens of Babylon. It seems that
kidinnūtu could include protection from physical harm, 974 immunity from taxation (certain taxes, for
instance customs dues), freedom from the expropriation of land by civil authorities, exemption from
military conscription and corvée duty, and the right of appeal to the king in court cases. 975 Other
terms denoting privileged status (andurāru, šubarrû, zakûtu) are known from the reigns of Assyrian
monarchs in the Neo-Assyrian period, but their semantic spheres were more limited than that of
kidinnūtu,976 which under Assurbanipal was bestowed only on the Babylonian cities.
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RIMB 2 B.6.33.1:14-18, RIMB 2 B.6.33.3:5-6, RIMB 2 B.6.33.4:15-16, RIMB 2 B.6.33.6:1′-2′.
Frame 1992, 105, n. 12.
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Shibata 2014, 87.
972
Grayson 1975, 127, no. 14:37, 131, no. 16:8, and 132, no. 16:17-27.
973
Personal communication from Parpola.
974
Porter 1993a, 64, n. 145. Porter suggests that the kidinnūtu “seems to include protection from physical harm, since
the shedding of blood of people who hold this status is treated as a transgression.” In SAA 18 158, the citizens of
Babylon mention the “for the safety of/safeguarding” (l. 5, a-na ˹šu˺-ul-l[um!]) foreign women and state that even a dog
that comes inside Babylon should not be killed (l. 11).
975
Frame 1992, 36. See also Frame and Grayson 1994, 26-31.
976
Frame 1992, 35. Andurāru means “cancellation of debts,” šubarrû “liberation from slavery,” and zakûtu “exemption
from taxes.” The basic connotation of kidinnūtu is “protection.”
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Assurbanipal frequently states in his inscriptions from Babylonia that “I (re-)established the
privileged status kidinnūtu of Babylon” (kidinnūtu Bābili akṣur).977 Interestingly, all these
inscriptions were certainly commissioned before the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn because they
mention him in a positive light. In all the inscriptions, the verb used is kaṣāru and Babylon is
written either TIN.TIR.KI or KÁ.DINGIR.RA.KI. The privileged status granted to the city probably
encompassed all the citizens of Babylon.
In *ABL 926, probably composed at the very beginning of his reign, 978 Assurbanipal clearly calls
the citizens of Babylon “the people under my protection (kidinnu)” (l. 1, LÚ.TIN.TIR.MEŠ ERIM.MEŠ
ki-din-ni-ia). This expression recalls the phrases of “(the people of) Babylon and Borsippa, people
under kidinnu and of freedom (šubarrê)” in the Imgur-Enlil (Balawat) inscription of Shalmaneser
III,979 “Sippar, Nippur, Babylon, Borsippa (…) all the people under my kidinnu” in the inscriptions
of Sargon II,980 and “the wronged citizens of Babylon, people under kidinnu and of freedom” in the
inscription of Esarhaddon. 981 In SAA 18 158 addressed both to Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn,
probably soon after their accession (early 668 BC), the citizens of Babylon write that the kings have
intended to (re-)establish kidinnūtu and happiness of the citizens of Babylon and request them to
establish kidinnūtu for the women from the house of Ēṭiru, identified with a temple prelate of
Esaggil at Babylon who was killed by Šūzubu of the house of Gaḫal. 982 It is worth noting that
although Šamaš-šumu-ukīn here appears as one of the establishers of the kidinnūtu, other texts
never assign this role to him. After the revolt broke out, in *ABL 301 dated 652-II-23, Assurbanipal
tells the citizens of Babylon that “your kidinnūtu, which I have established, remains valid until the
present day.”983
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RIMB 2 B.6.32.1:12, ki-din-nu-ú-tu TIN.TIR.KI ak-ṣur (from Babylon). The same phrase is also attested with minor
orthographic variations and a different writing of the name of Babylon (e.g., KÁ.DINGIR.RA.KI) in RIMB2 B.6.32.2:4849 from Babylon, RIMB 2 B.6.32.3:10 from Babylon, RIMB 2 B.6.32.4:10 from Babylon, RIMB 2 B.6.32.5:10 from
Babylon, RIMB.6.32.6:12 from an unknown place, RIMB 2 B.6.32.12:10-11 from Sippar, RIMB 2 B.6.32.13:15
possibly from Borsippa but could be from Nineveh, RIMB 2 B.6.32.14:29 from Borsippa, and RIMB 2 B.6.32.19:18
from Uruk. See also SAA 18 158 from the citizens of Babylon to Assurbanipal discussed below. The citizens appeal to
the king saying that the privileged status is not protected.
978
Based on the sentence in *ABL 926:5, ul-tu UD-me an-né-e šà-ba-ku-[nu lu DÙG.GA-ku-nu-ši], “may you be h[appy]
from this day on”, Parpola suggests that the letter could be dated at the beginning of the reign of Assurbanipal and the
letter may have contained the first official confirmation of Babylon’s privileged status (Parpola 2004a, 227, n. 2).
979
Baruchi-Unna 2014, 15-18.
980
Fuchs 1994, 191, Prunk. 5-7.
981
RINAP 4 104 v 10-12, DUMU.MEŠ KÁ.DINGIR.RA. KI / dul-lu-tu ERIM.MEŠ / ki-din-ni šu-ba-re-e.
982
PNA 1/II, 408, no. 2.
983
*ABL 301:16-17, ki-din-nu-ta-ku-nu šá ak-ṣu-ru / ad-di UGU šá en-na šu-ú.
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Assurbanipal also granted kidinnūtu to Sippar because, in an undated fragmentary royal inscription
of Assurbanipal, Sippar is described as “the city of kidinnu.”984

The fragmentary letter *K 4534, possibly from Assurbanipal to unknown recipient(s), also refers to
kidinnūtu in a broken context.985 However, it is obscure which city is referred to in the letter.

In sum, Assurbanipal repeatedly mentions in his royal inscriptions from Babylonia that he
established the kidinnūtu of Babylon. It seems that he was strongly conscious of the audiences of
the inscriptions, in other words, the citizens of Babylon, Sippar, Borsippa, and Uruk, 986 and aimed
to present himself to these citizens of Babylonian cities as the protector of traditional city-dwellers.

2.4.3. Sponsoring Building Projects in Babylonia
Esarhaddon carried out the construction work on secular buildings such as palaces and arsenals in
Assyria, whereas in Babylonia he sponsored repairs to temple buildings in order to be seen as a
traditional Babylonian king according to Porter.987

Assurbanipal continued Esarhaddon’s building policy. Of his 23 royal inscriptions from Babylonia,
only two commemorate secular construction works: the city wall of Babylon and its gates, 988 and
the city wall of Borsippa.989 The remaining 21 inscriptions record religious building projects in
Babylon, Sippar, Borsippa, Nippur, Uruk, Dūr-Kurigalzu, and Mê-Turran/Mê-Turnat.990 Their exact
dates are unknown, but at least 11 of them were composed before the outbreak of the revolt because
they mention Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in a friendly manner.991 Some building projects were also carried
out in the name of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in Sippar and Borsippa before he began the revolt. Though he
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Frame and Grayson 1994. K 6223:3′ [ ... ina] ˹ŠÀ˺ URU ṣa-a-te ú-šá-aš-qi URU ki-din-ni ša MUL.AL.LUL ina šá-ma-mi
iṣ-ru-ma ŠAB x [ ... ], “[ ... with]in the eternal city (Sippar) he (Assurbanipal) elevated; the city of kidinnu which was
designated the ‘Crab’ in the heavens ... [ ... ].”
985
*K 4534:7′, ù ki-din-us-su-[nu x x], “their privileged status.”
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See n. 977.
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Porter 1993a, 41-75.
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RIMB 2 B.6.32.1.
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RIMB 2 B.6.32.13.
990
RIMB 2 B.6.32.1-11 and probably RIMB 2 B.6.32.20 came from Babylon, RIMB 2 B.6.32.12 came from Sippar,
RIMB 2 B.6.32.13-14 and probably RIMB 2 B.6.32.23 came from Borsippa, RIMB 2 B.6.32.15-18 came from Nippur,
RIMB 2 B.6.32.19 came from Uruk, RIMB 2 B.6.32.21 came from Dūr-Kurigalzu, and RIMB 2 B.6.32.22 came from
Tell-Ḥaddād. It is worth noting that Šamaš-šumu-ukīn also carried out restoration work in Babylonia under his name.
RIMB 2 B.6.33.1 records the restoration work of the city wall of Sippar and RIMB 2 B.6.33.2 commemorates the
restoration work of Ebabbar temple in Sippar. RIMB 2 B.6.33.3-5 records the building project on the wall, the
storehouse, and an object of the temple Ezida in Borsippa.
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RIMB 2 B.6.32.1-6, 12-14, 19.
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was the king of Babylon, he does not claim to have undertaken any building projects in the city. The
following table summarizes the building projects of both kings in Babylonia.
Table 14: The Building Projects of Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn

Location

Building

Sponsor

Date

Text

Babylon

Outer city wall (Nēmet-Enlil) and

Assurbanipal

Before 652BC

RIMB 2 B.6.32.1

Assurbanipal

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2 B.6.32.2

Assurbanipal

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2 B.6.32.3

its gates
Babylon

Shrine of Ea (Ekarzagina) within
the Esaggil complex

Babylon

Some structure associated with
Ea

Babylon

Temple of Ištar

Assurbanipal

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2 B.6.32.4

Babylon

Temple of Ninmaḫ

Assurbanipal

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2 B.6.32.5

Babylon

Platforms and daises of Esaggil

Assurbanipal

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2 B.6.32.6

Babylon

Esaggil and ziqqurat

Assurbanipal

-

RIMB 2 B.6.32.7

Assurbanipal

-

RIMB 2 B.6.32.8

(Etemenanki)
Babylon

Ziqqurat (Etemenanki)

RIMB 2 B.6.32.9
(Sumerian)
RIMB 2
B.6.32.10
RIMB 2
B.6.32.11
(Babylon?) A lamp or lampstand to Marduk

Assurbanipal

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2
B.6.32.23

Sippar

Temple of Šamaš (Ebabbar)

Assurbanipal

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2
B.6.32.12

Sippar

Temple of Šamaš (Ebabbar)

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2 B.6.33.2
(Sumerian)

Sippar

City wall of Sippar

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn

After 652 BC?

RIMB 2 B.6.33.1
(Akkadian and
Sumerian)

Borsippa

City wall of Borsippa (Ṭābi-

Assurbanipal

Before 652 BC

supūršu)
Borsippa

Temple of Nabû (Ezida)

RIMB 2
B.6.32.13

Assurbanipal

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2
B.6.32.14
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Borsippa

Enclosure wall of the temple of

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2 B.6.33.3

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2 B.6.33.4

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2 B.6.33.5

Assurbanipal

After 652 BC

RIMB 2

Nabû (Ezida)
Borsippa

Storehouse of the temple of Nabû
(Ezida)

(Borsippa)

A piece of equipment for a boat
of Nabû

Nippur

Ziqqurat (Egigunû)

B.6.32.15
Nippur

Temple of Enlil (Ekur)

Assurbanipal

-

RIMB 2
B.6.32.16
(Sumerian)
RIMB 2
B.6.32.17
(Sumerian)

Nippur

Something within the sanctuary

Assurbanipal

of Enlil (Eḫursaggalama) on the

After 652 BC

RIMB 2

(?)

B.6.32.18

ziqqurat
Uruk

Temple of Ištar-of-Uruk (Eanna)

(Sumerian)
Assurbanipal

Before 652 BC

RIMB 2
B.6.32.19

Akkad or

Temple of Ištar-of-Akkad

Assurbanipal

-

Babylon
Dūr-

RIMB 2
B.6.32.20

Something of Enlil

Assurbanipal

-

Kurigalzu

RIMB 2
B.6.32.21

Tell

Courtyard of the temple of Nergal

Ḥaddād

(Ešaḫula)

Assurbanipal

-

RIMB 2
B.6.32.22

As this table indicates, Assurbanipal worked energetically on building projects in Babylon before
the revolt. It is well known that he claimed to have completed the construction work on Esaggil at
Babylon which Esarhaddon had begun but had not finished. 992 Since Nippur was a significant city
from a religious and ideological point of view (see above p. 9), Assurbanipal strenuously engaged
in building projects for Enlil, who, as Illil “god of gods,” was equated with both Aššur and Marduk,
after he put the city under his direct control.
992

RIMB 2 B.6.32.1:14-16, RIMB 2 B.6.32.2:56-57, RIMB 2 B.6.32.3:7-8, RIMB 2 B.6.32.4:8-9, RIMB 2 B.6.32.5:8-9,
RIMB 2 B.6.32.6:16-17, RIMB 2 B.6.32.12:12-13, RIMB 2 B.6.32.13:17-18, RIMB 2 B.6.32.19:19-20.
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To sum up, Assurbanipal’s inscriptions from Babylonia indicate that he intended to represent
himself as a benevolent and responsible Babylonian ruler who protected sanctuaries and
emphasized an ideological aspect of the Babylonian king, although Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and
Kandalānu ceremonially functioned as the kings of Babylon.

2.4.4. The Reconfirmation of Offerings
Offerings are an aspect of religion, but they were also economically important. In the royal
inscriptions of Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn from Babylonia, “regular offerings” (sattukku)
are frequently mentioned. The term sattukku is a loan word from Sumerian s a2 d u g4, a noun-verb
combination meaning “to arrive; to cause to arrive (regularly),” and the relevant offerings consisted
mainly of food such as dates, grain, spices, lambs, and sheep. 993 After these food offerings had been
presented to the gods, they were distributed to temple offices as prebends; 994 hence they were a very
important source of especially meat. In addition, prebends could be sold personally and handed over
as securities for loans. 995 Thus the regular offerings provided by the king were a great benefit to
prebendary personnel at temples in Babylonia.

In his royal inscriptions from Babylonia, Assurbanipal often claims to have “(re)confirmed the
regular offerings for Esagila and the gods of Babylon” (sattukkī Esagil u ilāni Bābili ukīn).996
Actually, SAA 13 166, a memorandum possibly from Urdu-aḫḫēšu, a high official who kept
reporting the progress of the restoration works on the temples of Babylon including Esaggil, 997
records that Halmaneans stopped sending regular sheep offerings for Bēl since the crown prince
took the throne.998 Another type of offering, niqû (UDU.SISKUR), meaning sacrificial sheep or
sacrifices in general, 999 is referred to by Assurbanipal in an undated letter (*ABL 1146) probably
addressed to the citizens of Babylon, reading: “my eyes are upon you. You returned to me, so I will
do justice to you. And [I am thin]king about you and your (expiatory?) niqû-offerings for
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CAD S 198a-202a; AHw 1201b-1202a, s.v. šattukku.
As for the redistribution of the leftovers derived from the sacrificial cult, see Frame and Waerzeggers 2011, 128-132
and Jursa 2007, 229-230.
995
Though the sales of a prebend were more common in the Neo-Babylonian period and later times, we have evidence
for the existence of the prebendary system in Babylonia already in the reigns of Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.
See Frame and Waerzeggers 2011; Frame 1992, 9, 107, and 115.
996
RIMB 2 B.6.32.1:11-12, sat-tuk-ki é-sag-íl / ù DINGIR.MEŠ TIN.TIR.Ki ú-ki-in. See also RIMB 2 B.6.32.2:45-48,
RIMB 2 B.6.32.3:9, RIMB 2 B.6.32.4:9-10, RIMB 2 B.6.32.5:9-10, RIMB 2 B.6.32.6:11, RIMB 2 B.6.32.12:10, RIMB
2 B.6.32.13:14-15, RIMB 2 B.6.32.14:27-28, RIMB 2 B.6.32.19:17.
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PNA 3/II, 1395b-1396a, no. 7.
998
Frame 1992, 108.
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CAD N/2 252a-259a; AHw 793a-b.
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Babylon.”1000 The interpretation of the passage is uncertain due to the lack of context, but it seems
that the letter was written after the conquest of Babylon because Assurbanipal promised to sponsor
the offerings of the citizens of Babylon and probably meant to atone for the participation of the city
in the rebellion.

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn also states in his inscriptions that he (re)confirmed the regular offerings
(sattukku) and provided them “(in) Esagila (for) the gods of the land of Sumer and Akkad” 1001 and
“for Esagila and the gods of the land of [Sumer and Akkad]”. 1002 The phrase “the land of Sumer and
Akkad” recalls one of his royal titles, “king of the land of Sumer and Akkad,” a traditional title for
the ruler of Babylonia used by only four Assyrian kings (Tukulti-Ninurta I, Tiglath-pileser III,
Sargon II, and Esarhaddon) before him. 1003 It is likely that he intentionally used this title since it
sounded more traditional from the Babylonian point of view.

Both kings clearly aimed to show that kings from the Assyrian royal family were generous to
Esaggil, the Babylonian gods, and the Babylonians. Both of them emphasized that they gave
importance to the regular offerings of Esaggil, the temple of Marduk, the supreme god of Babylon.

2.4.5. The Restoration of Rites and Rituals
Restoring traditional rites and rituals was also one of the important tasks for the rulers of Babylonia.
However, interestingly, Assurbanipal never claims to have done this in his inscriptions from
Babylonia, possibly because Esarhaddon had already “restored the rites (and) rituals according to
the old pattern” (ša … parṣī kidudê kīma labīrīma utēru ašruššun).1004

On the other hand, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn once does make the claim of having restored ancient rites,
namely those of the gods of Ekur, the temple of Enlil at Nippur. In his bilingual inscription
commemorating the restoration work of the city wall of Sippar, which was probably composed
immediately before or during the revolt,1005 he states: “I restored the precious rites (and) choice cult
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*ABL 1146:7′-12′, IGI.2-a-a ina UGU-ku-n[u t]a?-saḫ!-r[a-am-ma] / de-en-ku-nu ep-pu-uš / ù ina UGU-ḫi-ku-nu / ù
?
?
UDU.SISKUR.MEŠ-ku-nu / šá a-na TIN.TIR.KI / [a -ka]p -pu-[[erasure]]-da.
1001
RIMB 2 B.6.33.3:8, sat-tuk-ku é-sag-íl DINGIR.ME KUR.EME. GI7 u ˹URI. KI ú˺-k[in(?)]; RIMB 2 b.6.33.4:17, sat-tukki é-s[ag-í]l DINGIR.DINGIR KUR.EME.GI7 ù URI. KI ú-kin-nu.
1002
RIMB 2 B.6.33.6:4′, [sat-tuk-k]i é-sag-íl ù DINGIR.MEŠ KUR.[šumeri u akkadî ukinnu].
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Porter 1993a, 79-81.
1004
RIMB 2 B.6.32.1:8, par-ṣi ki-du-de-e ki-ma la-bi-ri-im-ma ú-te-ru áš-ru-uš-šu-un. See also RIMB 2 B.6.32.2:29-32,
RIMB 2 B.6.32.13:11, RIMB 2 B.6.32.14:20-22.
1005
Shibata 2014, 87.
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practices of the great gods who sit upon dais(es) in the whole Ekur.”1006 He clearly intended to
represent himself as the true protector of Nippur, ideologically the most important city in
Babylonia, in an effort to gain the favour of the Nippurians at a crucial moment.

2.4.6. The Recruitment of Locals as Administrators
The key administrative positions in Babylonia were reserved for members of limited local
aristocratic families. Frame has shown that the members of the most prominent families in
Borsippa, the Arkât-ilī-damqā, the Iliya, and the Nūr-papsukkal, held the offices of the governor of
Borsippa and the administrative head of the temple Ezida. 1007 He has also pointed out that Nabûušabši, the governor of Uruk (c. 661-649 BC), was probably a member of a prominent Urukean
family. 1008 Furthermore, Sīn-balāssu-iqbi, Sīn-šarru-uṣur, and Sīn-tabni-uṣur, who functioned as
governors of Ur under Assurbanipal, were all sons of Nikkal-iddin who was the governor of Ur
during the time of Esarhaddon.

When Assurbanipal became the king, he let the officials who had gained their jobs during the reign
of Esarhaddon keep their posts. This is a further indication that Assurbanipal followed Esarhaddon’s
reconciliatory policy towards Babylonia. For instance, Nabû-nādin-šumi, the temple administrator
(šatammu) of the temple of Nabû at Borsippa, Nabû-šuma-ēreš, the governor of Nippur, and
Aḫḫēšāia, the governor of Uruk, maintained their positions from the reign of Esarhaddon into the
reign of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. As far as we know, before the outbreak of the revolt, there is no
evidence to indicate whether or not Šamaš-šumu-ukīn could appoint officials in Babylonia. 1009 All
new officials were appointed by Assurbanipal, who was careful to maintain the traditional
Babylonian official titles such as šakin ṭēmi, šandabakku, and šakkanakku, except in Babylon.1010

All these Babylonian officials owed a duty to report to Assurbanipal and they were closely
monitored. Nippur illustrates this circumstance well. Illil-bāni was the governor of Nippur from the
latter half of the 660s roughly to the end of the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn (see above pp. 39-40),
but a prefect (šaknu) called Aššur-bēlu-taqqin was stationed in Nippur to keep watch over the
governor because the previous governor of Nippur had betrayed the Assyrian king. The šaknu was
1006

RIMB 2 B.6.33.1:19-22 in Akkadian, šá DINGIR.MEŠ GAL.MEŠ a-ši-ib pa-ra-ak-ka / šá gi-im-ri é-kur-ra / par-ṣi-šúnu šu-quru-tu pil-lu-du-šu-nu / nu-us-su-qu-tu a-na áš-ri-šú-nu lu-ú ú-tir.
1007
Frame 1984.
1008
Frame 1986, 260-261.
1009
During the revolt, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn appointed officials who were on his side. For example, he installed Nabû-nāṣir
as the governor of Uruk, see above pp. 130-131 and 157.
1010
Frame 1992, 269-283, Appendix B, Babylonian Officials.
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in charge of important royal documents and messengers. For instance, in SAA 18 192 (not dated but
datable before the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn1011), Illil-bāni describes Aššur-bēlu-taqqin as “the
prefect appointed in Nippur to pass on sealed documents and royal messengers.” 1012 He also
complains to Assurbanipal that Aššur-bēlu-taqqin had threatened to cut off his head, writing: “about
the sealed documents and the royal servants who come and stay for three or four days in Nippur and
whom he refuses to pass on — when I spoke to him about them, [sayin]g: ‘The people of Nippur
and the whole country have [d]is[c]redited me,’ he [raised] his hand against me [... and sa]id: ‘I will
cut off your head and [hang it] by the neck [of ...].’”1013 However, the governor and the prefect
performed together the guard duty assigned by Assurbanipal (SAA 18 197) and were both present at
an audience for Nippurian elders with the king (*ABL 287).

2.4.7. City Councils
Democratic organizations also played a significant role in Babylonia. As stated above (pp. 163165), some Babylonian cities, at least Babylon and Sippar, enjoyed the privileged status of
kidinnūtu. The councils of these cities, which included elders, had political influence, although each
city had its own governor. They could even directly correspond with Assurbanipal. 1014 When
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn revolted against Assurbanipal, the Assyrian king attempted to curb the rebellion
in collaboration with the governors and the city councils. This shows that, especially during the
revolt, the latter were politically important for Assurbanipal.

2.4.8. *ABL 926 as a Statement of Assurbanipal’s Babylonian Policy
As already discussed above (pp. 6-7, 102, and 164), *ABL 926, addressed to the citizens of
Babylon, features many key elements of Assurbanipal’s Babylonian policies such as granting the
privileged status kidinnūtu1015 and the metaphor of the figurative mother-child relationship between
Zarpanītu and Assurbanipal. The king also describes his legitimacy, his good reign, and his kingship
with figurative expressions, but never refers to Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in the letter. These suggest that
1011

Frame 1992, 276, n. 45.
SAA 18 192 r. 8′-10′, mAN.ŠÁR–EN–taq-qin LÚ.šak-nu šá! a!-na! / ((šá! a!-na!)) šu-tu-qu-ti šá un-qa-a-ti u LÚ.A–KIN
šá LUGAL / ina EN.LÍL.KI paq-du.
1013
SAA 18 192 r. 10′-e. 2, ana UGU un-qa-a-ti u ARAD.MEŠ / šá LUGAL šá il-la-ku-nim-ma 3 UD-˹mu˺ 4 UD-mu ina
EN.LÍL.KI / áš-bu-ma la i-man-gu-ru-ma la ú-šet-ti-iq-šú-nu-tú / [ana] UGU-ḫi it-ti-šú ki-i ad-bu-bu / [um-ma]-a
!
!
LÚ.EN.LÍL. KI.MEŠ u KUR gab-bi / ˹qu -la ˺-li-ia il-tak-nu / [0] ŠU.2-sú a-na UGU-ḫi-iá / [x x x x x x x x x x x x x um]-ma
SAG.DU-ka a-bat-taq-ma ina ti-ik-ki / [x x x x] ˹x˺.
1014
E.g., SAA 18 158. On the one hand, the letter is sent to “the king” (LUGAL). On the other, it quotes a speech by the
citizens of Babylon addressed to “the kings, our lords” (LUGAL.MEŠ EN.MEŠ-ni) (e.g., ll. 2, 6, 12, r. 3′, 8′, 12′).
1015
Kidinnūtu could include protection from physical harm, immunity from taxation, freedom from the expropriation of
land by civil authorities, exemption from military conscription and corvée duty, and the right of appeal to the king in
court cases. See above p. 163.
1012
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the letter was probably written at the very beginning of his reign and it is probable that through it he
aimed at announcing these benevolent intentions directly to the citizens of Babylon. Thus, this letter
is especially important to the topic of this thesis, and even at the risk of repetition, it is worth paying
closer attention to its contents.

In the opening formula, Assurbanipal addresses the citizens of Babylon as “the people under my
protection (kidinnu).” On the other hand, Assurbanipal calls himself “king of Assyria, who reveres
[Marduk].”1016 The name of Marduk is not preserved, but since Marduk is referred to (l. 6) and his
consort Zarpanītu is mentioned as the mother of Assurbanipal (ll. 11-15), the restoration seems
certain. Through this phrase, Assurbanipal depicts himself as a pious and god (Marduk)-fearing
Assyrian king towards the citizens of Babylon.

The address formula is closed by a salutation: “I, my palace [and my country] are well; may you,
[great] and small, be well; may you be h[appy] from this day on.”1017 This salutation is more
elaborate than the usual formula in the letters from Assurbanipal: “I am well; you can be glad.” 1018
By this special greeting, he probably aims to emphasize that all is well and his letter is addressed to
the whole community of the citizens of Babylon. The letter itself is not dated, but Parpola has
suggested that the letter was probably composed at the very beginning of Assurbanipal’s reign
because of the phrase, “may you be h[appy] from this day on. ”1019 Parpola has further proposed that
the letter “may well have contained the first official confirmation of Babylon’s privileged
status.”1020

Following the salutation, Assurbanipal orders the citizens of Babylon to “hear of the might of
Mardu[k ...], behold his august heroism [...], praise his great godhead [...]!”1021 It is interesting to
note an Assyrian king urging the people presumably already devoted to Marduk to take these
actions, reminding them of the end of Enūma eliš. After these orders, there is another unequivocal
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*ABL 926:2, mAN.ŠÁR–DÙ–A LUGAL KUR–aš-šur. KI pa-liḫ [dAMAR.UTU].
*ABL 926:3-5, DI-mu a-a-ši a-na É.GAL-ia [u KUR-ia] / lu-u DI-mu a-na ka-a-šú-nu TUR.[MEŠ u GAL.MEŠ] / ul-tu
UD-me an-né-e ŠÀ-ba-ku-[nu lu DÙG.GA-ku-nu-ši].
1018
For instance, *ABL 301:2-3, DI-mu a-a-ši ŠÀ-ba-ku-nu / lu-u DÙG.GA-ku-nu-ši. Assurbanipal sent this letter to the
citizens of Babylon on 652-II-23. It has been thought that the letter was written immediately after the revolt of Šamaššumu-ukīn broke out and the news reached Assurbanipal. In his article Parpola proposes that two letters precede *ABL
301 and one of them is *K 2931. See Parpola 2004a.
1019
*ABL 926:5, ul-tu UD-me an-né-e ŠÀ-ba-ku-[nu lu DÙG.GA-ku-nu-ši].
1020
Parpola 2004a, 227, n. 2.
1021
*ABL 926:6-8, ši-[m]a-a dan-nu-us-su ša dAMAR. U[TU x x x x] / a-mu-ra qur-de-e-šá ṣi-ru-ú-t[i x x x] / n[u]-ʼi-i-da
DINGIR-us-su GAL-tu [x x x x].
1017
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allusion to Enūma eliš: “May the first one see and r[ecount], may the last one hear how [...].”1022
These allusions to Enūma eliš were probably meant to underline Assurbanipal’s devotion to
Marduk, but it should be noted that by defining Marduk as the grandson of AN.ŠÁR, the epic also
implied the subordination of Babylonia to Assyria. 1023

After this, he affirms his devotion to Zarpanītu, stating: “ever since my childhood until n[ow] I
have trusted in the Lady Zarpa[nītu]; father and mother did not raise me, [I grew up in her lap].”1024
Although the king does not explicitly call himself the son or the creation of the goddess, this
statement definitely derives from the mother-child imagery of the Assyrian prophecies (see above
pp. 100-101), Mullissu/Ištar being here replaced for political reasons by Zarpanītu, the consort of
Marduk. It is evident that Assurbanipal intends to stress his legitimacy since his childhood by
stating that he was raised by the goddess instead of a human father and mother.

He further emphasizes the admirable qualities given to him by the gods, saying: “[the great gods]
presented me with truth and righteousness, decreed a good fate for me [...].”1025 Truth (kittu),
righteousness (mīšaru), and good fate (šīmtu ṭābtu) were essential aspects of the Assyrian king.

Following these words, Assurbanipal describes the prosperity of his reign: “In my reign there is
prosperity, in [my] years there is [abundance]. My [king]ship is good as choicest oil [......]. Good
[...s, ...] beer. I have placed in my palace [...].”1026 As Parpola has pointed out, “happy reign” is a
topos of Assyrian literary compositions, and the elements of the “happy reign” are described in
detail in SAA 10 226, a long petition for Urdu-Gula written by his father Adad-šumu-uṣur. 1027 He
writes to the king:

A good reign – righteous days, years of justice, copious rains, huge floods, a fine rate of
exchange! The gods are appeased, there is much fear of god, the temples abound; the great
1022

*ABL 926:9-10, [ma]ḫ-ru-u le-e-mur l[i-šá-an-ni] / ar-ku-u liš-me ki-i [x x x x]. Cf. Lambert 2013, 132-133, Enūma
eliš VII 157-158, tak-lim-ti maḫ-ru-ú id-bu-bu pa-nu-uš-šu / iš-ṭur-ma iš-ta-kan ana ši-mé-e ar-ku-ti, “Instruction which
a leading figure repeated before him (Marduk): He wrote it down and stored it so that generations to come might hear it.”
See also Lambert 2013, 492, note on VII 157-158. Lambert has pointed out that these two lines allude “to its author as
maḫrû.”
1023
Nissinen and Parpola 2004.
1024
*ABL 926:11-13, ul-tu ṣe-ḫe-ri-ia a-di ŠÀ-bi i-[na-an-na] / [t]ak-la-ku a-na šar-ra-ti dzar-pa-[ni-tum] / AD u AMA ul
ú-rab-ba-an-ni [x x x x x]. See also SAA 3 3:13, ul i-di AD u um-me ina! ˹bur!˺-ki! ˹d!˺U.DAR.MEŠ!-ia ár-ba-a ana-ku, “I
knew no father or mother, I grew up in the lap of my goddesses”.
1025
*ABL 926:14-15, iš-ru-ku-in-ni kit-tu mi-šá-[ru x x x] / šim-tu ṭa-ab-tu i-ši-mu-in-ni [x x x].
1026
*ABL 926:16-20, ina pa-le-ia nu-uḫ-šú ina MU.AN.NA.[MEŠ-ia ṭuḫ-du] / [šar-r]u-ú-ti ki-ma ú-lu ú Ì.[GIŠ UGU x x x] /
[x x-l]e-e DÙG.GA.MEŠ ši-kar [x x x x] / [x x i-na Š]À É.GAL-ia áš-k[un x x x] / [x x x x x x]-pa!-tú mu!-l[a-x x x].
1027
Parpola 1983b, 103-107.
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gods of heaven and earth have become exalted in the time of the king, my lord. The old men
dance, the young men sing, the women and girls are merry and rejoice; women are married
and provided with earrings; boys and girls are brought forth, the births thrive (SAA 10 226:920).

Additionally, in a hymn for Assurbanipal’s coronation, SAA 3 11, constant rain and flood are
invoked for his reign.1028 In fact, at the beginning of his reign, Assyria enjoyed abundant crops as a
result of ample rains and floods. Assurbanipal tells proudly about this rich harvest at the end of the
epilogue of his royal inscriptions, Editions A, B, C, T, all compiled in the 640s, as well as in some
fragments.1029 Interestingly, one phrase in these inscriptions is parallel to the expression in the
present letter: “In my reign there was prosperity aplenty, in my years there was fullness to
overflowing.” 1030 Assuming that the letter was composed at the beginning of Assurbanipal’s reign,
the phrase used in this letter was reused in the inscriptions around 20 years later. Moreover, this
parallel could indicate that the scribes drafting the letter were also involved in compiling the
inscriptions. Although the reign of Assurbanipal had probably just begun, he already depicted it in
abstract terms and metaphors. Unfortunately, the rest of the letter is broken.

As we have seen, in *ABL 926 Assurbanipal stresses three main points to the citizens of Babylon:
his goodwill towards them, his devotion to Marduk and Zarpanītu, and his “happy reign.” He never
says a word about Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. All in all, the letter embodies Assurbanipal’s policies towards
Babylonian cities, especially Babylon.

2.5. Assurbanipal’s Babylonian Policies during the Revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
During the time of the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, Assurbanipal tried to resolve the conflict through
loyal local governors of the large Babylonian cities. He wrote conciliatory letters to the citizens of
Babylon who took side with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. In the letters he emphasized his generosity to the
citizens of Babylon and attempted to persuade them to come to their senses at the last moment.
1028

SAA 3 11:20, “In his years may there cons[tantly] be rain from the heavens and flood from the (underground)
source!”
1029
BIWA, 16-17 and 205, A I 45-51 // B I 27-38 // C I 118-127 // K 13730:1′-4′ // (partly) T IV 8-9 // Tvar 3 I′ 9′-18′ //
A 8113:1′-7′ // Rm 291 r. 6-10. See also Parpola 1983b, 104-105.
1030
BIWA, 17 and 205, A I 51 // B I 35 // C I 126-127 // K 13730:4′ // Tvar 3 I′ 17′-18′ // A 8113 6′-7′ // Rm 291 r. 10,
ina BALA.MEŠ-ia ḪÉ.NUN (u) ṭuḫ-du ina MU. AN.NA.MEŠ-ia ku-um-mu-ru ḪÉ.GÁL-lum. See also a letter from Mardukšāpik-zēri to Esarhaddon about celestial portents, his own qualifications, and twenty able scholars for royal service,
SAA 10 160:16, ḪÉ.˹NUN˺ u ḪÉ.GÁL.˹LA ina KUR˺ [0] GÁL-ši, “there will be prosperity and abundance in the land.”
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While, although we may not have a direct reference to an attack on one of the rebel cities,
Assurbanipal did besiege several of them, in particular Babylon, with the result that conditions
inside the city became terrible. The historical overview of the Šamaš-šumu-ukīn revolt was already
examined above (pp. 120-144). In the present section, I will investigate the royal letters from the
view point of Assurbanipal’s policies towards Babylonian cities during the revolt with careful
consideration of the political relations between Assyria and Babylonia, the political situation at the
time the letters were composed, and the intentions of Assurbanipal.

The extant letters were sent to Nippur, Uruk, Ur, and Babylon. With the exception of Babylon, these
cities took the side of Assyria. Before the rebellion began, the economic texts from these cities were
dated under the name of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, but after the revolt broke out, all these pro-Assyrian
cities switched to dating by the regnal years of Assurbanipal. 1031 The exact reason why these cities
were loyal to Assyria during the revolt is not stated in the letters, but presumably Assurbanipal lent
intensive support to them because of their political and strategic importance for the control of
central and southern Babylonia.

The recipients of the royal letters during the revolt were the city governors or the assembly of the
citizens, or both of them, 1032 indicating that they worked together. In order to implement his
policies, Assurbanipal shows a willingness to compromise and provide aid to the recipients; he
encourages them, and gives orders to them with either generous or harsh words depending on the
circumstances.

It should be noted that not a single letter addressed to Šamaš-šumu-ukīn during the revolt is extant
even in draft. In addition, he is seldom mentioned in my research corpus though he was the key and
central figure on the rebel side. This may indicate that Assurbanipal refused to negotiate with
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. Probably he also felt deep hatred against Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. Each time he
mentions Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in the letters, he calls him “no-brother” (lā aḫu).1033 This designation
betrays Assurbanipal’s strong feeling about Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.

1031

Only two economic texts from Nippur were dated under the name of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn during the revolt. As
mentioned above (p. 128), in the second year of the revolt (651 BC), Nippur had fallen into the hands of the rebels when
these documents were composed. See Brinkman and Kennedy 1983, 33-34.
1032
*ABL 292 (not dated) was addressed to the governor of Nippur and the citizens, *ABL 297 (not dated) to the
governor of Uruk and the citizens, *ABL 518 dated 646-II-24 and *ABL 296 dated XII-12 of an unknown year to the
governor of Uruk and the citizens.
1033
*K 2931:1′, 14′; *ABL 301:4 dated 652-II-19, *83-118,511 r. 2′.
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However, the Aramaic text in Demotic script (Amherst Egyptian 63) possibly dictated by a priest in
Upper Egypt at the beginning of the 3rd century BC records that, through his sister and a general,
Assurbanipal tried to persuade Šamaš-šumu-ukīn not to rebel but to return to Nineveh when the
latter refused to pay tribute to him. It also relates that the general induced Assurbanipal to release
the emissaries from Babylon who told of the refusal to pay the tribute. He also kept the citizens of
Babylon alive when Šamaš-šumu-ukīn committed suicide. 1034

The citizens of Babylon were given special treatment. Though most of the citizens of Babylon took
sides with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, Assurbanipal pursued a conciliatory policy and kept sending his
letters to persuade them through flattery. Even after the Assyrian army put Babylon under siege, the
king and the pro-Assyrian citizens in Babylon corresponded in secret to find a peaceful solution to
the conflict between Assyria and Babylonia.

2.5.1. Nippur
Letters from Assurbanipal to Illil-bāni, the governor of Nippur, and the citizens of Nippur, show that
they had to engage in military activities: taking part in military campaigns, keeping watch, checking
passers-by, capturing a man who was trying to escape, cooperating with Urukeans and tribal
leaders, besieging a city, guarding the temples of Assurbanipal, and dealing with captives from
tribal groups. The elders of Nippur came to see the king, probably in response to the king’s request
or possibly spontaneously. An obligation to report to the king was also imposed upon them. They
had to send reports even about small details unconditionally, and the king expressed his opinions
through letters. In the following paragraphs, I will discuss the policies of Assurbanipal towards Illilbāni and the citizens of Nippur in more detail.

Some nomadic tribes and ethnic groups within the borders of Assyria may not have been fully
brought under Assyrian rule. However, Assurbanipal made the governor and the citizens who
resided near their territory intervene in their matters to control them. The citizens of Nippur were
involved in the affairs of the Ru’ueans, one of the Aramean tribes who settled near Nippur, although
Illil-bāni himself is not mentioned in the extant letters and the reason for this is unclear. 1035
According to *ABL 287 addressed to the citizens of Nippur, an elder of the city had captured three
Ru’ueans, Ḫannān, Rēmūtu, and Aia-ilā’ī, and had reported to Assurbanipal about this event.
1034

Steiner 1997, 309-327, especially 322-327.
This reminds us that the Assyrian king made Nabû-ušabši, the governor of Uruk, deal with Bīt-Amukāni (*ABL 517
and ABL 945) and Nabû-ušabši himself was worried that the Gurasimmu would defect to the side of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
(*ABL 543, *ABL 1108, and *ABL 1244).
1035
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Assurbanipal commends him for arresting them, saying: “it is good that you (sg.) captured them” 1036
and orders the citizens of Nippur: “Now do not neglect (pl.) to keep them under guard.”1037 The fate
of the Ru’ueans and what wrong they did are not known, but they had probably become hostile to
Assyria.

A passage in the same letter reveals the identity of the person who had written to the king: “And as
to what you (sg.) wrote, ‘when we, 15 elders, came to visit the king, [half of us] entered [into] the
king’s [presence but half of us were rej]ected.’”1038 This implies that the author of the letter to the
king was one of the elders of Nippur. In addition, the passage indicates that the elders constituting
the city council of Nippur were at least 15 in number. This is an important piece of information,
since there is hardly any other evidence on the constitution of this institution.

It is unclear whether these 15 elders came to see Assurbanipal on their own initiative or at the
request of the king. However, the latter case seems more probable because in other letters
Assurbanipal orders Sīn-tabni-uṣur, the governor of Ur, 1039 and Bēl-ušallim of the Bīt-Amukāni1040
to come over to see his “beaming face.”

Assurbanipal takes pains to explain why half of the elders were prevented from seeing him: “[it is in
the first place the fault of Iss]ār-bāni and the fault (ḫiṭṭu) of the šandabakku and of your (pl.) prefect
(šaknu), and in the second place of the palace supervisor (ša-pān-ēkalli), who did not let you into
my presence.”1041 He thus mentions two reasons for the rejection. Firstly, he blames three persons:
[Iss]ār-bāni, the šandabakku, and the prefect of Nippur. The individual called Issār-bāni is otherwise
unknown, but he was presumably from Nippur. 1042 It is unclear whether the governor (šandabakku)
and prefect of Nippur had accompanied the elders or not, but it is worth noting that they were
involved in the audience of the elders who belonged to the civic institution. What those three had
done actually remains obscure, but they might have failed to communicate with the administration
in the royal palace. In any case, Assurbanipal attributes the first fault to the people from Nippur.

1036

*ABL 287:8, ba-ni šá taṣ-ba-ta-šú-nu-ti.
*ABL 287:9-10, en-na a-na EN.NUN-šu-nu / la te-eg-ga-a-aʼ.
1038
*ABL 287:11-16, ù ina UGU šá taš-pur-a-ni / LÚ.AB.BA.MEŠ a-na šul-me / ša LU[GA]L! ki-i ni-il-li-ka / [mi-šil-ni paan] LUGAL i-ter-bu / [mi-šil-ni-ma it-ta-a]s-kip.
1039
*ABL 523 (NA, not dated), r. 10-15.
1040
*ABL 517 (NB, dated 650-II-19), r. 10-16.
1041
*ABL 287:17-r. 6, [x x x x x ḫi-iṭ-ṭ]u? / [šá mdINN]IN–ba-ni ḫi-iṭ-ṭu / [š]á ˹LÚ.šá-an-da-bak-ki / ša LÚ.šak-ni-ku-nu šuu / ù šá-ni-ia-a’-nu / ša LÚ.šá–IGI–É.GAL / ša la ú-qar-rib-ak-ku-nu-ši.
1042
PNA 2/I, 568a, no. 1. He might have been the representative of the elders of Nippur.
1037
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Secondly, Assurbanipal blames the palace supervisor. This statement suggests that the palace
supervisor carried out the final screening for the audience with the king in the royal palace. Mattila
has already pointed out that the palace supervisor was in charge of audiences with the Assyrian
king.1043 She has referred to SAA 13 80:14-r. 6 as a clear example. This letter tells how a certain
man asked Esarhaddon to let the palace supervisors allow him to have a personal audience with the
king.1044 *ABL 287 strongly supports her conclusions.

Towards the end of the letter, Assurbanipal states: “I swear by Aššur and my gods that I did not
know that half of you had entered into my presence and half of you had not. (How) Would I know
who is this and who is that?”1045 He thus emphatically denies that he had anything to do with
screening, and his oath by Aššur carries the undertone of excuse and apology. It is unusual but not
unparalleled (see e.g., SAA 19 1) for an Assyrian king to show such an attitude. It is also worth
noting that he could not even recognize the people who he had audience with, but it may reflect the
realities of royal life. The passage shows that Assurbanipal considered it very important not to upset
the elders.

At the end, Assurbanipal says, “I am equally favourably disposed towards all of you.” The literal
translation of this statement is “the goodness/favour (ṭābtu) of all of you is like one to me.”1046 This
indicates that Assurbanipal promoted the royal image that the Assyrian king treats the people who
obey the king equally (see above p. 117).

The military activities of Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur are frequently attested in my research
corpus. In all cases, their actions are to harmonize with the Assyrian strategy formulated by the
king. *ABL 292 (not dated)1047 implies that Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur took part in the
military activities against Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. Assurbanipal states:

1043

Mattila 2009, 163-164.
SAA 13 80:14-r. 6, a-na LÚ*.šá–IGI–É.GAL.MEŠ / ṭè-mu (li)-iš-kun-nu / ki-ma LÚ*.AB.BA.MEŠ / ina KI.TA tam-le-e /
e-te-qu / lu-ra-mu-u-ni / pa-ni ša LUGAL EN-ia / la-mur-ru L[UGAL] / lip-la-[sa-an-ni] / DI-mu ša [LUGAL EN]-ia / ka-aa-[ma-ni]-ú / liš-pur-[0]-u-ni / TA? man-ni-m[a I]GI.2.MEŠ-ia, “Let an order be given to the palace supervisors: when the
elders pass by beneath the terrace, let them allow me to see the face of the king, my lord, and may the k[ing] look at me.
Let them constantly send me word on the health of [the king, my lord].” It is interesting to note that “the elders” are also
mentioned in SAA 13 80. However, its context is not clear.
1045
*ABL 287 r. 7-14, i-na pa-ni-ia i-na ŠÀ / AN.ŠÁR DINGIR.MEŠ-e-a at-te-me / ki-i i-du-ú šá me-šil-ku-nu / i-ru-bu i-na
pa-ni-iá / ù mi-šil-ku-nu ia-a’-nu / a-na-ku i-de-e / a-ga-a man-nu ù a-ga-a / man-nu.
1046
*ABL 287 r. 14-15, MUN šá gab-bi-ku-nu / ki-i 1-en ina UGU-ḫi-iá.
1047
The detailed study on the letter is found in Ito 2013.
1044
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You know that through the iron sword of Aššur and my gods you had that entire land consumed by
fire,1048 so that the land has retreated (mātu naḫāsu), been subjugated (nakbusu), and turned its face
once again towards me (pānī turru).1049

This phrase is parallel to *ABL 297:4-9 (not dated) addressed to Nabû-ušabši, the governor of
Uruk, and the citizens of Uruk. Neither of the letters clearly mentions against whom the campaign
was conducted.1050 However, it is important to note that the Babylonian people are said to have
metaphorically used the iron sword of Aššur and the gods of Assurbanipal against the enemy and a
similar phrase is found in the ceremonial curse section of Esarhaddon’s succession treaty. 1051

It seems that the Nippurians and the Urukeans worked together during the campaign, because
Assurbanipal writes *CT 54 464 (not dated) to Illil-bāni, saying: “this [month] you, the sh[eikhs]
and the Urukeans [who are w]ith you should not be separated from one another.” 1052 They probably
cooperated beyond the borders of their cities in time of need. Moreover, the letter says that the
citizens of Nippur were also with nasīkus “sheikhs,” a term used for the leaders of the Aramean
tribes. 1053

In *ABL 292, after the parallel phrase, Assurbanipal changes the topic to the unnamed man who is
trying to escape, presumably Šamaš-šumu-ukīn (see above p. 10).1054 He orders Illil-bāni and the
citizens of Nippur to tighten the security and states:

It has closed in on him. All the work that you have done since those days – behold! Now
a[gai]n it is time for you to keep him under watch, and lest he escape, you are to seize all
his roads. On all the roads, just as sieves are placed at the the opening of an outlet in
order to filter out twigs, litter, and pebbles, in like manner you are to filter and to stand
(and wait) on all the roads. Maybe he will change his looks deceptively and escape; do
1048

Concerning the literary references of this expression, see Ito 2013, 24-25.
*ABL 292:5-9, at-tu-nu ti-da-a šá ina ŠÀ GÍR AN.BAR šá / AN.ŠÁR DINGIR.MEŠ-e-a KUR ul-li-ti gab-bi-šá / i-šá-a-tu
tu-šá-ki-la u KUR ki-i taḫ-ḫi-sa / ta-at-tak-ba-as u pa-ni-šá ana UGU-ḫi-iá / tu-ut-tir-ma.
1050
Cf. Frame 1992, 121, 169, and 270; Frame 1986, 159-160.
1051
SAA 2 6 § 96, 635-636, “may iron swords consume him who goes to the south and may iron swords likewise
consume him who goes to the north”. The same phrase of the treaty is possibly quoted in SAA 16 126 from Itti-Šamašbalāṭu, an Assyrian official in northern Phoenicia, to Esarhaddon. In the treaty and the letter, the user of the iron swords
is not mentioned but the iron swords themselves are the subject of the sentence. See Ito 2013, 24-25 and 31, n. 17.
1052
*CT 54 464:14-15, at-tu-nu u LÚ.n[a-si-ku? x x] ˹x˺ / ù UNUG .KI.M[EŠ šá i]t?-[t]i?-ku-nu / la-pa-an a-ḫa-meš la KUDas.
1053
Brinkman 1968, 273.
1054
Personal communication from Parpola and see also Ito 2013, 26-27; cf. Frame 1992, 121. Frame dated the letter to
the time before the rebellion and identified the unnamed man with Nabû-šuma-ēreš, the previous governor of Nippur
who became an ally of Urtaku (PNA 2/II, 883, no. 2).
1049
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not let anyone pass uninterrogated, even if he should pass with a face as white as
gypsum!1055

Assurbanipal uses the image of sieves that filter out twigs, litter, and pebbles as an analogy of a
strict roadblock to catch the man. The name of the escaping man is not mentioned in this letter, but
he appears to have been a very important person because the king promises the addressees that he
will provide a reward in gold for the apprehension of the man dead or alive. The wanted man is
compared to Šūzubu, probably identified with Mušēzib-Marduk from Bīt-Dakkūri and the king of
Babylonia (692-289 BC) during the reign of Sennacherib. 1056 Assurbanipal says,

Whoever keeps his hands off him, I will delete his posterity; but if one takes him prisoner and brings
him into my presence, even if he should kill him, just as my grandfather, on account of Šūzubu,
placed Adda-barakka on scales and weighed out and gave him his weight in silver, so I will now
place on scales whomever takes him prisoner, even if he should kill him, and weigh out and gave
him his weight in gold. 1057

Here Assurbanipal uses an episode from Sennacherib’s reign as an example from the past. The
insertion of this episode well indicates that Assurbanipal had his royal archives and his advisors that
made him able to access such a record. In addition, this episode includes new historical information
that Adda-barakka1058 arrested Mušēzib-Marduk.1059 Paying gold as a reward and the episode of
capturing the Babylonian king in the time of Sennacherib suggest that the unnamed person could
have been Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.1060 At the end of *ABL 292, Assurbanipal orders the recipients again
to be attentive and reminds them that the man tries to escape for his life. 1061

1055

*ABL 292:11-e. 23, en-na is-si-qa-áš-šú / dul-lu gab-bi šá ul-tu UD.MEŠ ul-le-ti / te-pu!-šá-aʾ a-mur! en-na t[u?-r]a
si-ma-nu / šá EN.NUN-šú ta-na-aṣ-ṣa-ra la–pa-an / ḫe-le-qu KASKAL.2.MEŠ-šú gab-bi tu-ṣab-ba-ta / ina gab-bi
KASKAL.2.MEŠ ki-i šá šá-ḫi-li / ina KÁ mu-še-ṣi-i i-šak-kan-ú-ma / ḫu-ṣa-bu si-ip-ru u ga-la-lu / i-šaḫ-ḫa-lu ap–pít-te tašaḫ-ḫa-la / ina UGU KASKAL.2.MEŠ gab-bi ta-az-ziz-za / mìn-de-e-ma sar-ta-at-ti ra-man-šú / ú-šá-an-né-e-ma uṣ-ṣa-a
mam-ma / šá la šá-ʾa-a-li la tu-maš-šar-a-ma / la it-ti-iq u ki-i / ina pa-ni gaṣ-ṣu-te it-ti-qu.
1056
Cf. Cole 1996, 34; Frame 1992, 121.
1057
*ABL 292 e. 24-r. 11, man-nu šu-ú šá Á.2.MEŠ-šú / la–pa-ni-šú ú-šaḫ-ḫa-sa na-an-nab-šú / ú-šel-li u šá iṣ-ṣab-batáš-šum-ma / a-na pa-ni-ia ib-ba-kaš-šú u ki-i / i-duk-ku-uš ki-i šá AD–AD-iá ina UGU / mšu-zu-bu a-na mdIM–ba-rak-ka /
ina GIŠ.zi-ba-ni-ti iš-kun-ú-šú-ma / KUG.UD ma-lu-uš-šú i-ḫi-ṭu-ma id-da-áš-šú / en-na ana-ku man-nu šá iṣ-ṣab-bat-áššum-ma / u ki-i i-duk-ku-uš ina ŠÀ GIŠ.ERIM / a-šak-kan-šú-ma KUG.GI ma-lu-uš-šú / a-ḫa-ṭi-ma a-nam-da-áš-šú.
1058
PNA 1/I, 44b.
1059
Ito 2013, 26-27.
1060
Also personal communication from Parpola.
1061
*ABL 292 r. 13-16, a-du-ú al-tap-rak-ku-nu-ši / lu-u pít-qu-da-tu-nu a-mur ki-i / i-si-qa-áš-šú pa-an šá mu-ṣe-e-šú /
ú-ba-ʾe-e-ma i-ḫal-liq, “Now then I am writing to you: be attentive, considering that since it has closed in on him, he is
seeking ways to get out and escape.”
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An unnamed man is also discussed in *CT 54 464, probably addressed to Illil-bāni. In its opening
formula, the recipient appears in the singular. 1062 Following this opening formula, Assurbanipal
states: “N[o]w then I am writing to you (sg.)” (e[n-n]a / a-du-ú al-tap-˹rak˺-ka).1063 Nevertheless,
when he gives instructions, he issues the orders to more than one person. 1064 We already know that
some of Assurbanipal’s royal letters were addressed to the governor and the citizens of the city, 1065
hence the singular form in the opening formula and the plural form in the main contents may
indicate that while technically the recipient was only Illil-bāni, in practice this letter was aimed at
Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur, and Assurbanipal clearly wanted them to act together.
In *CT 54 464, the king discusses the issue of an anonymous person, called ḫummur agâ “this
defunct one.” The word ḫummur is an adjective, meaning “shrunken, shriveled; lame, crippled.”1066
This word is only attested four times in the Neo-Assyrian period.1067 It is likely that this ḫummur in
the present letter is the same as the person whom Assurbanipal wants to catch in *ABL 292 because
the wording is quite similar. In *ABL 292, the person tries to get out (l. 20, aṣû) and escape (l. 13, r.
16, ḫalāqu). In order to apprehend the man, Assurbanipal urges Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur
to behold (l. 11, r. 14, amāru), to keep watch (l. 12, maṣṣartu naṣāru), to stand by (l. 18, izuzzu), to
check passers-by on roads (ll. 13, 14, 18, ḫarrānāti), and to capture (r. 2, 8, ṣabātu) him. In *CT
54 464, the ḫummur also attempts to get out (l. 5, aṣû) and escape (l. 8, r. 4, ḫalāqu) and
Assurbanipal urges the recipient to behold (r. 12, amāru), to keep watch (ll. 6-7, maṣṣartu naṣāru),
to stand by (l. 10, izuzzu), and to capture (l. 7, ṣabātu) him. In addition, in this letter “road” (r. 4,
ḫarrānu) is mentioned as well. The terms chosen in these two letters are very general, but the

1062

*CT 54 464:1-3, [a-mat LUGAL] a-[na x x x x x x] / D[I-mu i]a-a-ši [ŠÀ-ba-ka] / [l]u-u ṭa-ab-ka, “) [The king’s word]
to […]: I am w[ell; y]ou can be glad.”
1063
*CT 54 464:3-4.
1064
*CT 54 464:6, lu-u pít-qud-da-tu-nu, “Be attentive (stative, pl.)”; ll. 6-7, ma-ṣar-ta-šú / uṣ-ra, “keep watch
(imperative, pl.) over him”; l. 7, i-na ŠU.2-ku-˹nu? ṣab-ta-šu?˺, “seize (imperative, pl.) him in your (pl.) hands”; l. 10, iši-iz-za-a-ma, “Stand by(imperative, pl.); l. 13, la ta-šil-la-ma, “Do not be negligent (prohibitive, pl.); l. 14, at-tu-nu,
“you (pl.)”; l. 15, [i]t?-[t]i?-ku-nu, “with you (pl.)”; l. 17, [d]ib-bi šá ta-šem-ma-a, “the things that you (pl.) hear”; e. 22
[la] ˹ta-šil˺-la-ma, “Do not be negligent (prohibitive, pl.); r. 1, la ta-qab-ba-a, “Do not say”; r. 2-3, [u]m-ma dib-bi šá
niš-mu-ú / um-ma i-ḫi-ṭu ki-i ni-ip-ḫu-ru, “‘The things that we heard were false; we assembledʼ”; r. 5-6, e-mu-qé-ku-nu
a-na a-a-lu / šá a-ḫa-meš lil-li-ku, “Let your (pl.) forces go to the aid of one another”; r. 7-8, i-na KUR-ku-nu ma-ṣar-tašú-ma / lu-u dan-na-at, “ let the watch over him be strong in your (pl.) country.”; r. 8-10, a-du-ú / ki-i áš-pur PI.2-ku-nu
/ up-te-ti, “Now then I have written to open your (pl.) ears”; r. 10-11, a-ki-i ma-a-de-e / lu-u pít-qud-da-tu-nu, “be
extremely attentive (stative, pl.)”
1065
*ABL 292 to Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur, *ABL 297 to Nabû-ušabši and the citizens of Uruk, *ABL 518 to
Kudurru and the citizens of Uruk, *ABL 296 to Kudurru and the citizens of Uruk,
1066
Cf. Parpola 2007 38b; CAD Ḫ 235a; AHw 355b.
1067
*CT 54 464:4-5; *ABL 290 r. 1 to describe an anonymous person who conspired with an Elamite called
Ummanigaš; *ABL 1380:22 in a broken context; SAA 18 180 r. 6′. A Babylonian official Nabû-balāssu-iqbi writes the
letter to Assurbanipal and reports that the unnamed person who was fleeing to Assyria wrote to the defunct one (r. 6′,
[ki-i] il-ṭur ana LÚ.ḫum-mur) and the person also referred to Bēl-ēṭir of Bīt-Ibâ in a broken context.
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similarity in the wording is clear. This shows how closely *CT 54 464 and *ABL 292 are related to
each other.

As mentioned above (p. 179), in *CT 54 464 Assurbanipal orders that Illil-bāni, the Aramean
sh[eikhs], and the people of Uruk should not be separated from one another. Following this,
Assurbanipal says:

He (= the man who tries to escape) has decided (to do) the things that you (pl.) hear. [Let] the army
(and) their [......] be assembled before him, [and let ...] their guard [be strong]. Do not be negligent
but [...]. Do not say: “The things that we heard were false; we assembled, but he disappeared on the
road ...” Let your forces go to the aid of one another, and let the watch over him be strong in your
(pl.) country. 1068

Again, the unnamed man appears to have been a very important person because Assurbanipal
instructs that the army was to be assembled before him. In addition, Assurbanipal orders increased
surveillance of the man in their territory.

Assurbanipal continues: “Now then I have written to open your ears; be extremely attentive. See
how Aššur and Mullissu, my gods, h[ave taken] from his hands whatever he concocted with his
heart, until he returns to the temples.”1069 He further refers to “Aššur and Mullissu, my gods”
(AN.ŠÁR u dNIN.LÍL DINGIR.MEŠ-e-a), and indicates that it is not he but these gods who have
prevented the conspiracy which the unnamed man concocted. Following this, the difficult phrase of
“until he returns to the temples” appears. This passage probably means that he seeks refuge in
temples. The main clause may continue after this passage, but the text is broken

There follow several damaged lines. In these lines, Assurbanipal mentions the citizen[s] of Babylon
(r. 17, LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI.˹MEŠ˺), Babylon (r. 19, TIN.TIR.KI), and [Aššur and M]arduk, my gods (r. 20,

1068

*CT 54 464:17-r. 8, [d]ib-bi šá ta-šem-ma-a / [p]a-ni-šú iš-ku-nu e-mu-qu / [x x x x]x-šu-nu ina pa-na-tu-uš-šú / [x x
x x l]u-u paḫ-ra / [x x x x x]x EN.NUN-šu-nu / [lu-u dan-na-at la] ˹ta-šil˺-la-ma / [x x x] u la ta-qab-ba-a / [u]m-ma dib-bi
šá niš-mu-ú / um-ma i-ḫi-ṭu ki-i ni-ip-ḫu-ru / ù šu-ú ina KASKAL.2 ˹bul-ṭa?-a?˺ iḫ-te-liq / e-mu-qé-ku-nu a-na a-a-lu / šá
a-ḫa-meš lil-li-ku ù / i-na KUR-ku-nu ma-ṣar-ta-šú-ma / lu-u dan-na-at.
1069
*CT 54 464 r. 8-15, a-du-ú / ki-i áš-pur PI.2-ku-nu / up-te-ti a-ki-i ma-a-de-e / lu-u pít-qud-da-tu-nu / a-mur ak-kaa-ʼi mál it-ti / ŠÀ-bi-šú ú-kaṣ-ṣip AN.ŠÁR u dNIN.LÍL / DINGIR.MEŠ-e-a ina ŠU.2-šú it-˹ta-šú-u˺ / a-di i-tur-ra ina
?
É.˹KUR.ME x x˺.
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[AN.ŠÁR u dA]MAR.UTU DINGIR.MEŠ-e-[a]) in broken context.1070 These words indicate that the letter
has some connection with the city of Babylon and her citizens.

Two undated Neo-Assyrian letters, *ABL 561 and *ABL 1186, indicate that unknown recipients
were involved in besieging a city by the command of Assurbanipal. The recipients appear in plural
form in these letters.1071 *ABL 292, discussed above in this subsection, probably addressed to Illilbāni and the citizens of Nippur, has the expression siāqu “to close in on; to become constrained,
tight” twice.1072 The same expression is also used in *ABL 561 r. 10, i-si-qa-áš-šá-nu-ú-ni “it has
closed in on them.” This wording could imply that the recipients of *ABL 561 were either Illil-bāni
and the citizens of Nippur, or merely the citizens of Nippur. Furthermore, as *ABL 561 and *ABL
1186 deal with the same topic about the besieged city, the recipients of *ABL 1186 could be also
Illil-bāni and the citizens of Nippur.

Assurbanipal claims in his royal inscriptions that during the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn he laid
siege to the cities of Sippar, Babylon, Borsippa, and Cutha.1073 Among these cities, the besieged city
mentioned in *ABL 561 and *ABL 1186 was probably Babylon. As mentioned in this subsection, in
*CT 54 464, the Babylonian[s] and Babylon are mentioned in a damaged text. Hence the broken
passages could describe the siege of Babylon. Taking into consideration that all these three letters
were probably addressed to Nippur, and that *CT 54 464 includes the words “the Babylonian[s]”
and “Babylon,” the besieged city mentioned in *ABL 561 and *ABL 1186 could be Babylon.
Nippur had fallen into the hands of the rebels by the day between the 3rd and 9th of Kislīmu (IX)
and the 18th of Šabāṭu (XI) of 651 BC,1074 but it seems that the citizens of Nippur could recover
enough to take part in the siege of Babylon before it started on 650-IV-11.1075

1070

*CT 54 464 r. 16-19, šá x[x x]-šú ŠÀ-šú x[x x x]x / x[x x x]x.MEŠ šá LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI ˹x˺ / x[x x x] u ˹uḫ-te-eṭ-ṭi x x˺ u ˹x
x˺-a-te šá TIN.TIR.KI ˹x x x˺ “[...] his heart [......]s of the Babylonian[s ...] made to sin [...] and the [...]s of Babylon [...]”.
1071
For instance, *ABL 561:5′, la ta-mu-ra, “you (pl.) saw nothing”; *ABL 1186:4-5, ù at-tu-nu a-ta-a ki-i / an-ni-ú tamur-a-ni “But you, when you saw this”.
1072
*ABL 292:9, is-si-qa-áš-šú; *ABL 292 r. 15, i-si-qa-áš-šú, “it has closed in on him.”
1073
BIWA, 41 and 233, A III 130-132, qé-reb ZIMBIR.KI KÁ.DINGIR.RA. KI BÁRA.SIPA. KI GÚ.DU8 A. KI / šá-a-šú ga-du
mun-daḫ-ṣe-e-šú e-si-ir-ma / ú-ṣab-bi-ta mu-uṣ-ṣa-šú-un, “I enclosed Sippar, Babylon, Borsippa, (and) Cutha with his
fighters and I blocked their exit.”
1074
Brinkman and Kennedy 1983, 34. IM 57923 is dated at Nippur on 651-IX-3(+) by the regnal year of Šamaš-šumuukīn. Brinkman and Kennedy 1983, 21. IM 57901 and IM 57902 are dated at Nippur on 651-XI-18 by the regnal year of
Assurbanipal.
1075
Grayson 1975, 130, no. 15:19, [MU] XVIII ITI.ŠU UD-11-KÁM LÚ. KÚR ana TIN.TIR.KI is-sa-an-qa “The eighteenth
[year]. On the eleventh day of Du’ūzu (IV), the enemy invested Babylon.”
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In *ABL 561, Assurbanipal points out that a certain Issarān-mušallim 1076 could go out, run about,
and re-enter the besieged city as he wished without being noticed by the recipients of the letter.
Then he urges the recipients to keep watch more carefully so that no one can escape and get
away. 1077 It seems that people could still slip the encircling forces secretly even though the city was
under siege.

Assurbanipal also tells the recipients: “Ever since those times you have kept watch and made
yourself a good name in my presence; and you are enjoying your ‘salt’ for this in my presence.” 1078
As we have seen repeatedly in the letters from Assurbanipal, “to keep watch” (maṣṣartu naṣāru)
and “to make a name good” (šumu dummuqu) are desired aspects for loyal subordinates of
Assurbanipal. Moreover, for these deeds, the recipients are said to be able “to enjoy
goodness/favour (or salt?)” (ṭābtu akālu) in the presence of the king.

He further states: “I know that from the very beginning those people have not loved you, and that
you do not love them either, but love the house of your lord.”1079 This passage includes two
important expressions: “house of the lord” (bēt bēli) and “to love” (ra’āmu). The former term has
been carefully studied and rendered as “the house of the lord,” “domain of lord,” and “Master’s
House.”1080 As for the latter, it implies loyalty and a politically friendly relationship. This usage
recalls the love of the king/royal house required in the succession treaty of Esarhaddon and the love
of god in Deuteronomy (see also below pp. 188 and 204). 1081

Following this, Assurbanipal again exhorts the recipients to guard tightly: “No doubt you are
thinking like this: ‘The job is do[ne].’ But certainly the guard is doubly essential today, as it has
closed in on them!” 1082 These passages vividly describe the situation when the siege had lasted for a
long time and the besieged people had become desperate.
1076

PNA 2/I, 567a, no. 2. This Issarān-mušallim is only known from *ABL 561.
*ABL 561:4′-11′, ina UGU-ḫi-šu-nu e-ta-at-qu / la ta-mu-ra md KA.DI–mu-šal-lim / ki-i ŠÀ-bi-šu it-tu-ṣi / id-du-lu issu-ḫur / e-ta-rab la ta-mur-a-ma / lu šu-ú šu-ú aḫ–ḫur / la ki-i an-nim-ma-a / ú-še-zib il-lik, “They proceeded against
them, and you saw nothing. Issarān-mušallim could go out, run about, and re-enter (Babylon) as he wished, and again
you saw nothing. Should the same thing happen once more, would he not escape and get away just like that?”
1078
*ABL 561:11′-18′, TA* ŠÀ / UD.MEŠ am-ma-a-te ma-ṣar-tú / ta-at-ta-aṣ-ra / šu-un-ku-nu ina IGI-ia / tu-dam-mì-iqqa / ṭa-ab-ta-ku-nu / ina ŠÀ-bi ina IGI-ia / KÚ [x x x x].
1079
*ABL 561 r. 1-5, a-na-ku ud-da TA* [re]-še / UN.MEŠ am-mu-ú-te / la ra-i-mu-te-ku-nu / ù at-tu-nu la ta-ra-a-áššú-nu / ra-i-mu-te šá É–EN.MEŠ-ku-nu.
1080
Postgate 2007, 24-28; Luukko and Van Buylaere 2002, XL-XLIII; Fales 2000a.
1081
Braaten 2000. Yahweh entered into a covenant with the Israelites and bestowed love on them, and the Israelites
were requested to respond with a whole-hearted love. The Israelites’ love was expressed by obedience to Yahweh’s law.
1082
*ABL 561 r. 6-10, at-tu-nu la ki-i an-ni-e / ta-qab-bi-a ma-a dul-lu / [gam]-mur la ú-ma-a šu-ú / ma-aṣ-ṣar-tu néme-il / i-si-qa-áš-šá-nu-ú-ni.
1077
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Finally, he orders the recipients: “Now, just as you have from the beginning stood by, kept watch
and made yourself a good name in my presence, stand by even now and [...] your (pl.) house
[......].”1083 “To keep watch” (maṣṣartu naṣāru) and “to make a name good” (šumu dummuqu) seem
to be one of the desirable behaviours for the loyal subordinates of Assurbanipal.

*ABL 1186 also deals with the besieged city, probably Babylon. After a lost beginning,
Assurbanipal blames the recipient: “… [who] were bringing you troops. But you, when you saw
this, why did you not kill those who were to be killed and take prisoner those who were to be taken
prisoner? Certainly (the troops) who came were not more numerous than you!” 1084 It is unclear
whether the troops came from inside the besieged city or outside of it for its aid. They might have
been the Qedarite Arabs sent to Babylon by their leader Abī-Iate’ and his brother Aia-ammu to help
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. According to the inscriptions, this attempt eventually failed. 1085

Assurbanipal finally orders the recipients: “Now fear not, but guard my temples. He is shut up in
the city with all his forces, and my army is surrounding him. Now, wherever you see a messenger of
his, kill those who are to be killed and take prisoner those who are to be taken prisoner.” 1086 Though
the recipients were taking part in besieging the city, it is not clear where they were stationed to
guard the temples of Assurbanipal. Assuming that the besieged city was Babylon, the unnamed
person who was shut up in his city was probably Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.

2.5.2. Uruk
The letters sent to the governors and citizens of Uruk cover a broad range of topics including
military reinforcements, treaties, a cultic ceremony, and diplomatic matters outside Uruk such as Ur,
Bīt-Amukāni of the Chaldeans, and the Gurasimmu, but in essence reflect the same basic policies as
the letters to Nippur.

One of the best documented actions of Assurbanipal with regard to Uruk was the dispatch of
reinforcements from Assyria to Uruk to keep the city on the Assyrian side during the revolt because

1083

*ABL 561 r. 11-17, ú-ma-a ki-i šá TA* re-še / ta-zi-za-a-ni ma-ṣar-tu / ta-ṣur-a-ni šu-un-ku-nu / ina IGI-ia tu-dammì-qa-a-ni / ú-ma-a i-ti-is-sa / [x x] é-ku-nu / [x x x] ˹x˺ ud ˹x˺ ši.
1084
*ABL 1186:2′-7′, e-mu-˹qe˺-e [u]b!-bal-˹ú˺-[n]ak-k[u-nu-ni?] / ù at-tu-nu a-ta-a ki-i / an-ni-ú ta-mur-a-ni ša du-a-ki
/ la ta-du-ú-ka šá ṣa-ba-te / la ta-aṣ-ba-ta šá il-lik-ú-nin-ni / šu-nu-ú ina UGU-ḫi-ku-nu ma-a’-du.
1085
BIWA, 61 and 245, Edition A VII 82-106.
1086
*ABL 1186:8′-14′, ú-ma-a la ta-pal-la-ḫa / EN.NUN ša É–DINGIR.MEŠ-iá uṣ-ra / šu-ú gab-bi-šú-ma ina ŠÀ URU e-sír
/ ù e-mu-qi-ia la-bi-ú-šú / ú-ma-a bé-et LÚ.A–KIN-šú / tam-mar-a-ni ša du-a-ki / ˹ta˺-du-u-ka šá ṣa-ba-te ṣab-ta.
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Uruk was an important stronghold in southern Mesopotamia. A message addressed from
Assurbanipal to Nabû-ušabši shows that rescue forces were sent to Uruk on different occasions. The
text exists in four different copies: *ABL 273, *ABL 543, *ABL 1108, and *ABL 1244 (see also
above pp. 62-66).

Reinforcements were dispatched on four different occasions. Firstly, Assurbanipal sent the governor
of Mazamua and the prefects to Uruk.1087 The name of the governor is not given in *ABL 1244, but
it is known from ABL 754 from Kudurru to Assurbanipal that the governor of Mazamua was
Nūrāia. 1088 He and the prefects are said to have kept watch (naṣāru), to have become weak (enāšu),
and to have been dying (muātu) for the guard/defence (maṣṣartu) of Uruk.1089
Secondly, Assurbanipal dispatched the governors of Laḫīru and Arrapḫa 1090 because he saw the
governor of Mazamua and the prefects were weakening and dying, and he sent orders to release
them.1091 Again, the names of the governors are not mentioned in these letters, but it is known from
other letters that the governor of Arrapḫa was Aplāia. 1092 Aplāia was very active in southern
Babylonia; first he came to Uruk, and then marched to Ur and fought against Aramean tribes. When
Nabû-ušabši was abducted to Babylon, he ordered the city overseer of Uruk to bring Aplāia and the
chariot driver of the queen into Uruk to protect the city from Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. In ABL 754,
Kudurru states that he, Aplāia, and Nūrāia went to Ur to aid the city as requested by the governor of
Ur. In addition, Bēl-ibni, the general of the Sealand, reports to Assurbanipal that he and Nūrāia
carried out a campaign in the land of the Gurasimmu, the Sealand, and the Puqūdu.1093

1087

*ABL 1244:4′-5′, la áš-pu-ru / NAM KUR.za-mu-u LÚ.GAR.ME, “did I not send the governor of Mazamua and the
prefects?” In *ABL 543 and *ABL 1108, the sentences could be restored as follows.*ABL 543 r.1-3, [la áš-pu-ra
LÚ.EN.NAM] / [KUR.za-mu-a LÚ.GAR.ME] / [KI-ku-nu la iṣ-ṣu-ru] // *ABL 1108:19′-20′, [la áš-pu-ra LÚ.EN.NAM KUR.zamu-a] / [LÚ.GAR.MEŠ].
1088
PNA 2/II, 968a, no. 8.
1089
*ABL 543 r. 3-5, [KI-ku-nu la iṣ-ṣu-ru] / [la] e-ni!-[šu la me-e-tú] / ina UGU EN.NUN-[k]u-nu // *ABL 1108:20′-r. 2,
[is-si-ku-nu la iṣ-ṣu-ru] / [la e-ni-š]ú! la [me-e-tú] /[ina UGU E]N.NUN-[ku-nu] // *ABL 1244:5′-7′, KI-ku-nu / la iṣ-ṣu-ru
la e-ni-šú la ÚŠ.MEŠ / ina UGU EN.NUN-ku-nu. “Did they not keep watch with you, did they [not] get weak and [die] for
your defence?”
1090
*ABL 543 r. 8-10, LÚ.EN.NAM URU.la-ḫi-ri ù / LÚ.EN.NAM [[ ]] URU.arrap-ḫa/ is-si-ku-nu la ap-qid! // *ABL 1108 r.
5-7, LÚ.EN.NAM URU.la-ḫi-ri ù / LÚ.EN.NAM URU.ár-rap-ḫa / is-si-ku-nu la ap-qid // *ABL 1244:9′-11′, EN.NAM la-ḫi-ri
u EN.[NAM] / ár-rap-ḫa KI-ku-nu / la ap-qid, “did I not appoint with you the governors of Laḫīru and Arrapḫa?”
1091
*ABL 543 r. 5-7, ki-i / e-mur-u-ni e-ni-šu-u-ni / me-tú-u-ni as-sa-par ap-ta-ṭar-šú-nu // *ABL 1108 r. 2-4, [ki-i] /
[e-mur]-ú-ni e-n[i-šú-u-ni] / [me]-tu-ú-ni as-sa-par [ap-ta-ṭar-šú-nu] // *ABL 1244:7’-8’, ki IGI.LAL!-ni / e-ni-šú-ni
ÚŠ.MEŠ-ni KIN DU8-šú-nu, “When I saw that they were weakening and dying, I sent orders to release them”.
1092
PNA 1/I, 117b-118a.
1093
ABL 790.
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Thirdly, Assurbanipal sent the treasurer (masennu) Aššūr-gimillu-tēre with an army to Uruk.1094 He
is also known to have a title of rab ašlāki (GAL–TÚG.UD), which translates as “chief fuller,” but this
is possibly a rebus writing for treasurer (masennu).1095 He was also a post-canonical eponym of the
year 638* BC. Having stated that the king had sent this person, he continues: “Do whatever is
opportune to do, be it to block the canal or to subjugate those people.” 1096
Lastly, Assurbanipal dispatched Bēl-ēṭir1097 and Arbāiu,1098 the cohort commander, with 200
horses.1099 It is uncertain whether both were cohort commanders or not because the title of the
cohort commander only appears after the name of Arbāiu and the title is in the singular in these four
letters. The number of horses is only specified in *ABL 273. These auxiliary troops were expected
“to stay” (izuzzu) and “to work” (dullu epāšu) with Nabû-ušabši. 1100

These rescue forces sent to Uruk were also used to release the tension of Ur at the request of its
governor,1101 and Nabû-ušabši himself, who according to *ABL 543 had said: “May the king not
abandon Ur, and may the Gurasimmu not be lost to the king! What else can be done? Let me do
it!” 1102 This indicates that there was a close connection between Uruk and Ur, both of which were
under the control of Assyria and had probably interacted even before the revolt broke out.
Frame has pointed out1103 that the Gurasimmu, about whom Nabû-ušabši was worried, resided near
Ur and, under the pressure of the Puqūdu and the Sealanders without any aid from Assyria,
1094

*ABL 273:6-8, maš-šur–ŠU–GUR-ra LÚ.IGI.DUB / LÚ.e-muq-qi is-si-šú / as-sap-ra // *ABL 543 r. 12-13, maš-šur–ŠU–
M
GUR-ra LÚ.IGI.DUB u e-muq-qi / is-si-šú as-sa-par // *ABL 1108 r. 9-10, AN.ŠÁR–ŠU–GUR-ra LÚ.IGI.DUB u e-muq-qi /
m
!
is-si-šú as-sap-ra // *ABL 1244 r. 2-3, AN.ŠÁR–ŠU–GUR-ra u e-muq-qi / KI-šú KIN-ra.
1095
PNA 1/I, 186b, no. 1. Radner cites the suggestion by K. Deller.
1096
E.g.,*ABL 273:8-13, mì-i-nu / šá a-na e-pa-še / DÙG.GA-ú-ni ep-šá / BE-ma ÍD.ḫar-ru sik-ra / [BE-m]a UN.MEŠ ammu-te / [kub-s]a u id–da-at.
1097
PNA 1/II, 299b-300a, no. 18. Luppert-Barnard has suggested in PNA 1/II, 300a no. 17-18 that Bēl-ēṭir who is said
to be going or to have gone to the Sealand in ABL 267:7 may be identical either with Bēl-ēṭir in the letters to Uruk or
with Bēl-ēṭir, leader of Bīt-Ibâ.
1098
PNA 1/I, 127b-128a, no. 7.
1099
*ABL 273 r. 1-5, [m]dEN–KAR-ir / már-ba-iá / LÚ.GAL–KA.KÉŠ 2-me / ANŠE. KUR.RA.MEŠ ina ŠU.2-šú-nu / us-se-bilak-ka // *ABL 543 r. 17-19, mdEN–KAR-ir mar-ba-a-a / LÚ.GAL–ki-ṣir ANŠE.KUR.RA.MEŠ / ina ŠU.2-šú-nu na-aṣ-ṣu-u-ni
// *ABL 1108 r. 15-17, mdEN–ŠUR u mar-ba-a / LÚ.GAL–ki-ṣir ANŠE.KUR.RA.ME /
ina ŠU.2-šú-nu na-aṣ-ṣu-u-ni // *ABL 1244 r. 7-9, [m]EN–ŠUR mar-ba-a-a / [GAL]–ki-ṣir KUR.MEŠ ina ŠU.2-šú-nu / [naṣ]u-ni, “ I am sending to you Bēl-ēṭir and Arbāiu, the cohort commander, with (200) horses.”
1100
E.g., *ABL 273 r. 6-8, li-iz-zi-zu / is-si-ku-nu dul-lu / le-pu-šu.
1101
ABL 754.
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*ABL 543:16-21, [u ina UGU šá t]aq-bu-u-ni / [ma-a LUGAL la ú-ra]m-ma / [ŠEŠ.UNUG. KI u LÚ.gúr]-˹a!-sím˺ / [TA*
ŠU.2 LUGAL la el-li-ú] / [a-ke-e aḫ–ḫur ep-pu-šú] / [ana-ku le-pu-uš]; *ABL 1108:13′-18′, u ina UGU / ša taq-bu-ú-ni
ma-a LUGAL / la ú-ram-ma ŠEŠ.UNUG. KI / [u LÚ].gúr!-a!-sím-mu TA* ŠU.2 LUGAL / [la-a e]l-li-ú a-ke-e aḫ–ḫur / [ep-pušú] ana-ku le-pu-uš; *ABL 1244:1′-4′, [u ina UG]U šá taq-bu-u-[ni ma MAN la ú-ram-ma] / [ŠE]Š.UNUG. KI u gúr-sím-mu
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Frame 1992, 47 and 170.
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eventually deserted to the rebel side and became hostile. 1104 Later on, Bēl-ibni fought against them.
In ABL 790 + CT 54 425, he reports having subjugated the Gurasimmu with Nūrāia, the governor
of Mazamua, with 50 horses and 200 soldiers. 1105 Bēl-ibni also reports to Assurbanipal that at the
command of Nabû-bēl-šumāti of the Sealand, 250 Gurasimmu and other people had crossed over on
rafts against him and he had sent 400 archers by boat against them (see above p. 136). 1106

In 650 BC, Nabû-ušabši helped Assurbanipal ensure the loyalty of Bīt-Amukāni, a Chaldean
dynastic “house” in the vicinity of Uruk. It is known from *ABL 945 addressed to Nabû-ušabši that
the governor had sent a report about Bīt-Amukāni to Assurbanipal. The king commends him,
saying: “Concerning the Bīt-Amukāneans about whom you wrote, what you did is excellent (de’iq
bēt tēpušūni). A person who loves his lord (rā’imu ša bēlīšu, literally, ‘the lover of his lord’) acts in
this way!”1107 It is not stated what Nabû-ušabši did. As in *ABL 561 (see p. 184), Nabû-ušabši’s
loyalty is also expressed by the terms of “love” and “the household of the lord.” Assurbanipal then
continues: “Where one’s objective can be reached with a poker face (ina pānē ḫardūti1108), one
achieves it with a poker face; where it can be reached with friendly words, one achieves it with
friendly words.”1109 This remark is phrased in colloquial Neo-Assyrian and hence may reflect the
king’s political thinking and methods (see also below pp. 207 and 224).

In *ABL 517 dated 650-II-19, Assurbanipal refers to several leading persons of Bīt-Amukāni by
name: Bēl-ušallim, a prominent individual, 1110 Aia-zēru-qīša, the chieftain, 1111 and Ḫumbuštu, the
mother of Aia-zēru-qīša. 1112 According to the letter, Nabû-ušabši forwarded the message of Bēlušallim to Assurbanipal, 1113 and then the king orders Nabû-ušabši to convey his answer to Bēlušallim. 1114 Thus Assurbanipal and Bēl-ušallim did not correspond directly, but Nabû-ušabši served
as a middleman between them. The text reads: “As to the lord Aia-zēru-qīša and the elders of BītAmukāni about whom you wrote, what you did is good; you have done a thing that is good for the
1104

See ABL 1241 to Assurbanipal from unknown authors who could be the citizens of Ur.
ABL 790 + CT 54 425:4-10.
1106
ABL 1000:6-r. 11. See Frame 1992, 182.
1107
*ABL 945:3-6, ina [UGU] LÚ.É–ma-muk-a-na-a-a / šá [KIN-an]-ni SIG5 É te-pu-šú-ni / r[a!]-i-mu šá EN.MEŠ-šú / ki-i
ḫa-an-ni-i DÙ-áš.
1108
Parpola 2007, 35b.
1109
*ABL 945:7-11, É ina pa-ni ḫar-du-u-te / il-lak-áš-šú-un-ni / ina IGI ḫar-du-u-te DÙ-áš / É ina pi-i DÙG.GA il-lak[áš-šú-un-ni] / ina pi-i DÙG.GA DÙ-áš.
1110
PNA 1/II, 337b-338a, no. 5.
1111
PNA 1/I, 94a.
1112
PNA 2/I, 478b.
1113
*ABL 517:4-5, ina UGU dib-bi šá mdEN–GI / šá taš-pur, “Concerning the words of Bēl-ušallim about which you (=
Nabû-ušabši) wrote.”
1114
*ABL 517:5-6, a-ki-i a-ga-a / šup-ra-áš-šú um-ma, “write to him (= Bēl-ušallim) as follows.”
1105
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house of your lord.”1115 Assurbanipal there commends Bēl-ušallim for his “reporting” (šá taš-pur)
and for having done a “good thing for the house of his lord” (ba-ni / šá te-pu-šú / a-mat šá / ina UGU
É–EN-ka

ṭa-ba-tu! / ši-i te-tep-uš). Although the king does not mention what Bēl-ušallim had done, it

is evident that he had arranged the interception of Aia-zēru-qīša and the elders of Bīt-Amukāni and
their delivery to Nineveh. In the letter, Assurbanipal tells Nabû-ušabši to write to Bēl-ušallim and
then goes on as follows:
And regarding the words of the Lady Ḫumbuštu, about which you wrote, “I have written to the
palace about them, saying ‘May the king not render the verdict of men who go to the king until Bēlušallim comes to the presence of the king, my lord, and gives him a counsel that pleases the king, my
lord.’” 1116

The word of Ḫumbuštu probably indicated that she had affirmed the loyalty of the Bīt-Amukāneans
(see below in this subsection). Bēl-ušallim clearly was the key person in settling the affairs of BītAmukāni because he is supposed “to come to the presence of the king” and “to give the king
counsel.” The letter that Nabû-ušabši was to send ends with the exhortation: “Now go and see the
beaming face of the king, your lord, and give him counsel that pleases the king your lord, and may
he listen to you.”1117 After these instructions, the letter ends with its dating.
Bēl-ušallim is also otherwise attested as a spokesman of Bīt-Amukāni. 1118 The unknown author of
CT 54 507 (not dated), who could be Nabû-ušabši, reports to Assurbanipal that messengers of Bēlušallim and Nabû-gāmil1119 had come to Uruk from Šamēlē, a town in Bīt-Amukāni, 1120 and
declared that the Bīt-Amukāneans were servants of the Assyrian king. The author continues to
report that he had sent the messengers back and ordered them to seize the officials of Ša[maš-šumu-

1115

*ABL 517:7-12, ina UGU DUMU mdÉ.A–NUMUN–BA-šá / u LÚ.AB.BA.MEŠ šá LÚ.É–ma-muk-a-ni / šá taš-pur um-ma
ba-ni / šá te-pu-šú um-ma a-mat šá / ina UGU É–EN-ka ṭa-ba-tu! / ši-i te-tep-uš.
1116
*ABL 517:13-r. 9, ina UGU dib-bi MÍ.ḫum-bu-us-te / šá taš-pu-ra um-ma ana-ku / a-na UGU-ḫi-im-ma / a-na É.GAL
al-ta-par / um-ma ERIM.MEŠ šá ana IGI LUGAL / il-lik-u-ni um-ma LUGAL / pur-su-šú-nu la i-par-ras / a-di mdEN–GI ana
IGI LUGAL / EN-ia il-la-kám-ma mil-ku / šá ina UGU LUGAL EN-iá ṭa-a-bu / a-na LUGAL i-ma-al-li-ku.
1117
*ABL 517 r. 10-14, um-ma en-na a-lik-ma / pa-ni šá LUGAL EN-ka ḫa-du-te / a-mur u mil-ku šá ina UGU LUGAL! /
EN-ka ṭa-a-bu me-lik-šú / liš-me-ka [[ ]].
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PNA 1/II, 337b-338a, no. 5. Baker who wrote about Bēl-ušallim in PNA has distinguished Bēl-ušallim in CT 54
507 (no. 5) from Bēl-ušallim in *ABL 517 (no. 6). However, since both Bēl-ušallims are related to Bīt-Amukāni, they
could be the same person.
1119
PNA 2/II, 833b, no. 4.
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Zadok 1985, 8 (Ālu-ša-amīlē).
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ukīn] in Šamēlē and to hand them over. 1121 One of those officials could have been Šulāia, who was
appointed as an administrator in Šamēlē by Šamaš-šumu-ukīn according to CT 54 92.1122
Aia-zēru-qīša was the leader of Bīt-Amukāni. 1123 We know from ABL 896 that he was detained as a
hostage in Assyria in order to assure the loyalty of Bīt-Amukāni. Accused of a link to Šamaš-šumuukīn and the Puqūdian treasurer Nabû-ušēšib and having conspired with them from the beginning,
he wrote a letter, ABL 896, to his mother Ḫumbuštu in Bīt-Amukāni. 1124 In this, he says that he has
heard that the family of Nabû-ušēšib had moved from Puqūdu to Bīt-Amukāni and asks his mother
to hand them over to the Assyrians. In addition, he requests her to assure Assurbanipal that he and
his country are loyal to the Assyrian king. 1125 He also mentions the defeat of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.
Frame has pointed out that it “could refer to the final fall of Babylon, the commencement of the
siege of Babylon, or some major battle in which Assyrians proved victorious, and is thus of limited
value for dating the text.”1126 Aia-zēru-qīša may have been loyal to Assurbanipal throughout the
rebellion as he repeatedly claims. Nevertheless, his sons appear to have been involved in the revolt
and to have stood on the rebel side,1127 as they are mentioned in an epigraph connected with the
revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 1128

The loyalty of the governor of Uruk and the Urukeans was secured through treaties. *ABL 539,
dated in Simānu (III, no year date),1129 indicates that Assurbanipal concluded three treaties with
them on separate occasions.

As shown above (pp. 43-44), *ABL 539 was addressed to Nabû-ušabši alone, but the letter shows
that each of the three treaties also involved his people, described as “citizenry/countrymen” (nišē
māti) and “your citizenry/countrymen” (nišē mātīka).1130 In addition, as shown below in the
quotations of the stipulations of the treaty that had already been concluded, the contracting parties
always appear in the 1st person plural as “we.”
1121

Frame 1992, 161 and 172; CT 54 507: 12-23. This letter has no date, but Frame suggests that it could be dated
before the second month of 650 BC. The text also refers to the submission of the Sealand, a man brought by Nabû-bēlšumāti to the Elamite king and Šamaš-šumu-ukīn in a broken context.
1122
Dietrich 1970, 174f, no. 97
1123
PNA 1/I, 94a; Frame 1992, 172, n. 201.
1124
PNA 2/I, 478b.
1125
Frame 1992, 172f. Frame quotes the translation of ABL 896:4-r. 18.
1126
Frame 1992,173, n. 204.
1127
Frame 1992, 173 and n. 205.
1128
BIWA, 312, no. 63.
1129
*ABL 539 r. 25 ˹ITI˺.SIG4, “Simānu (the third month)”.
1130
*ABL 539:19 UN.MEŠ KUR-ka; *ABL 539 r. 18, UN.MEŠ KUR. As for the usage of nišē māti, see CAD M/1, 418b,
1h ; CAD N/2, 287a, 2b; Parpola 2007, 63a.
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The letter reveals that two treaties were already concluded and a new treaty was being prepared.
The first treaty, referred to as ṭābtu,1131 is mentioned in lines 6 to 7. Assurbanipal states, “You did
not sin against my favour (ṭābtu) and oath (māmītu).”1132 It might be possible to restore line 5 as
“you have adhered to my treaty” ([a!-de!-e-i]a ta-at-ta-ṣar). It is uncertain when the first treaty was
concluded, but very probably the reference is to Esarhaddon’s succession treaty. It seems that the
first treaty required great devotion to Assurbanipal because the king says about Nabû-ušabši: “You
have fallen and died on account of all the messages and orders I have been sending to you.”1133 The
motif of “fall and die for the Assyrian king” is attested in Esarhaddon’s Succession Treaty: “you
shall fall and die for him” 1134 and “you shall fall and die for Assurbanipal, the great crown prince
designate, son of Esarhaddon, your lord.”1135 Assurbanipal also commends Nabû-ušabši for his
deeds and endurance in the difficult situation. He says:

And truly by these recent things that you have done, you have surpassed everything. The fact that for
the sake of my name you have isolated yourself, [keeping on the side of] the representative of Aššur
and Marduk; that you have kept [my watch] (maṣṣartu naṣāru) and not made common cause with
my enemy (pû u libbu itti bēl-nakāri lā šakānu).1136

The second treaty was concluded immediately after the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn had broken out.
Assurbanipal states, “the fact that ever since you returned [from] my presence and saw that the
Babylonians, Chaldeans, and Arameans were not loyal (lā kīnu), you sent [...] your countrymen [...]
and made them conclude (this) treaty with me.” 1137 That this refers to the outbreak of the revolt is
supported by the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal where the event is described as follows: “And
he, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, unfaithful brother, who did not adhere to my treaty, caused the people of
Babylonia, Chaldea, Aram, the Sealand, from the city Aqaba as far as Bāb-Salīmēti, servants, my

1131

Parpola 2011, 41.
*ABL 539:6-7, a-na MUN-iá u a-na ma-mì-ti-iá / ul taḫ-ṭi.
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subjects, to rebel against my hands.” 1138 It is remarkable that this second treaty was concluded at the
initiative of Nabû-ušabši.

Assurbanipal quotes four vows and pledges of the second treaty, which probably represented only a
part, but the most essential part of it. The first one is “we will not change the treaty of
Assurbanipal.” 1139 This phrase resembles of a passage in Esarhaddon’s Succession Treaty: “you
shall neither change nor alter the word of Esarhaddon, king of Assyria”. 1140 The second vow is “we
will not side with his enemy,” 1141 i.e., Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and his allies. The third one is “as long as
we [live], we will keep the treaty [we have concluded with him].” 1142 A similar pledge is also found
in Esarhaddon’s Succession Treaty: “as long as we, our sons (and) our grandsons are alive,
Assurbanipal, the great crown prince designate, shall be our king and our lord” 1143 and
Assurbanipal’s treaty with Babylonian allies (SAA 2 9:3′, 17′, and 32′-33′): “From this day on for as
long as we live.”1144 The fourth pledge (“[...] his ally shall be our ally, and we will walk with him
[...]”)1145 prescribes that the contracting parties harmonize their relations towards enemies of
Assurbanipal. The same pledge, slightly differently phrased, also occurs in Assurbanipal’s treaty
with Babylonian allies (SAA 2 9:20′-21′): “the enemy of Assurbanipal, king of Assyria, [……] shall
not be our ally.”1146 Having cited these pledges, the king concludes: “From these facts I have
experienced your [genuine love] and loyalty (rāmu u kīnūtu) [to me].”1147

The third treaty was about to be concluded at the time the letter was written. Assurbanipal describes
the situation in which the Assyrians and their enemies found themselves, stating in a grave tone:

[Now ...] this campaign [...] set for your life. This very day, those who have sinned against my treaty
– your eyes will notice how God will once again swiftly call to account those who tampered with the
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treaty. As for you, remain under the protection of Aššur and Marduk, and you will thrive within their
castle. 1148

In accordance with the treaty stipulations, God, not the king himself, is presented as the judge of the
rebels who sinned against the treaty of Assurbanipal and tampered with it (adê ḫaṭû, adê šunnû).
Assurbanipal then states that he is sending three Assyrians (Nabû-erība, his eunuch, 1149 Nergalšarru-uṣur, his “third man,”1150 and Akkullānu, the priest of Aššur temple 1151) with the treaty tablet
(ṭup-pi a-de-iá) to conclude the third treaty. It is likely that he had already negotiated with the
Urukeans because Assurbanipal urges Nabû-ušabši to join the treaty and to make the confidence of
Assurbanipal’s servants settle upon the countrymen. 1152

At the end of the letter, Assurbanipal requests Nabû-ušabši to let the Assyrian king see his “love and
affection” (rāmu u kīnūtu lū amāru), in other words his loyalty even more clearly, 1153 and then
promises to multiply the numerous favours already granted to him. The king also urges him to pay
back fully his good deed, and make his name great in the assembly of Babylonia (UKKIN šá KUR–
URI.KI).1154

*ABL 518, dated 646*-II-24 and addressed to Kudurru, the governor of Uruk, and all Urukeans,
illustrates Assurbanipal’s religious policies towards Uruk after the suppression of the revolt.
According to the letter, a public weeping (bikītu) and mourning of the dead (tādirtu) were to take
place in the country in the next month Simānu (III) and immediately after that there is a reference to
angry gods leaving the country (“af[ter the god]s became angry, they [... left] for their non-
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abode”),1155 paralleling SAA 3 44, given the heading “Aššur’s Response to Assurbanipal’s Report
on the Šamaš-šumu-ukīn War” in its text edition, where it is stated: “his (= Šamaš-šumu-ukīn) gods
became angry, abandoned him, and took to foreign parts.” 1156 *ABL 518 then continues: “[through
we]eping and unkempt hair of body, Šamaš, Nanāia, U[ṣur-amās]sa and Arkaītu have become
reconciled.”1157 This passage, which appears to refer to the return of pillaged divine statues to Uruk
after the victory over Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, requires lengthy commentaries.

Actually, the divine statues of Uruk had been carried off to Elam in the reign of Sennacherib. The
Babylonian Chronicle entry for 693 BC states: “On the first day of the month of Tishri (VII) the
army of Assyria entered Uruk (and) plundered the gods and inhabitants of Uruk. After the Elamites
had come and carried off the gods and inhabitants of Uruk, Nergal-ušēzib did battle against the
army of Assyria in the district of Nippur on the seventh day of the month Tishri.” 1158 The royal
inscriptions of Sennacherib give more detailed information on this event: “I ordered archers,
chariots, (and) horses of my royal contingent to confront the king of the land Elam. They killed
many troops, including his son, and he (the king of Elam) retreated. They marched to Uruk (and)
carried off the deities, Šamaš of Larsa, the Lady of the Rēš-Temple, the Lady of Uruk, Nanāia,
Uṣur-amāssa, Bēlet-balāṭi, Kurunam, Kaššītu, (and) Palil, the gods who live in Uruk, together with
their property (and) possessions, which are without number.”1159

During the reign of Esarhaddon (680-669 BC), the divine statues of Uruk are mentioned again in
contemporary documents. Mār-Issār, Esarhaddon’s scholar and agent in Babylonia, 1160 sent to the
king on 672-VII-12 a report on the statues of Nanāia, Uṣur-amāssa, and Arkaītu of Uruk: “formerly,
before the king, my lord, went to [S]urmarrate, the k[ing, my lord, as]ked me in Calah: ‘What work
[on the gods] is [i]ncomplete?’ I (then) informed the king, my lord, as follows: ‘[The decoration of
N]anāia is incomplete. Furthermore, (while) the face and the hand[s of Uṣur]-amāssa have been
overlaid with gold, the figure and [the feet] have not. She is [dr]essed with a la[mahuššû]-robe and
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equipped with a golden tiara. The two golden [drago]ns are ready and they stand right and left
[upon] her [pedestal]. I have sent her from Assyria to Uruk. Furthermore, the work [on Arka]ītu,
Anunitu and Palil [of the temple of] Mummu: the carpenter’s and metalworker’s work is [fin]ished,
(but) they have not been overlaid with gold. We have given them silver, (but) they are still to get
gold from me. After we have finished the work on Uṣur-amāssa and on the temple of Mummu and
the temple is complete, then we shall make the decoration of Nanāia.’” 1161 It is clear that
Esarhaddon made completely new statues of Nanāia, Uṣur-amāssa, and Arkaītu to replace the
statues pillaged by the Elamites, and Mār-Issār returned the statue of Uṣur-amāssa to Uruk.

Parpola has pointed out that Esarhaddon claimed to have sent the statue of Uṣur-amāssa to Uruk in
an inscription and this event could be dated after his Egyptian campaign in 671 BC, 1162 stating: “I
returned the goddess Uṣur-amāssa, the one who gives counsel, the intercessor, to Uruk, her city.” 1163

Parpola has further pointed out that the statue of Nanāia was also returned to Uruk by Esarhaddon.
His inscriptions from Uruk record: “Eḫiliana, the cella of the goddess Nanāia, my lady, which is
inside Eanna, which a previous king had built, became old and dilapidated. I sought its (original)
ground-plan (and) repaired its dilapidated parts with baked bricks from a (ritually) pure kiln. I
grasped the hands of the goddess Nanāia, great lady, brought (her) inside, and caused (her) to take
up residence (there) forever. I offered splendid offerings and made her door bolt extremely fine.” 1164
Thus, Esarhaddon returned statues of Nanāia and Uṣur-amāssa “made in Assyria” to Uruk during
his reign. However, no texts refer to the return of the statue of Arkaītu to Uruk though we know
from the letter that it had been in the making.
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During the reign of Assurbanipal, according to Parpola, the Assyrian king claims in his inscription
known as L4, which could be dated to 668 BC,1165 that Nanāia and Uṣur-amāssa took part in the
welcome ceremony for Marduk in the first year of Assurbanipal when he had Šamaš-šumu-ukīn
bring the statue of Marduk with him. 1166 The statues of Nanāia and Uṣur-amāssa mentioned in this
inscription had probably been returned to Uruk by Esarhaddon. On the other hand, as Parpola has
indicated, in a later inscription Assurbanipal claims that he took the hands of Nanāia, Uṣur-amāssa,
and Arkaītu, and then guided them from Susa into Eanna of Uruk. 1167 The date of the inscription is
unknown, but it is very likely that these statues had been taken to Elam during the reign of
Sennacherib. Hence there eventually were two statues each of Nanāia and Uṣur-amāssa in Uruk.
One made in Assyria and another returned from Elam.

In any case, at the time of the weeping ceremony of Simānu (III), 646* BC, the statues of Šamaš,
Nanāia, Uṣur-amāssa, and Arkaītu were back to Uruk. In *ABL 518, Assurbanipal states: “in my
reign they have delivered [all the lands into] my hands,” 1168 thus attributing his victory over Šamaššumu-ukīn to the gods worshipped in Uruk. At the end of the letter, Assurbanipal orders: “[perform
the] weeping (and) turn it to joy!” 1169
To sum up, the policies of Assurbanipal towards Uruk in wartime included military aid to the city,
using it as a military base in southern Babylonia, controlling the Chaldean Bīt-Amukāni through the
governor, concluding treaties with the governor and his subjects, and soothing the sufferings of the
city through a weeping ceremony after the defeat of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.

2.5.3. Ur
The letters of Assurbanipal sent to Ur, *ABL 290, *ABL 523, and *ABL 1022, were addressed only
to the governor, Sīn-tabni-uṣur; the citizens of Ur do not appear as the recipients. The main topic of
the letters is the sibling rivalry between him and Sīn-šarru-uṣur, the previous governor of Ur.1170
The letters also take up the issue of the severe conditions of Ur during the revolt.

In order to understand know the background of the letters and the relationship of the two brothergovernors, it is necessary to take a look at their predecessors and the dates of their appointment as
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governors of Ur. It is very likely that both Sīn-šarru-uṣur and Sīn-tabni-uṣur were from the ruling
family in Ur because their father Nikkal-iddin was the governor of Ur during the reign of
Esarhaddon and probably already under Sennacherib, 1171 and their brother Sīn-balāssu-iqbi
succeeded to that position during the reign of Assurbanipal or perhaps earlier. 1172 Sīn-balāssu-iqbi
left 16 dedicatory inscriptions that commemorate building and restoration works in Ur: RIMB 2
B.6.32.2001-2016. Except RIMB 2 B.6.32.2015, all these inscriptions are written in Sumerian. 1173
None of his inscriptions mentions Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, while RIMB 2 B.6.32.2003 refers to
Assurbanipal in a broken context 1174 and two inscriptions, RIMB 2 B.6.32.2003 and RIMB 2
B.6.32.2015, wish good health to Assurbanipal. 1175 Sīn-balāssu-iqbi appears to have respected
Babylonian traditions, but it seems that he placed more value on Assurbanipal than on Šamaš-šumuukīn. It was probably for this reason that the latter sent ABL 426 to the former, claiming that he had
heard rumours about Sīn-balāssu-iqbi and recommending the Assyrian king take him into custody
until further notice. As noted above (pp. 155-156), this was probably a ruse to get rid of Sīnbalāssu-iqbi who remained loyal to Assurbanipal. The scheme was apparently successful since Sīnbalāssu-iqbi was replaced by Sīn-šarru-uṣur shortly before the outbreak of the revolt in 652 BC.

However, shortly after the commencement of the revolt, Sīn-šarru-uṣur was in his turn replaced by
Sīn-tabni-uṣur probably because Assurbanipal suspected his loyalty. The extispicy query SAA 4 286
dated 651-XI-16 was performed to determine if someone associated with Sīn-šarru-uṣur would try
to escape having heard something. In addition, the citizens of Ur report to Assurbanipal in ABL
1274 (not dated) that Sīn-šarru-uṣur had defected to Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s side. Two extispicies (SAA
4 300 and 301, both undated) were performed to find out whether Assurbanipal should appoint Sīntabni-uṣur over Ur and whether, if appointed, he [will become hos]tile to [Assurbani]pal, [side] with
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, or [make com]mon cause with him. Eventually, Sīn-tabni-uṣur was appointed as
the governor of Ur. He is first mentioned as the governor of Ur in an economic text dated 650-III-23
at Nina by the regnal year of Assurbanipal. 1176
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A letter from the citizens of Ur to Assurbanipal (ABL 1274, not dated) 1177 reports that having faced
famine, Sīn-šarru-uṣur submitted to Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, 1178 and warns that he was slandering Sīntabni-uṣur to Assurbanipal. In fact, according to *ABL 290, *ABL 523, and *ABL 1002, the former
calumniated the latter. In ABL 1274, a treaty is mentioned, but it is not clear whose treaty it was.

In *ABL 290, *ABL 523, and *ABL 1002, Sīn-šarru-uṣur appears as a villain, while Sīn-tabni-uṣur
is depicted as a loyal servant, and Assurbanipal as the protector of the latter: “He (= Sīn-šarru-uṣur)
tells me (= Assurbanipal) malicious things about you (= Sīn-tabni-uṣur),”1179 “Now then, he (= Sīnšarru-uṣur) is devising a scheme and putting terrible things against me (= Sīn-tabni-uṣur),”1180 and
“He is saying terrible things about me in the presence of the magnates.” 1181

In response to Sīn-tabni-uṣur’s fears, Assurbanipal repeatedly assures him that the he will not listen
to what Sīn-šarru-uṣur has said: “Why would I listen to him? With Šamaš I shall extract his proper
intentions,”1182 “don’t be afraid! What can this ḫappu say against you?”1183 “What could he say
against you? And for that matter, why would I listen to it? Do not fear his return,” 1184 “what can this
ḫappu (do)?”1185
The word ḫappu by which Assurbanipal refers to Sīn-šarru-uṣur in these letters is taken in the
Assyrian-English-Assyrian Dictionary as a noun and translated “rogue, villain, scoundrel, rascal,
scamp”1186 while CAD Ḫ 85a-b takes it as an adjective meaning “bitter, stinking,” and likewise
AHw 322a translates it as “stinkend.” The word is rarely used; except for lexical texts and an omen
text belonging to the series Multābiltu from Assurbanipal’s library (CT 20 49:24), it is only attested
in these two letters, *ABL 523 and *ABL 1022. The dictionaries indicate that ḫappu could be
related to the Sumerian loan word isḫappu “rogue, rude man”1187 “crook, rogue, villain,”1188 and
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before the revolt in 655/654 and 653/652 (Durand 1981, 184-185).
1178
Frame 2004, 71, no. 69.
1179
*ABL 290:5-6, dib-bi-ka / bi-šu-ú-tu i-qab-ba-am-ma.
1180
*ABL 523:3-5, an-nu-ri nik!-[lu] / i-nak!-kil! sam-ku ina [UGU-ḫi-ia] / i-kar-ra-ár.
1181
*ABL 1002 r. 11-13, dib-bi-ia sam-ku-u-te / ina IGI LÚ.GAL.MEŠ i-qab-b[i].
1182
*ABL 290:7-8, u a-na-ku a-šem-meš / TA dGIŠ.NU11 ŠÀ-šú ZI-ḫa.
1183
*ABL 523:5-8, la t[a-pal-làḫ] / mì-nu LÚ.ḫap-pu an-ni-ú / ina UGU-ḫi-ka i-qab-bi / ana-ku la ud-da-a.
1184
*ABL 523:13-16, šu-ú mì-i-nu i-qab-bi / ina UGU-ḫi-ka u ina! ŠÀ!-bi-ma / ana-ku a-ta-a a-šam-me / la ta-pal-làḫ
GUR-šu.
1185
*ABL 1002 r. 13, mi-i-nu LÚ.ḫap-pu an-[ni-u].
1186
Parpola 2007, 35a.
1187
CAD I 189a-b.
1188
Parpola 2007, 42a.
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“Schurke, Schuft” 1189 in the Middle Babylonian and the Standard Babylonian dialects. Actually, this
word is attested in an undated Neo-Babylonian letter, CT 54 118, probably addressed to
Assurbanipal. The unknown author says: “[Did no]t (this) scoundrel (isḫappu) write to me, saying:
‘When you led him off [t]o Uruk by guile, you gave him to ….’ Although he committed an offence,
I will save (him) from his sin.”1190 The word isḫappu also appears in the royal inscriptions of
Esarhaddon as a standard epithet of Šamaš-ibni, the evil chief of the Chaldean house of BītDakkūri, who is always called “its (= the Bīt-Dakkūri’s) king, a rogue (and) outlaw” (LUGAL-šu/šú
is-ḫap-pu ḫab/ḫa-bi-lu/lum).1191
Sīn-tabni-uṣur had also reported to the king that Sīn-šarru-uṣur “does not love” Assyria, 1192 whereas
in *ABL 290, Sīn-tabni-uṣur appears as “a servant who loves the house of his lord”. 1193 In ABL
1274 from the citizens of Ur to Assurbanipal, the citizens also call Sīn-tabni-uṣur “a loving servant
of the king, my lord” (r. 8-9, ARAD LÚ.ra!-[i]-’a-an-nu1194 / šá LUGAL EN-a-ni). In *ABL 290,
Assurbanipal further states that when Ummanigaš calumniated Sīn-tabni-uṣur in presence, he did
not kill Sīn-tabni-uṣur because “you (= Sīn-tabni-uṣur) are wholeheartedly with the house of your
lord,”1195 adding: “Did you not endure these two years enemy and famine because of the house of
your lord?”1196 and emphasizing that he knows the loyalty (kīnūtu) of Sīn-tabni-uṣur.1197 Thus
“loving Assyria” and “being with the house of one’s lord” are synonymous expression of loyalty
and describe the relationship between the king and his subordinates.

Now let us examine each letter in detail. In *ABL 290, Assurbanipal affirms that he will not listen
to what Sīn-šarru-uṣur says about Sīn-tabni-uṣur and encourages and praises the latter’s actions.
Beside Sīn-šarru-uṣur, two evil men figure in this letter: a certain Ummanigaš and an anonymous
person who is called “that defunct one” (ḫummur agâ), certainly to be identified with Šamaš-šumuukīn. The former slandered Sīn-tabni-uṣur in front of the king, and he and his comrades (?) wanted

1189

AHw 387a.
CT 54 118:7′-11′, LÚ.˹is˺-ḫa-pu (x) / [u]l iš-pu-ra um-ma i-na pir-ṣa-at (x) / [a-n]a? UNUG.KI ki-i ta-bu-ku-uš a-na x
x x / ta-at-ta-din-su šú-ú lu- ú iḫ-ṭu a-˹na?-ku?˺ / ˹i˺-na ḫi-ṭi-š lu-ú ú-še-zib. Frame has kindly given me his preliminary
translation of the letter.
1191
RINAP 4 1 iii 63 // RINAP 4 2 ii 37 // RINAP 4 7 i′ 4, RINAP 4 77:23 // RINAP 4 78:21 // RINAP 4 79:21, RINAP
4 93:11.
1192
*ABL 1002 r. 3-5, ù ina UGU md30–MAN–PAB šá taq-ba-a-[ni] / ma-a la ra-i-mu šá KUR–aš-šur šu-u / a-na-ku la úda-a, “And concerning Sīn-šarru-uṣur about whom you s[aid]: ‘He does not love Assyria,’ do I not know it?”
1193
*ABL 290 r. 12, LÚ.ARAD šá É–EN-šú i-ram-mu
1194
CAD R 81b-82a, rā’i’annu is registered under rā’imānu.
1195
*ABL 290 e. 17-19, it-ti / É–EN-ka-a / qa-ta-a-ta.
1196
*ABL 290 r. 6-10, ia-a’-nu-u / 2-ta a-ga-a MU.AN.NA.MEŠ / LÚ. KÚR ù bu-bu-u-ti / i-na UGU É–EN-ka / ul taš-du-ud.
1197
*ABL 290 r. 4-5, ana-ku ki-nu-ut-ka / i-du-ú.
1190
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to have Sīn-tabni-uṣur killed.1198 Assurbanipal reacts toward them by saying: “Aššur (and) my gods
enable me not to kill my servant and the foundation of my dynasty high-handedly.”1199 It is not clear
why Assurbanipal refers to Sīn-tabni-uṣur as the “foundation of my dynasty” (išdu ša bīt-abīa)
here. 1200 In addition, he emphasizes that when “that defunct one” and Ummanigaš put up a siege to
kill Sīn-tabni-uṣur, he knew the loyalty of Sīn-tabni-uṣur and had mercy on him. 1201 He then
commends Sīn-tabni-uṣur for enduring enemy and famine for two years, for the work that he and
the Assyrians, called his “brothers,” have done, and for having kept watch. 1202 “The Assyrians” can
be identified with the rescue forces dispatched to Uruk and then to Ur, mentioned in the letters to
Uruk (*ABL 273, *ABL 543, *ABL 1108, and *ABL 1244). At the end of the letter, Assurbanipal
promises his continuous favour until the time of Sīn-tabni-uṣur’s grandchildren since his name is
good for the king.1203

In *ABL 523, Assurbanipal reaffirms that he has rejected the calumnies of Sīn-šarru-uṣur and he
changes the topic to the possibility of Sīn-tabni-uṣur’s royal audience. He stresses that the country is
getting safe and orders Sīn-tabni-uṣur to come to see him when it becomes safe enough. 1204

According to a fragmentary letter, *ABL 1002, Sīn-šarru-uṣur, the previous governor, submitted to
Assurbanipal when Assyria gained the upper hand: “When he (= Sīn-šarru-uṣur) saw that my
(Assurbanipal’s) gods had not brought success in the hands of my enemy, he passed over, came, and
grasped my feet.”1205

To sum up these three letters, Assurbanipal consistently stresses his generous attitude towards Sīntabni-uṣur who had been concerned about the calumnies made against him. Towards the end of the

1198

The phrase karṣū akālu “to slander” in *ABL 290:9-10 has the 3rd person singular form, but ana dâki nadānu “to
want to have someone killed” in *ABL 290:10-11 has the 3rd person plural form.
1199
*ABL 290:12-e.16, AN.ŠÁR DINGIR.MEŠ-ia-a / ú-šal-an-ni-i-ma / la! aḫ-du-u-ma ARAD-a-a / u iš-du šá É–AD-ia / la
a-du-ku. The passage may imply that Assurbanipal established marriage ties with Sīn-tabni-uṣur.
1200
This means that the lord-subordinate relationship might have been secured by marriage arrangement.
1201
*ABL 290 r. 1-6, ḫum-mur a-ga-a šú-u ù / mum-man-i-gaš a-na UGU / GAZ-ka il-mu-ú / u ina ŠÀ šá ana-ku ki-nu-utka / i-du-ú [ú]-tir re-mu / áš-kun-ak-ka, “(When) that defunct one and Ummanigaš put up a siege to kill you, was that
not because I, knowing your loyalty, had ... had mercy with you?”
1202
*ABL 290 r. 7-18.
1203
*ABL 290 r. 19-s. 2.
1204
*ABL 523 r. 7-15, ú-ma-a si-man ta-qa-ni / ša KUR EN.NUN-ka tu-uk-[tin] / te-ti-qa tal-la-ka / ú-la i-ti-iz EN.[NUNka] / ú-ṣur EN KUR ta-a[t-qa-nu-ni] / u ina! UD!!-me-šú tal-la-ka [IGI.MEŠ-iá] / ḫad-du-ú-te tam-mar [x x] / u ta-saḫ-ḫur
ina šá-l[im?-te] / tal-lak, “Now, at the moment that the country is getting safe, you could move on to come, having made
your guard f[irm]. Alternatively, stay (there) and keep [your] wat[ch] until the country has been put in order; then you
can come, see [my] beaming [face], and return in safe[ty].”
1205
*ABL 1002 r. 5-9, ki-i / e-mur-u-ni DINGIR.MEŠ-iá i-na ŠU.2 / LÚ.KÚR-iá la ú-šal-lim-ú-ni / e-ta-at-qa it-tal-ka / i-na
GÌR.2.MEŠ-iá iṣ-ṣa-bat.
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conflict, he requests Sīn-tabni-uṣur to come to see him, showing great concern for his safety. Finally
he tells of the submission of the previous governor to reassure Sīn-tabni-uṣur.

Ur had a strong connection to the city of Kissik, modern Tell al-Laḥm, because it was located to the
southeast of Ur.1206 According to the annals of Sennacherib, Kissik belonged to Bīt-Iakīn, the
biggest Chaldean dynastic house. 1207 However, the Kissikeans appearing in the correspondence of
Assurbanipal identified themselves with the citizens of Ur. For example, in ABL 210, the
Kissikeans, calling themselves “old and young” (ll. 2-3, LÚ.URU.ki-sik.MEŠ-a-a LÚ.ši-bu-tu ù
LÚ.TUR.MEŠ),

which denotes the whole citizenry irrespective of age, use an Ur-type blessing that

invokes the gods Sīn and Nikkal and say (r. 5-6) that all the Chaldeans hate them. 1208

The Kissikeans were involved in political issues of the city and harmonized their policy with the
Assyrian policy. *ABL 1121 records that they had sent a report to Assurbanipal on Sīn-šarru-uṣur
and implies that they had exercised military or political pressure against him. Assurbanipal informs
them in the letter that eventually Sīn-šarru-uṣur came to surrender to him. 1209 At the end of the letter,
Assurbanipal orders them to do their [work] as they wish (r. 5′-6′).

2.5.4. Babylon
Assurbanipal applied an appeasement policy towards the citizens of Babylon even during the revolt
of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. Remarkably, his peacetime policy did not change but had continuity and
stability, and aimed at resolving the conflict peacefully. For that purpose, from the beginning of the
revolt to the period when Babylon was put under siege, Assurbanipal tried to persuade the citizens
of Babylon not to side with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn using political rhetoric. Also, it would be politically
astute for Assurbanipal to send friendly letters to the citizens of Babylon. Even it did not make them
abandon the rebellion, it might make Šamaš-šumu-ukīn suspicious of their loyalty and support, thus
sowing dissension in the enemy ranks. Assurbanipal’s conciliatory attitude is made explicit in three
letters: *K 2931, *ABL 301, and *ABL 571, all of them addressed to the citizens of Babylon.

1206

Parpola and Porter 2001, Map 16 and 12; Röllig 1976-1980.
RINAP 3/1 1:48-49.
1208
Cf. Frame 1992, 177, n. 227. Frame suggests that Kissik was probably not inhabited by the Chaldeans because he
thinks that the people of Kissik “distinguish themselves from the Chaldeans” based on ABL 210 r. 5-6.
1209
*ABL 1211:4-7, TA* ma-aṣ-ṣi-in! Á.KAL.MEŠ-šú / ma-a’-du-ú-ni u TA* IGI-ku-nu / ˹ḫa!-rid!˺-du-ú-ni a-ta-a / in-qu-ta
ina IGI-ia, “if his troops had indeed been so numerous and if he had indeed been protected from you, why would he
have fled into my presence? Now then, he is in my presence.”
1207
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As Parpola has argued in his article, *K 2931 was probably composed before *ABL 301 dated 652II-23.1210 It deals with two main topics: the vicious words of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and the Babylonians
who had been taken captive in the “first fighting” (l. 8′, dīktu maḫrītu). Assurbanipal states:

[I have heard] the words [that th]is [no-br]oth[er] has concoct[ed] – that he has spoken (them) to you
and that you have believed [him]. I swear by Aššur (and) Marduk, my gods, that I did not know, nor
have said a word of what he has spoken to you, nor has anybody given me such advice! They are all
but lies and vain words which he has invented and spoken for his own purposes. 1211

This indicates that Assurbanipal received a report on Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s malicious statement from
Babylon. As Parpola has pointed out, we should note that Assurbanipal swears by Aššur and
Marduk together for political reason only in *K 2931, *ABL 301, and *83-1-18,511. 1212 Šamaššumu-ukīn’s remark is described as “lies” (pirṣāte, sg. piriṣtu) and “vain words” (šārāte, sg. šāru)
that he invented and spoke for his own purpose (ana ṣībūti nakālu dabābu). In lines 7′-14′,
Assurbanipal states:

And look at him now! After his revolt, as soon as I had robed (in purple) all the Babylonians who
were captured in the first fighting and taken into my presence, and had tied a mina of silver to the
waist of each of them with the words, “it is to be spent on bread and water,” [I sen]t them to
Babylon, and having written a writing-board, I placed it in their hands and said, “G[ive it] to the
Babylonians [and] tell them [thi]s word.” 1213

It has long been known from an astronomical diary and the Akītu Chronicle that there were armed
clashes between Assyrian and Babylonian troops in the month of Addāru (XII) of 651 BC; one on
XII-12 and another on XII-27.1214 However, as Parpola has pointed out, *K 2931 records a “first
1210

Parpola 2004a, 228-229.
*K 2931:1′-6′, ˹dib?-bi?˺ [šá l]a ŠE[Š a-g]a-a ib-lu-l[u al-te-me-šú-nu] / ki-i id-bu-[b]a-ku-nu-ši u at-tu-nu ˹taq-qípa-šu˺ / ina ŠÀ AN.ŠÁR DAMAR. UTU DINGIR.MEŠ-iá at-te-me ki-i mim-ma / ma-al id-bu-ba-ku-nu-ši a-mat ina ŠÀ-bi i-duu / aq-bu-ú u mam-ma im-lik-an-ni al-la gab-bi pir-ṣa-a-te / ù šá-ra-a-te a-na ṣi-bu-ti-šú ˹ik-kil˺-am-ma id-bu-bu, see
Parpola 2004a, 231.
1212
Parpola 2004a, 232-233.
1213
Parpola 2004a, 231. *K 2931:7′-14′, ù šu-ú en-na-ma ul-tu ik-kìr LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI.MEŠ / ma-al šá ina di-ik-te maḫ-ri-ite ú-ṣab-bit-u-ni / a-na IGI-ia i-bu-ku-ú-ni ki-i ú-lab-bi-šu / 1 MA.NA.TA. ÀM KUG.UD ina MURUB4-šu-nu ki-i ú-rak-ki-su /
um-ma a-na NINDA.ḪI.A u A.MEŠ in-na-ad-˹di˺ ana KÁ.DINGIR.RA.[KI] / [a]l-˹ta˺-par u GIŠ.ZU ki-i al-ṭur a-na ŠU.2-šún[u] / [al-ta-ka]n um-ma a-na LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI.MEŠ in-[na-ma] / [a-mat a-g]a-a qí-ba-niš-šu-nu-ti.
1214
Sachs and Hunger 1988: 44-45, No.-651 iv 9′-10′, 12 TÙR? x ILLU GIN x [….] / ERÍNme KUR URIki ana ŠÀ ERÍN KUR aššur ṣal-tú DÙme ERÍN MU x [….], “The 12th, a halo …. The river level rose [….] / The troops of Babylonia fought
against the troops of Assyria; the troops ….[….]”; Sachs and Hunger 1988, 44-45, No.-651 iv 17′-19′, [x x] x A 27
me
ki
ki
TIR.AN šá SUḪ -šú ma-a’-diš MAḪ ina NIM GIB / [x x x x] ḫi-ri-tim NAM UD.KIB.NUN ERÍN KUR URI u KUR aš-šur /
meš
ki
me
[ṣal-tú KI a-ḫa]-meš DÙ -ma ERÍN KUR URI BAL ma-a’-diš GAZ, “The 27th, a rainbow whose brightness was very
great stretched in the east. / [… in] Hiritu in the province of Sippar the troops of Babylonia and of Assyria / fou[ght
1211
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fighting” which occurred before 652-II-23.1215 This battle is only known from the letter.

Assurbanipal’s way of handling the Babylonian captives reflects his conciliatory policy. He did not
detain them, but dressed them in purple, brought them in his presence, and sent them back with a
message and money. By his conciliatory attitude, he probably attempted to appeal to the citizens of
Babylon.

The message is very fragmentary: “[This] no-brother has alienated you [from] your [wet nu]rse,
[but he is going to have a ha]rd time. Once this with [...]. [...] your [...] I do not see [...]. [......] the
enemy, help [...]. [......] I will not let (him) live. [...... no] mercy [...].”1216 After that, the text breaks
off. Thus it is not clear if the message continued or not. As has already been mentioned (pp. 111),
the wet nurse of Marduk was Ištar of Nineveh. 1217 On the reverse of the letter, there are at least 7
lines. However, the text is almost completely destroyed and it is impossible to restore its content. 1218

*ABL 301 was also sent to the citizens of Babylon at an early stage of the revolt, on 652-II-23.
Assurbanipal put many rhetorical flourishes into the letter in order to conciliate the citizens of
Babylon even though he stated that the Babylonians had been hostile towards him. His conciliatory
policy finds its best expression in this letter.

As Parpola has pointed out, “the first six preserved lines [of *K 2931] run entirely parallel to ABL
no. 301: 3-11; the phrasing is slightly different, but the content and even the structure of the passage
is the same.”1219 In *ABL 301, Assurbanipal writes to the citizens of Babylon:

The words of wind that this no-brother has spoken to you have been related to me. I have heard
them; they are but wind, do not believe him. I swear by Aššur (and) Marduk, my gods, that I
have never thought in my heart or said by my mouth any of the detestable things that he has
with each] other, and the troops of Babylonia withdrew and were heavily defeated.” Grayson 1975, 132, no. 16:13-16,
Addāru XXVII ummānini kurAš-šur u ummāni kurAkkadîki / ṣal-tum ina Ḫi-rit īpušūmeš-ma ummāni kurAkkadîki / ina tāḫāz
ṣēri ibbalkitūme-ma dabdâ-šú-nu ma-a-diš šakinin / SALnukurtu šaknatat ṣal-tum sad-rat, “On the twenty-seventh day of
Adar the armies of Assyria and Akkad / did battle in Hirit. The army of Akkad / retreated from the battlefield and a
major defeat was inflicted upon them. (However), there were still hostilities (and) warfare continued.”
1215
Parpola 2004a, 228-229.
1216
*K 2931:13′-21′, um-ma a-na LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI.MEŠ in-[na-ma] / [a-mat a-g]a-a qí-ba-niš-šu-nu-ti um-ma la ŠEŠ [a-gaa] / [la–pa-an MÍ.Š]À?.ZU-ku-nu up-ta-ri-is-ku-nu-[ši] / [x x x x-r]a-aṣ-ṣa 1-˹šu˺ a-ga-a it-ti [x x x] / [x x x x x]-bi-ku-nu la
am-mar um-ma [x x x x] / [x x x x x x-r]u LÚ.KÚR a-a-la [x x x x] / [x x x x x x x] ˹ul˺ ú-bal-l[aṭ] / [x x x x x x x x x] re-e˹mu˺ [x x x] / [x x x x x x x x x] ˹x x˺ [x x x x x].
1217
See also SAA 3 34, SAA 3 35, and SAA 3 39.
1218
*K 2931 r. 1′-7′. See Parpola 2004a, 231-232.
1219
Parpola 2004a, 228.
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spoken against me. It is nothing but a scheme that he has devised in order to make the name of
Babylonians, who love me, detestable along with him. 1220

In this letter, the statement of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn is said to be “the words of wind” (dibbī ša šāri),
“wind” (šāru), “detestable things” (dibbī bi’šūte), “scheme” (niklu), and “vain words” (šārāte, sg.
šāru). Assurbanipal warns the citizens of Babylon that they should not listen to the “vain words” of
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. 1221
Here Assurbanipal calls the citizens of Babylon his “lovers” (l. 13, rā’imānu). As seen above (pp.
184 and 188), “lover [of Assyria]” and “love [of the king]” were centrally important concepts in
Assyrian politics. At the end of the letter (r. 16-17), the citizens of Babylon are addressed as “the
troop which I have put together for Bēl” (kiṣru ša ana Bēl akṣur).1222

Having refuted these “words of wind,” Assurbanipal says:

But I will not listen to it. Your brotherhood (aḫḫūtu) with the Assyrians and your privileged
status which I established remain valid until the present day; you are close to my heart.
Correspondingly, do not listen to his vain words, do not taint your name which is in good repute
before me and the whole world, (and) do not make yourself culpable before God. 1223

“Brotherhood” (aḫḫūtu) is worth noting. The term is attested only five times, during the reign of
Assurbanipal, in the Sargonid period. Assurbanipal states two times in his inscriptions that Šamaššumu-ukīn severed brotherhood with him. 1224 He also describes how the predecessors of Sārdūri,
king of Urarṭu, used to write to his fathers on brotherhood.1225 In *ABL 1260 r. 10, he tells Ambappi
and the Rāšeans that he will go in the tower probably in order to negotiate about brotherhood with
Ummanaldašu III.1226 Here in *ABL 301, “brotherhood with the citizens of Assyria” (aḫḫūtu itti

1220

*ABL 301:3-13, dib-bi ša šá-a-ri / ša la ŠEŠ a-ga-a id-bu-bak-ku-nu-ši / gab-bu id-dab-bu-ú-ni al-te-me-šú-nu / šáa-ru la ta-qi-pa-šu ina ŠÀ aš-šur / dAMAR. UTU DINGIR.MEŠ-iá at-ta-ma ki-i / dib-bi bi-iʾ-šu-ú-te ma-la / ina UGU-ḫi-ia idbu-bu ina ŠÀ-bi-iá / ku-uṣ-ṣu-pa-ku ù ina pi-ia / aq-bu-ú al-la nik-lu šu-ú / it-ti-kil um-ma šu-mu šá LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI.MEŠ /
ra-i-ma-ni-šu it-ti-ia lu-ba-iš; see Parpola 2004a, 227-228.
1221
*ABL 301:19-20, ap–pit-tim-ma šá-ra-te-e-šu / la ta-šem-ma-a.
1222
Parpola 2004a, 228, n. 5.
1223
*ABL 301:14-24, ù a-na-ku ul a-šem-me-ši / ŠEŠ-ut-ku-nu ša it-ti / KUR–aš-šur u ki-din-nu-ta-ku-nu šá ak-ṣu-ru /
ad-di UGU šá en-na šu-ú / it-ti ŠÀ-bi-ia at-tu-nu / ap–pit-tim-ma šá-ra-te-e-šu / la ta-šem-ma-a šu-un-ku-nu / ša ina IGIia u ina IGI KUR.KUR gab-bu / ba-nu-ú la tu-ba-ʾa-a-šá / ù ra-man-ku-nu ina IGI DINGIR / la tu-ḫaṭ-ṭa-a. See Parpola
2004a, 227.
1224
BIWA, 40 and 233, A III 108; BIWA, 279 and 293, IIT 111.
1225
BIWA, 71 and 250, A X 42.
1226
*ABL 1260 r. 8-10, ina URU?.k[u-ra?]-si-ti / šu-up-na-a-ti al-lak-ma / [x x]-ši u! ina! aḫ-ḫ[u-t]i-[i]á a-dáb-bu-ub.
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mārī māt Aššur) meant nothing less than parity with Assyria, which along with the “privileged
status” (kidinnūtu) granted to Babylon (see above pp. 163-165), brought considerable advantages to
its citizens.1227 Assurbanipal emphasizes that this privileged status is still valid and the citizens of
Babylon are “close to his heart.” The “name” (šumu), i.e., reputation of Babylon is one of the key
concepts here. It is said to be good not only in front of Assurbanipal but also in the presence of “the
whole world,” and Assurbanipal warns the Babylonians not to taint it and make themselves
“culpable before God.”

After this, a reference to the involvement of the citizens of Babylon in the rebellion occurs:

I also know another matter that you have been pondering in your hearts: “Now, the very fact that we
have taken hostile action against him will be a burden on us” — it will not be a burden; it is nothing,
since the name is very good. Though the very fact that you have sided with my opponent is like
placing a burden on you, and violating a treaty is a matter (to be settled) before God. 1228

It is clearly said here that the citizens of Babylon had been hostile (nakāru) to Assurbanipal and had
“stood with his enemy” (bēl dabābi). However, he surprisingly condones this behaviour of the
citizens of Babylon in saying that it will not be a “burden” (biltu)1229 because of their “good name.”
It is clear that Assurbanipal is here making maximum concessions to the citizens of Babylon, but in
the continuation he makes a controversial point. He hints at possible punishment for violating the
treaty on behalf of God.

The letter concludes: “Now then I am writing to you: if you do not wish to stain yourself with him
in these matters, let me quickly see an answer to my letter. May this man whom Marduk hates not
deprive my hands of the troop which I have put together for Bēl.”1230 Here we find a new term for
bad political behaviour ramānu ṭunnupu “to stain oneself.” Assurbanipal stresses that he requires a
quick answer from them.

1227

RIMB 2 B.6.32.1:12; RIMB 2 B.6.32.2:48-49; RIMB 2 B.6.32.3:10; RIMB 2 B.6.32.4:10; RIMB 2 B.6.32.5:10;
RIMB 2 B.6.32.6:12; RIMB 2 B.6.32.12:10-11; RIMB 2 B.6.32.13:15; RIMB 2 B.6.32.14:29; RIMB 2 B.6.32.19:18.
See also *ABL 926 and SAA 18 158 from the citizens of Babylon to Assurbanipal. The citizens appeal to the king in
the letter that the privileged status is not protected.
1228
*ABL 301 r. 1-11, ù šá-ni-tú a-mat ša it-ti ŠÀ-bi-ku-nu / ku-uṣ-ṣu-pa-ku-nu a-na-ku i-di / um-ma [[erasure]] en-na-a
áš-šá-a / ni-it-te-ki-ru-uš a-na bil-ti-ni / i-ta-ra ul bil-tu ši-i / ia-a-nu šu-ú ki-i šu-mu / bab-ba-nu-ú u áš-šá it-ti / EN–daba-bi-iá ta-ta-ši-iz-za / šu-ú ki-i šá-kan bil-te / ina UGU ra-me-ni-ku-nu u ḫaṭ-ṭu-u / ina ŠÀ a-de-e ina IGI DINGIR. See
Parpola 2004a, 227-228.
1229
Parpola 2004a, 227, n. 4.
1230
*ABL 301 r. 12-18, a-du-ú al-tap-rak-ku-nu-ši / ki-i ina dib-bi a-ga-nu-te it-ti-šú / ra-man-ku-nu la tu-ṭa-ni-pa / ḫaan-ṭiš gab-ri ši-pir-ti-ia / lu-mur ki-iṣ-ru ša a-na dEN / ak-ṣur si-kip-ti dAMAR.UTU / a-ga-a ina ŠU.2-ia la i-ḫi-ib-bil.
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To summarize *ABL 301, Assurbanipal still pursues his appeasement policy even though the
citizens of Babylon had sided with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. The Assyrian king emphasizes in the clearest
possible terms that his good will continues.

Assurbanipal’s constant effort to win the citizens of Babylon over to his side is also apparent in
*ABL 571, which was probably composed after the Assyrians had laid siege to Babylon. 1231 Even in
this situation, Assurbanipal attempts to open the final negotiations through a certain group of the
citizens of Babylon. The letter begins:

[The king’s word to the Babylonians: I am well]; you can be glad. [The day] you see this [letter],
speak [with] your hearts, take with you any number of the Babylonians, your brothers, whose hearts
you know and whom you can vou[ch for], and come over before Milki-r[āmu], the chief tailor (rab
kāṣiri1232), and Aššur-da[’’inanni], the commander-in-chief (turtānu), because they are about to
throw (their forces) agai[nst] Babylon, in accordance with what you said. 1233

It is remarkable that there were still some Babylonians who supported Assurbanipal inside the
besieged city and that they had kept up contact with Assurbanipal. He refers to Milki-rāmu, the
chief tailor, who is well known to have been deeply involved in the Elamite war and Aššurda’’inanni, the commander-in-chief who led the Assyrian main army. 1234 These names and office
titles probably sufficed to make it clear to the Babylonians what would happen if they did not
surrender. The next lines, citing the words of the recipients, show that they had been planning a
counter rebellion:

Let us go and speak to our brothers, rend our garments, take the obsidian knife and discuss with them
the matters by which they have destroyed themselves and through which we can snatch Babylon
from the hands of the enemy. Perhaps Babylon can still be saved from massacre. 1235

1231

Parpola 2004a, 229.
See Mattila 2014, 407-410.
1233
*ABL 571:1-15, [a-mat LUGAL a-na LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI.MEŠ] / [DI-mu a-a-ši ŠÀ-ba-ku-nu] / lu-u DÙG.GA-ku-nu-š[i? UDmu šá] / an-ni-tu tam-ma-ra [x x it-ti] / ŠÀ-bi-ku-nu du-ub-b[a!] / TA ŠÀ LÚ.TIN.TIR.KI.[MEŠ] / ŠEŠ.MEŠ-ku-nu man-nu ib[a-áš-ši] / ša ŠÀ-ba-šu-nu ti-d[a-a] / ù pu-us-su-nu tan-áš-[šá-a] / ina ŠU.2-ku-nu ṣab-ta et-q[a!] / al-ka ina IGI mmil-kir[a-am] / LÚ.GAL–ki-ṣir maš-šur–KA[LAG-an-ni?] / LÚ.tur-tan áš-šá-a ina x[x x] / TIN.TIR.KI i-nam-d[u-ú] / ŠÀ-bu-ú šá
taq-ba-a.
1234
Mattila 2000, 112 and 153-154.
1235
*ABL 571:15-r. 2, um-[ma] / ni-il-lik-ma it-ti ŠEŠ.MEŠ-n[i] / ni-id-bu-ub TÚG.kab-ru-ti-i-ni / nu-šar-riṭ ṣur-ru ni-iṣbat / dib-bi ša ina ŠÀ-bi ra-man-šú-nu / iḫ-pu-ú u šá ina ŠÀ-bi TIN.TIR.KI / la–ŠU.2 LÚ.KÚR ni-ik-ki-mu / it-ti-šú-nu nid!bu-ub / mìn-de-e-ma TIN.TIR.KI la–pa-an / da-a-ki in-né-ṭi-ir.
1232
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Rending one’s garments and slashing oneself with a knife were well-known rites of mourning and
repentance. 1236 It is very likely that this group of the citizens thought that siding with Šamaš-šumuukīn was suicidal and the only way of saving the city was to switch sides.

Assurbanipal continues: “Now then I am writing to you: remember these words of yours, come, line
up, speak with your brothers, and let us snatch the city from enemy hands so that it will not be
subjected to plunder.”1237 This is a verbatim repetition of the words of the Babylonians, except that
Assurbanipal uses the verb of “to plunder” (ḫabālu) instead of “to massacre” (dâku).

The following lines: “If it requires kind words, speak kindly, and if it requires harsh words, speak to
them harsh words.”1238 Here the dichotomy is between “to speak kind words” (dibbī ṭābūti dabābu)
and “to speak harsh words” (dibbi šipṣūte dabābu), 1239 the former also finds a parallel in *ABL 945
addressed to Nabû-ušabši, the governor of Uruk, as discussed above (p. 188, see also p. 224).

The letter concludes: “If Marduk wants to keep them alive, let them open [the city gate] on friendly
terms; if n[ot], I have prayed to Aššur and Marduk, my gods, and [my] gods [...]. However, let the
city not be left in the hands of the enemy by itself [...]” (rest destroyed). 1240 As has been discussed
above (p. 103), Assurbanipal claims that not he himself but Marduk controls the fate of the city.

In the preceding paragraphs, we have focused on the policy of Assurbanipal towards the citizens of
Babylon. Now we have to examine what political attitude Assurbanipal takes towards Šamaš-šumuukīn in these letters. Assurbanipal was always negative towards him. He never mentions his name,
but repeatedly calls him “no-brother” (lā aḫu).1241 In addition, in *ABL 301 he alludes to him as
“the one rejected by Marduk” (sikipti Marduk).1242 The use of such terms indicates that
Assurbanipal not only renounced his brotherhood with Šamaš-šumu-ukīn but also negated the

1236

CAD Ṣ, 259a.
*ABL 571 r. 2-8, en-na / a-du-ú al-tap-rak-ku-nu-ši / ḫu-us-sa-ma dib-bi-ku-nu a-ga-nu-tu / al-ka-ma šu-ud-dir-ama / it-ti ŠEŠ.MEŠ-ku-nu du-ub-ba / URU ina ŠU.2 LÚ.KÚR né-ki-ma / la ib-ba-áš-ši ḫab-a-lu.
1238
*ABL 571 r. 9-12, ki-i šá dib-bi DÙG.GA.MEŠ dib-bi / DÙG.GA.MEŠ du-ub-ba ki-i šá dib-bi / šip-ṣu-te dib-bi šip-ṣu-úte / it-ti-šú-nu du-ub-b[a].
1239
Cf. Fales 2009, 36-38.
1240
*ABL 571 r. 13-20, ki-i dAMAR. UTU TIN-su-n[u?] / ṣi-bu-ú ina KA DÙG.GA [KÁ.GAL] / lip-tu-ú u ki-i i[a-a’-nu] /
d
?
AN.ŠÁR u AMAR.UTU DINGIR.MEŠ-e-[a] / ú-ṣal-li-ma DINGIR.MEŠ-e-[a x x] / ù URU ša ram-ni-š[u x] / i[na ŠU].˹2˺
LÚ. KÚR la ú-maš-š[ar] / [x x x x] ˹x˺ [x x x x x].
1241
*K 2931:1′, [l]a ŠE[Š a-g]a-a, “[th]is [n]o-broth[er]”; *K 2931:14′, la ŠEŠ [a-ga-a], “[this] no-brother”; *ABL 301:4,
la ŠEŠ a-ga-a, “this no-brother”; *83-1-18,511:2′, [la] ŠEŠ-ú-a, “[no]-brother of mine.”
1242
*ABL 301 r. 17-18, si-kip-ti dAMAR. UTU / a-ga-a.
1237
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latter’s connection to Marduk, the supreme god of Babylonia. Furthermore, in *ABL 301, he refers
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn as his “enemy” (bēl dabābi1243 and nakru1244).

All in all, these three letters are eloquent witnesses to Assurbanipal’s conciliatory policy towards the
citizens of Babylon even during the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, or at least this was the image he
wanted to give of himself.

There are three more letters and fragments that may have been addressed to the citizens of Babylon
during the revolt: *CT 54 230, *83-1-18,511, and*K 11875. None of them except *CT 54 230
contain the names of recipients and all are undated. *83-1-18,511 and *K 11875 are written in NeoBabylonian but use the Neo-Assyrian script.

The beginning of *CT 54 230 is destroyed, but at least ten names of the persons to whom the letter
was addressed are partly or fully preserved. It seems that these recipients were members of the city
council because at the end of the opening formula we can find the phrase of “[old] and young.” 1245
Let us now consider to whom this letter was sent. There are two possibilities: the citizens of Uruk or
the citizens of Babylon. That the recipients were the citizens of Uruk, is suggested by line 15′ of the
letter: “you (pl.) are destroying the rest of the [...] of Uruk [......].”1246 This attribution is favoured by
Radner,1247 Baker,1248 and Mattila.1249 On the other hand, that the recipients were the citizens of
Babylon is suggested by the personal names of the addressees, five of which have Bēl and one
Marduk as their theophoric elements. 1250 In addition, Bēl and Nabû are referred to (in a broken
sentence) in this letter.1251 Frahm has opined that Assurbanipal sent this letter to individuals from
Babylon because of the names, but has not ruled out that the recipients could have been citizens of
Uruk.1252 Luppert-Barnard in a PNA entry indicates that the letter was sent to the individuals in
Uruk,1253 but in another entry of PNA she says that the letter was addressed to the people in

1243

*ABL 301 r. 8, EN–da-ba-bi-iá.
*ABL 571: 21, LÚ.KÚR.
1245
*CT 54 230:8′, [LÚ.AB.BA.MEŠ] ù LÚ.TUR.MEŠ.
1246
*CT 54 230:15′, [0] ù šit-te [x-t]i šá UNUG.KI tu-ḫal-la-qa a-[x x x x x x]. This suggestion is favoured by Radner
(PNA 1/I, 118a, no. 31), Baker (PNA 2/II, 780b, no. 5), and Mattila (Mattila 2000, 59).
1247
Radner in PNA 1/I, 118a, no. 31.
1248
Baker in PNA 2/II, 780b, no. 5.
1249
Mattila 2000, 59.
1250
Bēl-aḫu-[...], Bēl-[...], Bēl-ēpuš, Bēl-ēṭir, Bēl-ibni, and Mušēzib-Marduk. The names of other people are [...]ni, [...]Nergal, Aplāia, and [ ...]-zēri.
1251
*CT 54 230 r. 10′, [x x x x]x-ma šá d+EN d+A[G x x x x x x x x x x x].
1252
Frahm in PNA 1/II, 284b-285a, no. 2.
1253
Luppert-Barnard in PNA 1/II, 295b, no. 10.
1244
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Babylon. 1254I suggest that the letter was addressed to the citizens of Babylon because of their
names, the reference to Bēl and Nabû, and their undesirable behaviour towards Assyria which could
imply that they took side with the enemy. At the beginning of the letter, Assurbanipal blames the
recipients for not having obeyed his instructions:
[Although] I gave you much [advice], you did not listen to me [...]. Because you did not come to my
military service [...], [...] your sons and daughters [...] and you have let your gardens become
abandoned [......]. You have ma[de …] pass by and you have [...ed] your great deficit. [You
have ...ed] ... For how long (still)? Because you [have not paid attention to] yo[urselves ......] and you
are destroying the rest of the [...] of Uruk [......].1255 (…) You have burnt with fire.1256

These reproaches could suggest that the recipients were the citizens of Babylon. However, the tone
of the letter is not in harmony with the conciliatory tone of the three letters certainly addressed to
the citizens of Babylon, analyzed above. In any case, the most important point of this letter is that it
refers to important Assyrian ministers and a huge Assyrian army sent to the city by Assurbanipal:

After the chief eunuch (rab ša-rēši), the [...], the chief cupbearer (rab šāqê), the general (rab mūgi),
Nabû-šāgi[m ...], [......] Assyria, our 1,000 or 2,000 archers of [...], [......] the great host of Assyria
(kiṣir rabû ša māt Aššur) [......], [......] many good [...], a new decision [......], [......] your city wall
[......].1257

In addition, Assurbanipal mentions [1]00 or 200 unspecified Assyrians. 1258 It is possible that these
were troops sent to besiege Babylon, but it cannot be ruled out that were sent to Uruk in order to
reinforce the city, to rescue Ur, and to wage war in southern Babylonia. 1259 It is certain that both
cities were of great strategic importance. This military action might have been biggest during the
revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.

1254

Luppert-Barnard in PNA 1/II, 300a, no. 20.
*CT 54 230:8′-15′, [ki-i mil-ka-ni] / [m]a-du-tu [a]m-lik-ku-ku-nu-šú u la taš-ma-a[’ x x x x x] / [k]i-i ˹a˺-[na] il-kiia la tal-li-k[a-ni x x x x x] / [x]x x[x x]x DUMU.MEŠ-ku-nu u DUMU.MÍ.MEŠ-k[u-nu x x x x] / [GI]Š.˹SAR.MEŠ˺-[ku]-nu nidu-tu tul-ta-li-k[a x x x x x] / [tul]-te-ti-q[a m]i-ṭi-it-ku-nu GAL-ti ta[l-x x x x x x] / [te?-t]a-as-[x x] ˹a˺-di im–mat ki-i PI.2
a-na r[a-ma-ni-ku-nu la taš-ku-na] / [0] ù šit-te [x-t]i šá UNUG.KI tu-ḫal-la-qa a-[x x x x x x].
1256
*CT 54 230:19′, [i]na ŠÀ-bi i-šá-t[i tal-t]ar-pa.
1257
*CT 53 142:19′-24′, ul-tu LÚ.GAL–SAG LÚ.[x x x x x] / [L]Ú.GAL–ŠU.DU8.[A.MEŠ] LÚ.GAL–mu-un-gi mdAG–šá-gi-[im x
x x x x] / [x x] ˹x˺ [x x x K]UR–aš-šur 1-lim 2-lim LÚ.BAN-ni šá a-[x x x x x] / [x x x x x] ki-ṣir ra-bu-ú šá KUR–aš-šur il-[x
x x x x x x] / [x x x x x x x] ba-nu-ú ma-a-du EŠ.BAR eš-š[ú x x x x x] / [x x x x x x x x x x BÀ]D-ku-nu ˹pi?˺-[x x x x x x].
1258
*CT 53 142:16′, [1]-me 2-me šá KUR–aš-šur. KI.
1259
Mattila 2000, 59.
1255
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It is very likely that *83-1-18,511 was sent to the citizens of Babylon during the revolt because
Assurbanipal calls Šamaš-šumu-ukīn “[no]-brother of mine” 1260 and swears [by Aššur and M]arduk,
and his gods.1261 Having Šamaš in a broken sentence, 1262 Assurbanipal makes a curious statement:
“[…] has lighted up on him. And if [he should flee ……] in the place where he goes [……], I shall
brea[k] his [ …]”.1263 These sentences remind us the royal inscriptions of Esarhaddon, where the
king’s enemies in the midst of the sea are quoted as saying, “where can the fox go to get away from
the sun?”1264 Thus the letter probably concerned Šamaš-šumu-ukīn’s anticipated attempt to flee
from besieged Babylon (see pp. 178-185) and should be dated to the time immediately preceding
the fall of the city. There is no reason to connect it with *ABL 972 and the other texts relating to the
extradition of Nabû-bēlu-šumāti and his accomplices, on which see pp. 140-141.

At the end of *83-1-18,511, Assurbanipal demands an answer from the recipients: “[Now then I am
writing to y]ou. [Let me] quickly [see] an answer to [my] l[etter!]”1265 Similar but longer phrases
are attested in *ABL 301, which was sent to the citizens of Babylon on 652-II-23 (see above p.
205): “Now then I am writing to you: if you do not wish to stain yourself with him in these matters,
let me quickly see an answer to my letter.”1266 This adds to the likelihood that the recipients of the
letter were the citizens of Babylon. Finally Assurbanipal states: “[Your] fr[eedom] is [in] m[y
hands].”1267 If this reconstruction is correct, Assurbanipal implies that the recipients have no choice
but to side with Assurbanipal.

*K 11875 is a very fragmentary letter, but it contains some negative phrases such as “[in]
darkness,”1268 “[a]bandoned,” 1269 and “despicable deeds” 1270 that could allude to the revolt. It is
worth noting that in the letter Assurbanipal requests a reply as he does in *ABL 301 and *83-118,511. Assurbanipal states, “Now make good ... [...] in your (pl.) country, and let me see an answer
to my letter!”1271 Thus this letter might also have been addressed to the citizens of Babylon.
1260

*83-1-18,511 r. 2′, [x x x x la] ŠEŠ-ú-a šu-u ˹da˺-[x x x x].
*83-1-18,511 r. 4′, [ina ŠÀ AN.ŠÁR dA]MAR.UTU DINGIR.MEŠ-iá at-te-me [ki-i].
1262
*83-1-18,511 r. 5′, [x x x x x q]aq-qad-us-su dUTU ana U[GU? x x x], “[…] his leadership, Šamaš, t[o…].”
1263
*83-1-18,511 r. 7′-9′, [x x x x ina U]GU-ḫi-šú it-tap-ḫa u ki-[i x x] / [x x x x x] ina áš-ri il-la-ku [x x x x] / [x x x x x]xti-iš-šú a-ḫe-ep-[pi].
1264
RINAP 4 1 v 24-25.
1265
*83-1-18,511 r. 9′-11′, [en-na a-du-ú] / [al-tap-rak-ku]-nu-šú ḫa-an-ṭiš gab-ri š[i-pir-ti-ia] / [lu-mur].
1266
*ABL 301, r. 12-16, a-du-ú al-tap-rak-ku-nu-ši / ki-i ina dib-bi a-ga-nu-te it-ti-šú / ra-man-ku-nu la tu-ṭa-ni-pa /
ḫa-an-ṭiš gab-ri ši-pir-ti-ia / lu-mur.
1267
*83-1-18,511 r. 11′, [ina ŠU.2?-i]a ib-ba-ši za-[ku-ut-ku-nu?].
1268
*K 11875:2′, [i-na] e-kel-ti [x x x].
1269
*K 11875:4′, [x x ú]-maš-šir-u-ma x[x x x].
1270
*K 11875:7′, ˹ep˺-še-et bi-i’-šá-[ti x x].
1271
*K 11875 r. 2′-4′, en-na le-’-[x x x] / ina KUR-ku-nu bu-un-˹na˺-[a-ma] / gab-ri ši-pir-ti-ia ˹lu˺-[mur].
1261
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The opening formula of *CT 53 142 is not preserved, but the letter was certainly addressed to more
than one person because the recipients are addressed in the 2nd person plural, e.g., “The god [has
opened] your ears (PI.2-ku-nu)”1272 and “Assemble! (pl.).”1273 On the reverse, Assurbanipal states: “I
have dr[essed him] in purple [……] and I have appoint[e]d hi[m] to the comma[ndantship ……] I
have sent [...].”1274 This recalls *K 2931, analyzed above, where Assurbanipal tells the citizens of
Babylon that he has dressed in purple all the Babylonians who were captured in the first fighting
and sent them to Babylon. 1275 However, this is not by any means conclusive evidence. The letter
may have been written during the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn because it includes a passage that
could be related to battle action: “Assemble […] and the horse[s……]!” 1276

All in all, Assurbanipal’s conciliatory policy towards the citizens of Babylon is well attested
especially in *K 2931, *ABL 301, and *ABL 571. According to these letters, he forgave the
rebellious deeds of the citizens of Babylon, tried to persuade them not to side with Šamaš-šumuukīn, and attempted to avoid the destruction of Babylon. Assurbanipal applied this policy from the
very beginning of the revolt up to the very end of the siege of Babylon.

2.6. Foreign Policy
In this section, I aim to study the foreign policies of Assurbanipal. “Foreign policy” means in this
context not only the policies toward foreign countries but also towards foreign tribal groups and
non-Assyrian political entities inside Assyrian territory, such as the Gambūlu and the Arabs. I shall
pay attention especially to the following information found in the letters from Assurbanipal: 1277 the
persons or the groups who played a major role in international relations, the rhetoric that embodies
the Assyrian royal ideology, the political connections to foreign parties, the practical
implementation of foreign policy, and the underlying political situations. When appropriate, other
contemporary texts are also taken into consideration.

1272

*CT 53 142 r. 3, DINGIR PI.2-ku-nu i[p-te-te x x x x x].
*CT 53 142 r. 12, pu-uḫ-ra x[x x x x x x x x x].
1274
*CT 53 142 r. 7-10, SÍG.SA5 us-[sa-bi-su x x x x x x] / ù ana [L]Ú.GAR–UM[UŠ-ú-ti x x x x x x] / ap-[t]i-˹qid˺-s[u x x x
x x x x x] / us-se-bil x[x x x x x x x x x].
1275
*K 2931:7′-14′.
1276
*CT 53 142 r. 11-12, ù ANŠE.KUR.RA.[MEŠ x x x x x x x] / pu-uḫ-ra x[x x x x x x x x x].
1277
Since his letters to the Arabs are not extant, I will not discuss in detail the policy towards them in the present study.
1273
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2.6.1. Enemies
Two major foreign powers appear as enemies of Assyria in the letters of Assurbanipal: Elam and the
Sealand. The Sealand was part of Babylonia, but the Chaldeans made the dynastic “house” there,
which can be regarded as the residue of the Kassite state of Karduniaš. Both supported the revolt of
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, although these states sometimes appear as submissive adversaries. Perhaps the
geographical distance from Assyria, and ethnic and cultural differences enabled them to keep their
anti-Assyrian attitude.

After Assurbanipal defeated Teumman, king of Elam (664-653 BC), Assyria gained control over at
least part of Elam. 1278 However, it was never fully integrated into Assyria. The office of the king of
Elam was retained. Nevertheless, all Elamite kings were de facto under Assyrian control and had to
follow Assyrian policy and pay tax and tribute. The relationships between Assurbanipal and the
Elamite kings were confirmed by treaties.

Elam was very unstable. The Elamite king changed eight times in nine years between 653 and 645
BC.1279 Some were installed by Assurbanipal, 1280 others seized the throne in turmoil or by force, and
two deposed kings reascended the throne later on.1281 Most of these Elamite kings were rebellious
towards Assurbanipal. Thus Elam can be classified as inimical to Assyria.

Elam was also politically fragmented. Two kings simultaneously were in different places in Elam on
several occasions. For instance, before Elam was made into a province of Assyria, there were two
kings in Elam: Teumman, king of Elam, and Šutur-Nahūndi, king of Hīdālu. 1282 After Assurbanipal
defeated them in 653 BC, Nabû-bēl-šumāti recommended that he place a governor in Elam in ABL
8391283 and perhaps the governor was placed over the part of Elam. 1284 However, it does not seem
that Assyrian control over Elam worked well. Probably in the same year, unknown authors,
presumably the elders of Elam, wrote to Assurbanipal that public security had deteriorated in Elam
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CT 54 490 = ABL 1007 + 82-3-23,40. See also Waters 2000, 56- 58.
Ummanigaš II (653-c. 652 BC), Tammarītu I (653-c.652 BC), Tammarītu II (c. 652-c. 649 BC), Indabibi (c. 649-c.
648 BC), Ummanaldašu III (c. 648-c. 647 BC), UmmanḪABua (c. 647 BC), Tammarītu II (c. 647 BC), Pa’e (c. 647
BC), Ummanaldašu III (c. 647-c. 645 BC).
1280
Ummanigaš II and Tammarītu I were appointed at the same time. Tammarītu II had sought refuge from Indabibi in
Nineveh and he was installed as king of Elam by Assurbanipal (c. 646 BC) during the campaign against Ummanaldašu
III.
1281
Tammarītu II (c. 646 BC) and Ummanaldašu III (c. 646-c. 645 BC) had a second tenure.
1282
PNA 3/II, 1297a-b, no. 2.
1283
Mattila 1987.
1284
Waters 2000, 58 and see CT 54 490 (= ABL 1007 + 82-3-23,40) r. 22.
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and asked him to install Tammarītu [in] the city of Hīdālu and [Kudu]rru in the city of Iahdik. 1285
According to Assurbanipal’s inscriptions, he granted one of their requests and installed Ummanigaš
as the king of Elam but he chose Tammarītu I as the king in the city of Hīdālu. 1286 At this point three
authorities, the governor and two kings, ruled Elam simultaneously. Beside them, high-ranking
officials and an assembly including elders held political power to various degrees. For instance,
elders, citizens, city lords, and prominent individuals appear as recipients of letters from
Assurbanipal. Therefore, Elam had a complex, multi-layered political structure.
The Sealand was ruled by the Chaldean dynastic “house” of Bīt-Iakīn. 1287 During the reign of
Assurbanipal, its leader was Nabû-bēl-šumāti, a grandson of Merodach-Baladan II. 1288 Neither his
father’s name nor his title is specified in any source. However, since two sons of Merodach-Baladan
II held the office of the governor of the Sealand,1289 Nabû-bēl-šumāti probably served as the
governor of the Sealand as well. He was loyal to Assurbanipal until the revolt of Šamaš-šumuukīn,1290 but then became an ally of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.1291 Later he sought refuge in Elam.
Assurbanipal chose Bēl-ibni from his entourage and appointed him as military commander (turtānu)
of the Sealand in 650 BC, 1292 and informed the citizens of the Sealand about his appointment. After
the revolt was crushed, Bēl-ibni was involved in the campaigns against Elam.

The policies and attitudes of Assurbanipal towards these hostile states varied depending on the
nature of the opposing political factions (and individuals). I will study his stance on the foreign
kings who were submissive adversaries, subordinates of Assurbanipal, and people from civic
organizations.

The Elamite kings often appear as submissive adversaries. They were probably bound to
Assurbanipal by vassal treaties though the treaty tablets are not extant. However, some treaties are
referred to in the letters from Assurbanipal and contemporary texts. If they broke the treaty, they
were regarded as committing a sin (ḫiṭṭu). For example, the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal
record that Ummanigaš did not adhere to (naṣāru, lit. “guard”) the treaty (adê) and the oath
1285

*ABL 961:9-r. 1.
BIWA, 104 and 226, B VI 6-9 // C VI 137-VII 2; BIWA 192 and 226, H 3 III′ 1-5; BIWA, 277 and 293, IIT 101102.
1287
Frame 1992, 40-42.
1288
Brinkman 1964, 29.
1289
Nabû-zēr-kitti-līšir and Na’id-Marduk.
1290
Mattila 1987.
1291
SAA 4 280 dated on 651-I-4 first refers to the treacherous act of Nabû-bēl-šumāti.
1292
PNA 1/II, 306b-310b, no. 18.
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(māmītu) of the great gods.1293 This violation of the treaty by Ummanigaš II is also mentioned in
*ABL 1380, an undated letter from Assurbanipal to an Elamite partisan Menānu. 1294 Moreover,
according to *ABL 1022 r. 22-24, Assurbanipal probably made Tammarītu II enter a treaty and
swear an oath in front of the gods. The words “treaty (and) oath” are restored, but the restoration
can be certain in view of the context. In the letter, Assurbanipal emphasizes that he has rendered
favour (ṭābtu) to Tammarītu II, his submissive adversary. In return, he was strongly expected to pay
it back to Assurbanipal. The words of Assurbanipal read: “I have [done] and given to you this
favour which not (even) a father has done for a son. As for you, remember [this], unremittingly
strive to pay me back these favours, and [guard] and remember [the treaty and the oath] which I
made you swear before [all] the gods of heaven and ea[rth]!” (r. 18-24) 1295

The submitted foreign princes were under Assyrian divine protection. When Tammarītu II took part
in the campaign against Ummanaldašu III in Elam on the side of Assurbanipal, the Assyrian king
sent *CT 53 908 to him. According to the letter, Aššur, the gods of Assurbanipal, and God
metaphorically have assisted Tammarītu II in the name of Assurbanipal. The king’s words read:

I have heard [what Aššur] and my gods have done; [that, after you] appealed to me, [my
troops] have gone and inflicted a massacre in Bit-Bunakka. 1296 (…) I also heard [that the
god]s have in my name assisted you to defeat the Dīn-Šarreans, and I rejoiced. All this [...]
which has happened is through my ...; God (himself) has intervened [with] his bow,
[beca]use my name is upon you. Count [thi]s among my many favours. 1297

As an overlord of the submitted foreign princes, Assurbanipal claims to have enthroned them. The
royal inscriptions record that Assurbanipal installed Ummanigaš II, Tammarītu I,1298 and Tammarītu
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BIWA, 109 and 229, B VII 6, la iṣ-ṣu-ru a-de-e ma-mit DINGIR.MEŠ GAL.MEŠ.
*ABL 1380:9-11, mum-ma-ni-i-gaš šá at-ta MUN / GAL-ti te-pu-šá-áš-šum-ma a!-na a-de-ka-ma / iḫ-ṭu-ú,
“Ummanigaš, to whom you rendered a great favour but who has sinned against your treaty.”
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*ABL 1022 r. 18-24, an-nit M[UN? x x x] / šá AD a-na DUMU la ep-pa-áš-u-ni ana-ku [e-ta-pa-áš] / at-ta-an-na-akka at-ta [an-ni-tu?] / ḫu-us-sa ṭa-ba-a-te an-na-a-[ti ina ku-ú-me] / e-pu-uš di-lip šal-lim-an-ni ù [a-de-e ma-mi/mì-ti] /
šá ina IGI DINGIR.MEŠ šá AN-e ù KI.[TIM x x x] / ú-tam-mu-ka-a-n[i?].
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II.1299 In *ABL 972, from Assurbanipal probably to Ummanaldašu III, 1300 Assurbanipal states in a
broken context that he is the human being who gave land, gods, and kingship to the recipient of the
letter, and removed a fornicating dog, probably alluding to Bēl-ēṭir, the leader of Bīt-Ibâ. 1301
Moreover, Assurbanipal depicts himself as a salmānu, “saviour/peacemaker.”1302

Towards his own subjects who were active in hostile countries, the king seems to have taken a
stricter attitude. He demands from them devotion, love, and loyalty to the king and Assyria with a
feeling of awe. The loyal servant is described as one “who loves the house of his lord,” 1303 “who
loves Assyria,”1304 “who is loyal to the house of [his] lord,”1305 “knows my fear.”1306 Assurbanipal
expects absolute obedience from them. In his letter *ABL 291, Assurbanipal criticizes Bēl-ibni, the
general of the Sealand, for disobeying his orders. He strongly demands that he send reports. For
instance, Assurbanipal tells Bēl-ibni that he must keep the king informed on what he sees and
hears. 1307 Assurbanipal also accuses Menānu, an Elamite patrician, of not contacting him for 19
months1308 because reporting was one of the important duties for subordinates. This could indicate
that Assurbanipal used his foreign contacts as intelligence agents. Assurbanipal also assures them
that they are under his aegis (ṣillu)1309 and their heart should be at rest with the king. 1310

Assurbanipal considered the people who belonged to a civic organization in hostile states, such as
citizens, elders, and their spokesmen as separate from, and not inalienably related to, their rebellious
leader or king. He tells the citizens of the Sealand that “my eyes are upon them and I have
dissociated you from the sin (ḫiṭṭu) of Nabû-bēl-šumāti” in *ABL 289:6-9. It should be noted that
the disloyalty of Nabû-bēl-šumāti is here viewed as a sin (against God). Assurbanipal further says
that the citizens reciprocate in doing what is good for Assurbanipal (ll. 13-14). He adds that the
citizens will see what profi[t] (nēmel[u]) there is for the servants who promote the wish of their
1299
1300

BIWA, 46 and 237,A IV 114 // F III 37; BIWA, 157 and, K 2656+:17.
Since the main topic of the letter is the extradition of Nabû-bēl-šumāti, it seems that the recipient is Ummanaldašu
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*ABL 972:2′-5′, ma-a (…) lu-u e-mur! / (…) [NUM]UN? LÚ-ú-ti/ ša KUR-su DINGIR.MEŠ-šú LUGAL-u-tú-šú id-din-uni / ù kal-bu 1-en ni-˹ia˺-ki-a-ni iš-a-an-ni.
1302
This is a tentative translation. The word literally means “a person who provides peace”; see GAG §56 r. *ABL
972:3′, DI-ma-a-nu ana-ku and 7′, DI-ma-a-nu-šú.
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*ABL 402:10-11, ARAD šá É–EN.MEŠ-šú / i-ra-’a-a-mu; *ABL 288: 9-11, LÚ / ša É–EN.MEŠ-šu / i-ra-’a-a-mu.
Concerning the expression “the house of the lord,” see Fales 2000a.
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*ABL 1380 r. 2, ra-im-a-ni šá KUR–AN.ŠÁR. KI.
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*ABL 291:5, pu-luḫ-ta-a ti-du-u.
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*ABL 1380 r. 25-26, 19 ITI.MEŠ / [x x x x x x] a-mat-ka ul áš-m[e].
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*ABL 400:10-12, ina GIŠ.MI-i[a] / ta-tal-la!?-ka!?, “you are walking under my aegis.”
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*ABL 1380 r. 3, ŠÀ-ba-ka it-ti-ia pa-áš-ru.
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previous lord, and see what rewards (dumqu) and favours (ṭābtu) they will have from Assurbanipal
after he has sent his army and it has completed its mission (r. 2-9).
Assurbanipal emphasizes the intercession of Aššur in human actions. Aššur behaves aggressively
towards enemies, while he is supportive of Assurbanipal and foreign people who remain loyal to the
Assyrian king. As discussed above (p. 106), God (as Aššur) has intervened [with] his bow in *CT
53 908. In the same letter, Aššur and his gods assisted Tammarītu II in favour of the Assyrian king
when he fought against enemies of Assyria. In addition, Assurbanipal several times swears by Aššur
and his gods in the letters to drive home a point.1311 In *BM 132980 r. 18, he swears by Aššur and
his gods that, under the aegis of the gods, he will make the future even more horrible to the elders
of Elam than the past. Assurbanipal also refers to the past as an example of his favours; he stresses
his goodness by stating that he accepted Ummanigaš II as a refugee from Teumman, sent his army
with Ummanigaš II against Teumman, and did not plunder and persecute Elam when the Assyrian
army conquered the country. Sometimes Aššur can directly influence a foreigner in a hostile
country. In *ABL 1170, the Assyrian king tells Ummanšibar, a prominent Elamite who acted as a
spokesman of the Elamites, 1312 that he has heard “this beautiful idea which Aššur so nicely put into
your (Ummanšibar’s) heart for your lord and which you wrote to Bēl-ibni.” 1313 This phrase indicates
that Aššur can directly influence a foreigner in a hostile country. As discussed above (p. 106), a
similar case is found in *CT 53 908. God (or Aššur) supported Tammarītu II in favour of
Assurbanipal.

2.6.2. Allies
Rulers, not formally subjected to Assyria, were addressed in Assurbanipal’s letters as “brother,” a
term connoting parity and equality. In the time of Esarhaddon, the Elamite king Urtaku (675-664
BC) can be categorized as the equivalent ally of the Assyrian king. He concluded a friendship and
peace treaty with Esarhaddon1314 and was addressed as “my bother” by Esarhaddon in his letter.1315
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*ABL 1170:10-11 to Ummanšibar; *BM 132980 r. 18 to the elders of Elam; CT 54 116:9′ and perhaps r. 3′-4′ as
well to the citizens of Elam.
1312
PNA 3/II, 1385b-1386a.
1313
*ABL 1170:5-9, a-mat a-g[a!-a] / bab-ba-ni-ti ša AN.ŠÁR / a-na EN!-ka ina UGU ŠÀ-bi-ka / is-suk ú-ṭib u šá! a-na
md
UGU / EN–ib-ni taš-pur.
1314
SAA 2, XVII-XVIII. This treaty is not extant but it is alluded to in the contemporary texts: SAA 18 7 and SAA 18
202.
1315
SAA 16 1:2 a-na mur-ta-ku LUGAL KUR.NIM.KI Š[EŠ-ia] “to Urtaku, king of Elam, [my] br[other]”; SAA 16 1:6 lu
šul-mu a-na mur-ta-ku LUGAL KUR.NIM.KI ŠEŠ-ia “May Urtaku, king of Elam, my brother, be well.”
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Urtaku was still alive at the beginning of the reign of Assurbanipal who kept the treaty and
maintained friendly relations with him, as can be seen from his letter (*ABL 295) and royal
inscriptions. Assurbanipal claims in his inscriptions that when shortages occurred and famine arose
in Elam he sent grain to Urtaku, accepted refugees, and later let them return. 1316 Assurbanipal also
states in his letter *ABL 295 to the elders of Rāši that after the famine became great in Elam, people
came to Assyria.1317 However, the friendly relations did not last forever. Urtaku invaded Babylon
and died in distress in 664 BC.1318 In the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal, Urtaku is described as
he “who did not guard my friendship” (ibrūtu).1319 Nevertheless, it is not known whether they
concluded a treaty (adê). No letters between Urtaku and Assurbanipal are extant.

After Urtaku died, allies equal to the Assyrian king did not exist anymore. There were only lower
rank kings at that time. Assurbanipal was in effect “the king of kings.”1320

In the correspondence of Assurbanipal, only Indabibi, king of Elam (c. 649-c. 648 BC), is once
addressed as “brother.”1321 Unfortunately, almost all the contents of the letter are lost, but at least
Assurbanipal wishes him well in the introductory formulae. The term “brother” indicates that
Indabibi established peaceful relations with Assurbanipal, 1322 and the royal inscriptions of
Assurbanipal support this. Editions B and C of the inscriptions record that Indabibi released from
prison the Assyrians who had been brought as captives to Elam by Nabû-bēl-šumāti and both state
that Assurbanipal sent a messenger to Indabibi. 1323 According to Edition B, the messenger was sent
for “good relations and peace” (B VII 91, LÚ.A.KIN-šú šá ṭu-u-bi u su-lum-me-e). However, Edition
C, composed later, tells a different story: Indabibi did not release the Assyrian captives and the
people of Elam became afraid and killed Indabibi, and Ummanaldašu III ascended the throne of
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BIWA, 94-95 and 222, B IV 18-26 // C V 24-35; BIWA, 190-191 and 223, H III 10’-22’.
*ABL 295:4-12, mi-nam-ma / a-na-ku i-na ra-a-mi šá KUR.NIM.MA.KI / a-ra-am EN–MUN-ia u EN–ṣal-ti-iá / ul ú-baqar a-na gab-bi MUN / e-pu-uš u šu-nu le-mut-ti / e-tep-šu-ú-ni re-eš-su ina UD.MEŠ / šá mur-tag ul-tu bu-bu-t[i] / i-na
KUR.NIM.MA.KI ur-[tab-bi] / [it-tal]-ku-u-ni a-na K[UR–aš-šur.KI], “How can I love by loving Elam? I do not contest my
friend or my enemy. I do good to everybody, but they have done evil to me. In the beginning, in the days of Urtaku,
after famine had be[come great] in Elam, they c[ame] to [Assyria.]”
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223, H3 II′ 1-13.
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Radner 2010, 30-31.
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ŠEŠ-šu, “A tablet of Assurbanipal, king of Assyria, to Indabibi, king of Elam, his brother.”
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Elam and ruled the country.1324 In any case, the term “brother” was clearly accorded to Indabibi in
the hopes of winning him over as a reliable ally.

Another Elamite king, Tammarītu is also addressed as “brother” (or perhaps “[son] of my brother”)
in *ABL 1040.1325 This Tammarītu is probably identified with Tammarītu II (c. 652-c. 649 BC, see
above pp. 46-47), less likely with Tammarītu I, the son of Urtaku.1326 The proposal to restore
[DUMU] in line 4′ is based on the fact that Tammarītu II appears to have been the nephew of
Ummanigaš II (653-c. 652 BC).1327 In any case, this is based on restoration and Ummanigaš is not
here referred to as “brother” of Assurbanipal. Following the introductory formula, we find the
ideological expression “[through] the decision of Aššur and [my] gods ([ina] ˹EŠ.BAR˺ šá AN.ŠÁR u
DINGIR.MEŠ-[ia

x x]),” but the rest of the letter is lost. Thus this letter is largely irrelevant to our

discussion.

All in all, in the letters from Assurbanipal, the policy toward allies is indistinct. Since foreign kings
who were as powerful as the Assyrian king and who could become his potential allies almost
disappeared during the reign of Assurbanipal, the category of equal allies hardly existed. Indabibi is
considered as an ally of Assurbanipal, but the contents of the letter addressed to him are
unfortunately lost.

2.6.3. Buffer State: Rāši
The country of Rāši/u (Arāši) 1328 was never turned into a province of the Assyrian Empire, even
though Rāši was conquered twice by Assurbanipal after the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was
crushed, but functioned as a buffer state between Assyria and Elam. 1329 Assurbanipal was not the
first king who defeated Rāši. Before him, Sargon II had conquered Rāši in 710 BC 1330 and he

1324

BIWA, 153-154 and 232, C IX 59-79; BIWA, 155, 193, and 232, C IX 80-86 // H4 1′-5′. Waters discusses these two
stories, see Waters 2000, 66-67.
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*ABL 1040:3-4, [a-n]a mtam-mar-ÍD LUGAL KUR.NI[M.MA.KI] / [DUMU?]–ŠEŠ?-iá.
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BIWA, 97 and 223, B IV 79-80 // C V 85-86; BIWA, 97 and 224, B IV 89-90 // C V 95-96.
1327
BIWA, 83, Die Nergal-Laṣ-Inschrift 34 (K 2654:18′), ina ŠU.2 mtam-ma-ri-tu DUMU mum-man-i-gaš-ma ŠEŠ AD-šú
im-nu-ú-[šú], “They delivered [him] into the hands of Tammarītu (II), the son of Ummanigaš (II) the brother of his
father.” Waters’ interpretation is that DUMU is to be understood as “heir”; see Waters 2000, 62.
1328
Parpola 2006-2008, 255, “It thus seems that R. was the original and official name of the country, and the longer
form with prothetic a- was a Neo-Assyrian innovation, which gradually gained ground in Babylonia, too.”
1329
BIWA, 46 and 237-238, A IV 123-132 // F III 46-48; BIWA, 46-47 and 237-238 A V 1-4 // F III 53-37; BIWA, 166
and 237, G1E II′ 29′-37′.
1330
Fuchs 1994, 152 and 330, Ann. 302. Rāši was conquered on the way to the campaign against Elam and its king
Šutur-Nahūndi.
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probably appointed an Assyrian royal legate (qēpu) there.1331 After that, Sennacherib reconquered
Rāši in 693 BC.1332 Esarhaddon did not take military action against Rāši. It is known that an
Elamite named Pa’ê served as an Assyrian royal legate of Rāši in the time of Esarhaddon. 1333 Before
Assurbanipal seized Rāši, it is likely that the state was under the strong influence of Elam because
Imbappi, the Assyrian royal legate of Bīt-Imbî, the fortress city in Rāši, is described as the brotherin-law of the Elamite king Ummanaldašu III and the commander of the Elamite bowmen in the
royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal. 1334 Imbappi was captured and taken to Assyria when
Assurbanipal conquered Rāši for the first time.

Two letters from Assurbanipal to Rāši are extant, *ABL 1260 and *ABL 295. The former is
addressed to Ambappi and the citizens of Rāši consisting of elders and younger men. As already
mentioned above (p. 36), this Ambappi is tentatively identified with Imbappi, mentioned in the
royal inscriptions. The latter is addressed only to the citizens of Rāši. Both letters concern an
unnamed fugitive who is probably to be identified with Nabû-bēl-šumāti of the Sealand and the
relations between Assyria and Elam. Assurbanipal blames Elam and wants the fugitive to surrender.

In these letters, Assurbanipal describes himself as a benevolent king who renders favours (ṭābtu).
He emphasizes that he grants favours to everyone including his enemy: “I do not contest my friend
or my enemy. I do favours for everybody” (*ABL 295:6-8 EN–MUN-ia u EN–ṣal-ti-iá / ul ú-ba-qar
a-na gab-bi MUN / e-pu-uš). He demonstrates this royal quality in a tangible way, for instance, by
having protected Elamite refugees from the king of Elam and his nobles (*ABL 1260:8-10), having
sent them back with food and water (*ABL 1260:10-12), having sent his messengers to them for
greeting (*ABL 1260:13-14), having provided aid to his subject ( ARAD-ia) who had sinned against
him (*ABL 1260:15-17), and having given the writing board of his gods to his subject who sinned
against him (*ABL 1260:17-18), though it is unclear what “the writing board of my gods” ( GIŠ.ZU
DINGIR.MEŠ-iá)

exactly means. In addition, Assurbanipal gave refuge to the Elamites from a famine

that took place in Elam during the reign of Urtaku (*ABL 295:9-12). This benevolent attitude of
Assurbanipal is also mentioned in his royal inscriptions. 1335

1331

The legate of Rāši is mentioned in SAA 15 35:8, SAA 17 152 r. 16-17, and SAA 17 153:19-r. 1 that are dated to
during the reign of Sargon II. His name is unknown.
1332
Grayson 1975, 79, no. 1 iii 10; Grayson 1963, 90-91, ll. 23-34.
1333
PNA 3/I, 979a-b, no. 1; see also no. 2. Parpola states that “he may have been a local aristocrat with Elamite
background raised in Nineveh” (Parpola 2006-2008, 256).
1334
BIWA, 46, A V 1; BIWA, 47, F III 53.
1335
BIWA, 94-95 and 222, B IV 18-26 // C V 24-35; BIWA, 190-191 and 223, H1 III 10′-22′.
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In spite of all this, Assurbanipal claims that Elam did not return his favour (*ABL 1260:6-7, šu-nu /
MUN-a-a

ul ú-tir-ú-ni!). Furthermore, the king wonders why he should love Elam (*ABL 295:4-6,

mi-nam-ma / a-na-ku i-na ra-a-mi šá KUR.NIM.MA.KI / a-ra-am) as the Elamite people had done evil
to him (*ABL 295:8-9, šu-nu le-mut-ti / e-tep-šu-ú-ni). The actions of the Elamite people are
described as follows: they held back the messengers of Assurbanipal (*ABL 1260:13-15), and a
person who is probably to be identified with Ummanaldašu III kept appealing to gods with the
adversary of Assurbanipal (*ABL 295 r. 2-4),1336 though Ummanaldašu III had reacted positively to
the request for extradition of the man who sinned against Assurbanipal (*ABL 1260 r. 3-10).

When comparing the descriptions of Assurbanipal’s favour with the examples of Elamite bad
behaviour, one finds that Assurbanipal expends much effort to describe his goodness. In addition,
Assurbanipal judges the deeds of the Elamites especially from a moral perspective and expresses
the moral wrong of Elam in abstract terms such as “to sin (ḫaṭû)” and “evil (lemuttu).” Placing
emphasis on morality is also found in the Assyrian royal inscriptions. 1337

These criticisms were directed against Elam, but it seems that Assurbanipal put indirect blame on
Rāši as well because Rāši was leaning towards Elam. At the end of the letters, Assurbanipal puts
strong pressure directly on Rāši: “I shall do as Ašš[ur] and my gods enable me. Afterwards I shall
be full of anger” (*ABL 1260 r. 16-20) and “I shall do as Aššur and Marduk (and) my gods enable
me. May nothing make me angry!” (*ABL 295 r. 7-10) Assurbanipal does not explicitly threaten to
use force, but he intimates that he will act for Aššur, Marduk, and his gods. At the very end of
*ABL 1260, Assurbanipal states that he has written the letter to enlighten Ambappi and the citizens
of Rāši (lit. to open their ears, *ABL 1260 r. 21-22, a-du-u ki-i áš-pur / PI.2-ku-nu ap-te-te), while in
*ABL 295 r. 4-5 it is not Assurbanipal but God who enlightens the unnamed fugitive to surrender.

To sum up, on the one hand Assurbanipal stresses his favour towards the buffer state Rāši, and on
the other, he condemns Elam for its evil deeds. After these statements, Assurbanipal directly exerts
pressure on the buffer state with a thinly veiled threat. Nevertheless, the king maintains a stance
aiming at peacefully persuading the recipients, Ambappi and the citizens of Rāši.
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2.6.4. Vassal Kings
Once the Assyrian king reached an agreement with lower-ranking foreign kings, they became his
vassals. The Assyrian king provided them with military and political protection, but imposed
obligations on them in return. The obligations included, for example, regular payment of tribute
(mandattu, biltu), regular visits to the Assyrian court, labour supply, and providing Assyria with
intelligence. As long as a vassal fulfilled the obligations, he maintained his power and controlled his
subjects and country under the monitoring of an Assyrian official stationed in the vassal state.1338

Vassal kings can be categorized into two groups. The first category includes foreign kings and
princes exiled to Assyria and later returned to their country, such as Ummanaldašu III, Tammarītu I,
and Tammarītu II during his second tenure. Since the policy towards Elam is mainly discussed
above (pp. 212-216), there is no need to go into this category in depth here. The second one
includes vassal kings not known to have sought exile or been raised in Nineveh, such as, Sārdūrī III,
king of Urarṭu and Ḫundāru, king of Dilmun. These appear as recipients of the letters from
Assurbanipal. 1339 The vassal kings of both groups were probably legitimated by written agreements.

Written agreements such as adê with these kings are not extant, but the royal inscriptions of
Assurbanipal record that both categories paid tribute to Assurbanipal constantly (see below in this
subsection). In the following paragraphs, I will briefly review the relations between Assyria and
these states. After that, I will study the attitude of Assurbanipal to these vassal kings.

Urarṭu was located to the north of Assyria. Contacts between Assyria and Urarṭu began in the 9th
century BC. 1340 Assyria and Urarṭu had fought each other for about two centuries. 1341 However, it
seems that their conflict ended in the 7th century BC. In the time of Assurbanipal, there were two
Urarṭian kings, Rusâ III1342 and Sārdūrī III. Rusâ III is only known from the royal inscriptions of
Assurbanipal, which record that he sent his envoys with an audience gift (tāmartu) to Arbail. 1343 By
contrast, the inscriptions state that Sārdūrī III heard about the mighty deeds that the great gods had
1338
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granted Assurbanipal, and that now he constantly sent letters and his heavy audience gifts (tāmartu)
to Assurbanipal. 1344
Dilmun, modern Bahrain, 1345 sporadically appears in the royal inscriptions of Assyria. It is depicted
as a state that had brought tribute/gifts to Assyria occasionally since the reign of Sargon II. The
royal inscriptions of Sargon II record that Aḫundara, the king of Dilmun, sent tribute (mandattu,
kardû) to him. 1346 Sennacherib states in his inscription that after he destroyed Babylon, the people
of Dilmun saw the terror and the fear of Aššur and they brought their audience gift (nāmurtu) to
Sennacherib. 1347 It is worth noting that not the king but the people of Dilmun brought it.
Esarhaddon claims in his inscription that he fixed the tribute (mandattu) of his lordship on Qanâ,
king of Dilmun. 1348 Assurbanipal states in his inscriptions that Ḫundāru, king of Dilmun,
overwhelmed by [Aššur and] Mullissu, the gods whom Assurbanipal trusts, came every year
without interruption to Nineveh with [his heavy tribute] and asked after the royal well-being of
Assurbanipal. 1349
As we have seen, Assurbanipal claims in his inscriptions that both Sārdūrī III and Ḫundāru took the
first action on their own initiative and then sent tribute to Assurbanipal regularly. Now I will
examine how Assurbanipal displays himself to these vassal kings in his letters, *ABL 1242 to
Sārdūrī III and *AAA 20 106 to Ḫundāru.

Assurbanipal rhetorically depicts the relations between the Assyrian king and the vassal kings as a
father-son relationship. In *ABL 1242, Assurbanipal calls Sārdūrī III his son. 1350 In his inscriptions,
he claims that Sārdūrī III regularly sent him letters just as a son does to his father. 1351 The rhetoric
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of the father-son relationship also occurs in the letter *ABL 1022 from Assurbanipal to Tammarītu
II, king of Elam. Tammarītu II had sought refuge in Assyria when Indabibi seized the throne of
Elam and later he was installed on the throne by Assurbanipal. In the letter *ABL 1022 r. 18-20,
Assurbanipal states that “I have [done] and given to you this favour which not (even) a father has
done for a son.”1352

The father-son metaphor was also used by vassal kings. Warikas, king of Que (Cilicia), who is
called Uriaikki in Assyrian texts and who is mentioned during the reigns of Tiglath-pileser III and
Sargon II,1353 uses this metaphor in his bilingual inscriptions in Phoenician and Hieroglyphic
Luwian. In §6, Warikas states that “So the Assyrian king and the whole Assyrian ‘house’ were made
a fa[ther and a mo]ther for me,” 1354 although it is not excluded that this inscription was actually
drafted in Assyria.

As their overlord, Assurbanipal provided vassal kings with benefits in a “fatherly” way. He installed
vassals on the throne or helped them to seize the throne of their land. Many of the vassals were
persons of noble origin who already had some authority in their homeland. 1355 Assurbanipal
transformed them into more legitimate kings. The instalment of vassal kings such as Ummanaldašu
III, Tammarītu I, and Tammarītu II is well described in the royal inscriptions of Assurbanipal. The
letter *AAA 20 106 dated 647*-VI-13 illustrates the instalment of Ḫundāru, the king of Dilmun.
In this letter, Assurbanipal promises the kingship of Dilmun and his protection to Ḫundāru, telling
him: “don’t you k[now] that I will give the kingship of Dilmun to you?” 1356 He further states that
“you shall sit there and live under my protection (ina ṣillija), and my watch will be established there
in this manner.”1357 It is not known whether Qanâ, king of Dilmun, who is mentioned in the reign of
Esarhaddon,1358 was still alive when Ḫundāru became the king of Dilmun. The relationship between
Qanâ and Ḫundāru is unclear as well.
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It seems that vassalage always involved the conclusion of a treaty. *AAA 20 106 r. 4 refers to a
trea[ty] tablet sent by Ḫundāru to Assurbanipal. 1359 Thus Ḫundāru may have submitted himself to
Assurbanipal on his own initiative, as the inscriptions of Assurbanipal claim. 1360

In *ABL 1242:7 addressed to Sārdūrī III, king of Urarṭu, the existence of a treaty is alluded to by
the term ṭābtu “favour,” which is often found as a synonym of adê “treaty” in Neo-Assyrian sources
(see pp. 98-100 and the discussion of *ABL 1022 on pp. 213-214). Here, too, it was the vassal that
took the initiative, as Assurbanipal states that Sārdūrī III had sought his “favour” (ṭābtu).1361
Vassal kings were expected to devote themselves totally to Assurbanipal. He says to Ḫundāru,
“[ma]y your heart be completely with [me]!” in *AAA 20 196 r. 17.1362 Assurbanipal plays the role
of a kind and helpful king in his letters. Nevertheless, sometimes this approach did not work and
harsher words were needed. In *ABL 1240, Sārdūrī III asks Assurbanipal why the king always
writes to him in irritated and angry terms. 1363 This reminds one of *ABL 945: 7-11 and *ABL 571 r.
9-12, discussed above pp. 188 and 207, where Assurbanipal advises his governor and the citizens of
Babylon to use kind or harsh words depending on the situation. Here, the Assyrian royal ideology
filters through the words of Sārdūrī III, one of the vassal kings: “the king of the gods, the exalted
one, the ruler of the entire universe delivered sinners in every direction to the hands of his
worshipper,” 1364 in other words, the god Aššur handed the sinners over to the Assyrian king. In these
phrases, we can discern one of the Assyrian king’s functions as the punisher.

Vassal kings had to meet the demands of the Assyrian king. In *ABL 1240, Sārdūrī III promises to
provide the lapis lazuli which Assurbanipal had demanded. However, on a practical level, he had
hesitated to bring it personally on the pretext that the country would revolt against him. Instead, he
asks the king to let a huge army come and take the lapis lazuli without contacting with him directly
if that is agreeable to the king. 1365

All in all, Assurbanipal presents a good and benevolent image to vassal kings in his letters through
the metaphor of the father-son relationship. He also emphasizes his favour/goodness. He installed
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the vassals on the thrones of their countries and gave protection to them. However, the vassal kings
had to prove their loyalty to the Assyrian king, to return his favours, and to devote themselves to
him. In practice, they were expected to pay tribute annually, to visit the Assyrian court regularly, to
hand over precious materials, and to admit incursion of the Assyrian army into their territory. It is
very likely that those obligations were specified on treaty tablets, although none of them are extant.

2.6.5. Tribal Groups
In southern Mesopotamia, beside city dwellers in the traditional Babylonian cities such as Babylon,
Borsippa, Nippur, Sippar, Uruk, and Ur, Aramean tribes occupied interurban areas, whereas Arab
tribes resided in the desert to the south and west of Mesopotamia. 1366 They were partly settled,
partly moved around, and went in and out of the periphery of cities. 1367 Some tribal groups were
under the control of Assyria, while others were hostile towards it. Each tribal group had its own
leader. In Assyrian texts, the Aramean leaders were called nasīku “sheikh,”1368 while the Arab leader
was often called “king.” During the reign of Assurbanipal, the Aramean tribes of the Puqūdu, the
Gambūlu, and the Ru’ua, and the Arabian tribe of the Qedarites are known. The Gurasimmu had
also been regarded as one of Aramean tribes, but it has recently been suggested that they were
Arabs.1369 In any case, these tribal groups are mentioned in the correspondence of Assurbanipal and
some received Assurbanipal’s letters. The Arab leaders are attested in Assurbanipal’s inscriptions,
but do not appear as the recipients of his letters. In this subsection, I will attempt to explore the
relations between Assyria and the tribal groups, mainly Arameans, and the attitude of Assurbanipal
towards them.

Of the extant royal letters, only Gambūleans contacted Assurbanipal and pledged allegiance to him
at their own initiative in order to obtain military and political gains. The king accepted their
allegiance and made them into his servants. Assurbanipal guaranteed the right of residence in the
territory of the tribal group. In return, they had to provide military cooperation to Assyria.

*ABL 541addressed to the Aramean Gambūlu is a good example. The letter indicates that they had
previously written to Assurbanipal: “We wish to grasp your feet; we are afraid of being deported by
Assyria and of being exposed to Elam” (ll. 2′-6′). Since the Gambūlu resided in the border area
1366
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between Babylonia and Elam, 1370 they sometimes faced a threat from Elam, at other times they
allied themselves with it, or were under its control. It is worth noting the subject of these sentences.
Not their sheikh but several individuals sent the letter to Assurbanipal together. It seems they were
the representatives of this group of people. The king grants their wish in the letter. He tells the
recipients to come before Bēl-iqīša, the leader of the Gambūlu and the loyal servant of the king, 1371
and let him settle them in the territory wherever they like. Fales has pointed out that Aramean tribal
groups were subdivided though they retained their common tribal denomination. 1372 As
Assurbanipal urges the recipients to accept Bēl-iqīša, they could have been one of the internal
subdivisions of the Gambūlu tribe. It is interesting that people who were probably internally
separate could directly address the letter to Assurbanipal, and then Assurbanipal attempted to
control them through the sheikh of the tribal group within a larger structure. The king may have
respected conventions of the tribes. In the letter, Assurbanipal confirms that the Gambūlean
recipients can live in their territory (*ABL 541:11′) and swears by his gods that he shall not deport
them nor expose them to Elam. Now the king calls the recipients “my servants” (r. 2-7). In return,
the recipients are required to guard “the fortress of the king (?)” ( URU.ḪAL.ṢU ša LUGAL!?) with Bēliqīša (e. 13′-r. 2).

Later, the Gambūleans again pledged allegiance to Assurbanipal in their letter ABL 915 in which
they ask Assurbanipal to install Rēmūtu1373 and Šama’guna, son of Bēl-iqīša,1374 over them to
organize their country. In response to ABL 915, Assurbanipal writes *ABL 293 to them. After he
shows his good will towards them by saying: “from this very day, I listen to as much as you speak,
and I do what you request” (r. 2-5), the king asks them to have Rēmūtu come before him so that the
king can dress him and install him over them.

Some tribal groups had a strong tie with their neighbouring cities. Sometimes the cities carried out
Assyrian policy towards tribal groups on behalf of Assurbanipal. Before the revolt, the Gurasimmu
tribe was under the jurisdiction of Ur.1375 Once the revolt broke out, the governor of Uruk pleaded
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with Assurbanipal by stating: “may the Gurasimmu not be lost to the king.” 1376 As already discussed
above (pp. 187-188), the Gurasimmu suffered from the pressure of the Puqūdu and the Sealanders
without any aid from Assyria and eventually deserted to the rebel side. The citizens of Nippur were
also involved in the issue of the Ru’ua tribe, who probably became disloyal to Assyria. In *ABL
287, Assurbanipal commends the citizens for capturing several individuals from the Ru’ua tribe and
orders them to keep the captives under guard.

Of the tribal groups, the Arabian Qedarites alternated allegiance to and defection from Assyria.
They are not mentioned in the letters from Assurbanipal, but often appear in the inscriptions of
Assurbanipal. According to the inscriptions, their leaders, both Iauta’ and Abī-Iate’ I, respectively,
had sworn an oath of loyalty to Assurbanipal, but later they betrayed him and the king carried out
punitive operations against them. 1377 As mentioned above (pp. 133-134), the troops of Abī-Iate’
attempted to enter besieged Babylon.

Assurbanipal’s policies towards the tribal groups were similar to those towards vassal kings. Once a
tribal leader pledged allegiance to the king, he earned political and military support but had to
inquire after the well-being of the king and pay audience gifts. However, what was observed
characteristically in the policies towards them is that the king promised them territorial inviolability
and sometimes the king tried to control them through the cities near which the tribal groups resided.
Occasionally, members of a tribe made contact with the king directly in order to ask him to install a
leader over them for security and order.

CONCLUSIONS
The present research focuses on 72 royal letters from Assurbanipal that have never before been
subjected to a detailed analysis and study because most of them have been published in cuneiform
copies only. In the letters, Assurbanipal dealt with political, military, and diplomatic matters. He
also presented the Assyrian royal image in rich literary expressions and utilized it in order to
implement Assyrian policies towards areas within and outside the territory of Assyria, especially in
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the time of the revolt of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and its aftermath, which shook the empire to its
foundation.

Geographical Distribution of the Letters
The letters geographically cover the areas north, east, and southeast of Assyria, in other words,
Urarṭu, Elam, Rāši, Babylonia, the Sealand, and Dilmun. Of these areas, Babylonia was by far the
most common destination. Within Babylonia, a dozen letters are sent to tribal groups, but much of
the correspondence is sent to the ancient cities such as Babylon, Nippur, Uruk, and Ur. After
Babylonia, Elam and the Sealand – the neighbouring areas of Babylonia – appear as the second and
third most popular destinations. These three regions were deeply involved in the civil war. No
missive is directed to Anatolia, coastal and inland areas in the West, nor Egypt, probably because
the letters addressed to these areas were written in Aramaic on organic material, for instance,
leather, wax, or papyrus, which is now irretrievably lost.

Chronological Distribution of the Letters
Of the 72 letters from Assurbanipal, 14 missives, consisting of 12 Neo-Babylonian letters and 2
Neo-Assyrian letters, are fully or partially dated by day, month, and/or a name of an eponym,
constituting19.5% of his royal letters. The correspondence deriving from the Assyrian state archives
is generally not dated, and only 5% of all Neo-Assyrian letters bear dates. Compared with this
figure, the number of the dated royal letters is exceptionally high. It is unlikely that the dates were a
part of the original letters, more probably the dates were at least in some cases added when archival
copies were produced. Of the undated letters from Assurbanipal, many of them can be dated based
on prosopographical information and their contents. The chronological distribution of the letters is
heavily skewed; three letters probably belong to the first few years of his reign (668-666 BC) and
57 letters to the middle of his reign (652-646 BC). The remaining 12 letters are undatable.

Recipients of the Letters
The recipients of the royal letters are individuals and groups of people involved in the revolt of
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and its aftermath. The most common recipients are citizenry and the second most
prevalent are Babylonian local governors. In some cases, the citizens of a city and its governor
appear together as recipients. In addition, foreign kings, Bēl-ibni in charge of the Sealand, tribal
groups, influential foreign figures, and Assyrian and Babylonian officials are attested as addressees.
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The statistics of the recipients indicate that Assurbanipal considered it particularly important to
address his letters to the population at large rather than to individuals.

The Process of Composing the Letters
The letters from Assurbanipal were not found at their destination but excavated at Nineveh, the
capital of the Assyrian Empire during his reign. This means that the letters are archival copies or
drafts for royal orders. Even though Assurbanipal is known to have been highly educated and
literate, it is very likely that he had his letters dictated to a scribe. Based on dictation, the scribe
produced a preliminary draft, edited it, added an introductory formula with an address and a
salutation, gained the approval of the king, and made a final draft. When the final version was
confirmed, the scribe produced a definitive letter, made its archival copy/copies, filed it/them away
under their classification system for administrative purposes, created an envelope, put the original
in the envelope, and finally dispatched it to its addressee(s).

Of my research corpus, *ABL 1244, a virtual duplicate of three other letters, is the only preliminary
draft. The text was probably written down from dictation because it contains an unusually large
number of all sorts of abbreviations. The scribe of the letter attempted to reduce the number of signs
and sign elements by using logographic writing, by omitting determinatives and some elements of
compound logograms, by not marking the long vowels, and by using simpler signs that have a
smaller stroke count.

No preliminary drafts, memoranda of dictation, or unfinished letters are found in the dossier, except
for *ABL 1244. The drafts in the early stages may have been destroyed already in antiquity and
recycled for their tablet clay. Thus most of my corpus consists of archival copies and/or very final
drafts. In practice, it is almost impossible to distinguish archival copies and very final drafts from
originals because they were inscribed on the same format (egirtu) and seem to be almost identical
with the originals. One of the possible ways to recognize archival copies is to identify archival
notes, which include a particular word “copy” (gabrû) or a date with some visual indications, for
instance, blank space and a horizontal line before the date, at the end of the texts. On the other hand,
the letters without a date may have been drafts. However, they may also be finished letters that were
not sent out, or actually sent out but for some reason brought back to Nineveh.
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Language, Script, and Scribes
Two languages and two scripts (Neo-Assyrian, Neo-Babylonian) were employed in the 72 letters
from Assurbanipal. There are 26 Neo-Assyrian letters and 46 Neo-Babylonian letters. Since many
of his royal letters are addressed to Babylonia and its neighbouring areas, the Neo-Babylonian
language and script is expected to be predominant in the corpus. However, of these Neo-Babylonian
letters, 14 missives are written in Neo-Assyrian script.

The particular language and script used in the letters depended on whether they were drafts or
archival copies. It should be noted that the preliminary draft written from dictation (*ABL 1244) is
a Neo-Assyrian text in Assyrian script. Babylonianisms are rarely found in Neo-Assyrian letters
against numerous Assyrianisms in Neo-Babylonian letters in my research corpus. Since NeoAssyrian was the language of the Assyrian ruling elite while Neo-Babylonian was limited to the
south, drafts would have first been drawn up in Neo-Assyrian, and only later translated into NeoBabylonian, perhaps first in Assyrian and only later in Babylonian script.

The contents of the letters were probably determined on the basis of the state policy and strategy
that had been officially agreed to by a sort of committee, consisting of influential men such as
administrative officials, military personnel, entourages, cultural elites, and of course the king. The
king and the committee members presumably had meetings for royal decision-making. Assurbanipal
generally used the first person singular “I” in his letters, but sometimes he employed the first person
plural “we,” especially when he discussed military affairs.

Persons who may have acted as scribes for the letters of Assurbanipal include the chief scribe Issāršumu-ēreš, the palace scribe Marduk-erība, Assurbanipal’s tutor Balasî, court scholars, a scribe from
his crown princehood, scribes for his library, and their deputies and subordinates. The missives
contain a number of elements that are attested in various contemporary texts such as extispicy
reports, royal inscriptions, oracle texts, literary compositions, and treaties. Hence the scribe(s) of the
letters had knowledge of these texts. However, we do not have concrete evidence to pinpoint who
actually wrote the missives and how many scribes were engaged in writing them. Future research on
distinctive writing features may throw new light on this issue.
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The Royal Image
Assurbanipal conveyed the royal image in his letters and made use of it for the empire’s interests
under complicated political conditions. The Assyrian king was traditionally regarded as the earthly
representative of Aššur and he was in charge of maintaining the divine order and executing the
divine will. However, the royal image in Assyria needed to be modified as a response to its
expansion. In the process of the imperial expansion, the Assyrian king acquired the aspects of a
“hero” who has a military capability, a “saviour” who fights against chaos, and “the sun” who seeks
righteousness and leads all the people to truth. With the success of the expansion, the emphasis was
placed on the king’s “wisdom” to be balanced against the king’s fierce aspects. In the imperial
period, the royal image was enhanced, ideological doctrine was enriched, and institutions were
developed in order to establish internal stability and cohesion and to cope with domestic affairs and
external threats. As a result, the portrayal of the king as a “perfect man” was introduced into the
Neo-Assyrian royal ideology, making all inhabitants of the empire accept and believe in the
Assyrian king. The king was given various images and divine attributes deriving from the concept
of the “perfect man,” consolidated by the Assyrian sacred tree. However, the king’s perfection and
full divinity were not strongly propagated to the masses. Rather, his humanity and pious manner
were promoted, probably because these aspects brought direct benefits to the audiences and were
more appealing to them.
Of the royal images, the king giving “(royal) favour,” ṭābtu, is repeatedly presented in the letters
from Assurbanipal. He grants favours spontaneously or in return for the good deeds done by the
correspondents. However, granting favours was not a simple image of the merciful king. In practice,
it was used as a political tool. Those who received royal favours were strongly expected to return
them to their lord. If they did not, they deserved punishment and denouncement. The “(royal)
favour” was also regarded as a synonym for “treaty,” adê, because in exchange for the concessions
a contracting party gained benefits, depicted as royal favours, from the Assyrian king.

The notion of the king’s birth and origin was also carefully developed. During the reign of
Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal, the king was depicted in literary compositions, royal inscriptions,
and prophecies as the son of two goddesses, Mullissu and Ištar. He was born of a human mother, but
created and nursed by the goddesses. Hence the Assyrian king was seen as a semi-divine being,
partly man and partly god like Gilgameš, gaining divine spirit and legitimation. However, in a letter
from Assurbanipal addressed to the citizens of Babylon, Mullissu and Ištar were replaced for
political reasons by the goddess Zarpanītu, consort of Marduk.
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Assurbanipal’s religious attitude also appears in his royal letters. His devotion to “God,” i.e., Aššur,
is indicated by the fact that he most frequently refers to “God” in the missives. “Aššur, my gods”
were the second most common one. There is a tendency that when Aššur is mentioned with other
god(s) consecutively, his name appears as Aššur, whereas when Aššur appears alone, he is often
referred to as the God. Assurbanipal also mentions Marduk, the third most frequent god in my
corpus, for political reasons when addressing the Babylonians as well as non-Babylonian peoples.
The contexts of the letters show that Assurbanipal often emphasizes divine intervention in political
events.

The image that Assurbanipal wished to convey to the recipients of his letters was the king having
benevolence and good will to treat the people kindly during the crisis of the empire, although he
sometimes threatened them by hinting at his fierce aspects as a judge and a punisher. He stresses
that he protects the privileged status of Babylon, provides offerings, treats all the people equally,
gives favours, makes peace, and has a prosperous reign. He seldom displays his full divinity, but he
clearly gives an account of his close relationship to the gods. He claims that he was raised by the
goddess, given truth and righteousness by the great gods, decreed a good fate by the great gods, and
given faith by Aššur and his gods.

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn: His Role, Authority, and Revolt
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was an important figure for Assurbanipal to promote his image and to frame the
policies against him. In 672 BC, Esarhaddon officially appointed the two to the thrones of Assyria
and Babylonia respectively. To guarantee this royal succession and to legitimize it by the gods,
Esarhaddon imposed a treaty. Though Šamaš-šumu-ukīn was the eldest living son, the treaty clearly
indicates that he was not treated equally with Assurbanipal. During their crown princehood, they
were loyal to Esarhaddon and supported him. The political correspondence of Esarhaddon shows
that Assurbanipal was more deeply involved in Assyrian governance than Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.

After Esarhaddon’s death in 669 BC, Assurbanipal was enthroned in the same year, but Šamaššumu-ukīn ascended the throne of Babylon a year later. Assurbanipal claims in his inscription that
he appointed Šamaš-šumu-ukīn as the king of Babylon without mentioning Esarhaddon’s
arrangement. Šamaš-šumu-ukīn commissioned his own inscriptions in which he shows his full
respect for Babylonia by using the Sumerian language, introducing Babylonian traditional titles, and
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reconstructing religious buildings. During his reign, Babylonia achieved economic growth.
However, his authority was limited and he was expected to remain a loyal vassal of Assurbanipal.
Perhaps the reason for his existence as king was to have a member of the Assyrian royal family in
charge of Babylon.

Šamaš-šumu-ukīn started the revolt against Assurbanipal in 652 BC. The reconstructed history for
this period is based on the sources only from the Assyrian side, hence they describe events from
their point of view and some are clearly propagandistic. Narratives from the rebel side are not
preserved. During the civil war, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn allied with Elam and the Sealand, sent
messengers and officials to make common cause with these countries, gave bribes, appointed
officials, performed military operations, and made a speech in front of the citizens of Babylon in
order to appeal to them. After the revolt started, it became an oft-repeated theme of the royal
inscriptions of Assurbanipal and literary compositions to denounce Šamaš-šumu-ukīn and justify
Assurbanipal.

Assurbanipal’s Policies towards Babylonian Cities
The royal image presented in Assurbanipal’s letters was utilized in order to further Assyrian
policies. In peace time, Assurbanipal continued the conciliatory policy of Esarhaddon. He showed
to the Babylonians visibly and publicly that he was able to execute the traditional responsibility of
the Babylonian king by returning statues of the gods, including that of Marduk, re-establishing the
privileged status of the cities, sponsoring religious building projects, reconfirming offerings, and
restoring rites and rituals. He also took the Babylonians and their national pride into consideration;
politically and administratively important positions were reserved for local ruling family members
and a city assembly in each city continued to function as its administrative body.

At an early phase of the revolt, Assurbanipal tried to stop a skirmish from escalating into an all-out
war and searched for a diplomatic solution by stressing the king’s good image. However, his
attempts were eventually futile and the conflict between Assyria and Babylonia became bitter. Even
in such a situation, Assurbanipal did not destroy Babylon but chose to put the city under siege. He
rescued pro-Assyrian cities in Babylonia encouraged them to rise against the rebels, and made them
cooperate with each other beyond the borders of the city. Assurbanipal had the governors of Nippur
and its citizens involved in the military activities, such as joining forces with Urukeans, pursuing a
man who was trying to escape, and besieging a city. He repeatedly sent military aid to Uruk and
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later used the city as a military base in the south. He also concluded several treaties with its
governor and citizens. Reinforcements were sent from Uruk to Ur and they relieved the city from
famine. He also settled the sibling rivalry between the Urukean governor and his rebellious
predecessor.

Assurbanipal continuously applied a conciliatory policy towards Babylon from the very beginning
of the revolt up to the time of the diplomatic break due to the siege of Babylon. He kept appealing
to the citizens of Babylon and trying to persuade them with political rhetoric not to side with
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, although they had actually betrayed him. In practice, he informed them that he
forgave their rebellious deeds and attempted to avoid the destruction of the city and a massacre. As
he states in a letter that he had corresponded with the Babylonians under siege, he managed to
secure some Babylonian supporters in the city. However, these Babylonians could not release the
city peacefully. Babylon eventually fell to Assyria with the death of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn.

Foreign Policy
Assurbanipal took a harsher attitude towards his foreign enemies. However, once they submitted to
him, they were given royal favours and subjected to a treaty. If they violated it, the king could
punish them severely. Assurbanipal also tried to use the people from civic institutions in hostile
states for his political purposes. He talked to these people in a warm but sometimes dramatic tone. A
similar tendency, though less strong, is also found in the letters to the submissive adversaries.

The Assyrian king concluded a mutual assistance and non-aggression pact with his equal allies.
Esarhaddon had such a pact with the Elamite king Urtaku, whom he addressed as “brother.” The
latter was still alive at the beginning of the reign of Assurbanipal. It is evident that they also
concluded a treaty, although this is not extant. Probably in accordance with a treaty provision,
Assurbanipal provided him with aid as his royal favour. After Urtaku died, though, another Elamite
king, Indabibi, might have been his ally, but there was no longer an equal alliance. Assurbanipal
became the “king of kings.”

Towards the buffer state Rāši, Assurbanipal stressed the favours that he had rendered to Elam, but
he also condemned Elam for their moral wrongs in order to make Rāši comply with his request.
Nevertheless, he first raised the possibility of negotiation and later hinted at possible military action
against them.
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Assurbanipal also presented a benevolent image to vassal kings through metaphorical father-son
relationships. He concluded a treaty with them and installed them on their thrones and gave them
protection. However, they had to prove their loyalty to the Assyrian king and to return the king’s
favour. In practice, they were expected to pay annual tribute, to visit the Assyrian court regularly, to
hand over precious materials, and to admit incursions of the Assyrian army into their territory.
Those political agreements were possibly specified in vassal treaties, although none of them are
extant.

Aramean and Arab tribes occupied interurban areas in Babylonia and on the borders of the Fertile
Crescent. They were partly settled, partly nomadic, and went in and out of the periphery of cities.
Some tribal groups were under the control of Assyria, while others were hostile towards the empire.
Each tribal group had its own leader. When tribal groups pledged their loyalty to Assurbanipal, the
king promised them territorial inviolability. In return, the tribal groups had to cooperate with
Assyria militarily and politically. In some cases, the king and a tribal leader concluded a treaty.
Sometimes cities located near the tribal groups played an important role as intermediates between
the king and the tribal groups.

Final Conclusions
In his correspondence, Assurbanipal presented the royal image based on the Assyrian royal
ideology. This enabled him to implement his polices and achieve his political aims. Towards the
pro-Assyrian people, Assurbanipal stressed the continuation of his favours and involved them in
suppressing the revolt. In practice, he sent reinforcements to them and incorporated them into
Assyrian military activities. He also tried to control the tribal groups through Babylonian governors.
Towards the anti-Assyrian people, Assurbanipal has a harsher attitude. He often indicated the use of
force.

To the areas both within and outside the territory of Assyria, whether their inhabitants were
adversaries or adherents of Assyria, Assurbanipal emphasized his devotion to the gods and the
intervention of the gods. He portrayed himself as the king who has mercy, truth, justice, and
authority. He also claimed that he ensured equality and rendered favours. In addition, he depicted
himself as a saviour as well as a punisher of sinners.
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Appendix: Comparison of *ABL 273, *ABL 543, *ABL 1108, and *ABL 1244
The score of *ABL 273, *ABL 543, *ABL 1108, and *ABL 1244 is as follows.

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

1
1

a-na mdPA–GÁL-ši /
a-ba[t LUGAL a-na mdPA–GÁL-ši]

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

2-3
2-3
1′-2′

ina UGU ANŠE.KUR.RA.MEŠ / šá taš-pur-an-ni /
ina [UGU x x x x x x x x] / is-[x x x x x x x x LUGAL]
[x x x x x]-an-ni [x x x x] / [x x x x x] LUGAL

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL1108
*ABL 1244

4-5
2′-3′

ul-[x x x š]a? TA! [re-e-še] / as-s[a-par]-ak-k[a]
x[x x x x] / ša TA re-e-še as-sa-par-[ak-ka]

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

6-7
4′-5′

mu-uk at!-tú-nu u LÚ.[NAM.MEŠ] / i-ti-is-sa dul-lu ep-[šá]
muk at-tu-nu u LÚ.NAM.M[EŠ i-ti-is-sa] / dul-lu ep-šá

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

8-9
5′-6′

NINDA.MEŠ
NINDA.MEŠ

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

10-11
7′-8′

taq-bi ma-a mì-i-nu ḫi-ṭa-a-a / la-a ḫi-ṭa-a-ka šú-u ḫi-iṭ-ṭu
taq-bi ma-a mì-i-nu ḫi-ṭa-a-a / la-a ḫi-ṭa-a-ka šu-ú ḫi-iṭ-ṭu

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

12
9′-10′

šá
ki-na-ta-te-ka
LÚ.NAM.MEŠ
ša LÚ.ki-na-at-ta-te-e-ka / LÚ.NAM.[[MEŠ!]] ú?

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

13-14
10’-11’

šá a-šap-par-áš-šá-nu-u-ni / la il-lak-u-nin-ni
is-si!-ku!-nu
!
šá KIN-áš-šá-nu-u-ni /
la-a il-lak -[[u]]-nin-ni is-si-ku-nu

15-16
12′-13′
1′

la i[z]-z[a]-[z]u-u-ni dul-lu la e-pa-šú-ni / [u ina UGU
la iz-za-zu-ú-ni
dul-lu / la ep-pa-šu-ú-ni u ina UGU
[x x x]x

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

iṣ-ṣa-a-ni aq-ṭ[i-bi] / la taš-me-a ú-ma-a a-na [mì-i-ni]
iṣ-ṣa-a-ni aq-ba /
la taš-me-a ú-ma-a ana mi-i-ni
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*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

16-18
14′-15′
1′-2′

[šá t]aq-bu-u-ni / [ma-a LUGAL la ú-ra]m-ma / [ŠEŠ.UNUG.KI
ša taq-bu-ú-ni ma-a LUGAL / la ú-ram-ma
ŠEŠ.UNUG.KI
šá taq-bu-u-[ni ma MAN
la ú-ram-ma] / [ŠE]Š.UNUG

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

18-19
16′-17′
2′-3′

u LÚ.gúr]-˹a!-sím˺ / [TA
ŠU.2 LUGAL la
el-li-ú]
[u LÚ].gúr!-a!-sím-mu TA
ŠU.2 LUGAL / [la-a e]l-li-ú
!
u gúr-sím-mu
TA (la) [ŠU.2 LUGAL] / la
ÍL.MEŠ

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

20-21
17′-18′
3′-4′

[a-ke-e aḫ–ḫur ep-pu-šú] / [ana-ku le-pu-uš]
a-ke-e aḫ–ḫur / [ep-pu-šú] ana-ku le-pu-uš
a-ke-e aḫ–ḫur / ep-pu-šú
ana-ku DÙ

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

r. 1-2
19′-20′
4′-5′

[la áš-pu-ra LÚ.NAM] / [KUR.za-mu-a LÚ.GAR.ME]
[la áš-pu-ra LÚ.NAM KUR.za-mu-a] / [LÚ.GAR.MEŠ
la áš-pu-ru / NAM
KUR.za-mu-u
LÚ.GAR.ME

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

r. 3-4
20′-21′
5′-6′

[KI-ku-nu la iṣ-ṣu-ru] / [la] e-ni!-[šu la me-e-tú] /
is-si-ku-nu la iṣ-ṣu-ru] / [la e-ni-š]ú! la [me-e-tú] /
KI-ku-nu / la iṣ-ṣu-ru
la e-ni-šú la ÚŠ.MEŠ /

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

r. 5-6
r. 2-3
7′-8′

ina UGU EN.NUN-[k]u-nu ki-i / e-mur-u-ni e-ni-šu-u-ni
[ina UGU E]N.NUN-[ku-nu ki-i] / [e-mur]-ú-ni e-n[i-šú-u-ni]
!
ina UGU EN.NUN-ku-nu ki
IGI.LAL -ni / e-ni-šú-ni

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

r. 7-8 me-tú-u-ni as-sa-par ap-ta-ṭar-šú-nu / LÚ.EN.NAM URU.la-ḫi-ri ù
r. 4-5 [me]-tu-ú-ni as-sa-par [ap-ta-ṭar-šú-nu] / LÚ.EN.NAM URU.la-ḫi-ri ù
8′-7′ ÚŠ.MEŠ-ni KIN
DU8-šú-nu /
EN.NAM
la-ḫi-ri u

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

r. 9-10
r. 6-7
9’-10’

LÚ.EN.NAM URU.arrap-ḫa / is-si-ku-nu la ap-qid
LÚ.EN.NAM URU.ár-rap-ḫa / is-si-ku-nu la ap-qid
EN[.NAM] / ár-rap-ḫa KI-ku-nu / la ap-qid

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

4-6
r. 11-12
r. 8-9
r. 1-2

ki-i ud-di-na / la ta-šap-par-an-ni / maš-šur–ŠU–GUR-ra
ki-i ud-din-na la ta-šap-par-an-ni / maš-šur–ŠU–GUR-ra
ki-i ud-di-i-na la ta-šap-par-an-ni / mAN.ŠÁR–ŠU–GUR-ra
m
!
ki ud-[di-na la KIN-ni] /
AN.ŠÁR–ŠU–GUR-ra

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

6-8
r. 12-13
r. 9-10
r. 2-3

LÚ.IGI.DUB
LÚ.IGI.DUB
LÚ.IGI.DUB

!

u
ú-ma-a
u
ú-ma-a
u [0] / u ú-ma-a

/ LÚ.e-muq-qi is-si-šú / as-sap-ra mì-i-nu
u
e-muq-qi / is-si-šú as-sa-par mì-i-nu
u
e-muq-qi / is-si-šú as-sap-ra mì-i-nu
u
e-muq-qi / KI-šú
KIN-ra
mi-nu
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*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

9-11
r. 13-14
r. 11-12
r. 3-4

šá a-na e-pa-še / DÙG.GA-ú-ni ep-šá / BE-ma ÍD.ḫar-ru sik-ra
šá a-na e-pa-še / DÙG.GA-u-ni ep-šá BE-ma ÍD.ḫar-ru sik-ra
šá ana e-pa-a-še DÙG.GA-ú-ni ep-šá / BE-ma ÍD.ḫar-ru sik-ra
šá ana DÙ /
DÙG-u-ni
ep-šá BE-ma
ḫar-ru sik-ra

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

12-14
r. 15-16
r. 12-14
r. 5-6

[BE-m]a UN.MEŠ am-mu-te / [kub-s]a u id–da-at / [e]-gír-te
šúm-ma UN.MEŠ am-mu-te kub-sa
u id–da-at / e-gír-te
šúm-ma / UN.MEŠ am-mu-ú-te ku-ub-sa / ù id–da-at / e-gír-te
BE-ma
UN.MEŠ am-mu-te kub-sa / u ina da-at šá e-gír-tú

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

14-r. 2
r. 16-17
r. 14-15
r. 6-7

šá taš-pur-an-ni / [m]dEN–KAR-ir / már-ba-iá
m
šá taš-pur-an-[ni] / mdEN–KAR-ir
ar-ba-a-a
md
m
ša / taš-pur-an-ni
EN–ŠUR
u ar-ba-a
[m]
m
KIN-ni /
EN–ŠUR
ar-ba-a-a

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

r. 3-4
r. 18-19
r. 16-17
r. 8

LÚ.GAL–KA.KÉŠ 2-me
LÚ.GAL–ki-ṣir
LÚ.GAL–ki-ṣir
[GAL]–ki-ṣir

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

r. 5-8
r. 19-20
r. 17-19
r. 9-10

us-se-bi-lak-ka /
na-aṣ-ṣu-u-ni /
na-aṣ-ṣu-u-ni / is-si-ku-nu
[na-ṣ]u-ni

*ABL 273
*ABL 543
*ABL 1108
*ABL 1244

r. 8
r. 20
r. 19
r. 10

le-pu-šu
le-[pu-šu]
le-p[u-šu]
ep-pu-šu]

/ ANŠE.KUR.RA.MEŠ ina ŠU.2-šú-nu
ANŠE.KUR.RA.MEŠ / ina ŠU.2-šú-nu
ANŠE.KUR.RA.ME / ina ŠU.2-šú-nu
KUR.MEŠ
ina ŠU.2-šú-nu
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li-iz-zi-zu / is-si-ku-nu
dul-lu
li-iz-zi-zu is-[si-ku-nu] / dul-lu
li-iz-zi-zu /
d[ul-lu]
iz-za-zu
K[I-k]u-nu / [dul-lu
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